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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Charcoalblue are extremely proud to present the Concept Design Report
for the Waikato Regional Theatre to the Momentum Waikato Community
Foundation.
The report is the culmination of the Concept Design stage and the work
undertaken by the Design team to build on the foundations set by the
Phase One Feasibility Report issued in July 2017.
Following the Feasibility study publication, and prior to any further design
development, the client undertook a period of consultation with the
community, both locally and regionally. Together with Charcoalblue, they
also briefed stakeholder groups who had contributed to the study and
asked if the design team had listened to their requests and ideas for a new
theatre for the Waikato.
It was a pre-requisite of the design team’s further engagement that we
received the community and client feedback from those sessions in
order to determine the key issues that the community felt needed further
investigation.
Together with normal design progress the feedback set the agenda for the
team to develop during the Concept Design.
This report details how the team have responded, how the Feasibility
assumptions have been tested further and sets out the concept and
key planning conditions which allow the project to progress to Resource
Consent Application at the next stage of design work, the Preliminary
Design Phase.
At present it is anticipated that the Preliminary Design Phase will be
undertaken immediately following the Concept Design (subject to client
instruction) and run from early March to mid May 2018. The Resource
Consent Application is targeted for the latter half of this period.
We look forward to being part of the next stage of consultation and
remain committed to working with Momentum Waikato and Hamilton City
Council to enable this project to move forward and to join everyone on the
opening night of New Zealand’s most exciting, innovative and world class
performance arts and community venue.
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND
Hamilton is New Zealand’s fourth largest city. Hamilton’s population is
157,000 and it serves a larger catchment of the Waikato Region. Hamilton
sits one and a half hours south of Auckland, New Zealand’s largest city and
international gateway.
Founders Theatre, Hamilton, New Zealand, has been closed since March
2016 due to safety concerns relating to its flying system. A subsequent
independent engineer’s report also confirmed existing concerns over the
theatre building’s performance in the event of an earthquake.
Momentum Waikato Community Foundation (MWCF) has been approached
by a number of generous individuals and organisations interested in utilising
the Foundation to contribute to a new iconic theatre.
A partnership combining public and private funds was proposed by the
Chair of MWCF at the Hamilton City Council (HCC) submission hearings in
July 2016, along with a robust process to enable a new theatre project to
have the greatest opportunity to succeed.
In November 2016 Charcoalblue were appointed by MWCF to produce a
Phase One Feasibility Report to determine the scope of the new facility and
advise on the optimum theatre configuration, design, location and the range
of expected community benefits. Charcoalblue assembled an expert team
of Consultants to work with and the final report was presented in July 2017

1.2 TERMS OF ENGAGEMENT
In November 2017, Charcoalblue were appointed by Momentum Waikato
Community Foundation (the Client) to complete the Concept Design phase
for the proposed new Waikato Regional Theatre, based in Hamilton, to
replace the existing Founders Theatre.
Charcoalblue are to act as the Lead Consultant, employing a design team
including Architect, Structural Engineer and Services Engineer, together
with the relevant sub-consultants and contractors required to gather the
information required and complete a full Concept Design. MWCF are
employing the Cost Consultant - Kingstons - directly and they will work
alongside the Charcoalblue team. Creative Waikato, through Sarah Nathan
were retained as client advisers and H3 through Richard Sutherland have
provided theatre operational advice and comment as the phase progressed.
This phase is defined as the delivery of the Concept Design as outlined
below.
Charcoalblue together with their consultant team were responsible for the
following;
------

 athering site information and surveys as required in order to
G
progress design
Analysis of Community Feedback provided by MWCF
Progress and completion of Concept Design in accordance with
appointment documentation
Provide cost consultant with appropriately co-ordinated set of
Concept Design information for costing
Presentation of a Concept Design Report

Following a period of public consultation, in November 2017 Charcoalblue
and the design team were appointed to progress the design proposals into
Concept Design phase. The programme determined that the phase would
complete by 9 March 2018.
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1.3 CHARCOALBLUE TEAM

1.5 MILESTONE REPORTING

Charcoalblue assembled a team which would provide expertise in the
delivery of the report.

The following timetable was agreed as the schedule for Concept Design
reporting to the WRTGP and the interim design team meetings and
workshops from November 2017 to March 2018.

LEAD THEATRE EXPERT CONSULTANT
Charcoalblue are leading the theatre and acoustic design of the proposed
venue, ensuring a coordinated and cohesive response to the challenges of
the brief.
Working alongside and under the umbrella of Charcoalblue are a range of
National and Local Consultants.

ARCHITECTS
Jasmax Architects are based in Auckland and are one of New Zealand’s
largest and inspiring architectural practices with offices in Auckland,
Tauranga, Wellington and Christchurch and a portfolio of award winning
public and cultural architecture. For over fifty years Jasmax have
specialised in the design of engaging cultural and civic spaces.

STRUCTURAL, CIVIL AND FIRE ENGINEERS
Holmes Consulting operate 5 offices in New Zealand including their local
office in Hamilton. They have extensive structural and theatre expertise and
are well placed to understand the local conditions in Hamilton.

 uesday 7th November 		
T
				
Tuesday 21st November
				
Tuesday 12th December
				
Tuesday 19th December
				
Thursday 18th January 		
				
Tuesday 23rd January 		
				
Tuesday 6th February 		
				
Tuesday 20th February 		
				
Friday 9th March 		
				

Project Start-up Meeting in Hamilton with
Client
Project Progress Meeting No.1 in Hamilton
with Client
Design Team Workshop in Auckland 		
(Jasmax)
Design Team Meeting in Auckland 		
(Jasmax)
Design Team Workshop in Auckland 		
(Jasmax)
Project Progress Meeting No.2 in Hamilton
with Client
Design Team Workshop in Auckland 		
(Jasmax)
Project Progress Meeting No.3 in Hamilton
with Client
Presentation of Concept Design Report to
Client in Hamilton

SERVICE AND SUSTAINABILITY CONSULTANTS
eCubed, based in Auckland and Wellington bring the important national
perspective to an integrated services and environmental design, based on
the latest innovative sustainability led process.

1.4 CLIENT TEAM
COST CONSULTANTS
Kingstons is one of New Zealand’s longest established professional
quantity surveying and construction cost consultancies and maintains
offices in Auckland, Hamilton and Christchurch involving a total of about 20
professionals.

LOCAL COMMUNITY ADVISER
Creative Waikato through their CEO Sarah Nathan, have joined the team
to bring their extensive knowledge of community arts needs and ensures a
local voice is an integral part of the stakeholder engagement.

THEATRE OPERATIONAL ADVISER
The H3 group manage live venues in and around Hamilton including
Claudelands Arena and the former Founders Theatre.
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2

CLIENT BRIEF AND COMMUNITY FEEDBACK

2.1 BACKGROUND
The brief for the Concept Design was set by MWCF and defined as
progressing the designs through the standard New Zealand Architect’s work
stage definition but also taking account of key issues arising from the public
consultation period following publication of the Feasibility study.
At the project Startup meeting on 7th March these items were listed and
added to the team’s own key design matters and identified risks for further
investigation. The items were prioritised and actioned accordingly.
The following sections outline the key issues in the Feedback we recieved
and the design team’s reactions.

2.2 COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
From the outset of the Feasibility study, MWCF built the brief for the project
on a strong foundation of stakeholder engagement, community needs
analysis and public comment in order that the new facilities responded to
the performer and audience needs of the Waikato region. This engagement
was baked into the Feasibility Report (2017) and therefore there was a
clear desire to return to the consultation process to gain feedback to the
published Feasibility study.
MWCF made the study available online for individual download and
reading, but also arranged community feedback meetings, where
abbreviated versions were presented and followed by discussions and
vocal feedback sessions.
The purpose of this research was to determine if there was a clear mandate
from the community to progress the WRT project as proposed in the
Feasibility Report. The question: Is the proposal right for the community and
what is it going to take to be a transformational opportunity for the whole
region?
Facilitated sessions took place in October 2017 in Hamilton, Ngaruawhaia,
Morrinsville, Te Awamutu and Cambridge. An online engagement also
took place and 46 submissions were received. Additionally a survey to the
creative sector was implemented by Creative Waikato which received 36
responses.
The most frequent concerns regarding the Feasibility study were:
-- Parking/city safety
-- Accessibility (pedestrian/vehicle)
-- Community cost
-- Ownership model
-- Regional transportation connections
-- Location (only in Hamilton sessions)
The most common comments in support of the project related to:
-- Cultural regeneration
-- Access to quality arts events
-- Access to community events
-- Overdue and deserving of a city/region of the size
-- City/regional vibrancy and regeneration
-- Location
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2.3 VEHICULAR ACCESS
Typical NZSO
Touring truck

One of the key issues noted by both the community, and potential users
and hirers of the new venue was a concern over the ease and ability for
vehicular access to the proposed site in the centre of Victoria Street and in
particular the need for touring shows to deliver offload, and pickup to the
get-in door loading bay, and manoeuvre large semi-trailer trucks in Sapper
Moore Jones Place. There would also be a need for bus and car access
and turning to stage door as well as a strategy for drop off and pickup at
theatre entrance on Victoria Street.
The successful solution to the get-in bay and truck turning became one
of the first matters considered by the team as setting the level of the truck
access relative to the stage was crucial and had a knock-on effect on the
rest of the auditorium and foyers, as well as determining the relationship to
the neighbouring buildings.
The location of the get-in bay at Feasibility stage had it halfway down
Sapper-Moore Jones place perpendicular to the rear of the building. After
discussion it was decided the turning circle that was required with the truck
dock in this location was too restrictive, and to give the vehicles the best
possible route into the building the dock, should be relocated down SapperMoore Jones place towards the river.
In this new location the gradient of the street is also reduced. The angle of
the two bays where changed from 90 degrees to a 45 degree angle, and
the back wall of the building moved north to create a forecourt area that
large vehicles could utilise to increase the turning circle area available.

Sapper-Moore Jones Place simulation
Measurements

Truck turning
test - heading
down into
simulated
loading bay

A theoretical desktop solution was evolved through the use of truck turning
circles. However it was felt necessary to test the theory in practice and a
simulation took place.
In conjunction with New Zealand transport company Vanlines who look
after logistic for a number of the major arts organisations in New Zealand
such as the NZSO and the Royal New Zealand Ballet we were able to get
a gauge of the different size’s of Prime Mover and trailer combinations that
would need access to the Get-in bays.
On the 16th of February 2018 with the help of Vanlines and the NZSO truck
and semi trailer a test turning circle was mapped out in the carpark of the
Claudelands Arena. The orange cones represented the kerb in SapperMoore Jones place and also the new forecourt area at the rear of the
building. The trailer and Prime Mover were able to achieve a successful
U-Turn in one go and feedback from the driver on the day was he saw no
issues with the allocation of space. A site visit also took place on the same
day and representatives form the NZSO provided feedback that they saw
no issues with the gradient at the end of Sapper-Moore Jones place.

Truck turning
test - U-turn
within width of
street

Truck turning
test - reversing
into simulated
loading bay

2.4 AUDITORIUM CAPACITY
One of the biggest focuses of the feedback process was the auditorium
seating capacity. The Feasibility study set the proposed level at around
1100 maximum, reducing for alternative seating configurations and the
related uses of the space. Many of the stakeholders involved in the
Feasibility study questioned this figure as being lower than their original
advice. Additionally, there was considerable commentary questioning a
new venue having less capacity than the Founders theatre at 1250 -1300,
particularly with a growing population in the region.
The original Feasibility stakeholder engagement had suggested a level
around 1300 but this proved difficult to fit within the initial cost plan and th
basic level of detail developed in that early stage and was dropped to 1100.
As the figure was set in relation to floor area and cost rates, it was decide
to re-examine the capacity question and interrogate the actual optimum
level based on anticipated programme and projected attendances.

There was also a general feeling from National groups that with the
restricted technical facilities at Founders Theatre it had a knock-on effect
on what repertoire was able to be presented, and groups were not always
able to offer the most exciting and appealing work for the Waikato Market.
There is a great opportunity to now be able to offer a more extensive range
of performances, which would in turn generate higher sales and allow for
audience development, meaning in the future these national groups might
look at increasing their programme in Hamilton.
Our Theatre design team has address this in Concept Design. Through
some clever planning we have managed to increase the overall seat count
to 1300 when the theatre is in full capacity mode, and 1250 when it is in
orchestral pit mode. When the forestage elevators are in the orchestral pit
configuration the stalls will lose the first 2 rows of seats. There has been
a small increase in the overall area of the theatre to accommodate this
seating increase.

Drawing on the expertise of Creative Waikato and H3, Charcoalblue
convened a group to carry out a deeper investigation of likely users’ needs
and opinions. This took the form of written questionnaire’s and face to face
meetings with representatives of:
-- Community groups
-- National Touring Companies
-- Commercial touring Promoters
The feedback can be summarised as follows:
-- There were a number of questions put to the three major groups of
Stakeholder’s in the form of a questionnaire and a few one on one
focus groups.
-- The general feedback across the board on seating capacity in the
Waikato Regional Theatre was that there should be no less than
that of Founders Theatre, which was 1250 seats. There was a
very strong feeling that 1250 was sufficient, and that an audience
experience was always better in a full house.
-- A number of community groups did comment that they rarely sold
out Founders Theatre, and when it was below full capacity it “felt
like a barn”. An option to close down the space to make it feel more
intimate when there were performances that didn’t expect to sell out
would be a desirable feature.
-- To address this community question about being able to reduce
capacity, there is the option to not sell the balcony level, which would
bring circle and stalls to a total of around 950, giving an intimate feel
for those occasions where a smaller audience is anticipated.
A number of the commercial promotors felt that a medium size New
Zealand venue around 1500- 2000 would be appropriate, the main push
behind these figures being the economy of scales between selling out one
night and the expense involved in putting on a second night, with added
costs of performer fees and accommodation. Through some interrogation
of this issue, it was noted that for certain types of performances these
economies of scale would be in favour of a second night. The decisions
would be made by promoters on a show by show basis.
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2.5 STAGEHOUSE FACILITIES
The Feasibility Report contained a preliminary design proposal for all the
stage engineering systems in the stage house and under-stage areas,
including an allowance for a ‘traditional’ manual counterweight flying
system. The H3 client advisers requested that the team consider a power
flying system as it was felt to be adding the element of “future-proofing” t
the venue, with potential labour, running cost and operational benefits
It was agreed that Concept Stage was the appropriate time to examine all
options and review in association with the cost plan for the entire building.
Charcoalblue discussed the matter with H3 and produced a separate report
as part of concept design, detailing the opportunities available including a
review of national and international trends, together with cost analysis.

2.6 FUNCTIONAL ANCILLARY SPACES
Commentary was received which asked the team to ensure adequate
provision was made for the specific needs of the community users and
stakeholders, as requested in the earlier engagement process and that the
spaces were planned to provide good and efficient access particularly in
back-of-house areas.
Of particular concern was the need to accommodate large numbers of
performers and to provide adequate dressing rooms or large multi-purpose
use spaces which gave choices and flexibility for the management
Charcoalblue reviewed the schedule of accommodation and worked with
Jasmax on space planning to ensure these comments were at the heart of
early space adjacency layouts.

A meeting was held in January 2018 involving H3, Charcoalblue and
Jasmax where all options and opinions were tabled and discussed. This
provided Charcoalblue with an understanding of the H3 aspirations and
also gave an insight into other venues and facilities in NZ and their plans for
future use. The report is included here in Appendix G.
The design proposals for the Concept Design plans are based on a
manual counterweight system. If a move is made to power flying then there
would have to be modification of the design proposals within the flytow ,
to provide acoustic enclosures for the motors, although this is felt to be
possible without any major structural changes.
It should be noted that a decision on the flying system should be made by
the client in the early part of the Preliminary design phase in order to avoid
abortive design work.
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2.7 SHARED SPACES

2.8 TRANSPORT AND PARKING

During the development of the Feasibility study, a decision was made to
reduce the floor area of the proposed building and therefore the cost by
removing elements from the proposed schedule of accommodation. This
included the entire administration department office provision, the catering
provision and multi-purpose function rooms. The admin spaces were to be
provided “off-site” and the catering and function rooms were deemed to be
“shared spaces” which the adjacent proposed hotel development would
require and could therefore be designed to be available to both and under a
shared management plan.

The issue of transport related to the theatre, and parking in particular, is
a subject high on the feedback commentary, together with the associated
public safety concerns. The principle concerns relate to increased
traffic flow and movement in ictoria Street associated with the theatre
development and proximity of available and safely accessed public parking
close to the theatre for use by patrons.

This strategy was followed through in concept design in order to inform
the space planning and adjacencies for the spaces for which the theatre
would require access. The spaces considered as “shared” included the
multipurpose areas, noted as;
----

 ehearsal/Warm-up
R
Sponsors Rooms
Education

These have been located to suit their functions and operational needs as
defined by the brief and stakeholder engagement

At the outset of Concept Design, it was agreed with MWCF that the
concerns be addressed at two levels. The increase of traffic flow an
proposals for vehicular access and drop off related to the theatre are
to be examined in a Traffic Report compiled as part of the Concept and
preliminary Design and required for the Resource Consent. Its scope will be
restricted to the requirements dictated by HCC Planning regulations. The
full report will be commissioned by Charcoalblue and completed at the next
stage. Preliminary advice has been provided for Concept Design and deals
primarily with the truck access to Sapper-Moore jones Place.
The wider issue of public parking provision within the Hamilton CBD and
any proposals for increasing access and availability will be dealt with
outside the Theatre design team and led by MWCF and HCC.

It should be noted that these spaces remain as “shared” between the hotel
and the theatre and will require a management policy for advance booking.
Catering for the theatre is assumed to be provided by the hotel or outside
contractors. There will only be local kitchenettes in back of house areas
serving occasional day to day use and not designed for full catering
functions.
Administration offices are assumed to remain outside the brief and
schedule of accommodation and will be provided off site.
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2.9 SITE CONDITIONS

2.10 HOTEL/GALLERY PROJECT

Local concern was expressed during the feedback sessions on the viability
and cost of building the theatre on the chosen site, given its topographical
nature and proximity to the Waikato River. It was noted that the normal
course of site investigations required by the design team would identify the
existing ground conditions and inform the design of the structural works
required. These would be costed and value engineered to ensure a cost
effective solution was adopted.

The choice of the site for the theatre was linked early in the Feasibility
stage to the redevelopment of the Hamilton Hotel buildings on Victoria
Street. A proposal was developed with the site owner to link a future hotel
and possible art gallery to the theatre and share facilities and access.

For details of this work, see section 3 and the Structural report in section 4.

It was apparent that the two projects were not only linked in operation but
could also share a structural and servicing strategy. To that end it was
agreed that a concept design be progressed for the hotel/gallery running
concurrently with the theatre design.
Preliminary layouts and design ideas have progressed to a stage which
allows these strategies to be examined to a basic level and are included as
part of this report.
It should be noted that as the theatre design moves into Preliminary Design
Phase the hotel plans should be progressed simultaneously in order for the
most efficient progress of the combined design strategies. There will also
be areas of operational brief that will need to be examined and decisions
made during this phase that will impact the theatre.
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3

SITE INFORMATION

The Concept Design phase of any project requires early gathering of
objective information regarding the site and its existing conditions. The
team began the phase by commissioning external reports which would
provide the information to inform the design progress. Each undertaking
was tendered to several external suppliers before orders were placed.

3.1 LAND SURVEY

3.3 ARBORICULTURAL

Established Land Survey company Harrison Grierson with a local office in
Hamilton were employed to complete a topographical and cloud survey of
the site and its surroundings, providing datum levels of horizontal surfaces,
elevations of surrounding buildings and details of in ground services and
access points. The information was supplied to the team in December 2017
through January 2018.

An arboricultural assessment report on existing vegetation and protected
trees on the site was commissioned, and compiled by Arborland
Consultancy of Auckland. The full report is included in Appendix E
The report identified the condition of the mature protected trees on the site
and made recommendations for their long-term health and replacement,
which in tun informed the placement of key architectural components and
building siting. Details are included in the Architect’s report in section 4.

3.2 GEO-TECH INVESTIGATIONS
Locally based company CMW Geosciences were employed to carry out the
Geo-technical survey information for existing ground conditions, involving
borehole investigations in key areas around the site. Details of the survey
findings and the e fect on the structural foundation design are included in
the Structure design report in section 4.
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4

DESIGN REPORTS

This section outlines the Concept Design by each consultant discipline.
Each section describes the process and the progress of the design,
highlighting key issues, significant decisions and design parameters which
were set.
The evolution of the design during concept was based on several key areas
of focus;
------

Information gathering and analysis.
Vehicular and pedestrian movement.
Space planning and adjacencies.
Building relationship to neighbours and surroundings.
Building form and materiality.

Each of these areas were tested with an overriding emphasis on
operational and user experience, drilling down on how the audience,
the staff or the performer will use and interact with each space, their
relationship with the space and how they move in and around the building
efficiently and enjoyabl .
At each significant stage of the concept design the team and the client
advisers have all challenged and questioned decisions, leading to a point
where the team feels the foundations laid in the Feasibility study have been
successfully tested and now developed to the next level of detail. The team
welcome feedback on the design proposals and note there are still some
areas of planning that require further discussion in order to resolve.
These following sections will now form the basis of the design moving
forward, subject to client comment and sign off. The design team will
require a formal procedure to be agreed for client feedback before
beginning Preliminary Design.
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4.1 AUDITORIUM DESIGN
SUMMARY
The studies carried out during the Feasibility stage established the main
principles for the auditorium brief and design. These could be summarised
in the following:
-----

The auditorium is conceived primarily as a proscenium lyric theatre
with full flying and flexible forestage zon
The auditorium should be adaptable for classical music performances
and offer excellent acoustics.
The proscenium should be adjustable and range between 12 and 20
meters in width.
Seating capacity is to range between 1100 and 1200 but smaller
seating capacities must be considered.

The Feasibility study concluded that a three-tier auditorium was most suited
to the site, the scale of the room and the requirement to reduce seating
capacity depending on the nature of the event by simply omitting the upper
levels for smaller events.
During the concept design stage the room’s geometry, key dimensions,
proportions and defining design elements were interrogated, and in some
instances re-imagined. The aim was to define an intimate, focused and
dynamic space that will not merely play host to the ambitious programming
aspirations of the brief but a responsive space that will elevate live
performances and in itself become an exciting and memorable part of the
audience’s experience.
Following extensive consultation it also became apparent that it would be
desirable to increase the room’s capacity to 1300 seats whilst maintaining a
floor area as close to the Feasibility scheme as possible

Feasibility design – view from stage
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INTIMACY
The brief is challenging – a multi-function and multi-capacity space, where
full symphonic orchestras or large scale ballet and opera will feel equally at
home as small scale musicals and amateur dramatics groups. It should be
a space in which the city will take pride in hosting world-class performances
and one that the local community can take ownership - Hamilton’s local
world stage.
Intimacy is a key word for the success of any live performance space.
The relationship of actor and audience is a powerful but delicate one, and
theatre design aspires to creating a nurturing environment where everyone
can see, hear, think and feel together.
And this intensity borne from the density, compression and tight focus
around a playing area is what fuels the powerful sense of a closely-seated
audience sharing a live experience. Wrapping the seating around the space
and lining the walls with a live audience, who is most responsive of all
materials, is key to the sense of envelopment and all encompassing room
energy.
Clearly room scale, both actual and perceived, plays a great part in the
room’s sense of intimacy and energy resonance. Balcony fronts, arguably
the most important surfaces in the space, play an important role in the
perception of the room’s scale. Balcony fronts effectively define the central
void and draw the eye to mostly travel around the centre of the space rather
than explore its boundaries beyond, A lower, closer, tighter balcony front
line will contribute to a perception of a smaller, more focused and more
intimate space.
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AUDIENCE DISTANCE
Naturally, audience distance from stage is an important consideration in
spaces designed for live performances. As an approximate guideline, 2024m is deemed adequate for drama in order to discern facial expressions,
and 30m is considered the maximum distance for large scale opera and
musicals.
As already mentioned, placement of balcony fronts in a theatrical space is
a carefully-considered design decision. As they set the void around where
everyone is gathered and in turn define the room s perceived volume and
scale, balcony front distance from stage is key to the sense of proximity
both for audience and performers. The requirement for closeness however
needs to be balanced against the room’s seating capacity and the brief’s
requirement for excellent acoustics - not conducive to large balcony
overhangs.
The concept design proposals indeed bring the balcony fronts forward and
lower in relation to the stage, pulling more people closer to the action, as
well as to each other. To achieve this the proposed room design comprises
a shallow stalls rake which in turn allows for a lower and shallower raked
circle level. The front section of the stalls rake is flat, followed by a sloped
rake and then a steeper, stepped rake. Along with the gentle curve of the
seating rows the result is a slightly ‘dished’ seating layout which softens
the section and optimises sightlines within a relatively compressed height.
The shallowness of the rake also means that the parterre rails/intermediate
surfaces previously introduced for acoustics are no longer required and the
available floor space can be used more efficient .
Interestingly, lowering the stalls section also better balances the room
vertically by effectively placing more people lower in the room and closer to
the stage level. Traditional theatre design aims to place approximately half
the audience below and half above an actor’s gaze, typically slightly above
the horizontal. Although this is only a rule of thumb and not strictly adhered
to, a balanced vertical distribution of audience contributes to the sense
of envelopment and helps an actor on stage to have a stronger sense of
commandment over their audience.
Another challenging consideration for the auditorium audience levels was
the requirement to connect with the existing floor levels of the adjacent
hotel, as well as considering the get in levels on the steeply sloped SapperMoore Jones Place.

Auditorium centre line section
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FLEXIBILITY
The auditorium is a loosely rectangular box with parallel side walls, based
on the principle of a shoebox space. The ribbon of the balcony front
within has a more playful, curvaceous shape for sightlines but also acts to
seamlessly wrap the audience around the room.
If we were to narrow the functions of the space to two architecturally
articulated modes, the room can be summarised as having two base
formats, a music mode and a theatre mode.
The programming aspirations for large orchestral performances and variety
of music and dance performances informed the requirement for a 20m-wide
proscenium opening. In ‘music mode’ the side audience boxes are in
parallel arrangement, following the side walls of the auditorium and extend
to the proscenium line, an arrangement that is optimal for music acoustics
and responds to the wide platform

Music mode
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The boxes are in fact slightly inset of the 20m width, challenging the rigidity
of the proscenium opening and allowing better views and connection to the
performance area. Reducing the distance between balconies is naturally
important for the sense of intimacy and audience proximity but most
critically it allows us to reduce the physical distance between the side sound
reflective surfaces to below 23m, explained in more detail in the acoustics
section of this report. It is assumed that for large orchestral performances
the platform will be brought forward into the main volume of the space on
one or two forestage elevators. It is envisaged that a demountable acoustic
shell will complete the side and rear surfaces of the platform, also explained
in more detail in the acoustic section of this report.
The ‘theatre mode’ has a different set of dimensional parameters, most
notably the proscenium opening which needs to reduce to an adjustable
12-13m width. Considering that the ‘theatre mode’ is likely to be the space’s
primary use it is important that the room’s architecture responds to the
narrower and more focused playing area.

In order to define the intimate theatrical space envisaged in the brief, in
‘theatre mode’ a double proscenium is introduced; a downstage wider
‘frame’ which can be architecturally finished and stored in a concealed
pocket and an upstage set of adjustable, theatrical tormentors and header
to create the desired proscenium opening. This stepped arrangement
greatly aids sightlines from the side seating to the rear of the stage
and better addresses the width of the room. It also potentially creates
a downstage technical zone whilst maintaining downstage entrance
opportunities.
The other part of the transformation comes from the two upstage boxes at
circle and balcony level which pull forward to narrow the width of the room
and meet the downstage proscenium, bringing audience faces right up
to the playing area. The resulting balcony front shape is a theatrical and
elegant horseshoe, perhaps a nod to the traditional theatre geometries.
Within these two base formats the two forestage elevators allow for
additional flexibility with the ability to either be occupied by stalls audience
seating, form a small or large orchestra pit or be raised to stage level
extending the playing area in the main volume of the space.

Theatre mode
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BALCONY FRONT
The Feasibility study scheme indicated a circular balcony front and seating
arrangement. Concept design however proposes a gentler curve to the
setting out, with the ends of rows curving more steeply to wrap around
the space. As the auditorium is in its essence an end-stage room, a more
frontal relationship of the audience to the stage is deemed more suitable
and arguably presents fewer sightline challenges. The balcony front form in
plan and, equally importantly, in its cascading elevation is to be explored in
more detail in the next stages.

SIDE WALLS
The side walls’ articulation plays a very important role in the room’s
function, acoustics and overall look and feel. They are highly visible
surfaces celebrating the room’s architecture and visually carry the main
audience body to connect with the proscenium zone. They are envisaged
as highly animated surfaces, that ‘paper’ the side walls with audience in a
play of layered surfaces. The first layer consists of audience boxes which
are a continuation of the balcony fronts, and gradually cascade towards the
stage to concentrate the audience around the playing area. A second row of
balcony seating forms the next layer, followed by an acoustically reflective
surface narrowing the visual and aural width of the room. Openings or
perforations to this surface reveal a zone of variable acoustics and/or
circulation and allow glimpses of the outer auditorium box surface beyond.
Needless to say, the layered side walls are very complex design elements.
Apart from visually prominent architectural elements, there are various
acoustic, sightline, access and egress considerations to be resolved.
Adaptability and practicality of changeovers must also be taken into account
and this complex area will be further developed in the next stages.

Credit: Matthew Green

SEATING FORMATS

Balcony

Cirlce

Stalls

Music –
Orchestra on first forestage elevato
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Music –
Orchestra on both forestage elevators

Kapa Haka –
20m proscenium, no pit
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Balcony

Cirlce

Stalls

Drama –
No orchestra pit
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Musicals Small orchestra pit

Opera –
Large orchestra pit
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CAPACITY OVERVIEW

COMFORT AND SIGHTLINES

The auditorium seating capacity at the end of concept design can be
summarised as follows:

The current proposals assume a nominal 900mm back to back dimension
for audience seating. This is widely considered a good balance between
legroom comfort and the requirement to minimise audience distance
from stage. In the stalls area where the shallow rake means that there is
additional knee-room under the seat back’s overhang we are exploring a
slight reduction of this dimension to 890mm.

Music (large orchestra on one forestage elevator)
Music (large orchestra on both forestage elevators)
Kapa Haka dance, no pit				
Theatre, no pit						
Musicals, small pit					
Opera, large pit						
Excluding balcony, no pit				
Excluding balcony and circle, no pit			

1298
1241
1305
1305
1268
1211
954
640

The above capacities exclude temporary sound mixing positions.
Please note that the capacities stated above are only indicative and are
highly likely to fluctuate during further design development

ACCESSIBILITY
There is currently wheelchair access to all three tiers, offering a total of
8 wheelchair positions spread across the room. All wheelchair positions
will have adjacent companion seats and there is option for side-by-side
wheelchair positions at stalls level. The stalls ‘crossover’, where four
wheelchair positions are located is level with both the foyer and the stage,
offering step free access between the three.
Accessibility for audience as well as for technical staff will be carefully
considered throughout the design development of the project.
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Seats are currently assumed 525mm wide with armrests and tip up seat
squabs. This dimension is the minimum width, measured from centre of
armrest to centre of armrest. The seating in the final design is likely to be a
mixture of 525mm and slightly wider seats in order to adjust seating rows’
length and achieve centre-line staggering with justified row ends
It is envisaged that the room will offer excellent sightlines. Views should
reach performer’s feet, an important requirement for the space’s dance
programme. Sightlines to the front of the forestage extension are very good
for music and dramatic performances. Sightlines to the second forestage
are not ideal for theatre particularly from the balcony but will be adequate
for music performances where waist high views to the front of the stage are
acceptable.
Views from side positions will inevitably be oblique but will still cover most
of the stage area and reach the centre-line at a nominal 12m upstage
from the setting line. The oblique quality of the side views is mitigated to
a degree by the proximity that these positions offer, and the high vantage
point over the auditorium’s central void. Some degree of leaning may be
required particularly from the second seating row but the quality of views
will be continuously assessed as the modelling of the side walls develops.

Credit: Photography: Philip Vile
Everyman Theatre, Liverpool

Proposed concept design sketches for auditorium

4.2 ACOUSTICS
During the Concept Design phase, the acoustic design of the Auditorium
and surrounding spaces have been advanced, testing and building on the
ideas from the feasibility study. The focus of the works has included:
-----

Coordination of the development of the Auditorium form, including 		
acoustic volume, geometries for early reflections, balcony 			
overhangs, and locations for variable acoustic elements.
Presentation of design criteria and strategies for noise and vibration
control.
Development of the plan layouts to coordinated internal sound 		
separation and strategies for specialty sound separating 			
constructions.
Coordination of building systems schematics to achieve noise 		
control objectives.

ACOUSTIC DESIGN CRITERIA
The following sections describe the objective and subjective goals for the
acoustic design.

SOUND SEPARATION CRITERIA
The perimeter envelope of the Auditorium should generally provide 70dB
of attenuation at mid-frequencies. Some flexibility in that criteria can be
allowed for the upper areas in the flytower (allowing for reduction in the
weight of the tall flytower walls)
The Rehearsal Room construction should provide 65dB of attenuation to
the hotel rooms, with 50dB of attenuation to adjacent public spaces.
In each of the above cases, low frequency sound separation will need to be
considered in conjunction with the above and will influence the selection of
construction types.
The sound separation criteria to the other less critical spaces will be
developed during Schematic Design.

BACKGROUND NOISE CRITERIA
The background noise levels throughout the building are assigned
according to requirements for critical listening conditions, communication,
and comfort.

Room

Sound Pressure Level (dB, re: 20 µPa)

Noise
Criteria

Octave Band Centre Frequency (Hz)
32

63

125

250

500

1k

2k

4k

8k

Auditorium,
incl the
sound lock
vestibules,
the orchestra
pit, the trap
room and the
flytowe

PNC-15

58

43

35

28

21

15

10

8

8

Rehearsal

PNC-25

60

49

43

37

31

25

20

18

18

Control
Rooms

NR-25

72

55

44

35

29

25

22

20

18

Dressing
Rooms,
Green Room

NR-35

79

63

52

45

39

35

32

30

28

Office

NR-35

79

63

52

45

39

35

32

30

28

Foyer

NR-40

83

67

57

49

44

40

37

35

33

Toilets

NR-45

86

71

61

54

49

45

42

40

38

Recommended Background Noise Criteria

Maximum levels of continuous background noise are specified using noise
criteria rating systems. These systems are used to describe and specify
neutral-sounding sound spectra of a given perceived loudness. These
criteria rating systems can be used to meaningfully compare the loudness
of sound at different frequencies.
Many different noise criteria rating systems have been developed, each
with their own intentions for use and application. These systems are
referred to by two- or three-letter initialisms. We suggest using values from
both the Preferred Noise Criteria (PNC) and Noise Rating (NR) systems.
The recommended criteria (and octave band sound pressure levels) are
listed below. From a design perspective, these values will be used as notto-exceed values for the purposes of calculating anticipated background
noise levels produced by mechanical and electrical equipment.
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ROOM ACOUSTIC CRITERIA
Our acoustic design for the auditorium recognises that the subjective aims
for both the audience and the performers differ.
Subjective acoustic goals for the audience:
-------

Absence of background noise.
High sound strength and impact.
Clarity of musical detail and sung text.
Warmth of tone for orchestra.
An honest, natural vocal sound.
Moderate reverberance but careful compromise with intelligibility
of text.
-- High acoustical intimacy and envelopment in the sound to 		
promote audience involvement.
-- Excellent balance between singers and orchestra to favour voices
in loudness.

Other spaces will also have room acoustic criteria, generally expressed as
reverberation time, which will inform the type and extent of sound absorbing
materials. To achieve control of loudness in high occupancy areas, the
room acoustic criteria is expressed as the average absorption coefficient. In
summary, this will include:
------

Rehearsal Room: 1.4 to 1.5 seconds.
Function Rooms: 1.0 seconds.
Dressing Rooms: 0.7 seconds.
Control Rooms: 0.5 seconds.
Main foyer: Average absorption coefficient of 0.20

ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE CRITERIA
Specific criteria have not yet been established for the external noise
emissions from the building, however the development will need to limit
the potential for noise nuisance to nearby residents, to the adjacent hotel
development, and to the public amenities of surrounding green spaces.

Subjective acoustical goals for the performers:
-- Orchestra able to hear each other.
-- Orchestra able to hear singers and singers to hear orchestra.
-- Loudness balance between singers and orchestra – to enhance
the singers’ voices relative to the orchestra.
-- Sound in pit not too loud – to avoid hearing damage due to 		
exposure to loud sound.
The above goals will influence may design decisions, including
-- Overall geometric form of the Auditorium and Orchestra Pit.
-- Fine-scale orientation of sound reflecting surfaces
-- Texture of architectural finishes
-- Surface weight of architectural finishes
-- The quantity, location, and flexibility of variable acoustic systems
The objective acoustic criteria will continue to be advanced to correspond
to the developing detailed brief, however we have set the following basic
goals:
-- Reverberation Time between 1.9 and 2.2 seconds in Orchestra 		
mode.
-- Reverberation Time between 1.4 and 1.7 seconds in Drama and
Amplified usic mode.
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SOUND SEPARATION DESIGN
In order to achieve acoustical excellence in the Auditorium noise from
mechanical and electrical systems should be silent enough. In addition, the
building layout, the adjacencies, the structure serving the surrounding spaces
must be carefully designed to avoid transmission of sound that would disturb
performers and audience members.
To assist the architects and engineers in making the Auditorium and other
rooms in the building as quiet as each should be while keeping noise control
costs moderate, we ensured the following guidelines are integrated into the
building layout.
------

Sound/light lock (SLL) vestibules are included at all doors to the
performance spaces and large rehearsal room.
There is no mechanical equipment above the noise critical rooms.
Plumbing fixtures and pipes should not be attached to the Auditorium
walls, floo , or ceiling. See below.
Mechanical and electrical equipment rooms are generally distant from
noise critical spaces.
Buffer spaces, corridors, some rooms exist between noisy and quiet
spaces, avoiding adjacent noisy quiet spaces.

AUDITORIUM
Potential strategies for the structural framing of the building as it coordinates
with the sound isolation strategy have been considered. The perimeter walls,
supporting the roof trusses, include thick reinforced concrete walls contiguous
with the Auditorium.
This strategy has acoustical benefits in providing heavy mass useful for sound
isolation. On the back-of-house, upstage of the flytowe , there is planned to
be mechanical plant, including AHUs and cooling towers. Cooling towers are
not only noisy, but also produce high level of vibration that could potential
propagate into the Auditorium structure. Additionally, this back-of-house area
is highly serviced with other potential vibration sources, including toilets,
domestic water, and laundry.
We propose an expansion joint or an acoustical joint that would limit the
propagation of structure-borne noise between the back-of-house area and
upstage wall. We recommend massive partitions (concrete or masonry) to limit
airborne noise from the roof mechanical plant room to the Stage.

The Auditorium roof will need to provide sound separation from exterior
noise, both airborne and impact noise due to rain. Because of the
structural complexity of supporting a heavy roof structure within current
seismic guidelines, a lightweight roof is the preferred approach. To achieve
the required sound separation without a massive (generally concrete
deck) roof, a two-layer system is required, with a minimum overall surface
weight. We have established a minimum criterion of 80kg/m2 divided over
two layers (continuous impermeable mass) separated by c. 800mm. For
example, 45 kg/m2 of metal deck & gypsum-based sheathing / 800mm
airspace with insulation / 35kg/m2 plasterboard ceiling.

--

The inner door of the SLL should not include latching or panic
hardware. Where the SLL is at a fire rated wall, the fire rating and th
panic hardware should be at the outer door as a fire doo .
Sound absorbing finishes in the SL to reduce noise building and
passage.

REHEARSAL ROOM
With the hotel directly above the rehearsal room, we propose a sound
isolation strategy that includes a box-in-box construction for the rehearsal
room. This will limit sound transmission to hotel bedrooms above. Doublewall construction and a resiliently supported plasterboard ceiling are
anticipated.

LOCATION OF LIFTS
Lift shafts are proposed to be directly adjacent to the Auditorium. Lifts
are potential sources of noise and vibration, the degree of which will
be contingent upon the type of the mechanism and the speed of travel.
Ideally, the lift shaft would be structurally separate from Auditorium wall. A
strategy for mitigating vibration will need to be developed.

LOCATION OF WC’S
Toilets are directly adjacent to the rear of the Auditorium. The noise
caused by water flow from flushing toilets must be isolated from th
Auditorium. To limit noise from the toilets we recommend the installation of
an additional wall isolated on neoprene pads and spaced at least 200mm
from the Auditorium wall and attach the fixtures to it. Fittings and piping
will be isolated on neoprene supports.

Schematic plan of sound separation strategy, including the location of the
reinforced concrete structural walls at the perimeter of the Auditorium and
Stage.

SOUND AND LIGHT LOCK VESTIBULES
Sound and light locks (SLL) are included at all entrances to and exits
from the Auditorium, including any space that is acoustically open to the
Auditorium. A sound and light lock comprises:
--
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--

Two sets of sound reducing doors fitted with perimeter sound seals,
forming a small vestibule.
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BUILDING SYSTEMS NOISE CONTROL DESIGN
The acoustic design related to building services is largely informed by the
criteria for background noise presented above.

EQUIPMENT NOISE AND VIBRATION
Air handling equipment will be selected, in part, based on acoustic criteria.
Any additional costs associated with quieter equipment is generally offset
by savings in the reduced noise control scope and related spatial implications. For air handlers serving low noise spaces, we recommend ‘fan wall’
systems that include multiple small fans working in tandem.
Two noise control attenuators will be used on each of the supply and return
systems of the Auditorium. For initial pricing and layout assume 3m long attenuators on each supply and return system associated with the Auditorium.
Please assume a 2m long attenuator on each supply and return system
associated with the Control Rooms, the followspot room. Additional attenuation of equipment noise will be required in the ductwork design.
Any vibration generating equipment (and not only the equipment servicing
the Auditorium) including but not limited to: air handling units; cooling towers; fans; air conditioning units; transformers; fan-coil units; split systems;
pumps.

-- Displacement Air Supply via underfloor plenum - The underfloor
distribution plenum can provide some attenuation of fan noise at
low frequencies. Initial design and cost estimates should include
100mm thick lining on 100% of the plenum walls and ceiling area
of each underfloor plenu .
-- Bends/elbows should either be radiused type or be fitted with 		
equally short-cord turning vanes.
-- Duct routing must be carefully planned and laid out to ensure it 		
does not become a vehicle for sound to transfer from noisy 		
spaces to noise critical spaces.
-- The fire dampers should be of “out of the air stream” type, located
at least 7 duct diameters from the terminal.
-- The air terminal diffusers and grilles of the Auditorium must be se
lected to meet the noise criterion of PNC-15 and must avoid the
use of dampers or vanes at the terminals.
-- Any fan coil units (FCU) serving rooms with a noise criterion 		
of less than or equal to NR-30 (see Table 1 above) should 		
have its associated ductwork internally lined with 25mm 		
thick ductliner. The FCU should also be outside of the room 		
it serves to provide additional duct lengths to help attenuate outlet
noise.
Low air velocities will be critical to achieve recommended background noise
criteria, requiring large ductwork cross-sections and geometries that limit air
turbulence noise. As reference, the following tables include our criteria for
air velocities to inform preliminary duct and shaft sizes.

VENTILATION DISTRIBUTION DESIGN

Branch Duct or
Clear Opening

The following recommendations relate to the ductwork distribution:
-- Noise critical spaces (i.e. the Auditorium, the Rehearsal Room, 		
and the Control Rooms) should be designed as passive 		
self-balancing systems. We also advise against the use of 		
air volume dampers for the Auditorium and the Rehearsal Room.
-- All ductwork, serving the Auditorium (i.e. this includes the flytowe ,
the stage, the orchestra pit, the audience areas), will be internally
lined with 50mm thick glass fibre/mineral fibre lining f m the 		
fan to the terminal. This applies to both supply and return 		
systems.
-- All ductwork, serving the Control Rooms, the followspot room, the
projector room, the Rehearsal Room will be internally lined with a
glass fibre mineral fibre lining (at least 25mm thick) from the fan to
the terminal. This applies to both supply and return systems.

Noise
Criteria

Secondary
Duct

Main Duct

At Diffuser

Upstream 1.5
Upstream 1.5m to 3m

Upstream 3m
to 6m

PNC-15

1.3 m/s

1.5 m/s

2.5 m/s

4.6 m/s

PNC-20

1.5 m/s

1.8 m/s

3.0 m/s

5.3 m/s

PNC-25

1.8 m/s

2.1 m/s

3.6 m/s

6.4 m/s

NR-35

3.3 m/s

4.0 m/s

6.0 m/s

8.3 m/s

NR-40

4.4 m/s

5.0 m/s

7.0 m/s

8.6 m/s

*Diffusers are not recommended for PNC-15 spaces. Use clear openings
and locate where sufficient air mixing can be obtained without directing
throw or using isothermal jet principals. Open slot supply openings can
permit higher velocities than indicated here.

Branch Duct or
Clear Opening

Secondary
Duct

Main Duct

Downstream
1.5 to 3m

Downstream 3m
to 6m

2.5 m/s

4.6 m/s

Noise
Criteria

At Grille

Downstream
1.5m

PNC-15

1.5 m/s

1.8 m/s

PNC-20

1.8 m/s

2.1 m/s

3.0 m/s

5.3 m/s

PNC-25

2.2 m/s

2.5 m/s

3.6 m/s

6.4 m/s

NR-35

3.3 m/s

4.0 m/s

6.0 m/s

8.3 m/s

NR-40

4.4 m/s

5.0 m/s

7.0 m/s

8.6 m/s

*Return grilles may be used in PNC-15 spaces where grilles have at least
70% open area and the velocity through the open portion of the grille is less
than 1.5 m/s.

SMOKE EXHAUST
Mechanical engineer has proposed a mechanical smoke exhaust system
above the stage flytowe . To limit noise break-in from aircraft passing overhead and roof plant we recommend a noise control attenuator fitted in the
smoke extract duct. For initial pricing and layout assume 3m long attenuator.

ELECTRICAL AND LIGHTING
Some electrical services will require acoustic detailing, specifically
-- The selection of houselight and performance lighting systems 		
will need to respond to the overall background noise criteria. 		
Transformers for dimmable low-voltage fixtures will be equired to
be remotely located.
-- The location of the dimmer and amplifier racks will require special
detailing of the penetration of service trunking through the walls of
the Auditorium and its associated spaces.
-- Dimmer racks and the associated trunking will require vibration 		
isolation from the surrounding structure.
-- Transformers and the associated conduit will require vibration 		
isolation from the surrounding structure.
-- Cable passes to the Auditorium and the Rehearsal Room should
be acoustically treated.

Recommended Supply Air Velocities
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ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE CONTROL DESIGN
While there have not been any detailed discussions about the required
noise control methods to achieve good environmental stewardship and
to limit risk of complaints from neighbours, we note the following general
approaches to be incorporated in the developed design:
---

A noise barrier screen wall surrounding rooftop plant above the backof-house area.
Silencers to all outside air and exhaust air connections at the lower
level (to the River walk).

ROOM ACOUSTIC DESIGN
AUDITORIUM TYPOLOGY
While there is a broad and multi-dimensional range of performance space
types, the simplest classification is “one-room” or “two-room,” distinguishing
between rooms where the performer inhabits the same space as the
audience and those where the performer is viewed through an aperture
from the audience area. Spaces for listening to music (having derived from
churches, royal courts, and town halls) are generally one-room spaces.
Theatre has its origins in one-room spaces (from the story-telling circle,
pageant wagon, and bear-bating pit), it has evolved to a two-room space
paradigm (although many exceptions exist).

Overture Centre, Madison, Wisconsin,
USA with Temporary Proscenium
creating a “two-room” functionality

Acoustically this distinction is important as the listening conditions on stage,
loudness, and projection of sound are fundamentally different between
these two types.
The functional brief that has been gathered from consultations for the
WRT suggests that elements of both “one-room” and “two-room” spaces
are required. This is not an unusual contradiction and many flexible
performances spaces address this inherent conflict. It is mentioned here not
because of the peculiarity of the design brief, but rather because it is the
starting point for many decisions relating to the acoustic design.
We propose a “two-room” Auditorium with a separated stage along with
adaptations to allow “one room” functions.
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Overture Centre, Madison, Wisconsin,
USA with Orchestra Shell creating a
“one-room” functionality
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ROOM GEOMETRY
The macro geometry of the Auditorium takes its cues directly from the
functional requirements of the different uses for the room, including stage
width, audience orientation to the stage, quality of sightlines, and, of
course, the acoustics. The traditional concert hall form has inspired some
elements of the design, including parallel sidewalls with shallow, stacking
side balconies. The details of these elements, along with the integration of
the design acoustic objectives with requirements for dramatic and dance
presentations, are described in the following section.
The text references the numbers in the section diagram as illustration.
The Auditorium is as narrow (1) as possible with a proscenium width of 20m
to achieve good strength of sound, and clarity simply because a narrower
width yields shorter travel distance for the sound waves, which results in
less attenuation and greater strength of sound. This makes for a more
exciting experience for both the audience and the performers.

The use of two balconies (4) is acoustically and theatrically useful to reduce
the distance to performers, improving sightlines and loudness. Drawing
audiences near to the stage establishes intimacy and a sense of corporate
experience. Stacking of sidewall balconies aids sound reflection paths by
providing early-arriving sound reflections and providing large-scale sound
scattering.
The balcony overhang (i.e. the ratio of the depth to height) is limited in
aperture (i.e., the ratio of the depth to height). The rear-most seats at each
level will have a slightly different acoustic experience from those without
the overhead obstruction, but this a necessary (and commonly accepted)
compromise to meet the seating capacity targets and listening/viewing
distances.

Plan of the Auditorium Indicating Stage Opening and Auditorium Width
Relationship
The Auditorium is tall (5) with a narrowish width to promote repeated
lateral sound reflections with strong and long reverberation for symphony
orchestra concerts.
The ceiling (2) is sound transparent to the roof level to maximise the volume
of the Auditorium
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Long Section of the Auditorium with Reference Number to Acoustic
Design Features
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ACOUSTIC VOLUME

PROSCENIUM

The overall volume (5) within an architectural space has the most significant
bearing on the perception of sound. Large spaces are reverberant and less
loud which is often preferred for large unamplified music ensembles. Small
spaces are clearer and louder, which is more conducive to the spoken
word. For multipurpose spaces, the largest volume to be accommodated is
driven by the most stringent use: in this case, large orchestral ensembles.
There are overall and relative (i.e., per seat) guidelines for acoustic volume
which can be explored in depth during design.

A full-sized orchestra requires roughly 20m of playing width, depending
on the number of players. This dimension greatly exceeds the theatrical
requirements, therefore driving the need for flexibilit .
The aperture formed by the proscenium should be maximized both in width
and height to allow for evenness of acoustic projection throughout the
ensemble. A scheme has been considered that brings musical ensembles
far forward into the Auditorium onto the orchestra pit lifts. The orchestra
shell and canopy over forestage then align to provide consistent overhead
sound reflections from all parts of the ensemble to the audience

Charcoalblue have surveyed many of the larger symphonic halls in
NZ (taken from the current schedule of the NZSO with the addition
of Christchurch Town Hall) to benchmark acoustic volumes and the
relationship to seating capacity and inform the current discussions
regarding the seating capacity for the proposed design. As the size of the
venue influences not only commercial viability but also suitability for types
of performances including acoustic quality, it is worthwhile to include this
analysis at the juncture. The analysis may not meaningfully influence the
capacity discussion but, rather, may simply assure constituent groups of the
expectations for acoustic quality.

Flexibility in the proscenium zone is required to effectively link the stage
volume to the Auditorium volume.

AUDITORIUM CEILING
The ceiling is a critical factor in establishing an appropriate acoustic
volume. Additionally, the upper volume of the room is used, especially
where parallel sidewalls are present, to create long-delayed refection paths
that create reverberation.

The overall acoustic volume of symphony halls influences both loudness
and reverberation, key aspects of musical acoustics. The absolute volume
(measured in cubic meters) is important and there are minimum values
below which we would not advise due to potential loudness issues.
However, because the audience area is the most significant contributor of
sound absorption in these rooms, we tend to benchmark rooms on volume
weighted by the number of seated occupants (cubic meters per person).
The accompanying graph shows seating capacity on the horizontal axis
and acoustic volume on the vertical access. The size of the bubble also
indicates the comparative volume per person. Halls to the upper left have
greater volume per person; halls to the lower right have less volume per
person. The halls surveyed have a volume per person that ranges from
roughly 6.5m3/person (Napier) to over 12.5m3/person (Civic, Invercargill).
The trendline shown on the graph includes the existing halls only (i.e.,
excluding Founders and the proposed WRT). The proposed volume for
the WRT is 11.25m3/person and falls wall above the trendline (i.e., more
volume and generally more favourable for unamplified music)
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To maximise the volume of the theatre, a portion of the ceiling is transparent
to sound (2) and part of the ceiling is solid (3) to reflect sound uniformly
around the audience areas and above the pit.
In conditions where greater loudness and less reverberation are more
appropriate, flexible sound absorbing devices (6) would be deployed.
The design has studied the option of devices that would vary the volume
of the Auditorium including evaluation of the potential use of the theatre for
unamplified speech and the cost to implement movable architecture

Comparative Analysis of Symphonic Halls in New Zealand

The design currently assumes a fixed ceiling height with a combination of
solid and sound transparent elements. The ceiling above the orchestra pit
will move up and down depending on the programming.
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ORCHESTRA PIT
The orchestra pit is at the centre of the auditorium. It is both a barrier
between the stage and the audience and a connector between the stage
and audience whereby the pit is part of the performance.
Acoustical goals with relevance to the orchestra pit:
-- Balance between orchestra and singer loudness.
-- Frequency balance – tonal character – high, mid, and low 		
frequencies.
-- Musicians should be able to hear each other well enough to play
in ensemble.
-- Musicians should be able to hear singers, and singers to hear 		
orchestra.
-- Loudness in the pit should be tolerable by the musicians.
Acoustics within the Orchestra pit are affected by:
-- Geometry.
-- Finishes.
-- Orchestration.
-- Conducting – balance between singers and orchestra.
-- Auditorium design – integration of surfaces that support singers.
-- Elevation of pit lift –crucially related to the size of ensemble and
character of the sound for different.
-- Size orchestras and musical intentions.

Usually, a clear minimum vertical dimension of 2.2m at the upstage pit
wall is (from finished floor to the underside of beams) is acceptable This
dimension increases as the beams taper thinner going downstage.

SERVICES
All necessary services (sprinkler pipes, conduits, etc..) must be above the
clear height (i.e. within the beam depth) and not drop below them. No ducts
should be allowed in this ceiling zone.

ACOUSTIC FINISHES AND MATERIALS
One of the important subjective characteristics of a room for music is its
“warmth” of tone. This characteristic is closely related to the strength
of low-frequency sound in the room. It is often found lacking in modern
concert halls, due in part to such halls having been finished with modern
lightweight materials and large areas of thin finishes mounted over small
air gaps. Hard, massive walls and ceiling materials efficiently reflect lo
frequency sound to give warmth of tone and strength of bass. The room
finishes will generally be solid and massive as possible to reflect sound wit
minimal absorption at all frequencies. The absorption of sound in the hall
is provided by the upholstered seats, the audience, the sound absorbing
curtains around the Auditorium (see below). We aim to put all the sound
energy to use in the service of the music.

The pit depth (front to back opening dimension) is carefully balanced
– deep to play in the open, and yet not so deep that it would cause an
unbalance between the sound of orchestra and that of the singers on stage.
Typically, the front to back dimension of the pit is 4.5m with a 2.8m
overhang. The pit width is matched to the proscenium width at 20m.

HEADROOM AND CLEARANCE
An additional consideration is that the stage edge should be as thin as
possible simply because this allows proper sightlines between conductor,
musicians, and the singers on stage. This allows the players to be seated
as high as possible with respect to the stage, which assists ease of
ensemble listening between performers on stage and those in the pit.

Orchestra Pit Layouts and Capacity Analysis
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VARIABLE ACOUSTIC SYSTEMS
The Auditorium will serve multiple activities such as opera, dance
performances, plays, and symphony concerts. The Auditorium should
therefore be acoustically adjustable to hold various types of events. A play
and a concert hall require very contrasting acoustic environments.
We propose variable acoustics systems to transform the sound-reflective
characteristics of the wall into sound-absorptive surfaces. Flexible acoustics
should be incorporated so that the Waikato Regional Theatre can provide
flexible programming
Extending sound-absorbing materials will reduce the reverberance and
strength of the sound and increase the clarity of sound. The goal, when
using flexible acoustics systems, is to have the flexibility to make a give
surface (or surfaces) either acoustically reflective or acoustically absorptive.
The normal state of the room will be with fixed, hard surfaces exposed.
The normal state for amplified sound will be with the flexible absorptio
materials extended to cover as much of the walls as possible. When all the
sound-absorbing material is extended, the acoustics will be relatively “dry”.

ACOUSTIC CURTAINS

Variable acoustics curtains deployed on the walls, Sage Gateshed UK

We recommend acoustics curtains deployed on motorised track systems
around the perimeter of the Auditorium, including the technical level.
The acoustics curtains consist of 2 layers of heavy, tight-weave fabric. The
curtains move horizontally, and they typically hang with “fullness” which is
bunching that provides performance at bass frequencies and makes up for
the fact that the 2 layers are hung together on one track.

LOCATIONS

The fabric material is formed of at least two heavy layers of fabric (each
> 550g/m²), both hung with 50% fullness (fabric length 150% of deployed
length).

Audience areas
We show the minimum location where the acoustic curtains (Figure 6)
would be of acoustical benefit.

Curtains are attached to a track at their top edge, which move along (track
may be hidden in a reveal). The bottom edge usually remains free.

Curtains must be stored in a storage pocket, so that when retracted, they
are not exposed to any sound in the room for events which require sound
reflective surfaces. These storage pockets require space in plan, and
dimensions.

The space for the curtains in the room is typically 400mm deep against the
Auditorium walls, with the track 200mm from the wall. The storage pocket
takes more space to accommodate the bundling of the curtain, and its
length is typically a fraction of the curtain length (1:5 of the length of the
curtain).

We propose locations that are harmoniously integrated into the complex
architecture of the room.

Orchestra pit
Manual acoustics curtains that come in pieces should be installed at the
rear and side of the orchestra pit. These curtains do not need to be stored
in a storage pocket.

LOW-FREQUENCY TUNED SOUND ABSORPTION
At the technical level, the variable acoustic provision allows for a type
of absorber that is optimised for low frequency sound, such a panel or
Helmholtz resonator. This may be supplemented with curtains such as
those used at other levels of the Auditorium. The extent, design, and
storage of these finishes will be developed in the following stage.

Diagrams Indicating the Location of Sound Absorbing Curtains at the
Perimeter of the Auditorium
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ORCHESTRA SHELL
The main purpose of the orchestra shell is to improve the acoustics for
orchestra concerts in the Auditorium.
The shell consists of floor standing concert “towers” forming the back and
side walls and suspended ceilings, all placed within the stage.

Auditorium with Orchestra Shell, Tempe Centre for the Arts, Arizona, USA
Acoustical goals for the orchestra shell include:
-- Reflect sound of the orchestra out into the Auditorium to improve
the sound for the audience.
-- Reflect some of performers own sound across stage so they can
hear each other sufficiently to play in time togethe .
-- Flexible arrangement to allow different acoustical and visual 		
settings for different ensemble sizes and types, larger or smaller
enclosure.
Functional objectives for the orchestra shell include:
-- Reasonable changeover time/cost balanced against capital cost
and acoustical quality.
-- When not in use the shell will be stored and nest neatly, with 		
encumbering other scenic capabilities.

Early concept diagrams for the storage and deployment of the orchestra
shell.

The ceiling of the orchestra shell ceiling and upper walls are planned to
store forward of the proscenium opening, fully removing any potential
conflict between the orchestra shell and the theatrical systems. The lower
sidewalls are conceived as floor-standing towers. See the section of the
report on Stage Engineering for further detail on the design objectives for
this equipment.
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4.3 ARCHITECT
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RevA FEBRUARY 2018

INTRODUCTION

Transformational Vision

The feasibility report highlighted that there is an excellent opportunity
for the Waikato Regional Theatre to be an important part of Hamilton’s
cultural infrastructure by positively integrating with the urban fabric and
the already established cultural precinct. The success of the project
can be measured by how well it is providing opportunities to improve:
community engagement, outreach education programmes, public
amenity, linkages between the city and river, and provide support for
complementary co-located activities. The projects transformational
vision is in line with Momentum’s strategic goals and aspirations as
well as the city transformational plan by satisfying the following criteria:
•

•

•
•

Regeneration: Stimulate catalytic change within the heart of
Hamilton by being positively disruptive, providing a visual identity,
encouraging creative innovation, and creating a world class
destination.
Community: Integration and engagement with the local
community, encouraging 24/7 activity that builds on the existing
vibrant restaurant and cafe culture as well as introducing outreach
programs to help create a sense of place that people will come to
and gather.
Creative precinct: The theatre will be seen as the head tenant and
a benchmark of quality within the creative precinct that stimulates
creative innovation.
Linkages: Build a strong and positive relationship between Victoria
Street and the Waikato River by strengthening linkages between
them. Integration into the Ferrybank masterplan and Victoria on the
River development by linking these two important developments.
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The feasibility report also thoroughly investigated and analyzed a
number of sites and found that this site is ideally located in the heart
of the creative precinct with an excellent relationship to the river. The
challenge being worked through, is to place a large theatre complex
onto the site while celebrating its history, setting and heritage. Each
of the 7 design drivers introduced in the feasibility report, have been
tested against the theatre planning as well as the visionary criteria
noted above. These design drivers are fundamental to the success
of the project and achieving the transformational vision of the project.
The Concept Design has worked through these key criteria to establish
that they are still viable and integrated into the building design.
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INTRODUCTION
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216365

DRAWING No� SK-0003

REV� A

DESIGN

1.
CITY & RIVER
Strengthen connectivity and celebrate
the difference between the dynamic
city and tranquil river.
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2.
HERITAGE
Engage with the built, natural and
cultural heritage of the site through
conservation, interpretation and
integration.

3.
GARDEN &
PARKLAND
Provide transitional spaces between
the building while protect notable
tress and reinforce the history and
characters of the site’s parkland.

4.
COMMUNITY
Foster sense of community through
providing high quality commnunal
spaces for engagement and activities.
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DESIGN

5.
SCREENS
A distinctive and dramatic feature
that hovers over the site threading
through the trees. Enclosing
and protecting the sites heritage
features.
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6.
TOWERS
Urban markers with a visual
association to the tall trees on the site.
Back lit to provide the dappled light
closley related to the dappled light of
the trees.

7.
SPATIAL
ORGANISATION
A dramatic arrival and entry
sequence that progresses through
a series of performance spaces;
the courtyard, foyer and formal
auditorium.
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DESIGN
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View from River
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DESIGN
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View of Foyer
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DESIGN

Concept - Exterior

1

The screen wraps around the theatre building visually linking
the river to the city. The screen is a distinctive and dramatic
feature that hovers over the river like a fine mist hanging in
the air. It threads its way through the large mature trees
on the site, acting as a unifying object that orders both the
complexity of the theatre building and the complexity of
the natural landscape. As a veil, the screen withholds the
mystery of the performance within the theatre and protects
the sites heritage, trees, and archaeological features.

2

The towers are located on the roof scape as urban markers
for the city and the river. They have a visual association with
the tall trees on the site and are back- lit to provide dappled
light, closely related to the dappled light of the trees. The fly
tower is the most dominant tower seen from both the river
and the city. The new hotel is low rise tower with a strong
relationship to Victoria Street. The smaller towers are light
wells maximising the height over key circulation areas to the
front of house.

3

The ground levels of the building are kept largely glazed to maximise
the interaction of the ground level activities with the surrounding
context and to maximise the engagement with the river.

2
2
1
3
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DESIGN

Concept - Exterior

1

2
2
2
1
3
3
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DESIGN

Foyer Concept

The design approach has adopted a simple spatial
composition that maximises engagement with the river. It
provides a civic space that can be used by the community
for a wide range of activites that extend outside the scope
of a traditional theatre.

1

Key architectural elements are used to order the space and
to encourage intuitive movement through the building.

1

The lightwell maximises height over key circulation areas to
the front of house and fills the space with a dappled light,
referencing the trees which filter light to the courtyard. It
also acts as a thermal chimney, releasing heat build-up at
high level when the building is being naturally ventilated.

2

A sculptural staircase is suspended in the atrium, providing
a focal point to the open foyer space.

3

Landscaping has always been an integral part of the site’s
history. High importance was placed around the curated
garden setting for the original hotel, and its contrasting
relationship with the adjacent parkland. The design
references this history with a series of courtyards, gardens
and terraces around the site and within the building.
Courtyards will be used to hold events and informal
performance, while notable trees will be protected to further
reinforce the role of the garden in the sites history. The
gardens are transitional spaces between the building and
the existing character of the parkland, and can be further
activated through cafe and bar seating.

4

A terraced bleacher in the foyer atrium connects the circle
level with the stalls of the auditorium, providing overflow
seating for the cafe/bar and theatre crowds. It also provides
a semi-formal performance space that is open for use by
members of the public on an impromptu or bookable basis.
The terraces are positioned at the glazed interface of the
building and the riverside - through this exposure to the
public they are designed to foster a sense of community,
with potential for 24/7 activation.

2

3

4
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DESIGN

Foyer Concept

1

2

1

3

2

4

3

4
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DESIGN
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Entry Courtyard off Embassy Plaza - 01
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DESIGN
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Entry Courtyard off Embassy Plaza - 02
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DESIGN
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View of Foyer from Circle Level
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DESIGN
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Riverside Courtyard off Sapper Moore-Jones Place
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DESIGN
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View into Foyer from Riverside Courtyard
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View Back to Embassy Plaza Courtyard
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PLANNING

Site Planning

Theatre Planning

A key part of unlocking the complexity of the site is to establish a high
level masterplan that informs the theatre planning. The site masterplan
considered the sites history and use, setting, and the existing buildings.
These key elements have been considered and included into the
design as follows:

The theatre planning is based around the auditorium, and the front of
house, back of house and technical spaces that feed into it. These
spaces are planned around efficient adjacencies to provide the best
experience for the visiting performers.

History - This site has a rich and important history in Hamilton. The site
has a strong association with hospitality, art, theatre and pre-European
history. The proposed design has re-engaged with this history by
including a theatre, gallery and hotel, as well as protecting the sites pre
and post European settlement patterns.
Setting - High importance was placed around the garden setting
of the original hotel and its relationship with the riverbank parkland.
The proposed design references this history with a series of entrance
courtyards, and atrium, reinforcing the tranquility of the original setting.
Buildings - A hotel has been on this site since 1864, in the first year of
European settlement. The current hotel building is the third re-build,
completed in 1922. Where possible the proposed design will restore
the historic hotel to its original condition and incorporate it into the new
hotel, gallery and theatre.

Important to the success of the project, is the use of the public spaces
that surround the functional areas of the auditorium, and how they
interact with the wider community. The design proposes two public
approaches to the auditorium that create a link through the site.
The first is from Victoria Street through Embassy Park. Although not
part of this project, Embassy Park is considered an area for outdoor
performance and an important first step in the approach to the theatre.
From Embassy Park the visitor passes under the screen (veil) and into
the first courtyard. This courtyard is primarily for orientation but also
provides a tranquil enclosure that offers separation from the city and a
place for informal performance before entering the theatre.

At the top of the atrium sits a large lightwell which, in conjunction with
the translucent glass screen wrapping around the building, and the
established courtyard trees, contributes to a diffuse dappled light
throughout. These atmospheric qualities are contrasted with the ceramic
texture of the auditorium shell, and its expressed curving form. While
the main foyer is a carefully curated space which brings the various
components of the site together, it also provides for moments of serene
contemplation, creative engagement and unexpected performance.

The second approach is from Sapper Moore-Jones Place. Again,
although not part of this project, the end of the street is seen as a
shared space that could feed the theatre, the Ferrybank plan walkways
and the proposed pedestrian bridge. From SMJ Place, you pass
under the screen and into a second courtyard. This is a large, treefilled courtyard that provides for moments of respite and an informal
community performance space adjacent to the Waikato River.
The garden courtyards act as gateways to the theatre foyer. Using
spatial drama and a restrained material palette, the main foyer is a
civic space with a distinctive personality. It is oriented to the riverside,
and combines the horizontality of the Waikato with the verticality of a
four-storey atrium space – turning its’ visitors first impression into a
theatrical experience.
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REPORTING & PROCESS

During the Feasibility study we highlighted some key design items
that needed further investigation during the Concept Design phase to
ensure that the design could be fully realized. Below is a summary of
the progress made with these items.
Heritage and Iwi Engagement
Heritage assessment:
We have met with Heritage New Zealand to discuss the proposal on two
occasions. The first was to introduce the project and give a context to
the development. The second meeting was to view the property file to
help establish the property listing criteria. Heritage New Zealand have
confirmed that the property is a scheduled site requiring assessment of
the existing buildings, grounds, including trees and site archaeology. We
have engaged Salmond Reed as conservation experts for the existing
buildings and they will be providing an independent assessment of the
existing buildings during the next phase of the design. We have also
engaged Arbolab as arborists and Clough Associates for archeology
(refer below). We have also begun our iwi engagement process with
the local kaumatua and representatives from the HCC. Heritage New
Zealand acknowledged that the project offered an opportunity to
regenerate and celebrate the complex history of the site, its buildings
and garden and that these features needed to be integrated carefully
into the design, rather than a façade only and “tacked on” solution.
Next steps:
We will be presenting the design to Mana Whenua at the March Hui, as
part of an ongoing consultation and design process. Final reports from
each of the heritage consultants will be assessed by Tattico planners
for presentation to Heritage New Zealand as part of the Resource
Consent application.

Archaeological

Ferrybank Masterplan

Archaeological assessment:
Clough & Associates have been engaged to complete an archaeological
assessment of the site as part of the requirements of the Hamilton City
Council district plan. An assessment is required to be carried out prior
to any development taking place. Clough & Associates have noted that
presently there are no recorded archaeological sites on the property.

Ferrybank Masterplan:
We have met with WALA to discuss the theatre proposal and how
it could tie in with the Ferrybank masterplan. We are continuing to
work with the WALA team so that the levels for the proposed high level
walkway can tie in with the theatre stalls and outdoor seating level.
This will provide an excellent walking network and activation between
the theatre and adjacent sites as well as the future bridge connection
to Hamilton east.

Next steps:
Clough & Associates will complete their desk top and field survey work
and prepare a heritage assessment report for the resource consent
process. Findings from the report will be incorporated into the final
design.

Arboricultural
Traffic
Arboricultural assessment:
ArborLab have prepared an assessment of the five notable trees
growing within the site. Each of the trees is listed in the Hamilton City
Council district plan and therefore requires assessment prior to any
development taking place. The listed trees are: two Norfolk Pines (16.1
& 16.2), two Southern Magnolia (16.4 & 16.5) and a Bunya bunya pine
(16.3). The report has highlighted that the Southern Magnolia (16.5)
is not worthy of retention due to decay within the trunk, and the Norfolk
Pine (16.2) due to trunk damage. The second Magnolia (16.4) is also
recommended to be removed due to its close proximity to the Bunya
bunya pine. This is detrimental to both trees and its removal would
mean that the more dominant and highly valued Bunya bunya pine
would grow to full maturity. We have incorporated these findings into
the theatre design.
Next steps:
Work with ArboLab to initiate a tree protection methodology to mitigate
construction activities. Replacement tree planting should be undertaken
in consultation with HCC.
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Next steps:
Continuing working with WALA and the HCC during the Preliminary
Design phase to provide an integrated approach between the theatre
project and the Ferrybank masterplan.

Traffic assessment:
Flow traffic engineers have been engaged to undertake a high level
integrated transport assessment for the wider area, to establish a
holistic transport approach for the theatre and adjacent precinct. It
is vital for the success of the project that the community have good
access to the theatre and wider precinct. This was a key concern for
local residents during the feedback stage, who will need to understand
our recommended approach, and that we are providing a suitable
parking provision and access strategy.
Next steps:
Flow to provide a high level assessment for consultation with HCC and
the wider community. We will then incorporate the recommendations
into the wider precinct access and parking strategy as part of the
theatre’s resource consent application.
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REPORTING & PROCESS

Consultant Input
Below is a summary of the Fire, Structure and Services consultants
design strategy. Refer to their individual reports for the detail information
on each of the systems discussed below.
Fire
•
•
•
•

The auditorium adopts an active fire system that reduces the
number of required fire egress stairs.
Auditorium smoke extract is via the mechanical AHU’s switched to
reverse when triggered by an alarm.
Fire egress out of the auditorium is via two egress stairs located on
the East and West side of the auditorium, and via the main foyer
spaces.
The foyer and circulation areas have an active fire system
incorporating smoke curtains to reduce the size of the smoke cells.

Structure
•
•
•

A concrete shell structure is proposed for the auditorium that
anchors the building to the site.
A frame system with ComFlor composite deck is used for the
remainder of the theatre.
The heritage building has an independent structural system that is
separated from the theatre with a seismic gap.

Services
•

•
•

•

ESD initiatives
- River cooling - The project proposes to use river cooling to
regulate the temperature of the building via a passive heat
exchange system.
- Rain water harvesting
A central plant is located at sub stage level and on the theatre
B.O.H roof and servicing both the theatre and the hotel.
The foyer operates on a mixed mode system. When occupancy
capacity is low, it will be naturally ventilated with low level opening
elements within the façade and vents located in the light well of the
atrium.
The auditorium is conditioned via a displacement system.
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RISKS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Programme:
The programme for the hotel has slipped by 3 weeks while they wait for
an operator to get on board. This means there is a risk that the hotel
planning may impact the theatre project post Concept Design sign-off.
We have not allowed for this work in the current programme or our fee
should this work be required.

Shared Spaces:
The operation and design of the shared spaces and plant areas need
to be clearly defined once the operator is engaged. As above there is
a risk to the theatre planning after the Concept Design has been signed
off.

Circulation:
The front of house circulation areas are still very tight and will require
further investigation during the Preliminary Design phase. These are
important “bump” spaces that are part of the overall experience.
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4.4 STRUCTURE
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Concept Design Report summarises the status of
the Waikato Regional Theatre project design as it stands
at this point in time. The primary purpose is to explain
the design and how it has been developed. It identifies
the site investigations undertaken, the structural and civil
brief for the project, and records the issues and options
that have been investigated and developed.
The theatre will share the river front site with an attached
hotel complex in a restored heritage building. A number
of spaces within the theatre and hotel footprint will be
shared spaces.
The Building
The Waikato Regional Theatre is a new theatre and
community performing arts centre replacing the existing
Founders Theatre. The main auditorium will have
capacity for approximately 1300, with attached public
spaces including an art gallery, sculpture terrace,
community performance space and educational facilities.
The theatre comprises a basement and carpark level,
with three suspended floor levels above stage level
linking the three seating tiers in the auditorium. The
theatre floor plate measures around 65mx50m, with a
large opening in the centre forming the auditorium. A
15mx30m fly tower rises 35m above stage level to house
the stage flying gea .
Above ground level, two large atrium spaces are located
between the auditorium and hotel. The hotel space
comprises five suspended levels which are structurally
integral with the theatre. An historic building on the
street frontage also forms part of the hotel but will be
seismically separate from the theatre structure.
Gravity Structure
A structural steel gravity framing system has been
developed for the design. The steel frame structure
has the benefit of being lighter (reduced foundation
and seismic demands), has smaller columns and can
accommodate higher ceiling heights than concrete
alternatives. A steel structure also suits the geometry of
the curved auditorium.

The steel decking will be supported on cellular steel
beams. Cellular beams have circular holes cut out to
reduce their weight and allow services to pass through
beams. The use of cellular beams provides lightweight
spans to minimise structural weight and minimise ceiling
space.
The roof structure will comprise steel frames supporting
DHS purlins. Over the long span auditorium, steel
trusses will span across and provide support to the
access gantries and lighting systems over the auditorium
space.
Lateral Load Resisting Structure
The lateral system for the building utilises reinforced
concrete walls in both directions, with the fly tower
braced by a steel frame at high level.
The selected bracing system is governed by the
geometry and acoustic requirements of the auditorium.
The structural walls around the auditorium and fly tower
also act as an acoustic separation to prevent noise
pollution between the theatre and public spaces. The
steel braced frame alternative would require a discrete
acoustic build up which would increase the overall
thickness of the main walls.

Auditorium Render (courtesy of Jasmax)

At high level of the fly towe , braced steel frames, clad
with non-structural precast concrete cladding panels
is preferred as the construction of structural concrete
above roof level becomes complex due to the temporary
restraints required.
The use of structural walls provide a stiff building
response during an earthquake which reduces the
size of seismic gaps to other buildings and services. It
also provides a continuous structural element into the
basement retaining walls and concrete foundations.
Foundations & Basement
The foundations consist of bored cast-insitu piles
embedded into the underlying soil strata.
An insitu concrete raft slab is proposed for the base
of basement carpark, supported by building piles. The
basement retaining walls are to be reinforced concrete.

Architectural Render (courtesy of Jasmax)

A composite steel deck floor system on steel secondary
beams is the adopted flooring system as it provides
a lightweight system with an efficient construction
methodology and cost effective spans. The composite
steel deck system provides good versatility for a complex
floor plate compared to the main alternative of precast
concrete floors. It also provides good thermal and
acoustic mass for the theatre and hotel occupancies.
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INTRODUCTION

GEOTECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Holmes Consulting are providing structural and civil
engineering services for the Waikato Regional Theatre
for Momentum Waikato.

A geotechnical investigation has been undertaken by
CMW Geosciences.

The project involves construction of a new theatre
and performing arts complex in the centre of Hamilton
between Victoria Street and the Waikato River.
The design phase to date has involved participation at a
number of client briefing sessions, design workshops and
design coordination meetings.
This report summarises the status of the design as it
stands at this point in time. The primary purpose is to
explain the design and how it has been developed. It
identifies the site investigations undertaken, the structural
brief for the project, and records the issues and options
that have been investigated and developed for the
project.
It is intended that this document, once approved, will
provide the basis to progress to the Preliminary Design
phase of the project.

THE PROJECT

The site is underlain by a thin layer of localised crust
over fluvial silt and sand river deposits of the Hinuera
Formation approximately 20m thick. Below the river
deposits are 20m of silts, clays and sands of the Walton
Subgroup which overlay dense volcanic ignimbrite layers
exceeding 10m thickness.
Groundwater level for the site was observed at
approximately 12m below ground level. An additional
perched water table was also observed at 5.5m below
ground level. The proposed substage level is at the
level of the measured perched water table. However the
orchestra pit proposed level is 2m below the measured
perched water table so it is likely that this perched water
table will be encountered on site.
Due to the soft nature of the overlying river sediments,
the buildings foundations will need to consist of piles,
embedded into the dense ignimbrite layer.
The dense ignimbrite layer is expected to be encountered
at a depth of between 40m and 50m below existing
ground level.

The Waikato Regional Theatre is a new theatre and
community performing arts centre for the Waikato region.

Geological Investigation Locations (courtesy of CMW)

The project comprises a new 1300 seat (approx.)
auditorium with attached public spaces including an art
gallery, sculpture terrace, community performance space
and educational facilities.
The theatre is located on Victoria Street on a site which
slopes down towards the Waikato River. The theatre will
be linked in to a number of public spaces along the river
frontage by a public walkway.
The theatre structure links with an historic hotel
refurbishment and extension which occupies the Victoria
St frontage. Large atrium and creative spaces are
shared by the theatre and hotel, with the hotel extension
structurally linked to the theatre. The historic hotel will be
seismically separate.
A substage and basement level provides stage access
as well as carparking below street level. Part of this
substage area is already exposed due to the sloping site
and the existing structures retaining walls, while the rest
will be excavated during construction.
Waikato Regional Theatre Site Selection (courtesy of Jasmax)
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA
Structural Design Loads
Structural design actions for the project have been
determined in accordance with AS/NZS1170.
The building is required to have a design life of 50 years
under The Building Act.
Design Superimposed Loads
The recommended design superimposed loads for the
project are outlined on the table adjacent.
These loads are generally derived from AS/NZS1170.1
and/or based on experience with the level of services
and finishes anticipated in the buildings. Specific theatr
loads have been supplied by the theatre consultants.
The superimposed dead loads cover allowances for
services, suspended ceilings, fixed partitions, floo
finishes, non structural screeds, landscaping and
cladding.
Live load allowances cover furniture, movable partitions,
shelving, storage, equipment and people. These are
items that are non-permanent or transient and of more
uncertain nature.

Design Use

Shared Space/

Nature of
Load*

Uniformly
Distributed
Loads
(kPa)

LL

4.0

SDL

1.0

LL

4.0

SDL

1.0

Basement

LL

2.5

Carparking

SDL

0.5

LL

2.0

SDL

2.0

LL

7.5

SDL

2.0

LL

5.0

SDL

4.0

LL

0.25

SDL

0.5

LL

5.0

SDL

2.0

LL

2.5

SDL

0.5

LL

-

Concourses
Art Gallery

Hotel Rooms
Stages
Sculpture
Terrace
Non-Trafficabl
Roof
Heavy Plant
Spaces
Fly Tower Grid
Fly Galleries
(per m run)

Concentrated
Point Loads
(kN)
4.5
4.5
13.0

Building Importance Levels
Using AS/NZS1170, new buildings in New Zealand are
assigned with an Importance Level. For a public space
where more than 300 people can congregate in one area
and a theatre of greater than 1200m2, AS/NZS 1170
requires the structure to be designed as an Importance
Level 3 building.
The significance of the structure Importance Level is
primarily in the return period of earthquake and wind load
events that need to be designed for. Accordingly the
buildings will be designed for the following return periods:
Design Earthquake Loads

1.8
4.5
4.5
1.8

Importance
level
3

ULS

SLS

1/1000

1/25

Importance
level
3

10.0

Earthquake Return Period

Wind Return Period
ULS

SLS

1/1000

1/25

3.5

Using AS/NZS1170.5 (elastic response, zero period):
Ultimate Limit State (ULS)
Importance Level

:

3

Return Period (ULS)

:

1/1000

Site Soil Category

:

D

Spectral Shape
Factor

Ch(T)

Hazard Factor

Z

:

0.16

Return Period Factor

Ru

:

1.3

Near Fault Factor

N(T,D)

:

1.0

Seismic Coefficien

C

:

0.62

:

3.00

Serviceability Limit States (SLS1)
Importance Level

:

3

Return Periods
(SLS)

:

1/25

Site Soil Category

:

D

Spectral Shape
Factor

Ch(T)

Hazard Factor

Z

:

0.16

Return Period Factor

Ru

:

0.25

Near Fault Factor

N(T,D)

:

1.0

Seismic Coefficien

C

:

0.12

:

3.00

Note Sp varies depending on the level of ductility
designed and detailed for.

4.5kN/m

Building Structural Analysis Model
*LL = Live Load, SDL = Superimposed Dead Load
Seismic Hazard Map - North Island of New Zealand
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Design Wind Loads
The design wind loads are derived from AS/NZS1170.2.
The static analysis procedure set out in AS/NZS1170 shall
be used to calculate the wind pressures on all cladding
elements and supporting frameworks. Refer calculations
for detailed direction loads (auditorium roof westerly wind
shown below).
Site Wind Speed and Design Pressures
Height to top of building

:

22m

:

3

:

0.1

Using AS/NZS1170.2
Importance Level
Directional Multiplier

Md

:

3

Terrain/Height Multiplier

Terrain Category
M(z,cat)

:

0.95

Shielding Multiplier

Ms

:

1.0

Topographic Multiplier

Mt

:

1.0

Ultimate Limit State (ULS)

SERVICEABILITY LIMIT STATE DESIGN CRITERIA
Durability
The Buildings is located in an inland area with the exterior
environment is classified as Category B (low corrosivity)
to AS/NZS2312 for structural steelwork, or Category A2 to
NZS3101 for concrete.
Movement Limits
The deflection, drift and movement limits adopted will be
generally in accordance with Table C1 of AS/NZS1170.0
Specifically the relevant movements, drifts and deflection
for the buildings are:
•

•

•

Return Period

:

1/1000

•
Regional 3s Gust Speed

V1000 R

:

46m/s

Site Wind Speed

Vsit,b

:

44m/s

Design Wind Pressures*

p

:

1.15 kPa

•

Serviceability Limit States (SLS1)
Return Period

:

1/25

:

37m/s

Regional 3s Gust Speed

V25 R

Site Wind Speed

Vsit,b

:

35m/s

Design Wind Pressures*

p

:

0.74kPa

* Nett internal and external
pressure coefficients
(including area reduction,
local and permeability
pressure factors) are
applied to these basic wind
pressures to give design
pressures for specific
elements eg glazing,
roof and wall claddings,
canopies, internal
partitions, etc.
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Flooring deflections both under short term and long
term load conditions (impacts on serviceability of
floor use, clearances to non structural elements
on the floor belo , ongoing functionality of mobile
storage units and operable walls)
Beam deflections both under short term and long
term load conditions (impacts on serviceability of
floor use, clearances to non structural elements on
the floor below
Differential foundation settlement (needs to be low
to avoid significant problems for the building
Overall seismic drifts of the building (impacts
on size of seismic gaps under ULS to adjacent
independent structures and boundaries, to avoid
interference with structural performance and avoid
significant damage if structures were to impact
Inter-storey seismic drifts between adjacent
levels (impacts on detailing of partitions, cladding
elements, etc)

Robustness for Impacts and Face Loads
Barriers such as balustrades and handrails designed in
accordance with NZS1170 Table 3.6 in addition to design
stiffness for security.
Partitions stiffness, and robustness designed for strength
under seismic face loads and stiffness for human impact.
Fire Resistance Ratings
Details of required ratings will be provided by the
fire engineering consultant and will be provided for
accordingly.
Item

Form of
Construction

F.R.R. to be
provided by
Structure

Floors

Comflor w/ toppin

60/60/60

Exterior Panels

Concrete

60/60/-

Interior Walls

Concrete

60/60/60

OTHER SERVICEABILITY LIMIT STATE DESIGN
CRITERIA
Acoustic, vibration, temperature effects and other
serviceability criteria not covered above will be covered
by other consultants’ reports.
Ultimate Limit State Design Criteria
The ultimate limit state is the condition under which the
buildings are required to withstand extreme events (of
specified probability of occurrence) and avoid collapse
of the structure, avoid collapse of parts of the structure
leading to loss of life and preservation of means of
evacuation.
The structure will be designed to resist the following
combination of loads for ultimate limit state:
where

G = dead load
Q = live load
Q u = Ψu Q
where Ψu = live load factor
= 0.4

For the typical levels above ground floor the following
F.R.R will be provided by the structure.
Crack Widths
Crack widths will be kept within recommended limits of
Table C2.1 of NZS3101:2006.

Wu = wind load (ULS)
Eu = earthquake load (ULS)
i.e. The relevant specific design load combinations
are:
a.	
b.	
c.	
d.	
e.	

1.35 G
1.2 G & 1.5 Q
1.2 G & Qu & Wu
0.9 G & Wu
G & Qu & Eu

Schedule of Building Movements
Inter-storey Drifts (horizontal movement @ ULS)
EW direction: +/- 15mm (Level 03)
NS direction: +/- 15mm (Level 03)
Total Building Displacement at Top @ ULS
EW direction: +/- 95mm (Fly Tower Roof)
+/- 75mm (Fly Tower Roof)
NS direction:
Flooring Unit Vertical Deflection Allowance up to 30mm,
Floor flatness not to vary more than 10mm in 6m
Live load vertical movement edge beams up to 20mm.
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STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
Vertical Load System
The theatre floor plate consists of a circulation and
amenities area which wraps around the semi-circular
auditorium space and fly tower structure. Tiered seating
and viewing lines result in predominantly open space
within the auditorium facing the stage to the south. The
tiered seats link through into the circulation space at four
levels and the seats overhang as they step down towards
the stage.
To the north and east of the auditorium is the public
circulation and display area, whilst the backstage
performers area is located to the south of the stage.
Two large atriums create shared public spaces and
separate the hotel structure from the theatre. A public
performance area and open air courtyard are screened
from the Waikato River to the east by a tall glass screen
structure which extends over a public walkway.
Structural Options
A Comflor steel composite decking system supported on
lightweight steel cellular beams has been adopted for the
theatre flooring system. The Comflor system provides
a lightweight floor that is well suited to the complex
geometry and numerous penetrations of the theatre floor
plate The steel decking will be supported on cellular
steel beams which have circular holes cut out to reduce
their weight and allow services to pass through beams.
Alternative flooring systems also considered included
precast concrete double tee floor units on steel
composite beams. Compared to Comflo , precast
concrete floors have less versatile span arrangements to
deal with the complex theatre floor geometr . A Comflor
system is also significantly lighter than precast floor
which reduces the supporting structure and foundations
required.
Steel primary beams and columns have been adopted
to support the flooring system under gravit . The steel
system provides efficient spans for the primary beams to
maximise ceiling clearances and the simplicity of steelsteel connections to the columns speeds up construction
time.
Alternatives considered for the primary structure included
reinforced concrete beams/columns and concrete filled
hollow section columns. The concrete alternatives have
a larger size and weight than their steel equivalents
which has implications for the ceiling height and column
aesthetics. Concrete filled steel columns provide their
own inherent fire protection, however the architectural
finish included cladding to the columns so the benefit o
the concrete filled sections was negated
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Circulation Space/Gallery
Comflor on cellular secondary beams has been adopted
for the circulation space, which have been precambered
to minimise deflections. Cell beams are generally
orientated east-west to allow the services to distribute
north-south along the auditorium length. Supporting
these cellular beams are steel primary beams with
shorter spans to allow a consistent beam depth and
ceiling line. The primary beams span to the steel
I-section columns or structural walls which brace the
building laterally.
Auditorium Structure
The auditorium comprises open space framed on three
sides with overhanging seats facing the stage to the
south. The stalls level seating is made up of a timber
build up supported off the reinforced concrete raft slab
below. Timber build up was adopted rather than a
sloping raft slab because the space below these seats
is used for distributed ventilation. The suspended
tiered seating comprises raking steel cantilever beams
supporting precast concrete bleachers to suit the stepped
seating arrangement.
The roof is made up of deep steel trusses spanning
east-west across the auditorium. Spanning between the
trusses are steel purlins with an acoustic build up and
lightweight metal roofing. These trusses also support the
lighting equipment and access gantries in the roof space.

Hotel Interface
As part of the theatre complex, the site also contains a
hotel development which occupies the street frontage
of Victoria Street to the west. Part of the hotel includes
an existing and refurbished heritage building which is
structurally separate from the new development. The
remainder of the hotel is constructed with the theatre and
a number of shared spaces are used by both theatre and
hotel.
This newly developed portion of the hotel is structurally
integral with the theatre building. The structure of the
hotel is covered in a separate concept design report, and
adopts similar structural systems to the theatre for ease
of construction.

Screen Structural Model

Fly Tower Structure
The flytower comprises a 35m high tower over the stage
for the housing and flying of stage equipment and sets.
As such the tower is predominantly open space with the
first floor being the fly gallery at 22m above stage leve
The gallery flooring system comprises closely spaced
steel channels which allow ropes to pass through but
also access for the stage operators. These channels are
supported at a high level by the flytower walls which also
provide lateral bracing to the overall building.
Screen
To the east of the theatre, an external glass screen
frames the building against the Waikato River, enclosing
large existing trees. The screen comprises 10m deep
glass channels which are supported 15m above the
sloping ground by a 10m deep steel truss made up of
square hollow steel sections. Steel columns support
the trusses. At the south-east corner, a large two-way
cantilever creates the feel of the screen floating out over
the river bank on the outside of the trees.

Auditorium Section
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Lateral Load System
The theatre comprises a relatively narrow strip of floor
framed around the large void which makes up the
auditorium and fly towe . To brace a building shape with
large floor voids requires a number of discrete bracing
elements placed around floor plate to support each of the
narrow pieces of flooring
Structural Options
The choice of lateral bracing system has been
determined largely by acoustic considerations. Sound
transmission through the auditorium into the circulation
spaces is required to be minimised by means of an
acoustically dense material enclosing the auditorium.
Reinforced concrete walls are well suited to this purpose
because they provide a solid, dense barrier for sound
transmission and fire resistance
As heavy concrete walls were required acoustically, it
was logical to utilise these structurally for the building
bracing. Reinforced concrete walls provide a robust and
stiff building response with a large number of contractors
experienced in this type of system in New Zealand.
The primary alternative bracing systems considered
included moment resisting steel frames and steel braced
frames.
Moment resisting frames provide clear spans which are
useful for the circulation spaces. However these result
in large columns sizes and numbers and tend to be very
flexible, leading to large seismic gap and deflection hea
requirements on facades and services. Significantly
more columns would need to be introduced to provide
sufficient bracing.
Braced steel frames provide a stiff seismic
response and the braces can be well distributed around
the building and concealed within wall linings. Braced
frames were not adopted because they provide no
benefit to the building acoustic performance, and a
separate acoustic cladding would be required around the
auditorium. Consequently the wall build-up around the
auditorium became very thick and occupied more of the
floor plate
Circulation Space/Gallery & Auditorium
Structural walls frame around the auditorium and flytower
to provide bracing to the entire building in addition
to their acoustic and fire barrier functions. Further
bracing walls are located around the perimeter of the
building, including within the new hotel structure which
is structurally linked to the theatre. The benefit of these
walls being well distributed around the perimeter is that
they reduce the amount of torsional twist experienced
during an earthquake.
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These structural walls are tied together by the flooring
system which is made up of reinforced concrete cast onto
steel decking. The large number of penetrations in the
floor plate result in discrete areas of the floor plate bein
heavily reinforced to drag lateral load into the structural
walls.
Fly Tower Structure
Structural walls make up the 3-sided flytower up to the
upper most theatre floor and provide bracing to the entire
building. Above the uppermost floo , the bracing system
for the flytower changes from 3-sided concrete walls
to 4-sided steel braced frames with precast concrete
cladding.
The change in system was adopted because construction
of concrete walls above the last floor level is difficult a
there is no restraint of the walls while under construction.
Braced frames can be lifted into place at high level
without the need for significant temporary restraint.
Braced frames are also significantly lighter which
decreases the lateral demand on the walls below. Nonstructural precast concrete cladding will be clipped onto
the braced frames to meet the architectural brief and to
reduce sound transmission.

The hotel expansion includes new building structure as
part of the theatre complex. This new portion of the hotel
is designed to be structurally integral with the theatre,
and relies on the same structural wall bracing system
as the theatre. The benefit of tying these two buildings
together is that it allows the structure to be shared, with
walls in the hotel providing bracing to the theatre and vice
versa. It also avoids the need for seismic gaps which
influence how the shared spaces can be used

Screen Bracing Props Layout

Screen
The screen is a lightweight, thin planar structure which
tends to catch a significant wind load. It s geometry
means that it’s inherent bracing capacity against wind
loading is low. Consequently lateral bracing of the
screen is provided by a series of props and braces which
frame back into the main building. These props frame
in at floor level to activate the main building walls for
resisting load. Careful coordination with the existing
trees is required to find locations where these props can
connect back to the main building.
Hotel Interface
The hotel development includes refurbishment of an
existing heritage building, and a newly constructed
building which expands the hotel towards the theatre.
The existing heritage building is seismically separate
from the new development to avoid altering the behaviour
of the existing building and dragging load into the new
building. A seismic gap between new and old has been
allowed for to prevent the buildings interacting as they
drift during an earthquake.

Typical Level Bracing Wall Layout
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Foundation System
Based on the known likely ground conditions to be
encountered, and the loads on the foundations, the
building is to be founded on piles.
Due to the loads on the foundations, bored cast-insitu
pile embedded is likely to be the most cost effective
solution. The piles also provide lateral resistance to resist
the building seismic base shears and to retain the slope.
The piles will be tied together by a reinforced concrete
raft slab on grade. The raft distributes loads from
the columns and walls to the grid of piles and ties the
structure together at ground level.
Piled Foundations
The pile depths alter across the site based on their
particular demand and the material that they are founded
in. Some piles are in the order of 50m deep.
Bored cast insitu reinforced concrete piles will be used
for the primary building piles. These piles are capable
of supporting large building loads and can be bored to
significant depth. Piles below the walls are also subject
to large uplift forces during an earthquake and bored
concrete piles can be reinforced to suit these demands.
The building piles are also used to resist seismic base
shear lateral forces induced by the building and ground
motion during an earthquake.
Steel screw piles are proposed to be used to support the
lightweight screen columns. Screw piles are an effective
system for the lightly loaded screen columns as they can
be installed using the reach of an excavator boom over
the steep sloping riverbank. Screw piles or driven steel
piles are not suitable for the main building piles due to
the large loads and founding depth required.
Raft Slab
An insitu concrete raft slab is proposed for the base of
the theatre and hotel complex. The raft slab is used to
distribute vertical and horizontal loads between the piles
and to restrain the base of the retaining walls against the
piles. The 1m thick raft slab will have a number of level
changes to suit the sub-stage levels.
Retention Structure
The structure tends to step down with the slope towards
the river, however some retaining is required due to the
extent and depths of the sub-stage area. The retention is
partially provided by the existing hotel basement retaining
walls.
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These walls will require temporary support during the
construction of foundations and retaining for the theatre
and hotel extension.
Reinforced concrete retaining walls are proposed where
required to retain the soil for the basement structure.
Based on the proposed floor levels, these retaining walls
are required along the existing hotel interface, around
the auditorium and orchestra pit levels. Retaining walls
are designed to span between floor levels with the lateral
load taken out by the building piles.
Slope Stability
The theatre is located on a sloping site underlain by soft
fluvial river deposits. CMW have performed a preliminary
analysis of the slope stability and have identified that a
concrete palisade wall along the river frontage is likely to
be the most cost effective slope stabilisation method.

Orchestra Pit
At the base of the stage, an orchestra pit is designed
to retract into a recess to allow flexibility in the theatre
usage. The base raft slab is designed to handle large
point loads imposed by the jacking equipment which
moves the orchestra pit and seating into place.
Floor Plate Openings
The theatre floor plate includes a large number of
openings which make up the auditorium, atriums and
stairs/lifts. As the floor plate is structurally relied upon
to tie the bracing walls together during an earthquake
event, the location and size of these penetrations has
an impact on the building’s structural response. To
provide robustness to the floor diaphragm, a number
of key locations around the walls and openings contain
additional reinforcement to drag load into the bracing
walls.

The palisade wall involves drilling bored concrete piles
at approximately 1m centres at the top of the slope to
create a wall which resists lateral movement of the slope.
These piles are proposed to be 17m deep and are tied
back into the structure by the raft slab.

Typical Floor Plate Openings

Significant Design Feature
Cantilever Art Gallery
The art gallery to the north-west of the theatre includes
a significant overhang over the entrance to the theatre
at street level. The structure to support this overhang is
a series of deep steel beams which cantilever out over
the entrance. The ends of these cantilever beams will be
preset upwards to reduce the deflection at the end of the
overhang.
Cantilever Auditorium Seating
The tiered seating within the auditorium comprises three
main levels, with the upper levels overhanging the lower
seating. These cantilever seating tiers are sensitive to
dynamic excitation from the crowd which can significantly
increase the beam demand. Consequently these beams
are designed for increased demands to account for
dynamic excitation.
Auditorium Roof
The auditorium roof includes long steel trusses which
span between the main walls of the theatre. In addition
to supporting the roof, these trusses are also required to
support the access gantries and suspended equipment
which makes up the auditorium which significantly
increases their design demands.
Geological Soil Profile (Courtesy of CMW
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CIVIL ENGINEERING
WASTEWATER
Existing Infrastructure
There is an existing 150 mm dia. clay wastewater main
located west of the subject site in Victoria Street. At the
south west corner of the subject site, the wastewater
main flows east down Sapper Moore-Jones Place. From
Sapper Moore-Jones Place, the main passes through
private land and continues south.
There is an existing 150 mm dia. clay wastewater line
passing through the site. This is a council owned main
and it is assumed it services an apartment block to the
north of the subject site as well as the existing building
located on the property’s north west corner. There are a
number of manholes providing access to this wastewater
line. Two manholes adjacent to the northern boundary
of the property will need to be relocated to prevent any
clashes with proposed foundations.
Proposed Infrastructure
A new manhole and wastewater line will be constructed
along the southern boundary of the site. This will
reticulate any wastewater from the theatre and hotel.
To maintain the existing wastewater line through the site,
it is proposed to install a new wastewater manhole to
the north of the boundary line and redirect the existing
line under the foundation of the hotel. A new manhole
to the south of the building is required for access to the
wastewater line. From this new manhole, the wastewater
line will connect into an existing manhole on Sapper
Moore-Jones Place.
Any proposal to direct the line directly under the theatre
is likely to cause issues with Finished Floor Levels of
the plant room and orchestra pit. Both these rooms have
proposed floor levels below the invert level of the existing
wastewater infrastructure in Sapper Moore-Jones Place.
We recommend avoiding this option for the redirection of
the line as it would require the wastewater to be pumped.
An underground carpark is proposed for the hotel. It
is likely this car park will require a drain to collect any
stormwater runoff trafficked in by cars. Depending on the
requirements of Council, this drain will need to connect
to wastewater or stormwater. We will confirm this during
developed design.

There is an existing 450 mm dia. concrete main in
Victoria Street. A double sump and manhole at the
south west corner of the site could provide a connection
point for stormwater from the proposed development.
The double sumps receive stormwater roof runoff
from buildings in the subject site through a number of
kerb adaptors in Victoria Street. The sub-catchment
contributing stormwater to the kerb will be investigated
during developed design.

into the network, most likely through a proprietary device
(ie. Oil & grit interceptor). The drainage requirements
for this carpark will be confirmed in developed design
following consultation with Council.

There are 2 small stormwater detention tanks located
within the subject site. The Harrison Grierson survey
shows these tanks eventually discharge into the
wastewater line within the subject site. However this is to
be confirmed by Council

Proposed Infrastructure
We propose to extend one potable water supply
connection from the existing 150 mm dia. main in Sapper
Moore-Jones Place. The new connection will require a
water meter, isolation valve and back flow prevention
device.

There is some stormwater infrastructure in Sapper
Moore-Jones Place which collects runoff from a number
of sumps and discharges this to the river.
Proposed Infrastructure
It is assumed runoff from the roof will be collected by a
number of downpipes, to be confirmed by the architect
and building services engineer. Stormwater drains
around the building will collect runoff discharged from
downpipes. The roof runoff does not require treatment
prior to leaving the site as it is considered clean.
Any hardstand or landscaped areas will require grading
to convey any surface runoff to the primary stormwater
system. Only runoff from trafficable hardstand areas will
require treatment prior to discharge from site. Therefore,
hardstand runoff will be kept separate from roof runoff
prior to treatment.
It is likely that the post-development stormwater volume
will need to match the existing runoff volume, although
there is potential that more stringent requirements may
need to be met. This will be discussed during developed
design with Council and a stormwater strategy will be
proposed.
Raintanks have been proposed to retain and reuse water
on site. The volume and location of these raintanks will
be confirmed by the building services enginee . Further
methods to retain and detain stormwater on site are
raingardens and surface infiltration. Howeve , this will
be explored during developed design. It is likely that
one discharge point for post-development runoff will
be established from site and connect into the existing
infrastructure on Sapper Moore-Jones Place.
As stated in the Wastewater section above, an
underground carpark is proposed for the hotel. If a storm
water connection is to be used to drain this carpark,
collected runoff will require treatment prior to discharge
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WATER SUPPLY
Existing Infrastructure
There is a 250 mm dia. trunk main in Victoria Street and
a 150 mm dia. main in Sapper Moore-Jones Place.

OVERALL SITE ISSUES
Archaeological and Cultural Sites
The south east corner of the site has been designated
as a location with the potential for discovery of
archaeological or cultural artifacts or sites.
In the event that during earthworks on site, any
archaeological features, artifacts or human remains are
found, the Hamilton City Council’s Accidental Discovery
Protocol within the District Plan shall be complied with.
Erosion and Sediment Control
An Erosion and Sediment Control Plan will be required
for Resource and Building Consents.

The size of the new water connection will be determined
by the firefighting demand, therefore it will be confirm
by the fire enginee .
OTHER SERVICES
Power
The requirement of a power supply will be documented
by building services engineers during developed design.
Telecoms
The requirement of telecoms will be documented by
building services engineers during developed design.
Gas
The requirement of a gas supply will be documented by
building services engineers during developed design.
SITE WORKS
Earthworks
Large scale earthworks will be required for works across
the whole site. Bulk earthwork modelling will be carried
out prior to resource consent.
Design Carpark Pavement
To date, no design CBR values have been provided.
An indicative flexible pavement build up (heavy use)
consisting of the following is proposed, based on a
preliminary CBR of 3%:
35 mm AC10,
100 mm AP40,
250 mm AP65.
Flexible pavement design will be confirmed when the
geotechnical engineer can provide a design CBR for the
site soils. Any concrete hardstand areas required will be
designed by the structural engineers.
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RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

ITEMS NOT FULLY RESOLVED AT CONCEPT
DESIGN

GREENSTAR

Several key risks and opportunities items have been
identified which have a potential impact on the theatre
project. Suitable cost contingency should be made for
these items.

A number of key structural items have yet to be resolved
at concept design stage. These items include:

The project is currently considering Green Star. From a
structural engineering perspective, some material points
are available through specifying certain criteria for steel
and concrete.

•

Geotechnical conditions—soil variability across
the site may impact pile founding levels. Slope
stabilisation of the riverside site may require
additional soil anchoring,

•

Courtyard structure—floor build up and support
over the sloping site,

•

General roof and lightwell framing support,

•

Orchestra pit equipment support—selection of
jacking equipment impacts depth of pit required,

•

Auditorium acoustic separations, and floating plant
floor—allowance should be made for acoustic
floating floor of plant deck and potential separatio
of structure into auditorium,

•

Consenting risk with proposed screen location
outside of boundary and resource consent risk with
proximity to river,

•

Heritage NZ requirements for preservation of
the existing hotel may impact any strengthening
required,

•

Relocation of any existing services within the
building footprint not identified on the Council
records,

Auditorium roof trusses—extent of access gantries,
equipment support and roof acoustic build-up
impacts roof truss design,

•

Tiered seating timber build-up,

•

•

Allowance should be made for fire protection to the
structure. Extent of fire protection may be reduced
with a fire engineering specific desig

•

Potential refinement to the slope stabilisation
geotechnical stabilisation requirements to be
confirmed

•

Location and condition of existing trees within
external screen,

•

Access routes for maintenance/replacement of
plant to be determined since the main plant is
located at substage level.

These items will be resolved in discussions with other
consultants as the design progresses.

MAT-7 Concrete: Up to 3 points are available.
Pre-requisite requires water recycling at concrete plant. 
•

Criteria A - enables concrete that holds one
of a spectrum of sustainability initiative to be
recognised.  

•

Criteria B - recognises reduction in cement - 2
points are available, the benchmarks for this
have changed from 2009. It also introduces 1
point to recognise cement that is sourced from
manufacturers using 10% alternative fuels. 

•

Criteria C - the benchmark has increased for
recycled aggregate in the concrete mix.

•

Criteria D - introduces recognition for use
of recycled aggregate in hardfill and backfil
applications. 

MAT-8 Steel: Up to 3 points are available.
Pre-requisite requires steel maker to meet responsible
sourcing criteria.
•

Criteria A - enables steel that holds one of
a spectrum of sustainability initiative to be
recognised. 

•

Criteria B - introduces recognition of steel
fabricators and processors that have
environmental management plans.

Recycled content in steel is no longer recognised.
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OUTLINE MATERIAL SPECIFICATION
Concrete
Foundation Beams and Piles

:

40MPa

Columns - Insitu

:

40MPa

Panels - Precast

:

35MPa

Walls - Insitu (typical)

:

35MPa

Beams - Insitu

:

35MPa

Beams - Precast

:

35MPa

Stairs - Precast

:

35MPa

Floor Units
Proprietary Precast

:

35MPa

:

30MPa

(or as reqd by floor manufacturer)
Other Floor toppings

[Concrete finishes will be resolved in conjunction with
the architect]
Reinforcing Steel
Foundation Reinforcing

:

Grade 500E

Column Reinforcing

:

Grade 500E

Column Ties

:

Grade 500E

Wall Reinforcing

:

Grade 500E

Beam Longitudinal Reinforcing

:

Grade 500E

Beam Stirrups

:

Grade 500E

Slab Reinforcing

:

Grade 500E

Blockwall Reinforcing

:

Grade 500E:

STRUCTURAL STANDARDS
Timber
Timber Framing
			

Pinus Radiata (Dry), SG8 		
minimum

Plywood		

Grade F11 C-D

The structural standards that are proposed for the
design of the Buildings are as follows:
Design Standards
Structural Design

AS/NZS 1170.0 : 2002

Actions:

AS/NZS 1170.1 : 2002
AS/NZS 1170.2 : 2011
AS/NZS 1170.3 : 2003
AS/NZS 1170.5 : 2004

Concrete :

NZS 3101 : 2006

Concrete Masonry :

NZS 4230 : 2004

Structural Steel :

NZS 3404 : 2009

Timber :

NZS 3603 : 1993

Material Standards
Concrete :

NZS 3109 : 1997
NZS 3112 : 1986
NZS 3114 : 1987
Reinforcing Steel :
Prestressing Steel :

Structural Steel :

NZS 3404 : 2009
NZS 4701 : 1981
AS/NZS 1111 : 1996
AS/NZS 1112 : 1996
AS 1163 : 1991
AS/NZS 1252 : 1996

:

Grade B

AS/NZS 1554.1 : 2004
AS/NZS 1554.2 : 2003

Rolled Steel Sections

:

Grade 300

Fabricated Sections & Plate

:

Grade 350

Square Hollow Sections

:

Grade 350L0

CHS Columns
(rolled seam welded pipe)

:

Grade 350L0

Bolt Grades (uno)

:

Grade 8.8

AS/NZS 3678 : 1996
AS/NZS 3679.1 : 1996
AS/NZS 3679.2 : 1996
AS/NZS 2312 : 2002
Masonry :

:

Grade 4.6 /S

NZS 4455 : 1997
NZS 4210 : 2001

/S, /TB, /TF
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AS 1311 : 1987
BS 5896 : 1980

Structural Steel

Bolt Grade for purlins/girts

AS/NZS 4671: 2001
AS/NZS 1554.3 : 2002

NOTE: Grade 500E reinforcement shall comply fully
with all aspects of AS/NZS 4671. All reinforcement
shall be manufactured by Pacific Steel Ltd. Alternative
manufacturers may be approved by the Engineer, but
typically only for specific non-structural situations
Concrete Masonry
Blockwalls			

NZS 3104 : 2003

Timber / Plywood:

NZS 3602 : 2003
AS/NZS 2269 : 2004
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PRICING NOTES
It is understood that this design report and the drawings
may be used for pricing purposes. These documents
represent the design of the project to a Concept Design
level only, as defined by the Construction Industry
Council (CIC) Design guidelines.

•

Connection details

•

•

Mechanical, electrical, plumbing, fire penetration

•

•

High loading areas (store rooms, plantrooms, truck
docks etc.)

The member sizes are representative only and further
refinement will be required during the completion of the
design.

Theatre Specifi
• Support of catwalks, lighting/sound equipment
and gantries,

Suitable allowances should be made for elements not
shown in the drawings and include but not limited to the
following:

•

Rigging and flying equipment support

•

Fly gallery floo ,

Site Works
• Temporary site works

•

Specific flytower rigging support and galler
access,

•

Crane base and ties

•

Orchestra acoustic shell,

•

Temporary bracing and propping required during
construction

•

Proscenium arch moveable frame,

•

Proprietary moveable seating and balconies,

•

Orchestra pit lifting gear,

•

Localised framing for service risers and
penetrations,

•

Stage trap area and movable floo ,

•

Bleachers and feature stairs,

•

Underpinning to existing structures, and localised
foundation modifications where required

•

Underpinning of adjacent structures if required

•

Bridging of existing services

•

Paving, roading and landscaping

•

Sanitary and stormwater disposal

General
• Roof cladding and support structure
•

Stairs and secondary steelwork supporting stairs

•

Cladding/glazing support steelwork and connection
hardware

•

Acoustic separations and isolation equipment
between structural elements,

•

Lift guide rail support and lifting beams

•

•

Cleaning davits and BMU support structures

Bored pile holes to be supported by bentonite
through soft saturated soils to prevent pile hole
collapse,

•

Canopy structures

•

•

Plantrooms and support steelwork for mechanical
plant

Plinths and steelwork supporting plant include
acoustically treated floating floor for suspende
plant slabs,

•

Balustrades and cast in connections

•

Cladding/glazing support steelwork and connection
hardware, louvers and screens

•

Slab steps, setdowns and nibs

•

•

Architectural precast and veneer support details

Lobby façade steelwork, wind lobbies, canopy
steelwork,

•

Cast-in connections

•

Temporary works, including propping, bracing and
crane bases/ties,
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Flexible seismic connections for all services
crossing the seismic gaps.
Further Allowances

See also Items Not Fully Resolved section for items
requiring a cost allowance at concept design stage.

FOR DRAWINGS SEE APPENDIX C
STRUCTURAL DRAWINGS
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PILING STRUCTURAL PLAN

SSK-CD-01-02

LEVEL –2 STRUCTURAL PLAN
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LEVEL 1 STRUCTURAL PLAN

SSK-CD-01-05

LEVEL 2 STRUCTURAL PLAN

SSK-CD-01-06

LEVEL 3 STRUCTURAL PLAN

SSK-CD-01-07

LEVEL 4 STRUCTURAL PLAN
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4.5 SUSTAINABILITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
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INTRODUCTION
This report is the first draft of the Concept Design Report outlining the proposals for the mechanical, electrical and
hydraulic services for the Waikato Regional Theatre and Hotel complex.

MECHANICAL SERVICES

Design Standards to be used
• Mechanical Ventilation and Air Conditioning
• AS/NZS1668.1, Fire and smoke control in multi-compartment buildings.
• AS/NZS1668.2, Mechanical ventilation for acceptable indoor air quality.
• NZS 4303: Ventilation for acceptable indoor air quality.
• AS/NZS 3666, all parts Air handling and Water systems of Buildings – Microbial Control
•
•
•

Electrical Work
AS/NZS 3000, Australian/New Zealand wiring rules.
Seismic Loading to NZS 4219 Earthquake Loads.

External ambient:			
Summer 28°C db, 22°C wb.
				
Winter 0°C db
					

20
Uncontrolled

24
Uncontrolled

Un-controlled

Un-controlled

Design Criteria – Outdoor Air Ventilation Rates
The design shall be based on the following criteria:
Occupancies – as per Fire Report
Outdoor Air Ventilation Rates - As NZS4303, Generally 10 l/s/person
Toilet Ventilation Rates – High Use (Public toilets and dressing rooms), generally 50l/s per fixture
Kitchen Ventilation – As AS/NZS 1668.2

Building Fabric
The following fabric performance is currently being assumed.

These conditions assume a full matinee performance in the afternoon.

•
•
•

Design Criteria – Indoor air temperatures
ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL PROVISIONS

WINTER
MINIMUM
DESIGN
TEMP.[°C]

SUMMER
MAXIMUM
DESIGN
TEMP.[°C]

Main Auditorium

Hybrid Underseat/Overhead
air conditioning with high level
extract.

20

24

Stage

Perimeter displacement air
conditioning with high level
extract.

20

25

18

26

20

24

Conference, Foyer, Bar,
Food & Beverage & Front
of House

Mixed Mode / VAV air
conditioning

Dressing Rooms, Green
Room & Back of House

VAV air conditioning

Offices/Meetin

VAV cooling & heating

20

24

Gallery

Constant volume loan
standard air conditioning

20

24
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Fan Coil + Outdoor Air
Mechanical Extract Ventilation
Mechanical extract and
make-up ventilation

Other Loads
General Lighting - Based on finalised specific design loads for artificial lighti
Stage Lighting -100kw Auditorium, 60kW Stage (averaged heat load over performance and subject to further review with
Charcoalblue.

Design Criteria – Outdoor air temperatures
The design shall be based on the following criteria:

DESCRIPTION

Hotel Rooms
Toilets
Kitchens

Front of House and Reception/Gallery Vision Glazing IGU – SC 0.43, U-Value (winter) 1.59W/m²°C.
Walls - 1.5 W/m²°C.
Roof - 3.5 W/m²°C.

The foyer spaces are highly glazed, allowing natural lighting and views by comparison to the totally enclosed auditorium.
As the building is an ‘Assembly’ type there is no requirement to demonstrate compliance with the NZ Building Code Clause
H1 although the building will be modelled to demonstrate compliance and to optimise energy performance.
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HVAC SYSTEMS
The resultant solutions for the HVAC systems within the building are as follows.
Fundamentally four air conditioning system types are recommended as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Auditorium Displacement AC System with separate air handling systems for the stalls, circle, balconies, stage and
orchestra pit
Standalone system for dimmer/AV rooms and control rooms
FOH, BOH, Conference, Food & Beverage, VAV AC System
Gallery Loan Standard AC System
Hotel Rooms Fan Coil AC System

These enable the differing load type, acoustic and thermal requirements to be separately accommodated and finely
tailored to use.
The Stage and Auditorium system is essentially a hybrid under-seat displacement and overhead system with 5No air
handling systems.

Figure 2 – Typical underfloor displacement with velocity vector

Auditorium Air Conditioning
Both the stalls and circle/balcony levels will have under-seat supply. At this stage we envisage the air supply via a
proprietary circular annular perforated diffuser integral to the seat pedestal and nominally supplying 15l/s per seat or 50%
more than the minimum outdoor air requirement. Step diffusers will be provided in the front most seats to cover additional
temporary seating and for the boxes. In order to ‘flush-out trapped air beneath and above the circle levels, the under-seat
supply will be supplemented by a high level air supply both above and beneath the back of the circle and balcony levels.
All the air to the auditorium and the stage will be supplied at a nominal 17 - 18°C to prevent draughts. High level extract
above the auditorium ceiling reflectors is concentrated at the front/centre of the auditorium to maximise capture of the
convective stage lighting lights. Whilst the system has the potential for full recirculation for pre-heating and cooling of the
Auditorium and Stage it is envisaged that the system will operate with full cooling and outdoor air for much of the year
which is one of the advantages of the under – seat method of air distribution. The other being improved indoor air quality.
The decision will be made to either return the exhaust air back to the air handling plant or to have a once through system
Figure 1 – Typical underfloor displacement with temperature contour
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Hotel Air Conditioning
The hotel rooms will be provided with a 4-pipe fan coil system with en-suite extract taken vertically and make-up air via
the corridors.
Gallery Air Conditioning
The gallery will be provided with full overhead air conditioning to international loan standards with full humidity and
temperature control and a high standard of filtration
Extract Ventilation
Public and Dressing Room toilets will be provided with mechanical extract ventilation at levels double the code
minimum to cope with concentrated usage.
The complex kitchens will be provided with a supply and extract canopy.
Heating & Cooling
There are two main options for heating and cooling:
Figure 3 – Typical Supply Under-seat Air

Treatment of the stage always proves difficult, if not impossible to achieve due to the presence of stage machiner , rigging,
props, scenery and curtains/backdrops. The proposed solution supplies air beneath the sub gallery to the perimeter of the
stage.
Treatment of the sound, dimmer and control rooms will be based on loadings from Charcoalblue as we believe that the
loads could be quite large. We envisage stand-alone 24/7 VRF type air conditioning to these rooms.
The Auditorium and Stage systems are provided with primary attenuators at the main air handling units and fans for the
control of plant noise and secondary attenuators and lined duct for the control of any downstream residual noise and
regenerated noise. Duct velocities will be kept to recommended levels by Charcoalblue to mitigate regenerated noise
levels.
Subject to final confirmation and modelling by Holmes Fire and Safety the norma Auditorium and Stage supply and extract
systems will also be used for smoke control to assist escape from the main auditorium and stage. Consideration will need
to be given to the specification of wiring, controls duct and fan construction to make the systems suitable for this purpose.
This arrangement may be supplemented by separate smoke extract fans with consequent acoustic and visual issues and
also motorised doors for make-up air. The current supply and exhaust rates to the auditorium are in the order of 30m³/s.
Front & Back of House Air Conditioning
The Front and Back of House areas, Food & Beverage and Conference areas will be served by variable air volume (VAV)
air conditioning systems. VAV is being used because of the high outdoor air requirements for these densely occupied
areas and the ability to provide free cooling and also because of the potential exposed nature of the systems in majority of
areas. Primary heating and cooling will be via the air handling plants with supply air being scheduled to meet the needs of
the downstream VAV boxes. Trim re-heating will be via hot water reheats in the VAV boxes. Supply air duct pressure will
be scheduled to meet the sum of the needs of the pressure independent VAV boxes.

Option 1
Heating will be provided by two gas fired condensing boilers with stretched return temperature to maximise
condensation and energy efficienc . Cooling will be provided by water cooled refrigeration plant with cooling towers.
Option 2
Heating and cooling will be provided with water source heat pumps for heating and water cooled refrigeration plant for
cooling using the Waikato River as a heat source/sink.
At peak it is proposed that 75-100l/s of seawater will be extracted from the Waikato River via an intake structure located
adjacent the river bed. This could be constructed as part of the proposed upgrading of the river side. This maximum
flow will vary and reduce as the heating or cooling load in the building changes daily and seasonall . The system will
also only operate during the working day and will shut down overnight. The intake structure will be two level to minimise
it’s footprint.
The seawater will be filtered initially by a mesh screen and then by duplicate backwashing filters. It will then b
distributed by polypropylene pipework to stainless steel heat exchangers. The plate heat exchangers physically
separate the river water installation from the building’s closed pipework circuit for heating and cooling. After the heat
exchange the river water will be piped to a discharge with an outfall to the river. This is separated by distance physically
to prevent recirculation and heat build-up between the river water intake and discharge.
Close control of the discharge temperature (+/- 5ºC the intake temperature) will be maintained and monitored via the
building management system. Water quality will also be maintained by the suitable selection of materials to minimize
any corrosion as described above. The river water pipework system has also been designed to allow off-line closed
circuit cleaning of its pipework using biocides to deal with any growth internally. The biocides are biodegradable and
will be drained to a sump for disposal to the sanitary sewer.

Exposed ductwork will be rolled sheet metal with internal linings, internal supports, top longitudinal seams and swaged
cross joints.
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The river water source will be used via heat exchange only for both cooling and heating the building via heat pump/
chiller water source. Environmental management strategies include:
•

•

The flow rate of 75-100l/s has been selected to limit temperature rise or fall to +/- 5°C above or below intake
temperature. This temperature difference will be automatically controlled and monitored by the computerized
building management system which looks after the running of the buildings engineering services.
Intake and discharge locations are physically separated to prevent recirculation and heat / coolth build up. Also
the inlet and outlet designs include for a diffuser and baffle plate to reduce discharge and intake velocities. There
will be no production of oil, grease, foams, odour, scums or colouration and as a result no adverse effects on
aquatic life.

•

There are significant beneficial fects in greenhouse gas emissions as described under environmental benefits.

•

Primary filtering by S.S. screen to prevent ingress of inorganic and organic material.

•

Secondary filtering backwashing filter

•

Intermediate heat exchanger to separate river water from heating and cooling system water.

•

Polypropylene piping system.

•

Stainless steel plate heat exchanger to separate seawater from system water.

•

The rainwater pipework system will be designed to allow off-line closed circuit cleaning of its pipework using
biocides to deal with any marine growth internally. The biocides are biodegradable and will be drained to a sump
for disposal to the sanitary sewer.

Alarm functions
• Fault alarms from each item of mechanical plant
• Fault alarms of non-mechanical equipment such as kitchen cool rooms, fire diesel pumps, lifts and hot water
services rig.
Fire Interface
• Fire alarm interface. Plant shut down and smoke control in Auditorium and Stage
Diagnostics and Logging
• Data logging of plant run hours
• Performance trend logging (e.g. temperature profiles
• Fault / alarm logging
A UPS will be provided to enable orderly shut-down and start up under a power failure.

Building Management System
A building management systems (BMS) will be provided to control the mechanical services only together with monitoring of
lifts, time control of the hot water services rig and a basic level of electrical and water metering.
The BMS shall have one permanent operator station to provide the interface to the users.
Energy and water management
• Electrical energy metering (Consumption and MD)
• Water metering (Consumption)
Control
• Optimum and scheduled start and stop of plant
• Primary plant control - Boilers, Chillers and Cooling Towers
• Secondary plant control – Air Handling Units, Fans, VAV Boxes & Fan Coil Units
• System optimisation
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HYDRAULIC SERVICES
Design Standards
• Water Supply
• AS/NZS 3500: 1.1, Water supply - performance requirements
• AS/NZS 3500: 1.2 Water supply - Acceptable solutions.
•
• Gas Installation
• AS 5601, Gas installations.
•
• Plumbing and Drainage
• AS/NZS 3500.2, Sanitary plumbing and drainage.
• AS/NZBC E1 Stormwater.
•
• Seismic Loading
• Design criteria to NZ 4219 Earthquake loads.
•
• Electrical Work
• AS/NZS 3000, Australian/New Zealand wiring rules.
General
The design of the hydraulics shall include the following systems:
•
•
•
•

Domestic hot water (DHW)
Domestic potable water (DCW)
Rainwater (RW)
Sanitary system

Incoming cold water main - potable
The site will be provided with one potable cold water supply connected to the utility network.
Hot water systems
The kitchen and WC areas shall be provided with a mix of storage and instantaneous gas water heating via a proprietary
hot water supply rig with recirculation and local tempering valves serving a range of fixture
Kitchen grease trap
Subject to agreement with Council, the hospitality kitchens will be provided with a central grease trap serving the wash-up
area and dishwasher areas and floor wastes.
Rainwater Collection
Rainwater collection and re-use will be considered as an environmental option.
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ELECTRICAL SERVICES
Design Standards
• Electrical Work
• AS/NZS 3000, Australian/New Zealand wiring rules.
• AS/NZS 4243 Energy Efficiency
•
• Seismic Loading
• Design criteria to NZ 4219 Earthquake loads.
Design Criteria
The proposed development will require a New Electrical Supply with a capacity in the order of 2.0 MVA dependant on final
event power and theatre lighting requirements.
The new supply will be provided by WEL Supply Authority. The authority will supply a new transformers with high voltage
switches in a dedicated plant area with good access provisions.
The transformer area will consist of HV switchgear and transformer supplying a dedicated LV switchboard.
Main Switchboard (MSB) and Site Distribution
A main and sub-main distribution system will be provided to the development in the form of dedicated main switch board
MSB located in the Level 7 roof top plantroom.
The main distribution system will comprise of Main L.V. switchboard connected to the adjacent transformer consisting
of a combination of moulded case circuit breakers feeding to building distribution boards. The MSB will feed to smaller
building floor by floor distribution boards and audio visual distribution boards
The sub main distribution system will be reticulated from the main MSB using multi core and single core PVC/XLPE
insulated cables and Fire Rated Cables where required dropping to each specific power load or riser location as
appropriate. Cables will also be reticulated on cable trays throughout the building.

Earthing
The development will be provided with a complete and effective system of lightning protection system and main earthing.
The systems shall comply with the NZ Electricity Regulations, associated Codes of Practice and NZS/AS 1768.
The method of down conductors will be by bonds to the structural steel frame with connections to ground.
Small Power Supplies
A small power system will be developed and reticulated to each building area.
Power outlets will be provided to several locations of the event area & conference/office areas floor via floor conduits/duc
with overhead power supplies to the event areas.
The final installed location of all socket outlets and final connection unit needs to be agreed with Charcoalblue taking into
account the room furniture arrangements, event settings and future needs.
Office and function areas small power system will be rated at 230V/50Hz/16 comprising of flush or surface mounted two
gang units as appropriate and will be wired using multi core TPS type cables.
Small power outlets will generally be protected by single pole MCB’s for over current.
RCD Protection.
30mA RCD’s for over current and earth fault protection shall be provided in accordance with AS/NZS 3000.
Artificial Lighting
The Theatre will be provided with artificial lighting in accordance with the relevant lighting standards; AS/NZS1680 for
interior spaces and AS/NZS1158 for exterior open spaces and roadways as well as the relevant sections of the New
Zealand Building Code and AS/NZS 4243 Large Building Energy Efficienc .
All exterior lighting shall be designed in accordance with the relevant Hamilton City Council Bylaws and the Operative
District Plan with respect to control of adverse environmental effects.

Each floor distribution board will comprise of a combination of moulded case circuit breakers and miniature circuit breakers
feeding final circuits as appropriate.

The developed design lighting proposals will be developed with the Architect and theatre specialists and will utilize energy
efficient long life light sources.

The sub main distribution system will be reticulated from the main LV switchboard using either multi core or single core
cables.

The development will be supplied with an easy to use, energy efficient, lighting control system zoned into the principal
spaces and with a flexible switching arrangements to suit the di fering functions, the presence of people, the time of day
and availability of daylight as appropriate.

Dedicated ‘Theatre Lighting Power Board’.
Due to the high power supplies required for specialist lighting and also roll in event lighting and stage effects a dedicated
Theatre Distribution board will be provided provisionally being a separate section of the MSB.
Standby Generation
No standby power generation will be provided to the development. All life safety and other critical electrical services
throughout the development will be provided with dedicated battery backup as required.

Throughout the Theatre each area will have different requirements with respects to lighting.
Some of the initiatives we propose include; Utilization of luminaire “families” where possible to facilitate variations in
light sources and photometric performance for different tasks while maintaining a continuous aesthetic appearance of
equipment where appropriate

Provision is made within the main switchboard for the future connection of a standby generator.
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The construction quality of lighting equipment will be assessed to ensure longevity and maximum reliability through life

The available options for emergency lighting are:

Types of lamps and consumables will be minimized wherever possible. The result of this will mean fewer spares will be
required for future maintenance.

Self-Contained Systems.
Self-contained, maintained or non-maintained emergency lighting systems are supplied via the local lighting circuits. This
system benefits from a simple installation procedure and low capital cost. Howeve , regular maintenance is required on a
luminaire by luminaire basis; battery life is in the order of 5 to 7 years.

Light sources will be selected as appropriate for the different tasks
General area lighting will comprise of good colour rendering fluorescent and metal halide technolog .
Colour features & highlights will use low-energy fluorescent and LED where applicable
The use of incandescent light sources, including halogen, will be avoided other than for stage lighting.

Theatre Lighting Power Supplies.
An extensive Theatre Light Power reticulation and control system shall be provided. Please refer to the Theatre Lighting
Specialist report for further details of these requirements.

House lighting in the events, exhibition and meeting rooms will be dimmable. Circulation area lighting will not be dimmable
but will include back up auxiliary lamps with a blue filter to enable safe use of circulation spaces during ‘black out events.
All selected lighting equipment will be assessed with respect to photometric performance, energy efficiency and
sustainability to minimize adverse impact on the environment including unwanted spill, glare and sky glow were applicable.
Emergency lighting will be incorporated into the general lighting system where possible by having “joint use” luminaires
in selected areas. This will reduce the overall number of light fittings required resulting in a cleane , less cluttered
appearance and fewer installation points.
Stage lighting will be designed by Charcoalblue.
Dynalite
A specialist Dynalite lighting control system will be included in the design to provide flexibility of control for the various front
of house and auditorium areas and tasks as required.
The system will also allow for energy efficient switching and control of the system at local points throughout the facilit ,
from the central management suite or remotely offsite as required. The system will be capable of interfacing with other
services such as CCTV and security doors & rollers etc.
The Dynalite system will be interconnected with the Theatre lighting system via two way DMX control.
In Seat Lighting
Each auditorium seat and row end could be provided with a 3W dimmable LED light. These lights shall be controlled by
the theatre lighting system.
Emergency Lighting
The building will be provided with an emergency lighting system will be designed to provide the required illumination in
accordance with the Approved Building Code Document F6: ‘Lighting For Emergency’ and the requirements for both exit
signage and egress lighting as set out in the developments fire report
•

Emergency luminaires shall comprise of compact fluorescent & LED sources
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STRUCTURED CABLING SYSTEM PROVISIONS
Each area will be reticulated with three Class E (broadly equivalent to Category 6) cable runs. Cabling will reticulate
vertically, via the service risers.
• Installation of Class E requires specific criteria. Particularl , bend radius tolerance can be tight, which may cause
installation problems in the tight and congested service access typically found in Event Centre construction.
The cable capacity proposed for each area shall provide a degree of future proofing. Inclusion of a consolidation point
means pairs within a cable can be split out for different uses, effectively requiring fewer cables to be run.
Communications Systems General Standards
The following standards are applicable throughout the project:
• Communications cabling work: Generally to AS/NZS 3000:2002, AS 3084:1993, AS/NZS 3085.1:1995 and AS/
NZS 3815:1998 except where specifically countermanded
• Degree of protection: to AS 1939:1990
• The New Zealand Building Code
• Radio frequency interference: To 1044:1995 including Amendments 1 (1997) & 2 (2000)
• Electromagnetic compatibility: To AS/NZS 4251.1:1999 and AS/NZS 4252.1:1994
Radio Frequency Interference
No equipment that generates interference outside the limits set by AS/NZS 1044:1995 shall be used. Where necessary,
provide suppression devices. If appropriate, shield equipment to AS/NZS 1044:1995.
Design Criteria
The communications services will comply with the requirements of the New Zealand Building Code, AS/NZS 3080:2002
and associated codes of practice.
Performance requirements = AS/NZS 3080:2002 and ISO 11801:2002, to Class E minimum.
Fibre patch panels
Wall-mounted or rack-mounted panels shall be provided as appropriate. Rack-mounted panels shall have a minimum
density of 24 terminated cores per 1 RU.
Telecommunications Cabling
Integrated Telecommunications Cabling for Commercial Premises
AS/NZS 3080:2002:
Telecommunications and Pathways for Commercial Buildings (Mandatory Requirements Only)
AS 3084:1993		
AS/NZS 3085.1:1995:
Administration of Communications Cabling Systems: Basic Requirements
Materials and Performance
AS/NZS 3080:2002:
Integrated Telecommunications Cabling for Commercial Premises
AS 3084:1993:		
Telecommunications and Pathways for Commercial Buildings (Mandatory Requirements Only)
AS/NZS 3085.1:1995:
Administration of Communications Cabling Systems: Basic Requirements
ISO/IEC 11801:2002:
Information Technology – Generic cabling for customer premises
Testing
Telecommunications Installations - Generic cabling systems - Specification for the testing of
AS/NZS 3087:2000:
balanced communications 				
cabling in accordance with values set in AS/NZS 3080:2002.
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MATV
A new MATV and Sky TV system will be provided to the development. This will be accomplished by broadband optical
fibre modems. Single mode optical fibre cores will be required to extend the S TV services to all areas. Reticulation to
all public areas will be from a rack within the ground floo , by conventional coaxial cable, via the inter-floor riser in similar
fashion to the structured cabling system.
MATV and Sky connectivity will be provided for appropriate common areas and shall be designed in association with the
PA and Background music system.
•

AS/NZS 1367:2000
Coaxial cabling systems for the distribution of analogue television and sound signals
in single and multiple unit installations.

•

AS 3815:1998

•

EMI:AS/NZS 3548:1995

•

AS/NZS 4251.1:1999

•

Radiated Electromagnetic Susceptibility: AS/NZS 4252.1:1994

A guide to coaxial cabling in single and multiple premises.
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SECURITY SERVICES
Electronic access control
Electronic access control will be considered with the Client/Operator.
The preferred system is the Cardax FT security system.
When the buildings are occupied for events, fire alarm activation will release all doors associated with the occupied
building.
Intruder Detection
Each perimeter door, operable window and shutter will be provided with a monitored REED Switch. Each ground floor
room and each accessible upper floor room with an external door or window will also be provided with a security dual
technology movement detector.
There will be after-hours external monitoring of the intrusion detection system critical alarms.
CCTV surveillance system
The CCTV system shall provide high quality video recording.
The system will provide video storage and retrieval to a standard that can be used as evidence in court to support a
prosecution case. The proposed design proposes both short term and long term video archiving to meet the needs of
users with specifically di ferent requirements.
The CCTV control equipment will have the ability to be programmed to set up a range of specific scenarios as related to
different events. This library of events (favourites) will minimise programming and set up time for the operators who can
therefore operate more efficientl .
The design will put the emphasis on live viewing and control of the cameras and the systems will support full screen
images from multiple cameras
CCTV cameras will be a mix of Pan/Tilt and Zoom units and fixed units
All equipment will be sourced from reputable manufacturers and the solution will be such as to avoid restriction to a single
brand.
Cable reticulation
All primary runs of cables shall be installed on a network of shared cable support structures (cable ladders and trays)
installed throughout, the Theatre. All primary cable support structures shall be fully accessible to facilitate cable
installation. Separate cable support structures will be provided for security services although shared services should be
considered in the interest of space and cost.
It is proposed that cable reticulation be via a number of vertical services risers located to meet needs of security/
communications/AV systems. At each level either a cupboard or room will be provided to contain all local equipment.
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SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
The Theatre will be a strong endorsement of the role that arts and culture can make to a community and will make a
significant contribution to the sense of place, economic vitality of Hamilton. As the project develops a full Sustainable
Development Framework(SDF) will be developed to set out the vision and targets for the environmental, social, cultural
and economic outcomes for the new theatre complex. Some initial potential key indicators have been identified below
Environment & Resources
• Building and public space energy efficiency and low carbon design. Energy target 150kWh/m²/y .
• Renewable energy component potentially as part of power purchase agreement with WEL.
• Healthy and environmentally friendly materials.
• Close connection and integration with the riverside ecology
• Low water use fittings and rainwater harvestin
• Stormwater treatment and reuse
• Waste recycling
Connectedness
• Sustainable modes of transportation – walking, cycling and public transport linkages
Sense of Place
• Reflection of site heritage, patterns of settlement and archeology.
• Retain and enhance all character/heritage structures through adaptive hotel re-use.
• Integration of public art and design should foster local identity and character and reflect of interpret local
characteristics like natural heritage and Mana Whenua cultural narratives history, art and particular traits of the
local community.
• The development should be high quality, lively, diverse and authentic and contribute to an overall coherent sense
of place.
• Bulk, scale and massing of structures should be sympathetic with the surrounding built form.
• Development should present active frontages towards public spaces such as streets, squares, pedestrian
walkways etc.
• Design should provide an expression that reflects the local context and cultural identit .
• Opportunities will be taken for the incorporation of Maori urban design principles in development projects.
• The design and construction of streetscapes should be coherent with the wider area and/or recent public realm
upgrades in the area.

Cultural
• Opportunities for promotion of cultural values will be considered in development proposals.
• Acknowledge and celebrate the rich history of Maori settlement in the area pre-and post-European contact.
• Mana Whenua’s participation is important to ensure a richer result.
• Mana/rangatiratanga: Engage with mana whenua at a high level and as a partnership.
• Whakapapa: Revive names and genealogical connections to ancestors and associated narratives.
• Tohu: Acknowledge significant landmarks and their cultural connections
• Taiao: Explore opportunities for the incorporation of natural landscape elements with cultural associations.
• Mauri tu: Enhance environmental health/life essence in the wider site.
• Mahi toi: Harness creative talent to inscribe iwi/hapu narratives into the built environment.
• Ahi kaa: Create opportunities for iwi/hapu to maintain a presence in the area through living, commercial, customary
or cultural activities as part of a partnership.
Urban Environment
• Active street frontages
• High performance building
• Open space and linkage to streetscapes
• Active street frontage
Economic Vitality
• Increased foot traffic and retail sales for local businesses around the theatre and hotel site
• Potential synergies with the hotel
• Assist in the revitalization of Hamilton’s after-dark experience.
• Provide a catalyst for permeable land use intensification and regeneration of the development area, thus inducing
capital investment in development of the city.
• Conferences and events.

Community
• Community use and engagement– performing and visual arts hub, meeting place, conferences, events
• Engage with local stakeholders including residents building owners, businesses and other interested parties
throughout the design and construction process.
• Inform, discuss, listen and learn from the community. Consider opportunities raised by the community and
incorporate ideas where practical and economic to do so
• The development has the potential to act as catalyst project to breathe new life into Hamilton.
• A safe pedestrian crossing should be considered in the immediate vicinity of Theatre entrances.
• Building should promote universal/inclusive access principles.
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ENVIRONMENT & RESOURCES

Management

Introduction
Opportunities will be taken in the new Theatre Design to implement sustainable building design practices which:
• Reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.
• Improve water conservation.
• Reduce waste.
• Adopt environmentally friendly materials.
• Lower the impact on the urban environment and infrastructure including reduced quantities of water, sewerage,
storm water, power and fossil fuel use, improved air/water quality and traffic congestion
Benchmarking
Sustainable design is a term open to interpretation and as such it is also a term open to much abuse. The difficulty for a
client such as Momentum wanting to commission a sustainable Theatre is being able to quantify whether or not the design
team is delivering a sustainable building or not. The difficulty for design teams is to interpret the true aims of the client in
terms of sustainability. Often conflicting demands of budget, program or function outweigh the sustainable aims leading to a
watered down and confused result. In response to these dilemmas numerous benchmarking and rating systems have been
developed internationally.
Based on our work for the Waterfront Theatre in Auckland, a Custom Theatre Tool has been developed by the New Zealand
Green Building Council in order to derive an official rating for this type of building. The Waikato Regional Theatre should
target a 5-6 Star Rating. Although other higher rating systems exist such as Living Building Challenge they are very difficult
to achieve for buildings of this type.
5 stars represents ‘New Zealand Excellence’ and 6 Stars ‘World Leadership’.
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POTENTIAL DESIGN FEATURES
• A green star accredited professional will be part of the design and construction team to advocate for ESD features.
• Agreed and budgeted ESD features and required outcomes will be integrated into final contractual drawings and
specifications for the building
• Best practice testing and commissioning procedures will be provided.
• The building systems and operation will be fine-tuned during the first year following completion As part of this
process first year energy and water use and waste generation/recycling will be reviewed and any necessary
improvements targeted. The first year performance data will be collated into a report with recommendations for
further targeted improvements.
• In addition to normal ‘as built’ and O & M documentation, building user and manager guides and structured training
will be provided on the sustainable use of the Theatre.
• The Builder will provide a waste management plan together with targets for recycling and salvage. Target 80% of
waste by weight to be either re-used or recycled.
• The builder will also be required to provide an environmental management plan.
• Environmental Issues will be added to the agenda of the project’s site meetings to ensure that there is a forum
to discuss waste management, environmental management and the issue of environmental certification for the
specified products
• The building will be subject to a maintainability review.
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Theatre Indoor Environmental Quality

Energy Efficient Design

POTENTIAL DESIGN FEATURES
POTENTIAL DESIGN FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Front of house spaces will be mixed mode. A high level of openness and transparency will be adopted with
connection to the natural environment with high levels of natural light and natural ventilation.
Main auditorium will have a displacement air conditioning system to maximise indoor air quality and free cooling
potential.
HVAC arrangements exceed minimum outdoor air requirements of NZBC G4/AS1 by up to 100%. Improved
ventilation effectiveness will be provided by the under-seat displacement air supply arrangements.
HVAC systems will have CO2 monitoring and control facilities.
Where appropriate and with due regard to the durability requirements for a Public Building, low toxicity materials
will be used including seating adhesives, paints, sealants, carpets, ceiling tiles and composite timber board
products.
Local exhaust systems will be provided for kitchens and toilets.
Daylighting, transparency and views/outside awareness to the Riverside Environment will be are key design
features of the Front of House areas.
Lighting levels will meet AS/NZS 1680 standards and the design lighting quality reveals/enhances spaces and
ambience.
A very high standard of acoustic environment will be provided within the main auditorium. PNC 15-20 to facilitate a
‘spoken word’ theatre.

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The functionality of the theatre is similar to ‘heart and lungs’. The inwardly focused auditorium will use active air
conditioning systems. The outwardly focused front of house spaces will breath naturally and use a mixed mode
strategy.
An energy efficient façade will be used with a high level of transparenc . Use of efficient glazing with double
glazed low e IGUs with selective coatings for control of heat loss and heat gain. Highly insulated and reflective
roof and moderately insulated walls to suit the high internal gains within the building.
The ability for mixed mode ventilation of the Front of House areas with low level opening elements within the
façade and roof level atrium vents.
Predominantly daylit Front of House spaces.
Use of energy efficient displacement air conditioning in the main auditorium and AV air conditioning for the front
and back of house areas. Both allow all-air free cooling potential for the predominant cooling load
Use of high efficiency condensing boilers (98% efficient) and water-cooled chillers/cooling towers (C 5.0) for
energy efficient heating and cooling
Low energy lighting design including use of 95% LED lighting to rear and front of house and a lighting control
system
State-of-the-art stage dimming system. Review quality and cost of LED stage lighting at last possible time of
procurement.
Efficient external feature lighting and control
Building management system and energy metering for energy and event management. Just in time delivery of air
conditioning and lighting to suit patterns of use
Potential to add PV panel canopy to roof by 3rd Party vendor such as WEL.
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Water Conservation

The materials Palette could include:

POTENTIAL DESIGN FEATURES

Floor Finishes
• Sealed Concrete
• Environmental Choice carpet tiles
• Recycled rubber tiles
• Marmoleum

•
•
•

Roof water harvesting for toilet flushing
Use of low water use plumbing fittings, including sensor taps
Water meters for potable water use linked to BMS

Materials Selection and Waste Minimisation

POTENTIAL DESIGN FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The facilities will allow or a designated space for the collection,
separation and storage of waste.
Australasian sourced theatre seating with durable fabric and low VOC
emissions.
Paints certified under the Environmental Choice Labelling Scheme
Locally sourced low embodied materials such as insulation; timber
framing and NZ manufactured components where appropriate.
Zero ODP refrigerants, insulation and pipe lagging.
Low formaldehyde wood board products or phenol formaldehyde
bonded plywood.
Use of water based glues and paint finishes
Use of recycled materials where possible and appropriate.
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Wall and Ceiling Finishes
• Plywood
• Low formaldehyde MDF with FSC veneer
• Gib board
• PEFC sourced western red cedar
• Polyester acoustic absorption sheet
• Painted steelwork & exposed surfaces
Furnishings
• Durable seating with a 15-year warranty on the chair and built to last for 40 years.
• All parts of the chair to be inter-changeable. Chairs to have zip off covers for replacing/cleaning. So the chairs
never have to be removed for re-upholstery.
• 100 % New Zealand wool covers woven in New Zealand.
• The polyurethane foam blown only with water – no additives.
• No PVC is used in the seat
• The timber arms are made from PEFC sustainably managed plantation timber either sourced from Australia or
New Zealand.
• End of aisle LED courtesy lighting
• Integrated seat pedestal air diffuser.
• 100 % of the seat is recyclable at the end of its life and is easily broken down into component parts
The chairs are delivered in component form in cardboard boxes which are then sent for recycling
Other Joinery
• Low formaldehyde MDF or plywood carcassing with FSC veneer where used
Other potential considerations
• Declare labelling and no Red List materials strategy
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Transport and Connectedness

9.1.10

Land Use, Ecology and Urban Design

POTENTIAL DESIGN FEATURES

POTENTIAL DESIGN FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

No car parking provided specifically for the Theatre
Public transport links, bus stops
Walking and cycling linkages
Water ferry linkages
Potential through site and footbridge linkages.

•
•
•
•
•

Building on the heritage and archaeology of the site and the challenges and opportunities that brings.
Synergies between Theatre and Hotel uses
Active frontages and upgraded streetscapes surrounding development.
Significant contribution to the sense of place, economic vitalit , and community of central Hamilton.
Strong connections with the ecology of the waterfront environment.

Emissions
POTENTIAL DESIGN FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•

Low carbon, low greenhouse emission design
incorporating renewable energy from PV array
Use of zero ODP refrigerants and insulants.
Reduced sanitary water quantities by use of low water use sanitary fixtures
Rain gardens provided for street stormwater water treatment as part of hard
landscaping design.
Compliance with Resource consent conditions regarding light and noise
pollution.
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CONCEPT 5 STAR GREENSTAR CREDIT BREAKDOWN
The below table details a suggested credit approach to take for a 5 Star Green Star Theatre and Green Star Hotel rating. The scoring is based on the existing NZGBC custom Green Star tool frameworks developed for the Waterfront Auckland Theatre and Hotel projects,
however NZGBC have indicated that further customisation may be required following review of this specific project. At this stage we assume that the hotel and theatre will be rated separately, however there is overlap between the two stages of the project which will
need to be considered in the accreditation framework. The score and features are an indicative concept only and will be refined as the design progresses and at the discretion of the client to ensure a 5 Star rating is delivered at reasonable cost. This proposed approach
provides no guarantee that certain points/credits will be achieved or specific features provided. It is intended as a basis on which undertake concept design and discussion. There are still a number of assumptions, in particular related to energy use of the building and
access to daylight which need to be modelled at an early stage of design. The target assumes a reasonable level of Green Star experience from both the design and construction team and that a high standard of both design and as-built documentation will be produced.
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4.6 TECHNICAL - STAGE ENGINEERING SYSTEMS
INTRODUCTION
The multi-purpose nature of this space requires multiple technical solutions
to ensure the needs of each format are catered for in the best possible way.
A full-height fly tower and grid over the stage area will provide users with
the ability to fly scenic elements out of view above the proscenium line
and provide the required suspension system for other technical equipment
including lighting, sound fixtures and the acoustic canop . The specific
detail of the type of flying system, powered or counterweight, is described
in-depth in APPENDIX G.
A forestage grid, extending into auditorium side of the proscenium line,
provides high-level storage of the acoustic ceiling when the theatre is not in
‘concert’ mode and will provide rigging positions for the architectural header
amongst other items.

THEATRE OVERHEAD SYSTEMS
TRAVELLING BEAMS
The grid area includes twenty travelling beams. These provide adjustable
strong point positions across the grid floor which o fer greater capacity
points than those provided by the flying system. These beams run between
the bays created by the steel wire rope lines of the flying system and roll
unobstructed up to down stage along steel framework provided.
Travelling beams will have a locking system allowing them to be secured
in place that will prevent movement during show use, providing users with
multiple functions, from chain hoist hanging to withstanding diverted lines
from point hoists located elsewhere on the grid floo .

The runway beams will require an installed tolerance of no greater than ±
5mm in parallel alignment and ±10mm in vertical tolerance at supporting
locations, over their entire length, and it is essential that the bottom flanges
of the runway beams are level.
As well as the beam trolleys, a wide range of rigging accessories can be
mounted to the beams to offer a number of different rigging possibilities;
------

Beam Clamps
Chain hoists
Eye bolts
Diversion pulleys
48.3mm tube

It is proposed that four rolling beams are provided within each bay with
each beam having a Safe Workig Load (SWL) of 1200kgs

Technical galleries have been provided within the stagehouse flytower
including rear cross overs to ensure easy circulation in the technical areas.
These stagehouse technical galleries will be linked to high level catwalks
that provide rigging and lighting positions over the auditorium.
A few of the auditorium formats need the position of the auditorium boxes to
move in to reduce the width of the proscenium opening. The proposal is to
rotate sections of a balcony from the wall, extending the boxes to match the
proscenium line that will shrink during spoken word and drama and extend
for orchestral concert performances.
At stage level there is a removable trapped area and two Orchestra pit
elevators. The pit elevators include seating wagons for transformation into
pit or seating rows as required and their associated storage.
The dock area will require a small amount of rigging capacity and more
basic rigging systems to allow it to function easily.
The foyer space within the main atrium and foyer on the river side of the
building is being designed as a performance space. To support this area,
a lightweight flown rigging truss is provided to allow the opportunity for
equipment to be suspended to accommodate the requirements of this area.

Example travelling beam arrangement with flying system pulleys igged above
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Example of a travelling beam with accessories
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GRID FLOOR
There are a variety of options available to create a working surface at the
top of the flytowe . Grid floors are designed to provide a safe area for work
to take place over the entire stage and forestage area. We would anticipate
that the grid floor will be supplied as part of the steelwork contract.

Typical beam trolley
The associated loading on the roof structure will require coordination
with the structural engineer and has been incorporated into the structural
design. Coordination will also be required to ensure the setting out of the
primary structure is appropriate for the rolling beams and flying system

CHAIN HOISTS
A budgetary allowance for twenty motorised chain hoists has been made
within the Fixtures, Furniture and Equipment (FF&E) budget. It is expected
that these motorised chain hoists will have a SWL ranging between 500kg
and 1000kg and be located either in the grid or the forestage gallery in
the auditorium. The hoists in the grid will be used with the rolling beams/
beam trollies and be allocated for use in suspending oversized or high
load items. These chain hoists will be for static suspension use only and
will be controlled via a separate control system to other stage engineering
elements such as the seating elevators.
If a powered flying system is anticipated, then the control of these hoists
can be incorporated into this control system with ease.

There are several key operational requirements for the floor
-- It is anticipated that the majority of the heavier items will be
suspended from lifting equipment located above the technical grid.
Therefore, it is vital that 1t hooks from a range of hoist manufacturers
can pass through the gaps in the floo . From previous research
we anticipate that these will range in size from 80mm x 145mm to
100mm x 140mm. This means that as a minimum there should be
at least 110mm x 150mm void between planks or as openings in a
mesh floo .
-- The floor loading needs to meet or exceed a 10kN/m2 show
equipment load plus 2.5kN/m2 personnel and equipment self-weight
(these are indicative static loads and allowance must be made for a
dynamic, consequential and resultant loads).
-- The costs for the chosen grid floor will need to be within the
allowances in the current cost plan unless savings can be achieved
elsewhere.
Traditionally, grid floors were constructed of timber battens spaced across
the stage at high level. the current modern alternatives are now common
place, most notable of which are:
-- Solid steel channels.
-- Perforated steel planks.
-- Steel mesh grating planks.
-- Continuous steel mesh grating.
-- Hinged / lift-up mesh grating or perforated steel planks.

Example of perforated steel planks

Solid steel channels allow for a great quantity of clear space to allow hooks
to pass through in the gaps between the channels. It is generally easy to
install and is not of high cost.
Hinged Perforated planks can offer a similar working surface to steel
mesh grating if set out correctly and is generally easier to move around on
compared to solid steel channel. However, it often has simple hinged to
allow for hoist hooks to pass through.

Example of a chain hoist
suspended from a travelling
beam
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Typical solid steel channels

Example of perforated planks
hinged to allow hook of chain hoist
to pass through before closing to
maintain a safe working area
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Steel grating is generally accepted to be an easier walking surface in
relation to the others proposed. It can be difficult to pass chain hoist hooks
through, due to size limitation, which can require specific selection of the
grating floor and may require hoists to be provided without hooks. This is
has operational implications that should be considered.

AUDITORIUM CATWALKS

FIXED EQUIPMENT RAIL

Over the auditorium there shall be a series of high-level catwalks that allow
lighting equipment and other technical accessories to be installed at high
level. They will also provide safe working-at-height solution without the
need for Personal Protection Equipment (PPE). We expect these elements
would be supplied as part as the steelwork package.

Fixed equipment bars should be installed around the venue, particularly
located on the front of balcony edges which will predominately be used
to support lighting fixtures and AV equipment. These elements are not
included in the stage engineering package.

Example of steel mesh grating with flying lines above the grid

Example of catwalks with an outrigged equipment bar

Example of steel mesh grating installed in a venue with flying lines below the grid

Example of a lighting bar fixed back from the catwalk edge
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Example of a balcony front fixed equipment rail
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ADJUSTABLE SIDE BOXES

ACOUSTIC SHELL AND ADJUSTABLE ACOUTSIC PANELIING

We have designed adjustable seating boxes that shift into the auditorium
in the drama configuration to help narrow the wide proscenium line and
provide masking. These boxes may also provide space for additional
seating.
The components that produce the movement will require bespoke
design and manufacturing from a specialist stage engineering contractor.
However there will also be a requirement for a significant amount of
structure to support the design of these adjustable side boxes. The loading
requirements for these elements shall be developed with the structural
engineer during the next design phase.

The venue is being designed to accommodate orchestral concerts . As a
result, we have proposed to include an adjustable acoustic shell to provide
the necessary acoustic support. This shell will be made up of four major
elements.

More indicative information about these boxes can be found on drawing
16125-SE-SK-400

The over stage-canopy will be suspended from the grid using steel wire
rope to allow the users to move it to the required position. The design and
operational impact of the ceiling will be developed in greater detail in the
next design phase.

This section we describe the physical elements of the system. Please
refer to the Acoustic section of the report for more details on the Acoustic
performance of the venue.
The four major elements will be:
-- Stackable towers, to provide the majority of the sides
-- Acoustic overstage ceiling
-- Variable forestage canopy.
-- Motorised curtains, deployed around the auditorium
The towers will be constructed from a metal framework with the acoustic
architectural cladding and are designed to disassemble to a manageable
storage height and stack efficiently to limit the space required for their
storage. When deployed, their hinged wings spread to cover a greater area.
Each tower includes weights at the bottom to lower the center of gravity and
provide lateral stability.

Theatre stage with acoustic ceiling

Acoustic shell towers in stacked position
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Acoustic shell tower in open position
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The acoustic panelling under the first bridge in the auditorium will have to
be adjusted during drama performances to allow toured rigging equipment
to be suspended beneath the catwalks which may include AV line arrays
and lighting advanced trusses.

Anticipated design of the acoustic shell (dashed linework)
During a concert performance the orchestra will utilise the forestage
elevators to maximise impact in the space. This requires a variable acoustic
canopy in the area below the first technical catwal

Line array speakers suspended from catwalks above
Any form of adjustable acoustic ceiling will require motors to allow the
motorised control of the panels. It is intended that the ceiling will have
preprogramed states to ensure the acoustic ceiling is easy to operate.
Around the auditorium a series of variable acoustic solutions are proposed.
It is expected that the majority will be in the form of a motorised curtain
track which will deploy drapes along the side and back walls of the
auditorium. These tracks will be mounted flush to the soffit and will allo
electrical control of the drape positing, either revealed or concealed.
The tracks will each have a motor attached to drive the runners, with the
storage areas both inside and outside of the external auditorium walls.

Example of winches to suspend an acoustic panel

Details on the position of the variable acoustic drapes can be found in the
acoustic section of this report.

Example of a permanent
adjustable acoustic
canopy suspended from
steel wire ropes
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Motor driven track and drape

THEATRE STAGE LEVEL AND SUBSTAGE SYSTEMS
TRAPPED AREA
An area of the stage floor is made up of modular sections that can be
removed or adjusted individually to create raised areas, depressions and
access hatches. This area is formed by a series of decks with adjustable
steel legs that sit on top of a demountable steel-framed substructure which
offers the user the opportunity to remove a large section of the stage. If
required it will also allow productions to accommodate substage machinery.
The finished surface of the decks will be designed to match the stage floo
finish. the decks will be rated to the same loading capacity as the rest of
the stage floor to ensure a selection of mobile working platforms can be
used on them. It will require a build out zone around the stage trap area to
allow for tolerances between permanent and demountable floors to be met

SEATING PIT ELEVATORS AND SEATING WAGONS
There are to be two electrically-operated elevators installed downstage of
the permanent stage edge. These elevators have the ability to run with
installed seating wagons on them, including to a sub stage seat storage
area, to achieve the multiple configurations of the theatre. There will be
four basic positions for each elevator with the ability to record a number
of intermediate heights to suit the requirements of an individual show if
needed.
The predetermined positions are:
-- Stage level - to create the extended stage configuration
-- Auditorium level - To form the front rows of the stalls.
-- Orchestra Pit level – For use with a show orchestra.
-- Seating wagon store - to allow the seating wagons on the elevator to
be moved into storage.
The elevator will be provided with a control system and all required pit rails,
fascias etc that are required for safe operation.

Plan view sketch
indicating position
of seating wagon
storage, grey lines
indicate elements at
different levels
The seating wagons are guided trucks that will roll on and off the elevators
using temporary guide tracks into their appropriate storage levels. These
seating silos will require a cantilevered front to prevent the need for
columns which will interfere with wagon travel. The seating wagons will
allow for the seats to be permanently fixed to the finished surface so whe
in position it will aim to create a visually seamless extension to the stalls
seating rake.

Example of a seating wagon on temporary guide tracks
The elevators shall accommodate positioning the seating wagons to the
correct height for their storage. The accuracy of theatrical lifts ensures that
repeatability is a simple operation, therefore minimising time required to
change between a bare elevator and a seating wagon
Example of decks supported by demountable steel frame
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Typical example of a stage lift
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ELEVATORS FORMATS

Elevators with seating wagons installed

Elevators in large forestage arrangement

Elevators in large pit arrangement

Elevators with seating wagons installed

Elevators in small pit arrangement

Elevators in seating wagon storage arrangement
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FOYER PERFORMANCE SPACE
The Foyer is designed to also serve as a performance space. This will
require rigging equipment to allow the suspension of stagelighting and AV
equipment,
It is intended that six (6) chain hoists will provide suspension to an
aluminium box-section truss of approximate dimension of 8x8m.
The hoists will be suspended from the structure above and the motors will
be rigged body down to allow the hoists to be inspected easily for annual
maintenance.
A cable management solution will be required to allow for services to be
provided to the truss. This is likely to take the form of an energy chain or
collection tray arrangement.

An example of an aluminium box truss grid arrangement

Typical truss grid

An example of a chain hoist with motor
body inverted
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STRUCTURAL LOADING ADVICE
Where no specific loads are noted elsewhere in Charcoalblue
documentation, the recommended design loadings should be as set out in
table 12 of the ‘Technical Standards for Places of Entertainment’1.

Wherever loading information documentation is provided in this narrative
and our associated sketches are indicative static loads only. Allowance
must be made for all dynamic, consequential & resultant loads.

OVERHEAD LOADS
STAGE HOUSE

FLOOR LOADS

There is a significant amount of diversity in theatre flying systems whic
makes it impractical to defin the overhead loading as the safe working load
of each bar multiplied by the number of bars, it is more practical to start with
an estimate of the maximum load required for scenic / technical elements
for a show and then add the dead weight of the lifting device.

Whilst the ‘Technical Standards for Places of Entertainment’ is a UK
publication much of the information that it contains is based on the practical
experience from a considerable number of venues. As such we find that it
is a very good starting point for performance venues throughout the world
unless particular jurisdictions have more onerous regulatory requirements.

The stage floor loads in the table to the left are to be applied to all areas
of the stage including the orchestra pit lifts and any trapped areas. To
minimise the risk of injury to performers it is essential that the resilience of
the stage floor is consistent across the entire performance area including
the transitions between the fixed stage and any moving / removable
elements.

THEATRES AND PREMISES WITH LARGE STAGES

The stage floor loading shall extend to any side / rear stages, scene docks
and get-in routes.

Stage floors
distributed loading

7.5kN/m2

point load measured over a
square with 300mm sides

4.5kN

Fixed lighting bars

50kg per metre run
Note: This is to take account of the weight
of motorised luminaires

Grids

Minimum distributed loading of 2.5kN/
m2 excluding any loads designed to be
applied by any permanently installed
flying syste

Three main types of suspension are currently being considered;
----

Single Purchase counterweights
Double Purchase counterweights
Powered flyin

The next three pages set out loading information based upon the
assumption that the maximum scenic / equipment load will approximately
25 metric tonnes. This figure is based upon information gathered from
historic data and conversations with a major theatre operator.
Whilst the cross-stage bar system will not be the sole method of overhead
suspension we anticipate that the loads from other suspension methods,
such as chain hoists and point hoists, can be diversified against the 25t
load described above.
Note that the load of any flown elements of the acoustic shell will be
in addition to these figures

Note: Allowance for significant point loads
of up to 12.5kN. More details can be
found later in this report
Fly galleries

4.5kN per metre run uniformly distributed
over the width of the gallery. This allows
for limited stacking of counterweights on
the gallery floo .

Loading galleries

to carry the full capacity of the
counterweight cradles (rather than the
weights supplied) uniformly distributed
along the length of the gallery

Walkways on front-of-house
lighting bridges

2.5kN/m2 Floor loading uniformly
distributed

Followspot positions, dimmer
rooms, projection rooms

5kN/m2 Floor loading uniformly distributed

Other elements should be capable of resisting the loadings set out all
applicable local codes.

1
Author: David Adams
Developed by: Association of British Theatre Technicians, Chartered Institute of Environmental
Health, District Surveyors Association and the Institute of Licencing
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SINGLE PURCHASE COUNTERWEIGHTS
Scenic load							
Counterweight load						
Equipment dead load (assuming approx. 65 bars)		

250kN
250kN
325kN

Total load for single purchase counterweight system		

825kN

A typical counterweight flying system
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DOUBLE PURCHASE COUNTERWEIGHTS
Scenic load							
Counterweight load						
Equipment dead load (assuming approx. 65 bars)		

250kN
500kN
355kN

Total load for double purchase counterweight system 1105kN
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POWER FLYING
Scenic load							
Counterweight load						
Equipment dead load (assuming approx. 65 bars)		

250kN
0kN
635kN

Total load for power flying syste 				

885kN

Typical power flying hoists
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FLYING SYSTEM LOADING DIAGRAMS
SINGLE PURCHASE

POWERED FLYING

DOUBLE PURCHASE
Powered flying bars required for personnel flying will be tested to 150% SW
Powered flying required winches to be staggered between Stage right and Stage left to achieve the bar centre
General note applied to all:
The sum of the loads shown at the drop pulleys may be greater than the total load of the fully loaded bar, this is
to account for an unevenly loaded bar. Loads shown for the bar at SWL.
Bars will be loaded at 125% of SWL for load testing
Figures show indicative static loads. Allowances must be made for all dynamic, consequential and resultant loads
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TRAVELLING BEAMS

STAGEHOUSE GALLERIES

FOYER PERFORMANCE SPACE

Travelling beams are provided to suspend heavy loads which are not
suitable for flybar suspensio

Around the perimeter of the stage house are a variety of gallery levels of
which some have a requirement to withstand different loading criteria to that
stated in the typical load table. Those that differ are mentioned below:

An allowance must be made for the suspension of equipment above the
earmarked performance area.

Technical equipment 						
Equipment dead load						

240kN
50kN

Total load for travelling beams 				

290kN

It should be noted that the technical equipment load can be fully diversified
against the flying syste

Upper SL and SR gallery static equipment load 			
Upper SL and SR gallery uplift load				

9kN/m
19kN/m

Loading gallery static equipment load				

250kN

Technical equipment load 					
Equipment dead load						

30kN
15kN

Total load for foyer performance space			

45kN

It is likely that a percentage of the technical equipment load will be a
semi-permanent installation, removed only for maintenance and in special
circumstances

AUDITORIUM
GRID CONSTRUCTION
Traditional theatre grid floors would typically be formed from 76mm x 38mm
tapered flange channel set at 150mm centres. This would create a solid
floor strip 76mm wide followed by a 74mm void.

There will be a need to hang equipment over the forestage / pit area, this is
typically done using a combination of spot suspensions and equipment bars
/ trusses. This includes suspension of the acoustic ceilings
Technical equipment						
Acoustic ceiling dead load					
Equipment dead load						

50kN
70kN
30kN

Total load for forestage suspensions				

150kN

All lighting bridges will incorporate a system of lighting bars with a capacity
of 50kg per m run. The potential diversity in this load will be calculated once
the arrangement of the lighting bars has been agreed.

ADJUSTABLE SIDE BOXES
AAt either side of the stage, adjustable side boxes over two levels will slide
out, helping to decrease the size of the proscenium opening. There will be
significant loads applied by the cantilevering of the boxes in their deployed
position. However, it will not be possible to estimate the loads imposed by
these elements until the design has been developed further.

STAGE LEVEL LOADS
The general floor loadings shall be as in the table above, these loadings will
be reviewed as the access strategy is developed due to the heavy loads
imposed by some pieces of access equipment.

FORESTAGE ELEVATORS
The orchestra pit elevators will be electrically operated platforms with a
static floor loading to match the stage flo . These will impose a number of
significant point loads on the slab under the lifts at the locations of the lifting
columns.
Orchestra pit elevator 1 			
Orchestra pit elevator 2			

350kN spread over 6-8 points
250kN spread over 6-8 points

The elevators will require guide columns for stability, it is expected that
each elevator will have 4.no guides. The location of these will be developed
in next design phase.
Elevator 1 guides					
Elevator 2 guides					

18kN per guide
13kN per guide

Alternative methods of floor construction are possible as described earlier
in this report, and will be considered as the design progresses, but a steel
channel grid should be assumed for the purposes of loading information
at this point. Point loads on the grid must be accommodated, the quantity
and location of these will be subject to future discussion in the next design
phase.
Live load on grid floor (in either vertical direction 			

2.5kN/m²

Point loads on grid floor (over square with 1m sides

12.5kN
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STAGE ENGINEERING COSTS

STAGE ENGINEERING - DOCK AREA

BUDGET

Project costs (including an allowance for contractor design costs, labour,
project management and other sundry costs) are provided below for the
stage engineering systems.

Containment systems

in EC’s scope

Power supplies and distribution

in EC’s scope

Note, however, that these costs do not include for the supply, installation
and termination of any power supplies, distribution boards, containment
or wiring for the stage engineering system - these items should form part
of the electrical contractor’s (EC’s) works and must be included for in that
package. They also exclude structural steel required for operation and
support.

Power and data wiring

in EC’s scope

Installed rigging equipment

$20,000

Design & Project Management

$5,000

TOTAL

$25,000

GRAND TOTAL (incl loose equipment)

$6,210,000

A full list of exclusions from our costs is to be found below.

----

FRONT OF HOUSE AREAS
---

BUDGET

Containment systems

in EC’s scope

Power supplies and distribution

in EC’s scope

Power and data wiring

in EC’s scope

Flying system

$830,000

Travelling beams

$115,000

Additional rigging systems

$80,000

Acoustic enclosure

$1,500,000

Variable acoustics

$400,000

Adjustable side boxes

$800,000

Adjustable Proscenium

$95,000

Trapped area

$60,000

Forestage elevators

$615,000

Seating wagons

$135,000

Mix position decks

$35,000

EXCLUSIONS
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
---

THEATRE AUDITOIRUM
-----

$350,000

Design & Project Management

$1,170,000

TOTAL (excl. loose equipment)

$5,835,000

---

-----
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Any secondary steelwork required within auditorium ceiling to support
performance lighting equipment.
Steelwork for lighting rigging positions (lighting bars) around the
various levels of the auditorium, including balcony fronts.
Fit out / construction of any high-level access grids or lighting bridges
in the auditorium, e.g. technical gantries, lighting bridges, access
ladders, etc.
Any PPE or fall-restraint systems for safe access to auditorium
lighting positions.

-----

Additional staff training covering anything other than equipment
familiarisation by contractors under CDM. The client may need
their staff or a nominated member of management to have suitable
qualifications (e.g. NVQs in manual handling techniques, use of
access equipment etc) in order for the new building to function safely.
Maintenance contract cover post warranty period (this is not included
but should be considered essential with a new installation).
Main contractor’s discount.
Inflation - costs are as at the date of this report
VAT.

The costs detailed in the tables above are for the systems and equipment
that will be included in the Charcoalblue specifications for specialist
packages at tender stage.
There will be additional, associated costs that are not included in the
tables, as listed here:

THEATRE STAGEHOUSE

--

Loose equipment – Truss, drapes, rigging
accessories, access equipment etc

All containment for stage engineering systems (wiring is included).
LV feeds to stage engineering equipment

Any secondary steelwork required within the FOH areas to support
the rigging system.
Access equipment for safe access to high level lighting bars.

GENERAL
--

STAGE ENGINEERING - THEATRE

Any PPE or fall-restraint systems for safe access to any work
positions.
Get-in lift, hoist, ramp or dock leveller, should these be required.
Material handling equipment - e.g. pallet trucks, forklifts, etc.

Any secondary steelwork required within the stage house ceiling to
support the over stage flying system
Stage floor and sub-floor construction, unless specifically identified
within the costs above.
All floor timber and floor finishes, including those to stage lifts a
orchestra pit lift, including all fascia’s and access hatches / traps
and dip troughs. (These would normally be included in the joinery
allowances for these floors
Grid, galleries, handrails and access ladders in the stage house.
Rigging eyes, beams or any secondary steelwork required at high
level above stage to support technical theatre equipment.
Recessed channels - Halfen or Unistrut channel - surface mounted
or cast-in to walls and soffits of performance spaces for rigging
purposes.
Access equipment for safe access to high level lighting bars.
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4.7 TECHNICAL - STAGELIGHTING SYSTEM
A full stagelighting wiring infrastructure is to be provided for the Waikato
Regional Theatre; the Lobby Performance space will have a simplified
version of the same system. Loose equipment will form part of the Fixtures,
Furniture and Equipment (FF&E) package, procured directly by the client.
Outline budget costs are also provided.

THEATRE
A comprehensive stagelighting system will be provided in the theatre to
support the intended programme of professional shows. The design and
layout of the wiring infrastructure will also be designed to support the use
of the space in its varied configurations without excessive amounts of
temporary installation.

STAGELIGHTING POWER OUTLETS
Stagelighting power outlets (GPO’s) in the facility panels will be wired with
standard electrical ring mains cabling and terminated with 10A socket
outlets. The outlets are to be used for powering general small electrical
items for use with the stagelighting system.
Equipment in control locations will be protected via deck-mounted
Uninteruptable Power Supplies (UPS), this will allow sensitive equipment
such as the stagelighting control desks and network equipment to be
connected to UPS-maintained supplies at all times.
Some facility panels, for followspot positions etc., will contain larger 40A
power supplies, wired radially from the dimmer room distribution boards.

DIMMERS AND WIRING INFRASTRUCTURE

In addition to the power supplies in the facility panels and for all installed
stagelighting system equipment, the electrical installation will include
40A and 55A three-phase RCD-protected power socket outlets for the
connection of temporary equipment brought in for a specific sho .
These supplies will be radially wired with standard electrical cabling of
an appropriate capacity from the distribution boards in the dimmer room,
terminated with appropriate AS/NZS 3112:2011 compliant sockets with
integral RCD protection.

The stagelighting wiring infrastructure will comprise a dedicated
containment system and associated wiring, supplying stagelighting power
and data services to custom socket outlet boxes (facility panels) distributed
throughout the space. Dedicated power distribution boards in the theatre
dimmer room will supply power to the system.

For touring shows that bring their own dimmer systems and other large
items of temporary equipment, a custom 400A power panel will be located
in the stagehouse at stage level, housing Powerlock connectors, local RCD
protection, metering and a number of locally sub-fused outlets at 40A, 55A
and 125A ratings.

Two separate containment groups will distribute the stagelighting system
wiring:

This custom power panel and custom facilities panels are included in
the attached cost allowances but all other power supplies, wiring and
containment form part of the electrical services designer’s works and will be
included in the electrical contract.

---

SL/1 - 230V/400V power wiring (dimmed, switched and unswitched).
SL/2 - DMX, Ethernet and worklight data wiring.

Typical floor-standing
modular stagelighting
dimmer rack

Each of the individual facilities and power outlets will be star-wired back
to dimmer racks, control equipment racks or distribution boards (as
appropriate) in the dimmer room. The only facilities which will not be wired
in this way are the 10A stagelighting power sockets (GPO’s) in the facility
panels, which will be geographically wired as standard ring mains.
The stagelighting dimmers will be modular, digital dimmers, capable of
being soft-configured as dimmers, switched power or hard power circuits.
Each way will be RCD protected. The flexibility of module configuration wil
remove the need for a separate power distribution system for moving lights.
A total of 576no. dimmer / relay ways is proposed - the majority at 10A
capacity, with a small proportion at 20A capacity.
The dimmer / relay racks are included in the attached cost allowances but
the containment and wiring for these systems form part of the electrical
services designer’s works and will be included in the electrical contract.
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Typical custom
temporary power
panel
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STAGELIGHTING CONTROL DESKS & INFRASTRUCTURE
Dedicated stagelighting control consoles will be provided for the theatre,
supplied with all necessary displays and peripheral equipment. Two desks
will be provided as in most professional theatres, so that the second desk
can act as a back-up to the main desk or be used as a rehearsal control at
the production desk location.
The consoles will be multi-user style desks designed to control large rigs
of mixed fixture types via a dedicated network. They will be supplied with
all necessary displays and desk furniture, bought new as part of the loose
equipment budget.
The primary control protocol for the stagelighting will be Ethernet,
complying with IEEE standard 802.3af, distributed over the dedicated
stagelighting control network.
This network will provide a data rate of 1000Mb/s and all stagelighting
equipment connected to this network will comply with ANSI E1.17-2006,
Architecture for Control Networks.
A full DMX wiring infrastructure will be provided in parallel, alongside the
Ethernet wiring to allow for shows that do not wish to use the network. The
DMX infrastructure will be wired with Ethernet cabling so that it can be
converted to use as a network in the future if the use of DMX is phased out
completely.
The final leg of each link between the network and remotely controlled
devices will use DMX512-A. The DMX link will comply with ANSI E1.112004, DMX512-A and ANSI E1.20-2006, Remote Device Management.
The network will be radially-wired from control equipment racks located
in the dimmer room or control room. These data distribution and control
equipment racks will be standard 19” rack frames which will contain the
network equipment and the DMX distribution equipment and will be UPSprotected to prevent disruption in the event of a temporary loss of power.
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The links between the control room and the dimmer room will include
sufficient redundancy to enable the data links to be re-patched in the event
of a failure of a single cable or network switch.
Wiring infrastructure will be installed for both DMX and Ethernet outlets at
each socket box location. No dedicated stagelighting fibre infrastructure is
proposed - the stagelighting system will utilise the audiovisual fibre wiring
infrastructure when needed.

WORKLIGHT SYSTEM
The theatre will be provided with a programmable houselight and work
light control system, designed to control the dimmable auditorium lighting,
the switched white worklighting for use outside performance times and the
switched ‘blue’ worklighting for use during performances.
The worklight control system will be based around a central processor in
the equipment racks, which is linked to main control panels and local pushbutton panels in control rooms and distributed around all technical areas.
The house lighting and worklights will normally be controlled by this
dedicated control system, but with network links that will enable control
from the stagelighting control console when required.
Main control panels will be installed at key locations both at stage level and
in the control room, with a portable main control panel provided for use at
the rehearsal production desk or any other temporary control location.

Typical screenshot of a worklight master panel

Extra low voltage ‘blue’ worklight
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All houselight fittings, white and blue worklight fittings and circuiting wil
form part of the electrical services designer’s works and will be included
in the electrical contract. However, Charcoalblue will work closely with
the electrical services designers to identify fittings, locations and circuit
grouping to suit the operational requirements of the stage area.
The worklight control points, main panels, control wiring and control
processor will be supplied, installed and terminated by the Specialist
Stagelighting Contractor.
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STAGELIGHTING FIXTURES
The development of LED fixtures continues to advance rapidl . By
procuring these directly, the client will be able to take advantage of the very
latest models, price deals and support agreements that the manufacturers
will have available when the building is complete.
We would suggest a budget allowance should be allocated for this fixture
package within the FF&E costs – a provisional sum is detailed in the below
cost tables, which allows for stock of mixed fixture types, including generic
lights, moving heads and followspots.

coordination during the next design stage and carry on into the Specialists
Contractor Design Portion of their contract.
The platform lighting will be provided by the Specialist Sub Contractor to
the Electrical Contractor for installation. The load wiring, data wiring,
power supplies and containment routes will be specified by the Electrical
Services designer, for supply and installation as part of the main electrical
contract.

LOOSE EQUIPMENT - RIGGING AND CABLING
PLATFORM LIGHTING FIXTURES
The use of LED sources for platform lighting allows for the equipment to be
used continuously without the need for frequent lamp replacements, and
additional heat load that would be associated with tungsten or discharge
sources.

Allowances for loose cabling and general rigging accessories are included
in the FF&E costs.
Loose cabling will be provided for all facility types. Rigging accessories
include ballet booms and sidelighting ladders, temporary/portable distro,
etc.

The LED fixture s will also offer full smooth dimming and allow for an
average light level of 750 lux on stage, all with a “tungsten” colour
temperature of 3000K. To avoid unsightly spill onto architectural fixtures
and audience seating it is assumed the light levels will drop slightly at the
very edges of the space, while still offering a flat field across the anticipate
area where the orchestra will be located.
The fittings will need to adhere to the strict acoustic criteria set by
Charcoalblue acousticians. At this stage we have allowed for convection
cooled units. At the next stage of design, we will engage with UK-based
firm Global Design Solutions, this will enable us to draw on their proven
LED dimming technology used for silent operations. Recent examples of
their orchestral halls using LED fixtures include Queens Hall – Denmark,
Vereeniging Concert Hall – Netherlands, Calouste Gulbenkian – Portugal
and Stockholm Concert house -Sweden and Roy Thomson Hall, Toronto.
Although these would be silent in cooling and operation to ensure
the acoustic critiera is met it is anticipated that additional testing by
Charcoalblue will be required prior to final design
The platform concert lighting will be fitted within the construction of the
acoustic reflectors as part of the overall canopy design. The acoustic
reflectors are designed as a series of panels suspended below a ‘fixe
ceiling. The design of containment and cabling routes to the acoustic
canopy will require each panel to have a unique power and data feed. It
is anticipated that each panel will be fitted with a junction box and a power
outlet box, the feed to these boxes from above is likely to be manually
managed to allow for slight movement of the flown pieces. It will also allow
for the anticipated rotation of the relfectors, to allow for the variable acoustic
requirements of each event.
The detailing of the installation of these fixtures will need considerable
GDS 4 cell platform light
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STAGELIGHTING POSITIONS

STAGELIGHTING CONTROL

Rigging of stagelighting fixtures over the stage area will be carried out at
ground level through use of the flying system

The foyer space will be equipped with a stagelighting control network and
DMX infrastructure as in the theatre. Distribution and control equipment will
be housed in the AV equipment rack under the bleacher-style seating.

The following comprises the proposed stagelighting positions:
-- Permanently installed front of house lighting bars around the full
extent of each balcony front
-- Front-of-house lighting bars incorporated into the handrail structure
of the technical bridges and walkways above the auditorium.
-- A flown advance bar position can be accommodated via the
forestage bridge area
-- Horizontal and vertical runs of Halfen channel will be distributed
throughout the auditorium and proscenium opening to allow for
rigging of key equipment – as detailed on Stage Engineering loading
drawings appended to this report
-- Vertical booms in the boxes either side of the auditorium that can
travel with the movable elements of these structures, to cater for the
varying proscenium widths
-- A dedicated followspot room at the rear of the auditorium at high level

A small lighting console will be provided for basic control.

LOOSE EQUIPMENT
It is envisaged that all equipment provisions for this space will be shared
with the theatre stock of loose equipment.

These lighting positions and any supporting structural steelwork will form
part of the architectural package and are not included in the attached costs,
unless specifically identified within the Stage Engineering section of thi
report.

ACCESS EQUIPMENT
Every effort will be made to provide easy and safe access to all
stagelighting positions.
However, the best solutions, especially for the balcony front positions will
likely involve the use of PPE as work-positioning or fall-restraint. The cost
of this PPE is not included in the cost allowances, as this is best procured
directly by the operator, in accordance with their building management
procedures.
The cost of tie-off points and installed safety equipment - e.g. harness
clip-on points under the first row of seats - should be included within the
architectural package.
For the stagelighting equipment rigged on bars over the stage area,
access equipment will be required to facilitate safe working at height when
focussing - whether Tallescope, scaffolding tower or powered access.
The choice of equipment here will be closely linked with the operator’s risk
management and work procedures, so the cost of this access equipment is
not included here but should be allowed for within the FF&E costs.
Intelligent light fixtures will be used for the advance bar position, with
remote control. This will negate the need to access the equipment for
focussing, however it may be possible to use the forestage lift and some
form of powered access should you need to get to the equipment for
maintenance. Sequencing of seat removal/replacement would need to be
considered here.
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Typical wall-mount stagelighting
relay rack

DEAD BLACKOUT SYSTEM
A ‘dead blackout’ control system will be required to be able to override the
emergency lighting and exit signs within the auditorium for short periods of
time for dramatic purposes.
This work falls within the electrical services designer’s works and should be
included in the electrical contract.

FOYER PERFORMANCE SPACE
WIRING INFRASTRUCTURE
This space will be provided with a power and data infrastructure to enable
the use of LED-based stagelighting fixtures to support live performances
The wiring infrastructure will be designed in the same way as described in
the theatre but designed specifically to support low-power LED stagelighting
fixtures rigged on equipment bars, as detailed in the Stage Engineering
section of this report.
A total of 24no. relay ways are proposed. There will also be a power supply
in the area for connection of temporary dimmers when a more conventional
tungsten-based lighting rig is required, or when larger amounts of
equipment are brought in for special events.
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STAGELIGHTING SYSTEM COSTS
Project costs (including an allowance for contractor design costs, labour,
project management and other sundry costs) are provided below.
Note, however, that these costs do not include for the supply, installation
and termination of any power supplies, distribution boards, containment
or wiring for the stagelighting system - these items will form part of the
electrical contractor’s (EC’s) works and must be included for in that
package. A full list of exclusions from our costs is to be found elsewhere in
this report.
The cost tables opposite allow for all budgetary allowances within the main
contract works and FF&E budget.
All figures are in New Zealand dollars
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STAGE LIGHTING - THEATRE

PROPOSAL

Containment systems

in EC’s scope

Power supplies and distribution

in EC’s scope

Power and data wiring

in EC’s scope

Stagelighting infrastructure

$740,000

Control system

$91,000

House and worklight control system

$60,000

Platform lighting fixture

$120,000

Design, installation and project management

$302,000

GRAND TOTAL - THEATRE

$1,313,000

STAGE LIGHTING - FOYER PERFORMANCE SPACE

PROPOSAL

Containment systems

in EC’s scope

Power supplies and distribution

in EC’s scope

Power and data wiring

in EC’s scope

Stagelighting infrastructure

$20,000

Control system

$8,700

Design, installation and project management

$8,500

GRAND TOTAL - FOYER PERFORMANCE SPACE

$37,200

STAGE LIGHTING - FF&E

PROPOSAL

Loose equipment (fixtures, cabling, accessories, etc.

$1,110,000

Design, installation and project management

$200,000

GRAND TOTAL - FF&E

$1,310,000
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4.8 TECHNICAL - AUDIOVISUAL SYSTEMS
Dedicated audiovisual systems will be provided for the Main theatre, Foyer
performance area, supporting spaces and for buildingwide paging and
show relay. These systems will include both an installed infrastructure
and a budget allowance for loose equipment to support performances and
events.
The design principle for the infrastructure is the same for all spaces, and
links will be provided between areas. This will allow performance spaces to
be interconnected and equipment to be moved between areas as required.

AUDIOVISUAL CONTAINMENT AND WIRING
In each of the performance spaces the AV system infrastructure will
comprise a dedicated containment system and associated wiring supplying
wired AV services to custom outlet boxes and AS/NZS 3112 compliant
power sockets distributed throughout the spaces. The containment system
and technical power panels will form part of the electrical system designers
works and be included in the electrical contract.
Four separate containment groups contain the AV system wiring:
-----

AV/1 contains 230v/415v power wiring.
AV/2 contains amplified audio wiring for loudspeakers
AV/3 contains communications, data and video wiring.
AV/4 contains mic/line and AES 3 audio wiring.

Each of the individual ELV audiovisual facilities is wired back to the
equipment racks in the AV equipment rooms. The only facilities which may
not be “star-wired” in this way are the ring intercom outlets, which can be
looped box to box with one home run per building level.

AUDIOVISUAL SOCKET OUTLET BOXES

MAIN THEATRE

Bespoke socket outlet boxes also referred to as facilities panels and
Audiovisual Boxes or AVB’s will be provided to house the audiovisual
facilities. The exact facilities in each outlet box will be determined at the
next stage, but will likely include;

The programming brief for the main theatre is wide-ranging and is likely to
include large scale professional theatre and dance performance, orchestral
and other music performances as well as a range of community and
traditional cultural events. As such, the technical systems must be capable
of supporting all types of performance and be easily adaptable to the needs
of each one.

------------

Microphone tielines – single tielines normally up to a maximum of 8
per box and multicore tielines in groups of 8.
Digital audio tielines - Cat 6 tielines for remote stageboxes, and
networked audio systems.
Ring intercom tielines - Wired as ring with 2 channels on each outlet
Cuelight tielines - Suitable for use with cuelight outstations
Stage Manager’s panel plug-in points - for custom SM panel
Paging microphone plug-in points - see paging system below
Video - suitable for use with SDV or analogue video
Fibre – OM4 mulitmode fibre connections for video and audio
connections
Assisted listening output - 50ohm cable for assisted listening
distribution
Loudspeakers - Wired in either 2 or 4 core for loudspeaker systems
AV system power -Dedicated audiovisual system power on 10A RCD
connectors

It is intended that the socket outlet boxes provide a comprehensive
infrastructure for the audiovisual systems with as much future proofing as
possible. There will however inevitably be occasions when a production
requires an unusual combination of cables that has not been allowed for, so
it is essential that this infrastructure is supported by appropriate temporary
cable routes, which will be detailed at the next stage.

INFRASTRUCTURE
The hub of the audiovisual wiring is the central equipment racks which
are the destination for all of the wiring from the audiovisual socket outlet
boxes. The equipment racks will be equipped with audio, video, data and
loudspeaker patchbays, distribution and processing equipment. Where
possible digital and network-based protocols will be used, but special
care will be taken to minimise the latency caused by this processing.
The audiovisual infrastructure will have a large number of networked
connections however, it is to be completely independent to the buildingwide
IT system, with a small number of links to allow interconnection when
required. This is intended to provide a level of security for show critical
equipment and ensures the high bandwidth usage of the technical systems
does not put unnecessary demands on the buildwide IT system.
Approximately 90 facilities panels, and an additional 30 dedicated
loudspeaker outlets and power points have been allowed for at this stage.
The quantity of panels will be reviewed at each stage of design.

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
The communications system will consist of a stage manager’s console,
cuelights, ring intercom, audio and video show relay capture and
distribution. The stage manager’s console will be a custom-manufactured
desktop unit. This will include facilities for cuelight control, front-of-house
and backstage paging, ring intercom, stopwatches and clocks.

The power wiring in AV/1 is part of the electrical contract, although they
terminate to the 10A power sockets (GPO’s) located in the custom outlet
boxes. These should be wired radially and dedicated distribution boards
in the Dimmer / AV equipment rooms will supply power to the system as
shown on drawings 16125-ES-SC-series.

A two-channel ring intercom system will be provided for technical staff
communications, this will primarily be based around a wired system, but
whilst maintaining a small number of wireless packs for use by stage
management and mobile staff.

Typical audiovisual
facilities panel
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Audio and video capture for relay of the performance to technical and
backstage areas will be provided, this will be primarily an analogue system
to avoid latency issues. It will be possible to route this signal anywhere in
the performance area via the provided patchbays.
High definition PTZ cameras have also been allowed for front of house
relay feeds, as well as an IR feed for use in blackouts.
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ASSISTED LISTENING AND AUDIO DESCRIPTION

PRODUCTION VIDEO SYSTEM

MICROPHONES

An assisted listening system must be provided to ensure that the theatre
is as accessible as possible for the maximum number of people. We are
proposing a mixture of an induction loop throughout the fixed auditorium
for hearing aid users as well as a two-channel FM system with portable
headsets for the hard of hearing which can provided show audio hearing
assist and audio description.

The projection system currently proposed is not Digital Cinema (DCI)
compliant, this means that it cannot be used to present feature films,
however it is of a suitable quality for performance video, presentation
events and live streaming. A projection system that is not DCI compliant
offers much more flexibility of use, as it allows projectors to be repositioned
and refocused so is much more appropriate for a flexible space. In our
opinion this offers the best compromise between likely use, value and
quality.

Microphones will form part of the client’s FF&E budget; we will work with the
client team to detail this equipment at the next stage of design.

LOUDSPEAKERS AND AMPLIFIERS
The loudspeaker system will need to be suitable for all uses of the space
and must therefore contain a high degree of flexibilit .

An allowance is included for video processing and switching to support the
video system – it is assumed that additional projectors will be hired in as
required for unusually large or complex performances.

ACCESSORIES
An allowance for a range of cables, stands, cases and general accessories
has been allowed for to support the equipment described above – costs are
included in the FF&E costs.

The choice of model and loudspeaker position will be developed at the
next stage alongside the client team. At this stage, we envisage this will
consist of a large, high-powered line array system which will provide the
main stereo left and right, with a centre locate cluster, subwoofers, smaller
installed delay loudspeakers to cover the areas under the balconies and
a series of surround sound loudspeakers. Alongside this will be a stock
of loose loudspeakers for use as performer foldback and spot effects/
supplementary loudspeakers.
In order to maintain a consistent audio coverage, all loudspeakers and
amplifiers should be from a single manufacturer this will allow for better
servicing and will come with significant commercial advantages. e also
recommend that the loudspeaker system is procured outside of the main
contract so should be allowed for in the FF&E budget.

AUDIO MIXING CONSOLE AND PLAYBACK
As is appropriate in any venue of this size, a large scale digital audio
mixing console will be required to support all types of events. There are a
number of suitable high-quality manufactures available and the final choice
of console should be made as late as possible in the process in order to
take advantage of the latest technology. However, the infrastructure will
be designed to support any console using standard protocols to allow for
maximum future flexibilit .

Typical line array
loudspeaker system

A dual-redundant computer-based playback system will also be included
which will run industry-standard audio and video show control software and
will include an emergency switchover system.

Typical digital audio
mixing console
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FOYER PERFORMANCE SPACE

BUILDINGWIDE SUPPORTING SPACES

Outside of the main theatre, there will be a discreate but interconnected
audiovisual systems for the lobby performance space.
This system will use the same wiring systems, protocols and connectors
as the main theatre but will be largely self-contained, this will allow events
to happen in each area independently, but with links to connect everything
together on occasions where this is desirable.

As with the lobby performance space above, there will be minimal installed
audiovisual equipment and links to the main theatre AV systems as part of
the buildingwide infrastructure. This will consist of facilities panels in key
locations (production offices, dressing rooms, green room and rehearsal
rooms etc) providing communication and relay links as well as, in some
locations, the ability to connect local inputs into the technical systems.

INFRASTRUCTURE

PAGING

This space will have its own dedicated rack area (location TBC), shared
with the stagelighting racks for this space.

A series of volume controls and paging loudspeakers are provided to
distribute calls and show relay around the building, to the dressing rooms
and back of house areas and to front-of-house, toilets and other public
areas, this will be based around a simple 100V line loudspeaker system
and a central processor in the equipment racks.
Local music input will also be made available for the bar area.

As with the other spaces, facilities are provided for a wide variety of audio,
data (including fibre), video, communications, loudspeaker and power
facilities and approximately 10 outlet boxes are allowed for, split between
low level and high level.

LOUDSPEAKERS & AMPLIFIERS AND PLAYBACK
As with the main theatre, a system of loudspeakers and amplifiers will be
required to support lobby performances. However, they will be considerably
smaller and more discrete in this area. There are efficiencies in using
loudspeakers from the same manufacturer as the main theatre in this area
as it allows a degree of flexibility in unusual circumstances.
Again, all loose equipment will be procured separately to the main contract
so should be allowed for in the FF&E budget.
PROJECTION

At this stage, we are allowing for a simple projection system with local video
connections in this area to cater for presentations and events which do not
require technical support.
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AUDIOVISUAL SYSTEM COSTS
Project costs (including an allowance for contractor design costs, labour,
project management and other sundry costs) are included below. Note,
however, that these costs do not include for the supply, installation and
termination of any power supplies, distribution boards, containment or load
wiring for the audiovisual system - these items will form part of the electrical
contractor’s works and must be included for in that package. A full list of
exclusions from our costs is to be found elsewhere in this report.
The cost tables opposite allow for all budgetary allowances within the main
contract works and for loose equipment procured directly by the client with
their FF&E budget:
FF&E allowances for stage engineering and stagelighting systems can be
found elsewhere in this report.
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MAIN THEATRE - AUDIOVISUAL INSTALLED

BUDGET

Containment systems

in EC’s scope

Power supplies and distribution (inc. power conditioner)

in EC’s scope

Power wiring

in EC’s scope

Audiovisual infrastructure

$780,000

Communications equipment

$70,000

Assisted listening and audio show relay

$35,000

Video and video show relay

$30,000

Project costs

$455,000

GRAND TOTAL - MAIN THEATRE

$1,370,000

BUILDINGWARE & PAGING - AUDIOVISUAL INSTALLED

BUDGET

Containment systems

in EC’s scope

Power supplies and distribution (inc. power conditioner)

in EC’s scope

Power wiring

in EC’s scope

Audiovisual infrastructure

$20,000

Paging system

$120,000

Project costs

$70,000

GRAND TOTAL - BUILDINGWARE & PAGING

$210,000

AUDIOVISUAL SYSTEM FF&E

BUDGET

Loudspeakers, amplifiers, mixing consoles and playback

$1,250,000

Communications equipment

$60,000

Video system

$120,000

Project costs

$270,000

GRAND TOTAL - FF&E

$1,700,000
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MECHANICAL LOADINGS

THEATRE DIMMER ROOM

AV EQUIPMENT RACK ROOM

The following advice represents Charcoalblue’s assessment of the likely
mechanical loading requirements for the performance technical equipment
in the performance spaces the new Waikato Regional Theatre, Hamilton.
These estimates are based on our previous experience of similar buildings
and take account of our current assumptions for the building usage.

The dimmers to be installed in this room are likely to be SCR-based
dimmers, which are in the region of 96-98% efficient. These dimmers
produce 2-4% as heat and we therefore anticipate that this room will require
cooling. The dimmer and AV rooms should average 22 degrees celsius,
with a peak range either side of this figure of +/- 4 degrees C. and a relative
humidity of 30-90%.

The AV equipment rack room will house all of the installed rack mounted
AV equipment. This will include a large number of amplifiers, processing
equipment along with network swtiches and patch bays. Much of this
equipment will be fan cooled.

The heat loads given in this section are for the effect of specialist
performance technical equipment only, and do not include the loads
resulting from audience occupancy or operators, bars and catering,
dressing rooms, wardrobe, etc.

DIMMERS

We anticipate that from time to time, larger events may require additional
specialist equipment to be brought in to supplement the installed technical
equipment, and the installed infrastructure will be designed to allow for this.
In the figures belo , we have given reasonable estimates for the heat load
from the technical equipment, but it should be noted that when additional
equipment is brought in for larger events, these loads may be higher.

LED STAGELIGHTING
Whilst we recognise the increased demand for the use of LED lighting
wherever practicable, it would be unrealistic to assume that the
stagelighting will be entirely LED-based, at least in the near future:
At present there is a reluctance from theatre designers (lighting and set) to
embrace LED as the results and control of the equipment still have a long
way to go to achieve the same effects and aesthetic as the more traditional,
widely-used fixtures of tungsten and arc-source
The stagelighting rigs will be a mixture of tungsten, arc-source and LED
according to the demands of the productions. It is reasonable to assume
that in the long-term, lighting rigs will incorporate higher proportions of LED
fixtures, but the use of tungsten and arc sources will certainly continue
in the short term and is unlikely to die out completely. The stagelighting
infrastructure will be designed to be configurable for varying proportions
of each type of fixture and it is therefore prudent to provide heat loadings
based on a mixed lighting rig, to reflect a ‘real-world scenario.
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At this stage of the design, we anticipate around 576 dimmers - 556no.
10A and 20no. 20A. However, the number of dimmers is designed to allow
flexibility in where equipment can be located, and it is not anticipated that
full load will be connected to all dimmers at the same time, nor that all the
dimmers will be used at the same time.
Each dimmer can also be configured as a relay when required to control LED
or Arc sources - in relay mode they produce negligible heat.
Total dimming capacity = (556 x 10 x 230) + (20 x 20 x 230)
=1371kW
Assume around 20% of the dimmers are configured as relays at any one
time
Apply diversity of 0.80 						
= 1097kW
Assume 60% of dimmers are loaded at any one time		
Apply diversity of 0.60						
= 658kW
Assume average load connected to any 10A dimmer is a 750W fixture
(2kW for 20A dimmer) i.e. around 33% of maximum dimmer capacity
Apply diversity of 0.33						
= 217kW
Assume around 50% of fixtures are in use at any one tim
Apply diversity of 0.50						
= 108kW
So the typical heat load for stagelighting dimmers = 4% of 108kW		
								 =
4.3kW
This room will also house stagelighting data distribution equipment (network
switches etc.), but the heat load from this will be negligible.
Typical heat load generated by Stagelighting equipment in the dimmer
room up to 4.3kW.

The heat load from this equipment will depend upon the final choice of
equipment during detailed system design, but at this stage it is reasonable
to assume approximately 4kW of heat load generated by 4 equipment
racks. This figure will be tested and revised during later design stages
Typical heat load generated in the Audiovisual Equipment Rack Room
up to 4kW

THEATRE CONTROL ROOMS
There is currently one large control room located at the rear of the
auditorium at circle level. This room is currently designed as an acoustically
sealed work-spaces, separated from the auditorium by openable windows
and will therefore require dedicated cooling, and suitable extraction, to cope
with the equipment and occupants.
The control equipment will consist of consoles, screens, task lighting and
a small playback equipment rack, all of which totals approximately 2Kw of
heat load.
At this time, it is prudent to allow for high powered video projection to take
place from this room which would add an approximately 3Kw of head load
to the room. However, this will be tested in the next design phase.
In certain circumstances, the shows will be operated with the windows
open, so the cooling units in these rooms must be sufficiently quiet in
operation for this to be possible.
Heat load for equipment in control rooms (excluding operators)
up to 5kW.
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EQUIPMENT WITHIN THEATRE AUDITORIUM

FOLLOWSPOTS

CONTROL AREA / SOUND MIX POSITION

If and when followspots are required, it is likely that these will be located
within the main volume of the auditorium and will generate heat. Whilst it
is highly unlikely that such fixtures will be required it would be sensible to
include for the possibility at this time.

From time to time, performances will require an open control and/or
sound mixing position towards the rear of the seating. This equipment will
contribute to the heat load within the auditorium.
The control equipment will consist of consoles, screens, task lighting and
source equipment and small processing racks.
Heat load for control equipment (excluding operators)
around 1kW

LOUDSPEAKERS
The loudspeakers in the auditorium will generally be located around the
sides and at high level throughout the space, however at this stage we
anticipate that these will be un powered and therefore will have a negligible
effect on the heat load within the auditorium. The heat load associated with
the loudspeaker system will mostly be generated by the amplifiers, which is
included in the figures given for the AV Equipment Rack Room above.

Typical heat load for followspots:
4no. 2.5kW spots, each with an operator			

= 10kW

EFFECTS
It is customary for performances to use effects - smoke, haze, etc. to
enhance the visual aspects of the performance.
This equipment will likely be located in the stage or sidestage areas and the
heat load will generally remain constant throughout a performance.
Typical heat load for effects equipment 			

= 2kW

STAGELIGHTING FIXTURES
PROJECTION
When projection is required as part of a performance, the projector may be
located within the auditorium, and will generate heat. Although for many
uses smaller projectors will suffice, there will be occasions when large
projectors, in the region of 3kW, may be used.
(Note - it is unlikely that projectors will be used in both the auditorium and
the control room simultaneously).
Maximum heat load for projector
up to 3kW

STAGE ENGINEERING
Although there are likely to be a number of motorised hoists at high level
above the stage and auditorium, as well as provision for additional stage
engineering equipment to be brought in and connected, it is not anticipated
that the majority of this equipment will be used during performances.
The heat loads from this equipment will mostly occur during show setup times when the stagelighting is in minimal use, rather than during
performances. The heat load from this stage engineering equipment can
therefore be fully diversified against the stagelighting load
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Both these types of fixtures will be connected to the dimmers in the dimmer
room, but with those dimmers configured to be relays
Total heat dissipation from a typical moving fixture = 1kW
For this size of space, assume a typical lighting rig includes around 60no.
moving fixtures of various sizes:
Total heat load for moving fixtures = 60 x 1kw
		
= 60kW
Total heat dissipation from a typical LED fixture = 200W
For this size of space, assume a typical lighting rig includes around 100no.
LED fixtures of various sizes
We have assumed that these will be in use throughout each show, but at an
average level of 50%:
Total heat load for LED fixtures = 100 x 200W x 0.5 		
= 10kW
Total combined heat load generated by non-dimmed stagelighting
equipment up to 70kW.
Note that the use of LED sources for these fixtures is growing, but the
majority of stagelighting rigs still utilise mostly arc source fixtures. The
advantage of LED moving head fixtures is that their heat output is not
constant - they generate much less heat when they are not in use - and
is generally lower than the equivalent arc-source fixture. Howeve , the
initial cost of these fixtures is highe , as well as the rental cost, so we have
presented a ‘worst-case’ scenario here, on the assumption that only a small
portion of the rig will be LED-based.

DIMMED STAGELIGHTING
As with the calculations above for the dimmer room and applying the same
diversity factors as used above, the typical load in use at any one time will
be around 107kW
In practice, the dimmed level of each stagelighting fixture will vary
throughout a performance, and not all fixtures will be at 100% at the same
time:
Typical heat load peak (x 0.90 factor) 				
Typical heat load average (x 0.55 factor) 			
Typical heat load low (x 0.25 factor) 				

= 97kW
= 59kW
= 27kW

NON-DIMMED STAGELIGHTING
In addition to the heat load of the dimmed stagelighting, there will be a
number of ‘moving’ lighting fixtures, which generally have arc sources and
on-board mechanical dimming.
As these fixtures are mechanically dimmed, the heat load remains constant
throughout a performance.
We have also allowed for a proportion of LED fixtures, which generally have
much lower power consumption than the equivalent tungsten fixtures, but
which also varies according to the light output required.
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SUMMARY - EQUIPMENT WITHIN THEATRE AUDITORIUM

LOBBY PERFORMANCE AREA

EQUIPMENT WITHINLOBBY PERFORMANCE AREA

The distribution of the stagelighting fixtures around the performance area
will vary according to the type of event and staging configuration, but it is
reasonable to assume the following:

COMBINED DIMMER & AV RACK LOCATION

CONTROL AREA

As a lobby performance area has been indicated as part of the building,
we are assuming a basic provision for technical services to support these
performances. At present we are assuming a small Stagelighting dimmer
rack and combined stagelighting and AV equipment control rack will be
housed in a discreate location local to the performance area. This will be
investigated further as the design develops, but the below heat loads will
apply to whichever location this equipment is housed.

There is likely to be a small open control area at the rear of the
performance area for the more technically complex events which will
contribute to the heat load within the room.

DIMMERS

LOUDSPEAKERS

At this stage of the design, we anticipate a wall mounted 24way
stagelighting relay rack will be sufficient to service the lobby performance.
The intention is for this performance area to use all LED stagelighting
fixtures which will keep power consumption to a minimum and therefore the
heat load at the dimmer location will be negligible.

The loudspeakers in this space will generally be located at high level and,
as with the theatre, will be un-powered, so the heat generated by these
within the space will be negligible.

-----

Over stage: 50%
Auditorium sides and bridges - high level: 30%
Around auditorium sides - low level: 10%
Stage level: 10%

When the non-dimmed stagelighting loads are added to the figures for the
dimmed stagelighting, control, loudspeakers, projection, followspots and
effects etc., we get the following:

Peak heat load for performance equipment

= 183 kW

Average heat load for performance equipment

= 149 kW

Low heat load for performance equipment

= 98 kW

Please note that the ‘Peak’ figure is based on a large performance requiring
the maximum of each type of equipment described above.
The ‘Low’ figure illustrates a much smaller show - it excludes projection,
followspots, effects and moving light fixtures
It is reasonable to assume that most of a performance will be at the
‘average’ level, rising to the ‘peak’ figure for short durations totalling 20% of
the show, and dropping to ‘low’ level for a similar 20%.
Some smaller events will run at around (or below) the ‘low’ figure
throughout the event.
Dimmable stagelighting fixtures transmit 10-30% (depending upon type) of
the heat through the light beam, with the remainder dissipated at the fixture
‘Moving head’ fixtures (arc sources and mechanical dimmers) dissipate
around 90% of their heat load at the fixture

AV EQUIPMENT
At this stage it is reasonable to assume up to 0.5kW of heat load. This
figure will be tested and revised during later design stages
Total combined heat load generated by Stagelighting and Audiovisual
equipment in the Combined Dimmer & AV Rack location up to 0.5kW

The stagelighting and audiovisual control equipment will consist of
consoles, screens, task lighting and a small control equipment rack.
Heat load for control equipment (excluding operators)

up to 1kW

PROJECTION
As projection is likely to be required for performances, or presentations
in this area, we anticipate a medium sized projector will be permanently
mounted at high level in this space. When in use it will generate
approximately 2kW of heat gain, which will contribuite to the total load in the
room.
Maximum heat load for projector 			

= 2kW

STAGE ENGINEERING
Although there are the power provisions for stage engineering equipment to
be brought in and connected, it is not anticipated that this equipment will be
used during performances.
The heat loads from this equipment will mostly occur during show setup times when the stagelighting is in minimal use, rather than during
performances. The heat load from this stage engineering equipment can
therefore be fully diversified against the stagelighting load

STAGELIGHTING FIXTURES

In this type of performance space, it is usual for the decorative house
lighting and worklight to be reduced to a low level (or off) when the stage
lighting is in use. It can, therefore, be fully diversified against the figure
above.

NON-DIMMED STAGELIGHTING

As mentioned earlier, these loads do not allow for extraordinary events
when unusual quantities of additional equipment are hired in. In certain
circumstances these loads may be higher.

Total heat dissipation from a typical LED fixture = 200W
For this size of space, assume a typical lighting rig includes around 16no.
LED fixtures of various sizes
We have assumed that these will be in use throughout each show, but at an
average level of 50%:
Total heat load for LED fixtures = 16 x 200W x 0.5
= 3kW

As mentioned previously, it is anticipated that this performance area will use
all LED fixtures

Total combined heat load generated by Stagelighting and Audiovisual
equipment in Lobby Performance Area
		
up to 6kW
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ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

STAGELIGHTING POWER

AUDIOVISUAL POWER

INTRODUCTION

The individual power supplies for Stagelighting at this stage of the design
are shown on the accompanying schematic drawings.

The individual power supplies for the Audiovisual systems at this stage of
the design are shown on the accompanying schematic drawings.

A number of ring/radial circuits are required for the Stagelighting power
sockets in the distributed facilities panels, but the actual number of circuits
required will need confirmation from the Electrical Services Designer
pending completion of their design.

A number of ring/radial circuits are required for the Audiovisual power
sockets in the distributed facilities panels, but the actual number of circuits
required will need confirmation from the Electrical Services Designer
pending completion of their design.

The information below represents Charcoalblue’s assessment of the
anticipated electrical supply requirements for the performance technical
equipment in the performance spaces the new Waikato Reginal Theatre,
Hamilton.
These estimates are based on our previous experience of similar buildings
and on our current assumptions of the building usage.
The technical performance systems in the building require 11 separate and
discrete electrical supplies, drawn directly from the main incoming LV panel.
This is to avoid interference between the systems:
1.	
2.	
3.	
4.	
5.	
6.	
7.	
8.	
9.	

Theatre – Temporary Audiovisual Power - 125A TPN
Theatre – Audiovisual power – 120A TPN
Theatre – Stage Engineering Power – 600A TPN
Theatre – Stage Engineering Power – 125A TPN
Theatre – Stage Engineering Power – 125A TPN
Theatre – Stage Engineering Power – 200A TPN
Theatre – Stage Engineering Power – 200A TPN
Theatre – Stagelighting Power – 800A TPN
Theatre – Stagelighting Temporary Power – 400A TPN

10.	Buildingwide – Audiovisual Power – 80A SPN
11.	 Buildingwide – Stagelighting Power – 80A TPN
It is important that the distribution boards supplying services for the
technical performance systems do not supply any of the other buildingwide services. This is to ensure that noise-inducing harmonics from general
building equipment are not induced within the technical performance
systems, and vice versa.
These 11 main supplies, along with the anticipated individual supplies
required, are detailed in the drawings accompanying this document –
16125-ES-SC-series.
All distribution boards for performance equipment are to have provision for
20% additional supplies to be added for future expansion.
The sockets shown on the schematics are to be AS/NZS 3112:2011
compliant, Clipsal by Schneider-type sockets or similar would be
appropriate, with integral RCD and isolating switch for the connection of
loose equipment.
The power supplies shown on the accompanying schematic drawings are
for performance equipment only and do not include power for Emergency
lighting, General building power, IT/data systems, Foyers, Wardrobe
facilities and Dressing rooms, etc.

SL CONTAINMENT REQUIREMENTS
The Stagelighting system will require 2 separate containment classes:
---

LV mains supplies (SL/1)
ELV stagelighting data services (SL/2)

Power supplies for connection of temporary equipment may be fed from
single cables contained within SL/1 or from SWA cable mounted on a
separate tray system.

STAGE ENGINEERING POWER
The individual power supplies for Stage Engineering at this stage of the
design are shown on the accompanying schematic drawings.

AV CONTAINMENT REQUIREMENTS
The Audiovisual containment systems play an important role in protecting
the integrity of sensitive audio equipment from induced noise. The
Audiovisual system will require 4 separate containment classes:
-----

LV mains supplies (AV/1)
Loudspeakers (AV/2)
Data, video and communication services (AV/3)
Audio line signals (AV/4)

The audio signal class AV/4 is the most sensitive and should be sited
a minimum 500mm from parallel runs of power containment. Where a
crossover is required between audio services and other electrical services,
this should be done with a variance angle of 90°.
Temporary equipment outlets may be fed from single cables contained
within AV/1 or from SWA cable mounted on a separate tray system.

SE CONTAINMENT REQUIREMENTS
The Stage Engineering system will require 2 separate containment classes:
---

LV mains supplies (SE/1)
ELV control & data services (SE/2)

Power supplies for connection of temporary equipment may be fed from
single cables contained within SE/1 or from SWA cable mounted on a
separate tray system.
The architecture of the power and control distribution for Stage Engineering
systems varies enormously between different manufacturers. Depending
upon the products eventually chosen, it may be possible to combine SE/1
and SE/2, or to combine both with the stagelighting containment groups.
The type of control system will be defined during the following stages of
the design. For this stage it would be appropriate to assume that Stage
Engineering systems will require their own discrete containment.

Overall design responsibility for the electrical services remains the
responsibility of the Electrical Services Designer.
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DIVERSITY CONSIDERATIONS
Not all the supplies detailed above will be in use at the same time or to their
full capacity.
Although the supplies and the switchgear should be sized as per the list
above to cope with peak demand and switch-on, the following considerations
should provide a reasonable approach to specifying the normal expected
loads on these supplies:
--

The Audiovisual power for Theatre temporary equipment - supply
# is for the use when touring shows bring in their own stagelighting
equipment. In this case, there will be less of the installed stagelighting
system in use, so we usually recommend that this supply can be fully
diversified against supply #2

--

The Audiovisual power for Theatre equipment - supply #2 - will
generally not be used at full capacity. This supply is sized to prevent
unwanted tripping at system switch-on and at times of peak load,
but the normal daily load on this supply is likely to be around 16%
(16kW) of the maximum possible load, in line with the heat load figures
provided above.

--

The Stage Engineering equipment is very unlikely to be used at times
of peak stagelighting load. Most of the stage engineering use will be
during show set-up times, i.e. not in performances. Scenery changes
that do take place during shows usually occur in darker lighting states,
i.e. not at the same time as the stagelighting peak load.

--

So, it is normal practice to fully diversify the stage engineering loads
on supplies #3 - #7 against the stagelighting loads on supplies #4 &
#9.

--

The Stagelighting power for the Theatre - supply #8 - will generally
not be used at full capacity. This supply is sized to prevent unwanted
tripping at times of peak load, but the normal load on this supply is
likely to be around 33% (180kW) of the maximum possible load, in line
with the heat load figures provided above

--

The 250A Stagelighting power supply for temporary equipment supply #9 - is for the use when touring shows bring in their own
stagelighting equipment. In this case, there will be less of the installed
stagelighting system in use, so we usually recommend that this supply
can be fully diversified against supply #8

--

The Audiovisual power for Lobby performance/Buildingwide - supply
#10 - will generally not be used at full capacity. This supply is sized to
prevent unwanted tripping at system switch-on and at times of peak
load, but the normal load on this supply is likely to be around 13%
(7kW) of the maximum possible load, in line with the heat load figures
provided above.

--

The Stagelighting power for Lobby performance/Buildingwide - supply
#11 - will generally not be used at full capacity. This supply is sized to
prevent unwanted tripping at times of peak load, but the normal load
on this supply is likely to be around 11% (5.8kW) of the maximum
possible load, in line with the heat load figures provided above
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4.9 FIRE ENGINEERING REPORT
INTRODUCTION
Theatres are important buildings. They reflect the society and culture and
make a significant sociological statement about their host cities and provide
a symbol of the creative aspirations of the community. They provide a forum
for public entertainment, gathering, discourse and exhibition and therefore
form an important part of the fabric of the local environment.
The fire engineering design for the proposed aikato Regional Theatre
(WRT) is being developed not only to achieve the performance objectives
of the New Zealand Building Code but to fulfil the functional and societal
objectives of the client and provide a creative artistic hub for the city of
Hamilton and wider Waikato region.
The fire engineering objectives for the W T are:
--

Protect people from the threat of fire

--

Protect the building fabric from the threat of fire

--

Reduce the risk of fire spread to other property

--

Facilitate an open, flexible, multi-use artistic environment

--

Provide a sustainable and inclusive fire design solutio

The C/VM2 sets out 10 design scenarios that must each be considered
and assessed in order to achieve compliance with the Building Code. The
fire engineering design is iterative and is determined through trial designs
which are tested until the solution is determined. The input parameters,
acceptance criteria and scope of the trial fire deign assessments are
established through the Fire Engineering Brief (FEB) process.
The FEB enables key objectives, fire design, technical scope and input
criteria to be determined with agreement of regulatory stakeholders
which reduces approvals risk early in the design stages. Key regulatory
stakeholders for the Theatre fire design will be Momentum, Hamilton City
Council, Fire Emergency New Zealand and an independent peer reviewer.
At this stage based on the proposed concept layouts, it is expected that
in the region of 10 fire design scenarios will be applied for the Theatre to
appraise different facets of the design such as availability of egress, fire
and smoke development, impact of physical and active containment and
fire fighting provisions These assessments shall apply detailed analytical
fire engineering techniques to assist in verifying assumptions concerning
occupant egress and fire and smoke development within the building.
The results of the analyses shall indicate if the performance objectives have
been achieved, informing the development of final design solution. The
detailed analysis of the fire design scenarios shall be further developed as
the project evolves with input from key regulatory stakeholders to ensure
approvals risks are managed throughout the design process.

LIMITATION OF SCOPE
The fire design prepared for concept stage is limited to the W T only and
does not specifically address the hotel. In reality it will not be possible to
develop a holistic fire engineering strategy for the W T without the hotel
forming an explicit part of the fire engineering design scope as a fire safet
design solution is a system of interactions and the open connection and
synergy between the two buildings requires a holistic fire engineering
solution that considers both buildings as a single building.
The integration of the two buildings will progress in the next design stage to
ensure a holistic and appropriate fire design solution is developed.

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
To demonstrate compliance with the 2012 Building Code Protection
from Fire Clauses (C1 – C6), the overall Masterplan fire design shall be
developed in accordance with the C/VM2 Verification Method: Framework
for Fire Safety Design. This Framework outlines an approach of evaluating
a number of fire design scenarios that test di ferent performance aspects
against a set of prescribed acceptance criteria. The main objective is to
challenge the proposed trial design and demonstrate that occupants can
safely evacuate before the onset of untenable conditions, and that fire
fighters can undertake their operations in reasonable safet .
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FIRE ENGINEERING PHILOSOPHY

COMMUNICATION:

The fire engineering philosophy for the W T design is to provide a
seamlessly integrated fire design solution that can be sustainably managed
by the end user. To achieve the fire design objectives the following themes
underpin development of the fire engineering strategy

Ensuring that if ignition occurs, fire is detected, active fire safety system
activate to warn occupants and management of the incidence of fire
A number of automatic fire detection and alarm systems shall be
implemented into the WRT design to provide early warning of fire. It is
expected that the advanced detection systems such as aspirating smoke
detection will be provided in the auditorium and other architecturally
sensitive areas to provide very early detection to offer optimal time for
investigation periods and staff to initiate a first emergency response, e.g.
assisting occupants with reduced capabilities to evacuate.

CONTAINMENT:
Ensuring that the fire is contained to certain areas to help facilitate
evacuation, minimise fire and smoke damage and support recover .
All floor levels above ground are generally open plan in concept with little
passive separation between apart from escape routes, this is necessary
to facilitate the desired open connectivity and multi-use functions. The
auditorium shall be fire separated from the remainder of the theatre with all
sub ground levels provided with a high level of passive fire containment to
limit the opportunity for fire and smoke spread.
Furthermore, passive containment will be developed to ensure the impact
of fire on the adjoining hotel is minimised, ensuring unwanted disruption is
averted as much as practicable, and vice versa.
Smoke management systems will be investigated to help manipulate the
potential movement of smoke throughout the building and remove smoke to
assist occupant evacuation and support fire fighting operations
Where passive fire containment can assist egress such as escape routes,
active systems such as fire curtains shall be explored to encourage and
promote open spatial planning.

PREVENTION:
Ensuing that fire does not start by controlling ignition and fuel sources.
Prevention is better than cure. Fire prevention at its heart relies on
sound daily operational procedures and work practices that inherently
reduce the risk of fire. The fire design shall be developed with input from
the WRT end users to ensure that proposed design solutions can be
effectively implemented and be managed. Design assumptions related to
operations will be verified through continual stakeholder engagement to
ensure unreasonable and onerous conditions are not transferred to the
management.
Fire safety management procedures which demand too much time and
effort by the WRT staff and hinder their daily tasks are unlikely to be
sustainable, therefore it is recommended that a robust operational fire
safety management plan be developed in collaboration with the WRT for
handover at completion of the construction.
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SUPPRESSION:
Ensuring a fire can be suppressed quickly to prolong tenable conditions for
occupants to escape and help minimise damage to the building.

A robust fire safety management strategy is recommended which focusses
on prevention, daily operations and emergency procedures to enable staff
with the tools to embed a positive fire safety culture. The risk of fire cannot
be completely removed, however with effective operations both the risk of
fire occurrence and the impact of fire can be reduced. Development an
implementation of a well-considered operational fire safety plan will assist
the WRT to operate effectively with preparedness for a fire event.

MEANS OF ESCAPE
The WRT will utilise a simultaneous evacuation whereby upon alarm
activation the full theatre will evacuate. The intent of the fire design is to
enable the WRT management the ability to investigate a fire detection and
confirm a fire event before the full theatre building is alerted
The principle of means of escape design is to offer alternative escape
routes so that in the event one encounters fire preventing escape, one
can turn their back and escape in another direction. The fire design of the
WRT will inherently offer occupants multiple directions of means of escape
supported by passive fire separations to mitigate the risk of fire and smok
affecting multiple escape routes at the same time.
Generally the fire design will use primary circulation routes within the
building for means of escape with additional dedicated protected escape
routes. The use of open circulation for means of escape will make egress
intuitive and unambiguous for occupants, particularly for occupants not
familiar with the layout of the building, which will likely represent the highest
percentage of the population within the building. The positive attributes of
circulation routes for egress also represent risks as this creates ready paths
for smoke spread, therefore the fire design will create a system of egress
and containment that works together to facilitate the opportunity for safe
egress.
Means of escape will be distributed around the auditorium with egress stairs
being positioned remote form one another. The benefit of this layout is
that the impact of fire on exit availability is reduced optimising the possible
egress capacity afforded by escape routes. The below image shows the
diversity of proposed egress and distribution around the building.

The WRT will be fully fire sprinklered to reduce the impact and
consequence of fire. A suppressed fire represents a lower risk to occupants
and is easier to tackle for the Fire Service. A detailed fire protection design
shall be undertaken to ensure the integration of fire systems works in
synergy with the aesthetic intentions to present a seamless fire protection
solution.
A design fire risk assessment will inform the fire protection design for th
WRT to ensure appropriate fire systems are specified which address ris
with intelligence to mitigate instances of false alarms.
Business Continuity & Recovery:
Ensuring that appropriate operational procedures are in place to initiate
recovery operations for business continuance in the aftermath of fire
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--

Sculpture Terrace - a minimum of two escape routes are required
from this area. Escape from Terrace will interact with escape routes
from the auditorium therefore sufficient capacity must be provided to
enable quick egress without delaying egress from other areas.

--

Means of escape on circulation routes – high crowd loadings will be
present on the circulation areas and means of escape must facilitate
timely evacuation from areas which could be susceptible to smoke
spread.

--

Reduced capabilities – the evacuation of occupants with reduced
capabilities will require detailed appraisal to ensure adequate
provisions are provided for a range of users, and which do not
detrimentally impact on the egress of others. The WRT will require to
invest into the process of developing operational procedures to assist
those with reduced capabilities, supported by robust design.

MEANS OF ESCAPE – OCCUPANTS WITH REDUCED CAPABILITIES
The WRT will form a major public building and attract a wide range of
users. A key objective for the fire design for the W T is to provide means of
escape for all.
The WRT could have numbers of people with reduced capabilities where
using stairs for evacuation could be problematic and also adversely impact
on the egress of others by reducing the flow time through an escape route.

MEANS OF ESCAPE – CHALLENGES
The WRT design is generally positive for means of escape with multiple
escape routes well distributed around the building. However, the design
proposals do present a number of challenges for the means of escape
design which will require further detailed appraisal to ensure occupants
can egress without being exposed to untenable conditions and inform the
fire design solutions. At this stage the means of escape design is only at a
concept level and fire engineering analysis and interrogation is required
--

Theatre Egress Stairs – discharge of protected escape stairs on each
side of the auditorium needs to be rationalised to ensure egress to a
safe place is maintained on the level of exit.

--

North West Protected Stair – availability to use for egress from
theatre level 2 (Front Balcony). The positioning of the stair within the
hotel footprint leaves uncertainty, and also an opportunity which must
be developed.

--

Rear Balcony Escape Capacity – current proposed escape routes
may not be sufficient to facilitate egress quick enough. Occupants
at the rear balcony level will be exposed to greatest risk from a fire
within the auditorium. Additional escape routes may be required from
the auditorium at this level.
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The fire design shall provide features to assist the W T management to
develop appropriate procedures to facilitate egress for occupants of all
abilities. The positioning of passive fire separations will enable a form
of progressive horizontal evacuation where occupants can be relocated
laterally away from fire into a firecell un fected by fire and smoke, from
where, a managed evacuation can take place with occupants at lesser risk.
Modern systems like evacuation chairs and refuge areas will be
investigated to compliment a robust operational management plan and
evacuation scheme.

LIFTS FOR EVACUATION
To comply with the Building Code, it is not necessary to provide a lift for
the evacuation of disabled people, however where there are significant
numbers of people, their use can greatly assist management in evacuating
occupants with reduced capabilities.
Evacuation lifts are a well-established concept and are used internationally,
mainly in high rise buildings with the requirements for their use outlined
in international codes of practice such as BS EN 81-70 and BS 9999.
Evacuation lifts generally include extensive passive fire protection to
fire separate from the remainder of a building, specialised controls and
alternative power supplies. In addition their use is fundamentally driven by
operational control and specific procedures.
At this stage it would not be proposed to provide an evacuation lift as fully
specified in codes of practice, however based on the layout of the building
and ability to escape laterally across upper floor plates, the aim would be to
facilitate safe operation of a lift by trained WRT personnel where there is no
immediate threat from fire. The principle would be that occupants needing
to use a lift can egress laterally on the same floor level into the opposite
firecell to use a lift to evacuate.
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The concept of how lifts could be used to support evacuation for those with
reduced capability is shown below where a fire in firecel A would result in
occupants inside the auditorium moving laterally with management support
into firecell B and then using an adapted lift to escape as part of operational
emergency management procedures.

An important control to limit fire spread relates to internal surface finishe
which can contribute to the speed at which a fire develops. Controls on
the surface finishes in high crowd spaces will apply to the W T design
with the crowd spaces forming the highest levels of control. This will mean
that exposed timber will require certain treatments where located in critical
areas such as escape routes.
At this stage passive fire separations are proposed as follows and form the
principle of passive containment that will inform the WRT design:
--

WRT floors and supporting structure providing a fire resistance of 6
– 120 minutes – to be determined by calculation.

--

WRT and hotel fire separated from one another by 60 minutes

--

Auditorium fire separated by 60 minutes fire separatio

--

Car parking and WRT support areas fire separated from performance
spaces and open circulation by 60 minutes fire separations.

--

Active fire separations used to temporarily fire separate ope
circulation spaces fire separated by 30 – 60 minutes

--

Proescenium not fire separated - stage and auditorium shall form a
single firecell.

SMOKE MANAGEMENT
CONTROL OF FIRE & SMOKE SPREAD
The ability of a design to contain a fire once started is critical to the
protection of life safety in a crowd occupancy like the WRT where a high
density occupant loading will occur. Regardless of management and fire
safety systems intended to tackle the outbreak of fire, the building design
should be able to contain a fire and smoke and limit spread.
There is an inherent safety factor in the building construction which does
not rely on human involvement or maintenance regimens like active fire
systems to ensure they perform effectively. Passive fire requirements for
the WRT design shall focus on creating a number of firecells to help protect
escape routes, elements of structure and
Control of fire and smoke spread shall be provided by passive fir
protection. In addition active fire protection and smoke containment will
be provided in certain areas where open connectivity is required such
as primary circulation routes. Generally the use of passive fire rated
construction shall be provided to protect key escape routes and to protect
collection storage and working areas. In addition, certain parts of the
building structure will need to provide resistance to fire to maintain their
structural integrity. The construction forming firecells is expected to provide
fire resistance ratings in the range of 60 minutes to 120 minutes.
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It is expected that smoke management will be required to assist in the
preservation of tenable conditions in heavily occupied areas such as the
auditorium. Smoke management could manifest in the form of natural or
mechanical extract to dispel smoke early in fire development to assist
evacuation.
Initial reviews of the design suggest that smoke management may
be considered for the auditorium, flytower and the secondary open
performance space / café. Where applied, the philosophy is to extract hot
smoke at the highest point with fresh air supplied at low level. As well as
life safety, the removal of smoke also assists fire fighting operations an
reduces damage.
The design of smoke management systems requires careful consideration
of air movement and ability to supply fresh air to augment smoke that
is extracted from a space. The fire design will be developed in close
collaboration with the building services and architectural consultants to
ensure system requirements are established and integrated into the overall
design. The below image shows the principle of removing smoke from a fire
inside the auditorium to provide more time for occupants at upper levels to
escape (ie. smoke is removed so it does not spill down into lower levels).

SMOKE MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES
The following challenges will need to be overcome in respect of smoke
management design, which will require detailed analysis and interrogation
in the preliminary design stage:
--

Auditorium – establishing quick enough activation to turn on
smoke extract systems to extract smoke from the high parts of the
auditorium.

--

Auditorium – position of smoke extract points needs rationalised
with the architectural and services design to ensure conflict with key
design features is minimised.

--

Auditorium – supply of fresh air at a suitable flow rate. Locations of
inlet air need care to ensure they are available and provide supply air
at the necessary flow rates.

--

Circulation – positioning of smoke extract points to remove smoke
needs rationalised with the aesthetic intent to avoid obtrusive
features. The use of lantern lights may be helpful as natural smoke
reservoirs.
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STRUCTURAL FIRE ENGINEERING
Structural ﬁre engineering is the engineering discipline relating to the
analysis and design of structures exposed to elevated temperatures.
Holmes Fire has a strong track record of performance based structural fire
engineering and employs a range of analysis methods, including advanced
non-linear ﬁnite element analysis where the response of structures in
ﬁre can be analysed. This takes account of phenomena such as large
displacements, thermal expansion and contraction, material changes at
elevated temperatures and impact of fire suppression systems.
These methods has been used to demonstrate the reduction in structural
ﬁre protection, which may not have been possible with simpler methods.
The following benefits can be gained and will be investigated for the W T
where structural steel framing is selected for the structural design:
--

Reduction of passive ﬁre protection to steel framed structures.

--

Increased property protection.

--

Improved aesthetics for exposed steel or timber structures.

--

Reduction in long term maintenance costs.

For drawings see Appendix H.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A - JASMAX DRAWINGS
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Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
DR6
DR6
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
WC
Bath
Bath
Greenroom
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Front Balcony Foyer
Front Balcony WC
Balcony Bar
Room
Dimmer
Front Balcony (Level 2)

Number

D09
D10
D11
D12
D13
D14
D18
D20a
D20b
D25b

A01c
A03c
A08
A13b
C02

Area

Level

26.73 m²
6.60 m²
117.62 m²
33.99 m²
16.59 m²
12.78 m²
6.27 m²
52.34 m²
25.92 m²
18.87 m²
29.05 m²
28.53 m²
36.67 m²
37.21 m²
38.84 m²
41.94 m²
33.70 m²
9.91 m²
9.72 m²
66.79 m²
5.51 m²
3.95 m²
5.51 m²
1.76 m²
5.37 m²
117.46 m²
117.90 m²
10.11 m²
25.56 m²
23.65 m²
966.84 m²

Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)

Department
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Public
Public
Public
Public
Technical

STAIR DOWN
TO CIRCLE

1

ATRIUM
VOID

SK-301

VICTORIA STREET

UP

A13b
Room
26 m²

HOTEL
LOBBY
RL 44000

HOTEL
B.O.H

C02
Dimmer
24 m²

STAGE / FLY TOWER
ATRIUM
VOID

1

D25b

REFER CHARCOALBLUE DRAWINGS
FOR GRID AND GALLERY LEVELS

Greenroom
67 m²
RL 44000

SK-302

SCREEN

D18
WC
34 m²

10x toilets
2x acc toilet

D20a

D20b

Bath
10 m²

Bath
10 m²

COURTYARD
BELOW

UP
UP

D09
DR6
29 m²

D10

D11

D12

D13

D14

DR6
29 m²

Chorus DR
37 m²

Chorus DR
37 m²

Chorus DR
39 m²

Chorus DR
42 m²
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Room Schedule - Floor Levels (Rear Balcony)
Name
Balcony (Front and Rear)
Room
Room
Room
Room
Rear Balcony (Level 3)

Number

Area

B01c

353.26 m²
6.27 m²
12.45 m²
1.76 m²
64.29 m²
438.03 m²

G2

Level
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)

Department
Auditorium / Stage
Circulation
Circulation
Plant / Services
Plant / Services

Area Zoning

SCULPTURE
TERRACE

EXTERNAL
VOID

Auditorium / Stage

RL 48000

ROOF

Circulation
Plant / Services

RL 48000

B01c
UP

1

LIGHTWELL
VOID

Balcony (Front and Rear)
353 m²

ATRIUM
VOID

VICTORIA STREET

SK-301

RL 48000

ROOF

STAGE / FLY TOWER

1

HOTEL
ROOF

REFER CHARCOALBLUE DRAWINGS
FOR GRID AND GALLERY LEVELS

ATRIUM
VOID

SK-302

SCREEN
COURTYARD
BELOW
RL 48000
UP

G2
Room
64 m²

OUTDOOR
PLANT
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DRAWING Rear Balcony (Level 3) Space Planning

SCALE @ A1 1 : 200
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Room Schedule - Floor Levels (Bridge)
Name
Followspot
Bridge (Level 4)

Number

Area

C03

10.44 m²
10.44 m²

Level
Bridge (Level 4)

Department
Technical

SK-305

Area Zoning
Technical

ROOF
RL 48000

C03

ROOF

Followspot
10 m²
RL 52000

LIGHTWELL
UP

GLAZED
ROOF TO
ATRIUM

1

BRIDGE ZONE

VICTORIA STREET

SK-301

RL 51200

1

ROOF

GLAZED
ROOF TO
ATRIUM

HOTEL
ROOF

FLY TOWER

SK-302

UP

ROOF
RL 52000
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DRAWING Bridge (Level 4) Space Planning

SCALE @ A1 1 : 200
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DRAWING No. SK-115

REV. E

F.O.H

B.O.H

Room Schedule - Departments (FoH)
Name
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Circulation

Number

B02d

Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Plant
Room
Plant
Plant / Services
Stalls Foyer
Circle Foyer
Front Balcony Foyer
Cloak/First Aid
Stalls WC
Stalls WC
Front Balcony WC
Box Office
Stalls Bar & Store
Circle Bar & Store
Circle Bar & Store
Balcony Bar
Cafe
Cafe
Wine/Beer Store
Central Bar Store
Shop
Room
Public
Grand total

G1
G2
G3

A01a
A01b
A01c
A02
A03aF
A03aM
A03c
A04
A06
A07a
A07b
A08
A09a
A09b
A10
A11
A12
A13b

Room Schedule - Departments (BoH)

Area

Level

Department

20.69 m²
38.29 m²
12.45 m²
6.27 m²
94.20 m²
26.73 m²
35.97 m²
12.45 m²
26.73 m²
26.73 m²
6.27 m²
6.60 m²
26.80 m²
26.73 m²
43.96 m²
16.59 m²
6.60 m²
6.60 m²
16.59 m²
188.89 m²
117.62 m²
36.23 m²
16.59 m²
12.78 m²
6.27 m²
6.27 m²
12.45 m²
52.34 m²
6.27 m²
86.44 m²
34.02 m²
14.72 m²
5.40 m²
13.28 m²
4.48 m²
0.96 m²
12.73 m²
19.45 m²
14.89 m²
7.91 m²
195.38 m²
142.23 m²
15.24 m²
19.46 m²
18.87 m²
5.11 m²
1523.51 m²

Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Circle (Level 1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Circle (Level 1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Circle (Level 1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Circle (Level 1)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Stalls (Level -1)
Circle (Level 1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Stalls (Level -1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)

Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation

3.95 m²
5.51 m²
5.51 m²
5.51 m²
3.95 m²
5.51 m²
1.76 m²
1.76 m²
2.09 m²
1.76 m²
16.58 m²
3.96 m²
7.74 m²
1.76 m²
1.76 m²
2.09 m²
5.51 m²
5.51 m²
3.95 m²
5.51 m²
2.09 m²
213.91 m²
64.29 m²
134.80 m²
506.77 m²

Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Sub-stage (Level -2)

Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services

177.57 m²
402.48 m²
117.46 m²
10.11 m²
83.26 m²
110.67 m²
117.90 m²
29.20 m²
30.43 m²
10.11 m²
9.30 m²
10.11 m²
41.82 m²
105.29 m²
44.17 m²
29.20 m²
9.36 m²
25.56 m²
1363.99 m²
3394.27 m²

Stalls (Level -1)
Circle (Level 1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Circle (Level 1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Circle (Level 1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)

Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public

Name

Number

Area

Crew/Offices
IT/Comms
Cleaners
Stage Door
Waiting
Admin / Staff

E01b
E02
E03
E04a
E04b

26.33 m²
11.03 m²
13.57 m²
7.69 m²
9.55 m²
68.16 m²

Stalls
Circle
Balcony (Front and Rear)
Orchestra Lift Pit
Seating Wagon
Seating Wagon
Mainstage
Trap Room
Instr. Store
General Store
AV Store
Electrics Store
Stage Drapes
M. Store
M. Workshop
Elec./AV Workshop
Piano Store
WC
Refuse
Scene Dock
Auditorium / Stage

B01a
B01b
B01c
B02a
B02b
B02c
B03
B04
B05a
B05b
B05d
B05e
B05f
B05g
B05h
B05i
B05k
B06
B07
B08

DR2
DR2
DR2
DR2 (Acc.)
Lounge
DR4
DR4
DR6
DR6
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
Conductor
Musician
Musician
WC
WC
Acc. WC
Bath
Bath
Wardrobe
Laundry
Wigs
WC/Shower
Props Prep
Greenroom
Performer
Control Room
Dimmer
Followspot
Technical
Grand total

Level

Department

Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)

Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff

493.01 m²
271.03 m²
353.26 m²
57.51 m²
40.68 m²
39.07 m²
429.22 m²
46.06 m²
18.22 m²
49.20 m²
17.85 m²
25.38 m²
19.94 m²
12.32 m²
14.68 m²
28.59 m²
12.48 m²
37.01 m²
23.69 m²
75.42 m²
2064.61 m²

Stalls (Level -1)
Circle (Level 1)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Lift Pit
Lift Pit
Lift Pit
Stalls (Level -1)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)

Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage

D01
D02
D03
D04
D05
D07
D08
D09
D10
D11
D12
D13
D14
D15
D16
D17
D18
D18
D19
D20a
D20b
D21
D22
D23
D24
D25a
D25b

22.41 m²
21.29 m²
21.77 m²
23.10 m²
17.74 m²
19.92 m²
20.35 m²
29.05 m²
28.53 m²
36.67 m²
37.21 m²
38.84 m²
41.94 m²
23.62 m²
32.59 m²
32.93 m²
33.70 m²
10.07 m²
4.96 m²
9.91 m²
9.72 m²
30.48 m²
20.44 m²
24.80 m²
15.59 m²
12.31 m²
66.79 m²
686.72 m²

Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Circle (Level 1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)

Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer

C01
C02
C03

42.93 m²
23.65 m²
10.44 m²
77.02 m²
2896.52 m²

Circle (Level 1)
Technical
Front Balcony (Level 2) Technical
Bridge (Level 4)
Technical
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1
SK-305

Area Zoning

1/2 PLANT
ALLOWANCE TO BE
COVERED BY HOTEL
(214m2)

Auditorium / Stage

G1

RL 31000

Plant
214 m²

Circulation

G3

Plant / Services

Plant
135 m²

Performer

REFER SERVICES
ENGINEERS
DRAWINGS FOR
INFORMATION ON
UNDERSLAB
PLENUM

1/2 PLANT
ALLOWANCE TO BE
COVERED BY HOTEL
(135m2)

Admin / Staff

EXTENT OF
ELEVATED DECK
ABOVE

UP

1
SK-301

UP

Room Schedule - Floor Levels (Sub-stage)
Name
Crew/Offices
IT/Comms
Cleaners
Trap Room
Instr. Store
General Store
AV Store
Electrics Store
Stage Drapes
M. Store
M. Workshop
Elec./AV Workshop
Piano Store
WC
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Conductor
Musician
Musician
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Plant
Plant
Sub-stage (Level -2)

Number

Area

E01b
E02
E03
B04
B05a
B05b
B05d
B05e
B05f
B05g
B05h
B05i
B05k
B06

26.33 m²
11.03 m²
13.57 m²
46.06 m²
18.22 m²
49.20 m²
17.85 m²
25.38 m²
19.94 m²
12.32 m²
14.68 m²
28.59 m²
12.48 m²
37.01 m²
20.69 m²
38.29 m²
94.20 m²
26.80 m²
6.27 m²
86.44 m²
14.72 m²
5.40 m²
13.28 m²
4.48 m²
0.96 m²
12.73 m²
19.45 m²
14.89 m²
15.24 m²
5.11 m²
23.62 m²
32.59 m²
32.93 m²
1.76 m²
16.58 m²
3.96 m²
5.51 m²
2.09 m²
213.91 m²
134.80 m²
1179.34 m²

B02d
D15
D16
D17

G1
G3

Level
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)

Department
Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Performer
Performer
Performer
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services

B02b
Seating Wagon
41 m²

D16

SEATING WAGON STORES AND
LIFT PIT AREAS COUNTED ON
ADJACENT PART PLAN

Musician
33 m²

RL 29000

B02a
Orchestra Lift Pit
58 m²

B02c

E02

Seating Wagon
39 m²

IT/Comms
11 m²

B04

B05e

Trap Room
46 m²

Electrics Store
25 m²

B05d

B05f

AV Store
18 m²

1
SK-302

B05k

B05b

B05i
Elec./AV Workshop
29 m²

Stage Drapes
20 m²

General Store
49 m²

B05a

Instr. Store
Piano Store
18 m²
12 m²

B05h
M. Workshop
15 m²

B05g

E01b
Crew/Offices
26 m²

D17
Musician
33 m²

D15
Conductor
24 m²

2

M. Store
12 m²

SK-301

Orchestra Pit/Seating Wagon
1 : 200

Part Plan

RL 31000

E03
UP

Cleaners
14 m²

B06
WC
37 m²

1
SK-301

Sub-stage Space Planning
1 : 200

Plan
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DRAWING Sub-stage (Level -2) Space Planning
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Room Schedule - Floor Levels (Stalls)

EMBASSY PLAZA
RL 36000

Name

1

RL 33000

RL 32000

SK-305

Area Zoning

A06
Stalls Bar & Store
30 m²

A10

RL 35500

Wine/Beer Store
44 m²

Public
Auditorium / Stage

A09a
Cafe
42 m²

RL 35500

Circulation
Plant / Services

A01a
A03aM

A03aF

Stalls WC
111 m²

Stalls WC
83 m²
UP

Stalls Foyer
178 m²

Performer

A02

Shared Hotel / Theatre

Cloak/First Aid
10 m²

A11

VOID
ABOVE

Central Bar Store
26 m²

Admin / Staff

F07
Rehearsal
150 m²

A09b

RL 35500

Cafe
105 m²

1

Stage Door
Waiting
Stalls
Mainstage
Refuse
Scene Dock
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
DR2
DR2
DR2
DR2 (Acc.)
Lounge
Acc. WC
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Stalls Foyer
Cloak/First Aid
Stalls WC
Stalls WC
Stalls Bar & Store
Cafe
Cafe
Wine/Beer Store
Central Bar Store
Stalls (Level -1)

Number

Area

E04a
E04b
B01a
B03
B07
B08

7.69 m²
9.55 m²
493.01 m²
429.22 m²
23.69 m²
75.42 m²
6.27 m²
33.99 m²
35.97 m²
12.45 m²
6.60 m²
16.59 m²
188.89 m²
7.91 m²
142.23 m²
19.46 m²
22.41 m²
21.29 m²
21.77 m²
23.10 m²
17.74 m²
4.96 m²
1.76 m²
5.37 m²
5.51 m²
5.51 m²
3.95 m²
177.57 m²
10.11 m²
83.26 m²
110.67 m²
30.43 m²
41.82 m²
105.29 m²
44.17 m²
25.92 m²
2271.56 m²

D01
D02
D03
D04
D05
D19

A01a
A02
A03aF
A03aM
A06
A09a
A09b
A10
A11

Level
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)

Department
Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public

SK-301

UP

UP

UP

B01a

VICTORIA STREET

Stalls
493 m²

F08
Kitchenette/WC
25 m²

PUBLIC
ENTRY

F06

RL 35500

Education/Store
40 m²

OUTDOOR
ELEVATED
COURTYARD

LINE OF SCREEN OVER
SHOWN DASHED
RL 35500

B03

B08

Mainstage
429 m²

Carpark
RL 35500

Scene Dock
75 m²
RL 35500

1
SK-302

F02
Loading/Empties/Refuse
RL 35950

RL 35500

RECEIVING
HOTEL B.O.H
SERVICE

Transformer

Switchroom

Hotel
B.O.H
Store

Stage Door
8 m²

RL 36500

SD

RL 36000

Waiting
10 m²

DR2 (Acc.)
23 m²

Lounge
18 m²

D02
DR2
21 m²

LOADING
TREE CANOPY TO BE
LOCALLY TRIMMED

B07

Refuse
24 m²

D03
DR2
22 m²

RL 34500

RL 34500

RL 35500

RL 35000

UPPER RIVER
PROMENADE BY OTHERS
(SHOWN HATCHED) AS
PART OF THE FERRYBANK
MASTERPLAN

D04

D05

E04b

E04a
Bike
Parks

D01
DR2
22 m²

UP

RAMP UP

EDGE OF CIRCLE LEVEL
FLOORPLATE OVER

RL 34000

RL 34500

RL 33000

RL 31000

RL 32007

RL 30000

RL 29000

RL 35500

RL 28000
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Room Schedule - Floor Levels (Circle)

EMBASSY PLAZA
LINE OF SCREEN OVER
SHOWN DASHED

RL 38000

RL 39000

Name

1
SK-305

Area Zoning
Public

RL 39500
RL 39500

RL 39500

DN

RL 38500

Auditorium / Stage
Circulation

CAFE/BAR

A01b

RL 39500

C01
Control Room
43 m²

A12
Shop
9 m²

-

UP

Shared Accessible WC
47 m²

A04

Technical

RL 39500

Plant / Services

A07b

Circle Bar & Store
A07a
9 m²
Circle Bar & Store
10 m²

Performer
Shared Hotel / Theatre

B01b

Box Office
26 m²

RL 39500

Circle Foyer
402 m²

Circle
271 m²

DOUBLE-HEIGHT
SHARED SPACE

Circle
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
DR4
DR4
WC
Wardrobe
Laundry
Wigs
WC/Shower
Props Prep
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Circle Foyer
Box Office
Circle Bar & Store
Circle Bar & Store
Shop
Control Room
Circle (Level 1)

Number

Area

B01b

271.03 m²
12.45 m²
26.73 m²
6.27 m²
33.99 m²
43.96 m²
16.59 m²
6.60 m²
34.02 m²
195.38 m²
19.92 m²
20.35 m²
10.07 m²
30.48 m²
20.44 m²
24.80 m²
15.59 m²
12.31 m²
3.95 m²
5.51 m²
5.51 m²
5.37 m²
7.74 m²
1.76 m²
402.48 m²
25.92 m²
10.11 m²
9.30 m²
9.36 m²
42.93 m²
1330.92 m²

D07
D08
D18
D21
D22
D23
D24
D25a

A01b
A04
A07a
A07b
A12
C01

Level
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)

Department
Auditorium / Stage
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Technical

STAIR UP TO
BALCONY

1
SK-301

UP

ATRIUM
ABOVE

F&B

VICTORIA STREET

UP

F03b
Conference/Sponsors
53 m²

--Shared WC
109 m²

STAGE / FLY TOWER

RL 39500

REFER CHARCOALBLUE DRAWINGS
FOR GRID AND GALLERY LEVELS

ATRIUM
ABOVE

1
SK-302

RL 35500

HOTEL
F.O.H

D25a
Props Prep
12 m²

F01
Catering Staff/Kitchen
72 m²

F03a
Conference/Sponsors
81 m²

RL 38000

D24

WC
10 m²

WC/Shower
16 m²

COURTYARD
BELOW
RL 35500

UP

F&B

Store
36 m²

D18
RL 39500

LOUNGE

F04a

VOID
OVER
SCENE
BAY

D21

D07

D08

D22

D23

Wardrobe
30 m²

DR4
20 m²

DR4
20 m²

Laundry
20 m²

Wigs
25 m²

VOID
OVER
TRUCK
DOCK

UPPER RIVER
PROMENADE BY OTHERS
(SHOWN HATCHED) AS
PART OF THE FERRYBANK
MASTERPLAN

SCREEN

CARPARK
ENTRY
BELOW

RL 37000

RL 36000

RL 35000

RL 34000
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DRAWING Circle (Level 1) Space Planning
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Room Schedule - Floor Levels (Front Balcony)
EMBASSY PLAZA

Name

1
SK-305

Area Zoning
Public

EXTERNAL
VOID

ART
GALLERY

Circulation
Technical

RL 44000

A01c

A03c

Plant / Services

Front Balcony Foyer
117 m²

Front Balcony WC
118 m²

A08

LIGHTWELL
ABOVE

Balcony Bar
10 m²

UP

Performer

Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
DR6
DR6
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
WC
Bath
Bath
Greenroom
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Front Balcony Foyer
Front Balcony WC
Balcony Bar
Room
Dimmer
Front Balcony (Level 2)

Number

D09
D10
D11
D12
D13
D14
D18
D20a
D20b
D25b

A01c
A03c
A08
A13b
C02

Area

Level

26.73 m²
6.60 m²
117.62 m²
33.99 m²
16.59 m²
12.78 m²
6.27 m²
52.34 m²
25.92 m²
18.87 m²
29.05 m²
28.53 m²
36.67 m²
37.21 m²
38.84 m²
41.94 m²
33.70 m²
9.91 m²
9.72 m²
66.79 m²
5.51 m²
3.95 m²
5.51 m²
1.76 m²
5.37 m²
117.46 m²
117.90 m²
10.11 m²
25.56 m²
23.65 m²
966.84 m²

Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)

Department
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Public
Public
Public
Public
Technical

STAIR DOWN
TO CIRCLE

1

ATRIUM
VOID

SK-301

VICTORIA STREET

UP

A13b
Room
26 m²

HOTEL
LOBBY
RL 44000

HOTEL
B.O.H

C02
Dimmer
24 m²

STAGE / FLY TOWER
ATRIUM
VOID

1

D25b

REFER CHARCOALBLUE DRAWINGS
FOR GRID AND GALLERY LEVELS

Greenroom
67 m²
RL 44000

SK-302

SCREEN

D18
WC
34 m²

10x toilets
2x acc toilet

D20a

D20b

Bath
10 m²

Bath
10 m²

COURTYARD
BELOW

UP
UP

D09
DR6
29 m²

D10

D11

D12

D13

D14

DR6
29 m²

Chorus DR
37 m²

Chorus DR
37 m²

Chorus DR
39 m²

Chorus DR
42 m²
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DRAWING Front Balcony (Level 2) Space Planning

SCALE @ A1 1 : 200
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REV. G

Room Schedule - Floor Levels (Rear Balcony)

EMBASSY PLAZA

Name
Balcony (Front and Rear)
Room
Room
Room
Room
Rear Balcony (Level 3)

1
SK-305

Number

Area

B01c

353.26 m²
6.27 m²
12.45 m²
1.76 m²
64.29 m²
438.03 m²

G2

Level
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)

Department
Auditorium / Stage
Circulation
Circulation
Plant / Services
Plant / Services

Area Zoning

SCULPTURE
TERRACE

EXTERNAL
VOID

Auditorium / Stage

RL 48000

ROOF

Circulation
Plant / Services

RL 48000

B01c
UP

1

LIGHTWELL
VOID

Balcony (Front and Rear)
353 m²

ATRIUM
VOID

VICTORIA STREET

SK-301

RL 48000

ROOF

STAGE / FLY TOWER

1

HOTEL
ROOF

REFER CHARCOALBLUE DRAWINGS
FOR GRID AND GALLERY LEVELS

ATRIUM
VOID

SK-302

SCREEN
COURTYARD
BELOW
RL 48000
UP

G2
Room
64 m²

OUTDOOR
PLANT
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JOB No.

DRAWING Rear Balcony (Level 3) Space Planning

SCALE @ A1 1 : 200
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DRAWING No. SK-114

REV. G

Room Schedule - Floor Levels (Bridge)

EMBASSY PLAZA

Name
Followspot
Bridge (Level 4)

1

Number

Area

C03

10.44 m²
10.44 m²

Level
Bridge (Level 4)

Department
Technical

SK-305

Area Zoning
Technical

ROOF
RL 48000

C03

ROOF

Followspot
10 m²
RL 52000

LIGHTWELL
UP

GLAZED
ROOF TO
ATRIUM

1

BRIDGE ZONE

VICTORIA STREET

SK-301

RL 51200

1

ROOF

GLAZED
ROOF TO
ATRIUM

HOTEL
ROOF

FLY TOWER

SK-302

UP

ROOF
RL 52000
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JOB No.

DRAWING Bridge (Level 4) Space Planning

SCALE @ A1 1 : 200
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DRAWING No. SK-115

REV. E

F.O.H

B.O.H

Room Schedule - Departments (FoH)
Name
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Circulation

Number

B02d

Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Plant / Services
Stalls Foyer
Circle Foyer
Front Balcony Foyer
Cloak/First Aid
Stalls WC
Stalls WC
Front Balcony WC
Box Office
Stalls Bar & Store
Circle Bar & Store
Circle Bar & Store
Balcony Bar
Cafe
Cafe
Wine/Beer Store
Central Bar Store
Shop
Room
Public
Grand total

G1
G2

A01a
A01b
A01c
A02
A03aF
A03aM
A03c
A04
A06
A07a
A07b
A08
A09a
A09b
A10
A11
A12
A13b

Room Schedule - Departments (BoH)

Area

Level

Department

20.69 m²
38.29 m²
12.45 m²
6.27 m²
94.20 m²
33.99 m²
35.97 m²
12.45 m²
26.73 m²
26.73 m²
6.27 m²
6.60 m²
26.80 m²
33.99 m²
43.96 m²
16.59 m²
6.60 m²
6.60 m²
16.59 m²
188.89 m²
117.62 m²
33.99 m²
16.59 m²
12.78 m²
6.27 m²
6.27 m²
12.45 m²
52.34 m²
6.27 m²
16.58 m²
86.44 m²
34.02 m²
14.72 m²
5.40 m²
13.28 m²
4.48 m²
0.96 m²
12.73 m²
19.45 m²
14.89 m²
7.91 m²
195.38 m²
25.92 m²
142.23 m²
15.24 m²
19.46 m²
18.87 m²
5.11 m²
1578.30 m²

Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Circle (Level 1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Circle (Level 1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Circle (Level 1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Circle (Level 1)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Stalls (Level -1)
Circle (Level 1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Stalls (Level -1)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Stalls (Level -1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)

Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation

3.95 m²
5.51 m²
5.51 m²
5.51 m²
3.95 m²
5.51 m²
1.76 m²
1.76 m²
5.37 m²
1.76 m²
3.96 m²
3.96 m²
5.37 m²
7.74 m²
1.76 m²
1.76 m²
5.37 m²
5.51 m²
5.51 m²
3.95 m²
5.51 m²
165.13 m²
64.29 m²
320.43 m²

Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)

Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services

177.57 m²
402.48 m²
117.46 m²
10.11 m²
83.26 m²
110.67 m²
117.90 m²
25.92 m²
30.43 m²
10.11 m²
9.30 m²
10.11 m²
41.82 m²
105.29 m²
44.17 m²
25.92 m²
9.36 m²
25.56 m²
1357.44 m²
3256.17 m²

Stalls (Level -1)
Circle (Level 1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Circle (Level 1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Circle (Level 1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)

Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public

Name

Number

Area

Crew/Offices
IT/Comms
Cleaners
Stage Door
Waiting
Admin / Staff

E01b
E02
E03
E04a
E04b

26.33 m²
11.03 m²
13.57 m²
7.69 m²
9.55 m²
68.16 m²

Stalls
Circle
Balcony (Front and Rear)
Orchestra Lift Pit
Seating Wagon
Seating Wagon
Mainstage
Trap Room
Instr. Store
General Store
AV Store
Electrics Store
Stage Drapes
M. Store
M. Workshop
Elec./AV Workshop
Piano Store
WC
Refuse
Scene Dock
Auditorium / Stage

B01a
B01b
B01c
B02a
B02b
B02c
B03
B04
B05a
B05b
B05d
B05e
B05f
B05g
B05h
B05i
B05k
B06
B07
B08

DR2
DR2
DR2
DR2 (Acc.)
Lounge
DR4
DR4
DR6
DR6
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
Conductor
Musician
Musician
WC
WC
Acc. WC
Bath
Bath
Wardrobe
Laundry
Wigs
WC/Shower
Props Prep
Greenroom
Performer
Control Room
Dimmer
Followspot
Technical
Grand total

Level

Department

Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)

Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff

493.01 m²
271.03 m²
353.26 m²
57.51 m²
40.68 m²
39.07 m²
429.22 m²
46.06 m²
18.22 m²
49.20 m²
17.85 m²
25.38 m²
19.94 m²
12.32 m²
14.68 m²
28.59 m²
12.48 m²
37.01 m²
23.69 m²
75.42 m²
2064.61 m²

Stalls (Level -1)
Circle (Level 1)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Lift Pit
Lift Pit
Lift Pit
Stalls (Level -1)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)

Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage

D01
D02
D03
D04
D05
D07
D08
D09
D10
D11
D12
D13
D14
D15
D16
D17
D18
D18
D19
D20a
D20b
D21
D22
D23
D24
D25a
D25b

22.41 m²
21.29 m²
21.77 m²
23.10 m²
17.74 m²
19.92 m²
20.35 m²
29.05 m²
28.53 m²
36.67 m²
37.21 m²
38.84 m²
41.94 m²
23.62 m²
32.59 m²
32.93 m²
33.70 m²
10.07 m²
4.96 m²
9.91 m²
9.72 m²
30.48 m²
20.44 m²
24.80 m²
15.59 m²
12.31 m²
66.79 m²
686.72 m²

Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Circle (Level 1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Front Balcony (Level 2)

Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer

C01
C02
C03

42.93 m²
23.65 m²
10.44 m²
77.02 m²
2896.52 m²

Circle (Level 1)
Technical
Front Balcony (Level 2) Technical
Bridge (Level 4)
Technical
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JOB No.

DRAWING Net Usable Area - By Department

SCALE @ A1

216365.00

DRAWING No. SK-120

REV. B

Room Schedule - Floor Levels
Name

Number

Area

Orchestra Lift Pit
Seating Wagon
Seating Wagon
Lift Pit

B02a
B02b
B02c

57.51 m²
40.68 m²
39.07 m²
137.25 m²

Lift Pit
Lift Pit
Lift Pit

Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage

Crew/Offices
IT/Comms
Cleaners
Trap Room
Instr. Store
General Store
AV Store
Electrics Store
Stage Drapes
M. Store
M. Workshop
Elec./AV Workshop
Piano Store
WC
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Conductor
Musician
Musician
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Sub-stage (Level -2)

E01b
E02
E03
B04
B05a
B05b
B05d
B05e
B05f
B05g
B05h
B05i
B05k
B06

26.33 m²
11.03 m²
13.57 m²
46.06 m²
18.22 m²
49.20 m²
17.85 m²
25.38 m²
19.94 m²
12.32 m²
14.68 m²
28.59 m²
12.48 m²
37.01 m²
20.69 m²
38.29 m²
94.20 m²
26.80 m²
6.27 m²
16.58 m²
86.44 m²
14.72 m²
5.40 m²
13.28 m²
4.48 m²
0.96 m²
12.73 m²
19.45 m²
14.89 m²
15.24 m²
5.11 m²
23.62 m²
32.59 m²
32.93 m²
1.76 m²
3.96 m²
3.96 m²
5.51 m²
165.13 m²
997.64 m²

Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)

Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Performer
Performer
Performer
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services

Stage Door
Waiting
Stalls
Mainstage
Refuse
Scene Dock
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
DR2
DR2
DR2
DR2 (Acc.)
Lounge
Acc. WC
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Stalls Foyer
Cloak/First Aid
Stalls WC
Stalls WC
Stalls Bar & Store
Cafe
Cafe
Wine/Beer Store
Central Bar Store
Stalls (Level -1)

E04a
E04b
B01a
B03
B07
B08

7.69 m²
9.55 m²
493.01 m²
429.22 m²
23.69 m²
75.42 m²
6.27 m²
33.99 m²
35.97 m²
12.45 m²
6.60 m²
16.59 m²
188.89 m²
7.91 m²
142.23 m²
19.46 m²
22.41 m²
21.29 m²
21.77 m²
23.10 m²
17.74 m²
4.96 m²
1.76 m²
5.37 m²
5.51 m²
5.51 m²
3.95 m²
177.57 m²
10.11 m²
83.26 m²
110.67 m²
30.43 m²
41.82 m²
105.29 m²
44.17 m²
25.92 m²
2271.56 m²

Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)

Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public

271.03 m²
12.45 m²

Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)

Auditorium / Stage
Circulation

Circle
Room

B02d
D15
D16
D17

G1

D01
D02
D03
D04
D05
D19

A01a
A02
A03aF
A03aM
A06
A09a
A09b
A10
A11

B01b

Level

Room Schedule - Floor Levels
Department

Name
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
DR4
DR4
WC
Wardrobe
Laundry
Wigs
WC/Shower
Props Prep
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Circle Foyer
Box Office
Circle Bar & Store
Circle Bar & Store
Shop
Control Room
Circle (Level 1)
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
DR6
DR6
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
WC
Bath
Bath
Greenroom
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Front Balcony Foyer
Front Balcony WC
Balcony Bar
Room
Dimmer
Front Balcony (Level 2)

Number

D07
D08
D18
D21
D22
D23
D24
D25a

A01b
A04
A07a
A07b
A12
C01

D09
D10
D11
D12
D13
D14
D18
D20a
D20b
D25b

A01c
A03c
A08
A13b
C02

Balcony (Front and Rear)
Room
Room
Room
Room
Rear Balcony (Level 3)

B01c

Followspot
Bridge (Level 4)
Grand total

C03

G2

Area

Level

Department

26.73 m²
6.27 m²
33.99 m²
43.96 m²
16.59 m²
6.60 m²
34.02 m²
195.38 m²
19.92 m²
20.35 m²
10.07 m²
30.48 m²
20.44 m²
24.80 m²
15.59 m²
12.31 m²
3.95 m²
5.51 m²
5.51 m²
5.37 m²
7.74 m²
1.76 m²
402.48 m²
25.92 m²
10.11 m²
9.30 m²
9.36 m²
42.93 m²
1330.92 m²

Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)

Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Technical

26.73 m²
6.60 m²
117.62 m²
33.99 m²
16.59 m²
12.78 m²
6.27 m²
52.34 m²
25.92 m²
18.87 m²
29.05 m²
28.53 m²
36.67 m²
37.21 m²
38.84 m²
41.94 m²
33.70 m²
9.91 m²
9.72 m²
66.79 m²
5.51 m²
3.95 m²
5.51 m²
1.76 m²
5.37 m²
117.46 m²
117.90 m²
10.11 m²
25.56 m²
23.65 m²
966.84 m²

Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)

Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Public
Public
Public
Public
Technical

353.26 m²
6.27 m²
12.45 m²
1.76 m²
64.29 m²
438.03 m²

Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)

Auditorium / Stage
Circulation
Circulation
Plant / Services
Plant / Services

10.44 m²
10.44 m²
6152.68 m²

Bridge (Level 4)

Technical
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JOB No.

DRAWING Net Usable Area - By Floor Level

SCALE @ A1

216365.00

DRAWING No. SK-121

REV. A
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JOB No.

DRAWING Transverse Section through Auditorium and Atrium

SCALE @ A1 1 : 250

216365.00

DRAWING No. SK-301

REV. F
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JOB No.

DRAWING Transverse Section through B.O.H. and Courtyard

SCALE @ A1 1 : 250

216365.00

DRAWING No. SK-302

REV. E

1
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1

Project Description

The site is located at 170-206 Victoria Street, Hamilton and is bounded by Embassy Plaza, Victoria Street, Sapper-Moore
Jones and the Waikato River bank.
Refer to Concept Design Report for full project description.
All materials and workmanship shall comply with the following requirements.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
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Statutory laws and regulations
The NZ Building Act
Local Authority District Plan and Bylaws
NZ Building Code: Acceptable Solutions
Health and Safety & Employment Act
Appropriate NZ or Australian Standards
All external materials shall be suitable for a marine environment
Warranties and to be provided for materials and workmanship
Accessibility report to be provided for consenting.
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2

Demolition

2.1

Type B1

Fly Tower

Refer to consultants reports for the decommissioning of existing services.

2.2

-

Allow for feature LED lighting housed within cavity
between cladding system and concrete fly tower.

Type B2

Light Well located above Foyer

-

Custom ceramic panelised rainscreen system with
hit and miss opening pattern on support structure,
clad over steel frame to light well and curtain wall
system to lower portion.

-

Allow for feature LED lighting housed within wall
cavity.

-

Commercial grade fully unitised four-side
mechanically entrapped aluminium frame curtain
wall system with expressed deep mullions forward
of the glass.

-

Glazing Type – Stop Ray 40. Clear IGU high
performance glass, with low emissivity coating.

-

Spandrel panels, where required, to be double
glazed with the same glass type as the vision
glass panels. Allow shadow box with powder
coated aluminium back pan and insulation.

-

Anodised aluminium frame extrusion. Colour TBC.

-

Nominally 600mm centre mullions.

-

Commercial grade fully unitised four-side
structurally glazed curtain wall system using
Insulating Glass Units (IGU).

-

Spandrel panels, where required, to be double
glazed with the same glass type as the vision
glass panels. Allow shadow box with powder
coated aluminium back pan and insulation.

-

Nominally 3500mm mullion centres.

-

Glazing Type – Stop Ray 40. Clear IGU high
performance glass, with low emissivity coating.

-

Anodised aluminium frame extrusion. Colour TBC.

-

Allow glazed side hung and frameless sliding
doors at entrances.

-

Precast concrete non-structural cladding panels,
F5 finish.

-

5% red oxide with water repellent sealer.

-

Insulate, strap and line inside face of precast wall
panels.

-

Precast concrete non-structural cladding panels,
F5 finish with commercial aluminium frame double
glazed punched windows.

-

Anodised aluminium frame extrusion.

Site Preparation
-

2.3

Allow for the levelling of site to new building levels.
For more detailed information, refer to Civil and structural documentation.
Waste Management and Hazardous Substances

-

3.1

Custom ceramic panelised rainscreen system with
hit and miss opening pattern on support structure,
clad over concrete fly tower.

Demolition

Allow for provisional sum for the removal of existing buildings, existing landscape elements and existing vegetation, while
protecting existing trees to remain. Refer SK-024 Existing aerial site plan.

3

-

Allow for provisional sum for waste management and removal of any potential hazardous substances.
Allow for the removal of contaminated soils if needed.

Type C1

North, East and South
Elevations.

Exterior
Ground and Exterior Works
Landscape

-

-

-

-

Courtyard adjacent to Embassy Plaza


Hard landscaping: Allow for 60mm basalt pavers on 30mm bedding



Allow provisional sum for Landscape fixings, and fitting including lighting, stainless steel handrails and
balustrades.
Type C2

Elevated Courtyard along river side (East side of site)


Hard landscaping: Allow for basalt pavers on height adjustable pedestals over suspended concrete slab.
Refer structural engineer’s drawings for courtyard structure.



Allow provisional sum for Landscape fixings, and fitting including stainless steel handrails and
balustrades, and feature lighting up Trees and deck.

Glazing along ground level of
North elevation along Embassy
Plaza and lower level along river
side elevation facing out to
external suspended deck.

Allow for stainless steel strip drains for full extent of all door openings.

Tanking to substage level & stalls level to North West corridor.
Allow Volclay Voltex Geotextile DS and Swelltite waterproofing systems to under slabs and all single skin retaining walls.
Allow for subsoil pressure relief drainage under all slabs and behind all single skin retaining walls.

-

3.2

Exterior Wall Cladding

Refer to architectural elevation drawings for cladding type scope and location. Allow for the following –

Cladding Type

Typical Location

Type D1

Description

East Elevation

Refer architectural elevations for
full scope.
Type A1

Type A2
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Along North, East, and South
boundary of site

Along North Boundary of site.

-

-

Pilkington Profilit OW (Low Iron) channel glass
wall system. Single Layer including secondary
support frame. Allow for feature LED lighting.
Pilkington Profilit OW (Low Iron) channel glass
wall system. Double Layer including secondary
support frame.
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South Elevation.
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-

5% red oxide with water repellent sealer.

-

Insulate, strap and line inside face of precast wall
panels.

Type E1

Truck Dock on Sapper Moore
Jones Place

-

Perforated, anodised screen on anodised frame
on sliding running gear.

Type E2

Pant Room Screen

-

Perforated, anodised screen on anodised frame

F

East façade under suspended
deck

-

Mechanical Lourvres

-

Aluminium UL3 louvres in façade, fully integrated
into precast window system to match Cladding
Type D2.

-

3.3

RF-2

Auditorium Roof – Acoustic

Aluminium powder coated (Dulux Duratec)

Exterior Windows + Doors

-

General
Glass sliding and side hung doors to be fully integrated with glazed curtainwall system (Cladding Type C) as indicated on
architectural elevations.
Doors to be fire rated as required by Fire Engineer.

-

Embassy plaza Entrance
Frameless glass automatic sliding door. Clear toughened glass door.

-

Riverside Entrance 1 – River East Elevation
Frameless glass automatic sliding door. Clear toughened glass door.

-

Riverside Entrance 2 – Refer South Elevation
Aluminium framed automatic glass sliding door for use in favourable weather. Clear toughened glass door.

-

Roof plantroom doors
Steel framed solid core door with metal facing/edge clashing.

3.4

-

Lightweight ‘warm’ roof system with double layer
mineral chip finish fibre-bitumen roof membrane
over rigid insulation and corrugated metal tray
over plywood and DHS purlins to Structural
Engineer’s drawings with thermal and acoustic
insulation. Rooflogic UltraTherm Xtreme (over
metal tray base deck) or Nuralite Nuratherm Warm
Roofing System.

-

Minimum R-Value 3.45, nominal 80mm thick PIR
board.

-

Producer statements and warranties/guarantees to
be provided for complete roofing system.

-

2mm powder coated aluminium cap flashing to
parapet to match cladding.

-

Allow for electronic EFVM leak detection testing to
all membrane roofing.

-

Acoustic performance to be achieved as per
Charcoal Blue requirements with a build-up such
as below:
80kg/m2 divided over two layers (continuous
impermeable mass) separated by 800mm cavity.
For example, 45 kg/m2 of metal deck & gypsum
based sheathing / 800mm airspace with insulation
/ 35kg/m2 plasterboard ceiling.

RF - 3

RF-3

Glazed skylight to Light tower
above foyer

North and South Tower
Plantroom Roof

-

Insulating Glass Units (IGU) high performance
toughened & laminated glass.

-

Allow for secondary Glass ceiling to diffuse light.

-

Lightweight ‘cold’ metal roofing system. Dimondek
400 profile, long run, 0.55 BMT

-

Pre-finished Colorcote MagnaFlow X system.

-

Allow heavy duty breather type building paper,
safety mesh and timber packers over DHS purlins
as required by Structural Engineer

-

For enclosed areas above stair and lift overrun,
allow 200mm (R3.4) Autex GreenStuff polyester
batts supported on strapping.

-

All flashings to match roofing material.

Roof + Decking

Cladding Type

Typical Location

Description

Refer architectural roof plan for
full scope.
RF-1
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F.O.H and B.O.H roof

-

‘Warm’ roof system with double layer mineral chip
finish fibre-bitumen roof membrane over rigid
insulation over concrete.
Rooflogic UltraTherm Xtreme (over concrete)
system.

3.5

Gutters, sumps and parapets

-

Minimum R-Value 3.45, nominal 80mm thick PIR
board.

-

Double layer torch-on membrane over H3, 17mm CD grade plywood and timber framing to line the full extent of the inside
of all parapets and to lap over top of precast or curtainwall cladding, under cap flashing.

-

Producer statements and warranties/guarantees to
be provided for complete roofing system.

-

Double layer torch-on membrane over H3, 17mm CD grade plywood and timber framing to line the full extent of gutters
and sumps.

-

2mm powder coated aluminium cap flashing to
parapet to match cladding.

-

-

Allow for electronic EFVM leak detection testing to
all membrane roofing.

Parapet cap flashings to be robust and well supported. Allow 2mm aluminium to match joinery finish on H3 17mm CD
grade plywood. Fully welded aluminium corners, ends, junctions and soaker joints for weathering and expansion.

-

Parapet cap flashing joints to align with façade module.

-

Powder coated aluminium to match external joinery finish (Dulux Duratec)
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-

Domed cast bronze gutter drain outlets and overflows generally – Allproof Industries or equal approved.

-

For insulated roofs, rigid insulation (PIR board) to line all sumps, gutters and inside of all parapets to provide continuity in
insulation.

3.6

4.6

F.O.H Toilets

Floors: Tiled stone flooring

Canopies
Laminated toughened clear glass canopy to entrances. Glass canopy suspended from steel structure with stainless steel
external grade spider fixings. Allow ceramic frit to glass and custom profile stainless steel gutter. Canopies located at
Embassy Plaza Entrance and River Side entrance.

-

Light fitting: Allow for provisional sum for high quality concealed LED light fitting integrated into handrail.

Walls: Ceramic tiles on timber or steel framing, staggered for acoustic separation around plumbing and with acoustic sound
insulation.
Ceilings: High density gib ceiling painted gib aqualine
Lighting: Allow provisional sum for feature lighting

3.7

Vanity & white ware: Allow for custom vanity and high quality white ware.

Façade Maintenance
Abseiling anchor points in pairs at approximately 5m spacing to allow access to all areas of façade. Roof access system
(abseil system) fixed to roof structure. Installation to include additional strengthening to comply with AS/NZS 1891.4:2000.

4.7

-

Horizontal line restraint system to all roofs as required. Allow PBI Roofsafe Cable Horizontal Lifeline system.

General: 2.3m high solid core flush doors, hardwood clashed edges with acoustic seals as necessary. Timber veneer finish.

-

Allow roof maintenance to screen via cherry picker.

Fire rated doorsets: Proprietary, fire tested, fire rated doorsets to NZS 4232, solid core flush doors, hardwood clashed on two
edges, with wired glass vision panels as necessary, for paint finish, for new stair enclosures and storerooms and doors along
fire egress routes.

-

3.8

Smoke rated doorsets: Proprietary, smoke tested, smoke rated doorsets to NZS 4232, solid core flush doors, hardwood
clashed on two edges, with glass vision panels as necessary, for paint finish to all Smoke Separation rated walls as required
by Fire Engineering. Hold open / automatic closers to fire doors in main circulation routes

Building Signage
Allow provisional sum.

-

4.8

4
4.1

Interior – Front of House Spaces – including Foyer and F.O.H circulation spaces

F.O.H Bars and Cafe

Allow for provisional sum for bar on Stalls 30m², circle 23m², and balcony 20m².
Allow for provisional sum for cafe on Stalls level.

F.O.H Floors

4.9
Typical Location

Description

Stalls Level, Circle level and
terraced bleacher and stairs in
foyer

Sandstone tiles bed on latex screed and grouted

Balcony Level

Commercial grade carpet

FF&E

Allow for provisional sum for FF&E items to F.O.H spaces

5

Auditorium

Refer Charcoal Blue report.
Wall cladding: Timber panelling throughout including front of balconies.

Matwells: Proprietary recessed matwell to Level 3 AUT entry and Level N1 Unilodge entry.
4.2

F.O.H Doors

F.O.H Walls

Auditorium foyer facing wall to be a ceramic hit and miss tile on rail system fixed to concrete substrate. Allow for feature
lighting and acoustic baffle in cavity.

6

Back of House

Walls: General Internal partitions – 13mm plasterboard on timber framing paint finish.
4.3

F.O.H Ceilings

Skirting: Flush timber skirting

Fibrous plaster Gib ceiling with wrap around to form slab edge detail, paint finish.

4.4

Ceilings: Suspended mineral fibre tile 1200 x 600mm inlaid in grid system.
Floors: Concrete slab to U3 steel trowel finish with commercial grade carpet. Allow for vinyl to service rooms.

F.O.H Balustrades

Toughened laminated glass balustrade with stainless steel capping to top edge.

Doors: Solid timber leaf and jambs, paint finish with fire/smoke/acoustic seals. Provide vision panels to stairways.
Hardware: Mortise lock set, door closer, door stop, mag clamp suitable for security provisions.

4.5

F.O.H Feature Staircase

Balustrade: Birch timber to both sides with clear finish. Allow for handrail to be integrated into balustrade.

Lighting: LED recessed pan fitting to suite tile set out.

Riser and treads: Victorian Ash closed riser.
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Kitchenettes: Allow zone for provision of services to kitchenettes.
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FF&E: Refer Charcoal Blue documentation

-

Toilets & Bathrooms: Toilets are full height plasterboard (fire rated where required) with 2 layers of 13mm Gib both sides of
metal stud. Toilet walls and ceilings 13mm Gib Aqualine. Door shall be 2.4m high solid core doors with timber jamb and
selected hardware. Allow for high quality white ware. Floors will be Viny Tarkett Tapiflex Excellence thermal welded seams,
fully coved skirting on acoustic substrate to acoustic engineer requiremetns.

7

Egress stairs

9

Egress stairs are precast concrete F4 finish (protect during construction) with painted steel balustrades (1000mm), vertical rails
and timber handrails. Stair treads to have natural anodised aluminium stair nosings with black inserts. Walls are strapped and
lined shear walls with 13mm Gib toughline or full height plasterboard (fire rated) with 2 layers of 13mm Gib both sides of metal
stud. Ceiling/ soffits are generally unpainted except at landings and level 9 which has painted plasterboard linings on
suspension system paint finish. Fire doors to stairways shall be fire rated 2.4m high solid core doors with timber jamb and
selected fire rated hardware. Provide vision panels to stairways.

8

Lifts

8.1

F.O.H Lifts
2 Accessible lifts with 1100 x 2200 door openings.
Lift car interior
Manufacturer’s standard selection mirror to high rear wall panels. Selected satin or linen stainless steel panels to
lower rear panels and full height side panels. Heavy duty rubber flooring. Stainless steel handrail. Stainless steel
ceiling with flush LED lighting.
Allow stainless steel lift car doors + jambs.
Allow for the following for lift car control panel:
Stainless steel car operating panel (to comply with Code)
Access card reader
LCD display unit
Finished s/s buttons
Load Notice/Lift Overloaded Sign
Door Open/Door Close
Landing Buttons
Surface mounted landing buttons in stainless steel
Hall Lanterns
Emergency Light
Emergency telephone
Autodial telephone
Lift buttons and lanterns are to have flush mounted satin finished stainless steel back plates. Lift buttons to have
braille.
-

-

8.2

B.O.H Lift
1 service lift, 2900 ceiling height.
Lift car interior
Manufacturer’s standard selection mirror to high rear wall panels. Selected satin or linen stainless steel panels to
lower rear panels and full height side panels. Heavy duty rubber flooring. Stainless steel handrail. Stainless steel
ceiling with flush LED lighting.
Allow stainless steel lift car doors + jambs.
Allow for the following for lift car control panel:
Stainless steel car operating panel (to comply with Code)
Access card reader
LCD display unit
Finished s/s buttons
Load Notice/Lift Overloaded Sign
Door Open/Door Close
Landing Buttons
Surface mounted landing buttons in stainless steel
-

-
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Hall Lanterns
Emergency Light
Emergency telephone
Autodial telephone
Lift buttons and lanterns are to have flush mounted satin finished stainless steel back plates. Lift buttons to have
braille.

Technical Areas

Refer Charcoal Blue documentation.
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ES-SE-091
55A TPN AS/NZS 3112 Wilco style RCD socket
at trap room level

ES-S3-101
55A TPN AS/NZS 3112 Wilco style RCD socket
at scene dock

ES-SL-301
55A TPN AS/NZS 3112 Wilco style RCD socket
at gallery level

ES-SL-302
55A TPN AS/NZS 3112 Wilco style RCD socket
at gallery level

SPN isolator adjacent to Stagelighting
control rack SLR 121 - in dimmer room

SPN isolator adjacent to Stagelighting
control rack SLR 122 - in dimmer room

SPN isolator adjacent to Stagelighting
control rack SLR 123 - in dimmer room

40A TPN socket in SLB, Orchestra pit level

40A TPN socket in SLB, stage level

40A TPN socket in SLB, stage level

40A TPN socket in SLB, plugging gallery level

40A TPN socket in SLB, plugging gallery level

40A TPN socket in SLB, plugging gallery level

40A SPN socket in SLB, followspot

40A SPN socket in SLB, followspot

40A SPN socket in SLB, followspot

40A SPN socket in SLB, followspot
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TPN
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TPN
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TPN

SPN

SPN

SPN

SPN

SPN

SPN

200A TPN STAGE ENGINEERING
POWER SUPPLIES TO
ORCHESTRA PIT LIFT TBC

125A TPN STAGE ENGINEERING
POWER SUPPLY TO STAGE
LEVEL TBC

600A TPN STAGE ENGINEERING
POWER SUPPLIES FOR
POWERED FLYING SYSTEM TBC

125A TPN STAGE ENGINEERING
POWER SUPPLY TO GRID LEVEL
TBC

Type

MCCB MCCB

Way no.

1

This isolator is not
required if SL power
board is in dimmer
room near control
rack

2

3

MCCB MCCB MCCB MCCB MCCB MCCB

Type

MCCB MCCB
4

Way no.

DB-SE-101
Stage Engineering
power DB
Location TBC

2

1

3

4

5

1. This drawing should be printed in colour.

MCCB MCCB MCCB

6

7

8

Supplies to dedicated
stagelighting power
ring-mains for
10A RCD sockets in
facility panels - approx
10 rings - final quantity
tbc by electrical services
designer.

MCCB MCCB MCCB MCCB MCCB

9

10

11

13

12

2. This set of drawings indicates the power
supplies required for the performance
installations and systems.
These drawings are provided as information
to the Electrical Services Designer for
inclusion of these power supplies in their
drawings and information.
3. All power supplies, switchgear,
distribution equipment, panels and sockets
shown on this drawing are to be specified
by the Electrical Engineer and are to be
supplied and installed by the Electrical
contractor as part of the general electrical
package - except where power outlets are
specifically identified as being part of AVB
or SLB panels, or where the panels are
identified as custom Powerlock panels.

MCCB
22

14

Plus min. 20% space for
future expansion

SPN isolator adjacent to Audio Equipment rack in
AV equipment room

SPN isolator adjacent to Audio Equipment rack in
AV equipment room

SPN isolator adjacent to Audio Equipment rack in
AV equipment room

ES-AV-091
55A TPN AS/NZS 3112 Wilco style RCD socket - at trap
room level

ES-AV-301
55A TPN AS/NZS 3112 Wilco style RCD socket - at
technical bridge level

40A SPN socket in AVB, Orchestra pit

40A SPN socket in AVB, stage left

40A SPN socket in AVB,stage right

40A SPN socket in AVB, auditorium mix position

TPN isolator adjacent to dimmer/relay
rack SLR101 - in dimmer room

TPN isolator adjacent to dimmer/relay
rack SLR102 - in dimmer room

TPN isolator adjacent to dimmer/relay
rack SLR103 - in dimmer room

TPN isolator adjacent to dimmer/relay
rack SLR104 - in dimmer room

TPN isolator adjacent to dimmer/relay
rack SLR105 - in dimmer room

TPN isolator adjacent to dimmer/relay
rack SLR105 - in dimmer room

ES-SL-091
55A TPN AS/NZS 3112 Wilco style RCD socket
at trap room level

ES-SL-101
55A TPN AS/NZS 3112 Wilco style RCD socket
at stage level

ES-SL-301
55A TPN AS/NZS 3112 Wilco style RCD socket
at technical bridge level

ES-SL-501
55A TPN AS/NZS 3112 Wilco style RCD socket
at grid level
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Phase
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Protection
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5. Custom powerlock panels are to be
specified by Charcoalblue, supplied by the
specialist stagelighting and audiovisual
contractor, and free-issued to the Electrical
Contractor for installation.
6. Power supplies to dimmer racks and
stage level temporary power panels are to
have over-sized neutral supply cables and
the wiring infrastructure is to be designed to
cope with the harmonics that SCR-based
stagelighting dimmers can produce.
7. Distribution/power boards shown are for
technical performance equipment only and
all should be sized to allow for a minimum
20% expansion in future. Significant
additional power, not shown here, will be
required for electrical and mechanical
services in the building.
8. Supplies detailed here as sockets, both
230V and 400V, will comply with AS/NZS
3112 or equal, with built-in RCD, such as
Clipsal by Schneider 56 series range.

Plus min. 20% space for future
expansion

For supplies to buildingwide services - see drawings 16125-ES-SC-002

800A

TPN

MCCB MCCB
7

1

MCCB MCCB MCCB

4. AVB & SLB panels are to be specified by
Charcoalblue, supplied by the specialist
stagelighting and audiovisual contractor,
and free-issued to the Electrical Contractor
for installation as part of the reticulation
system.

Stagelighting

80A
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I

I/II/III

TPN

SPN

TPN

MCCB

MCCB

MCCB

9

10

11

400A

I/II/III I/II/III I/II/III I/II/III I/II/III I/II/III I/II/III I/II/III I/II/III

SPN/TPN
Way No.

80A

MCCB MCCB

DB-SL-101
Stagelighting power DB
Located in dimmer room

Stage Engineering

Plus min. 20% space
for future expansion

Stage Engineering

Way No.
Stage Engineering

ES-AV-100
125A TPNE supply to custom panel
with 125A, 55A and 40A TPNE
AS/NZS 3112 sockets with local
RCD protection and sub-fusing

These isolators are
not required if SL
power board is in
dimmer room near
dimmer / relay
racks

Stage Engineering

DB-AV-101
Audiovisual power DB
Located in AV equipment room

Supplies to dedicated
audiovisual power
ring-mains for
10A RCD sockets in
facility panels, with local
isolation adjacent to
board - approx 10 rings
- final quantity tbc by
electrical services
designer.

Stage Engineering

Way No.

40A SPN socket in AVB, control room

These isolators are
not required if AV
power board is in
AV equipment room
near AV racks

40A SPN socket in AVB, Technical bridge level

SPN isolator adjacent to Audio Equipment rack in
AV equipment room

DB-SL-102
Stagelighting small power DB
Located in dimmer room

8

ES-SL-100
400A TPNE supply to custom panel
with 200A Powerlock connectors,
plus 125A, 55A and 40A TPNE
AS/NZS 3112 sockets with local
RCD protection and sub-fusing

Plus all primary supplies to general
non-theatre systems as required by
M&E services

Main switchboard for
all services
Incoming supply
to building
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BUILDINGWIDE SPACES

1. This drawing should be printed in colour.
2. This set of drawings indicates the power
supplies required for the performance
installations and systems.
These drawings are provided as information
to the Electrical Services Designer for
inclusion of these power supplies in their
drawings and information.
3. All power supplies, switchgear,
distribution equipment, panels and sockets
shown on this drawing are to be specified
by the Electrical Engineer and are to be
supplied and installed by the Electrical
contractor as part of the general electrical
package - except where power outlets are
specifically identified as being part of AVB
or SLB panels, or where the panels are
identified as custom Powerlock panels.
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Audiovisual power DB
Location TBC
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SPN
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TPN

MCCB

MCB

10
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This isolator is not
required if SL power
board is in dimmer
room near control
rack

Supplies to dedicated
stagelighting power
ring-mains for
10A RCD sockets in
facility panels - approx 5
rings - final quantity tbc
by electrical services
designer.

MCCB MCCB MCCB MCCB MCCB MCCB

Type
Way no.

1

2

3

4

5

6

6. Power supplies to dimmer racks and
stage level temporary power panels are to
have over-sized neutral supply cables and
the wiring infrastructure is to be designed to
cope with the harmonics that SCR-based
stagelighting dimmers can produce.
7. Distribution/power boards shown are for
technical performance equipment only and
all should be sized to allow for a minimum
20% expansion in future. Significant
additional power, not shown here, will be
required for electrical and mechanical
services in the building.
8. Supplies detailed here as sockets, both
230V and 400V, will comply with AS/NZS
3112 or equal, with built-in RCD, such as
Clipsal by Schneider 56 series range.

Plus min. 20% space for
future expansion

DB-SL-201
Stagelighting small power DB
Location TBC

Plus min. 20% space
for future expansion

5. Custom powerlock panels are to be
specified by Charcoalblue, supplied by the
specialist stagelighting and audiovisual
contractor, and free-issued to the Electrical
Contractor for installation.

ES-SE-201
55A TPN AS/NZS 3112 Wilco style socket with integral
RCD for chain hoists

40A TPN socket in SLB, Rehearsal Room

40A

40A TPN socket in SLB, Lobby performance area overhead

40A

40A TPN socket in SLB, Lobby performance area rear rake

Rating

40A TPN socket in SLB, Lobby performance area stage level

Supplies to dedicated
audiovisual power
ring-mains for
10A RCD sockets in
facility panels, with local
isolation adjacent to
board - approx 5 rings final quantity tbc by
electrical services
designer.

TPN isolator adjacent to dimmer/relay rack SLR 901 in dimmer room

40A SPN socket in AVB, Rehearsal Room

40A SPN socket in AVB, Lobby performance area rear rake level in floor box

40A SPN socket in AVB, Lobby performance area stage level in floor box

This isolator is not
required if AV
power board is in
AV equipment room
near AV racks

SPN isolator adjacent to Audio Equipment rack
AVR901 - near lobby performance area

4. AVB & SLB panels are to be specified by
Charcoalblue, supplied by the specialist
stagelighting and audiovisual contractor,
and free-issued to the Electrical Contractor
for installation as part of the reticulation
system.

Audiovisual
Stagelighting
For supplies to Theatre services - see drawings 16125-ES-SC-001
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Plus all primary supplies to general
non-theatre systems as required by
M&E services

Main switchboard for
all services
Incoming supply
to building
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STAGELIGHTING CONTAINMENT

STAGE ENGINEERING CONTAINMENT

AUDIOVISUAL CONTAINMENT

NOTES

The Stagelighting system requires two separate wiring / containment systems:

The Stage engineering system will require two separate wiring / containment
systems:

The Audiovisual containment systems play an important role in protecting the
integrity of sensitive audio equipment from induced noise, especially from the
dimmed stagelighting circuits in SL/1. The Audiovisual system will require four
separate wiring / containment systems:-

This drawing is intended to
provide information to the
Electrical Services Designer on
the containment required for the
theatre technical systems.

SL/1 - LV mains supplies, both dimmed and constant (230V or 400V)
SL/2 - ELV lighting data services (<50V)
Note that the dimmed stagelighting circuits in SL/1 emit large amounts of radiated
energy, which can adversely interfere with data and other services.
SL/1 can be integrated with the general wiring for normal lighting and power
services in the building. In many cases, using the same containment for both is
essential to save space.
Temporary equipment outlets and power supplies may be fed from single cables
contained within SL/1, or from SWA cable, either mounted on a separate tray
system or cleated direct to walls. SWA cables are subject to the same separation
criteria.

SE/1 - LV mains supplies (230V or 400V)
SE/2 - ELV control cabling (<50V)
SE/1 and SE/2 are subject to the same separation criteria from the AV
containment as shown here for SL/1 and SL/2.
The stage engineering containment (SE/1 and SE/2) can be combined with
the stagelighting containment (SL/1 and SL/2) when both are present.
Temporary equipment outlets and power supplies may be fed from single
cables contained within SE/1, or from SWA cable, either mounted on a
separate tray system or cleated direct to walls.SWA cables are subject to
the same separation criteria.

AV/1 - Audiovisual LV mains supplies (230V)
AV/2 - Loudspeakers (<50V)
AV/3 - Data and communication services (<50V)
AV/4 - Audio line signals and microphones
Temporary equipment outlets and power supplies may be fed from single cables
contained within AV/1, or from SWA cable, either mounted on a separate tray
system or cleated direct to walls. SWA cables are subject to the same separation
criteria.

500mm MINIMUM
BETWEEN SL/1 AND AV/4

Although the containment routes
are generally specified by the
Electrical Services Designer, we
have indicated here the basic
separation criteria between
systems.
Where building design prevents
the full separation criteria being
achieved, it may be possible to
run systems closer for short
lengths, but this should be
referred to Charcoalblue, who will
assess on a case-by-case basis,
depending upon the number and
type of circuits in each
containment system.

300mm MINIMUM
BETWEEN SL/1 AND AV/2

TYPICAL SECTION THROUGH
CONTAINMENT ROUTE, SHOWING
SEPARATION CRITERIA

300mm MINIMUM
BETWEEN AV/1 AND AV/4

SL/1
SL/2

AV/1

AV/2

AV/3

AV/4

CONTAINMENT DESIGN

CONTAINMENT SEPARATION

CONTAINMENT SIZING

Other than SWA main feed cables, all SL and AV wiring for both mains power and
extra low voltage systems should be contained within either sheet steel trunking or
steel conduit. Cable tray, basket or plastic containment is not suitable.
(The only exceptions to this are the hearing-assistance system induction loop aerial
cables, which must be run in plastic conduit throughout).

Long runs of AV system containment parallel with other systems are to be
avoided.

Typical containment sizes shown - all containment is to be sized and specified by
the Electrical Services Designer, based on circuit information from Charcoalblue.

Where systems have to cross, this must be done at right angles.

In calculating containment sizes, due allowance must be made for the probability
that systems will be extended during the life expectancy of the wiring. Not less than
25% of additional capacity should be allowed for in all specialist systems
containment (if the space factor set for the project is higher than this, the higher
figure should be used)

Charcoalblue will provide general arrangement and layout drawings showing the
disposition of equipment and termination points, together with schematic wiring
diagrams and details of special cable requirements.
The Electrical Services Designer will co-ordinate this information within the electrical
wiring systems documents, and will be responsible for ensuring adherence to
regulations, sizing of containment and power cables, compliance with good electrical
practice, setting of electrical standards for the project and supervision of electrical
tests.
In principle the general electrical contractor should install all containment and as
much wiring as possible for all the specialist systems to ensure good co-ordination.
An arrangement whereby the specialist sub-contractors each install their own
containment should be avoided because it often leads to duplication of containment
in congested areas with poor co-ordination.

It is also recommended that building IT & data system cabling should be
kept separate from AV systems wiring.
Although structured cable is frequently installed on cable tray or basket, the
theatre backstage environment means that this type of cable should be
installed in steel containment in these areas. Theatre equipment networks
will be dedicated performance networks, and will be in addition to any other
structured cable systems in the building, e.g. for IT, although there may be
links between the systems at the patchbays.
All containment in the technical areas around and above the stage area
must be carefully coordinated and designed so as not impede the stage
engineering equipment or the operation of those areas in performance
conditions.

104 JOHNSTON STREET
SUITE 4A
FITZROY, VIC 3065
MELBORNE
T +61 (0)3 94176524
W www.charcoalblue.com

The containment systems are to be accessible for the installation of additional
wiring in the future. Where containment is installed above ceilings, behind wall
finishes, under floors etc, access hatches should be provided as needed, but at
least at every change of direction.
Many of the specialist cables will have multiple cores and sheaths, and may be of
limited flexibility; therefore capacity around corners may be less than with normal
cabling. It is essential that allowance is made for tight packing on bends in
calculations of containment size. Right angle bends must be formed with
purpose-made gusset units as far as practicable.
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APPENDIX C - HOLMES ENGINEERING DRAWINGS

Structural Legend
Flooring

EMBASSY PLAZA

Room Schedule - Floor Levels (Sub-stage)

ReinforcedNumber
concrete Area
raft
Name
1000mm thick,
E01a 3
Reinf: 150kg/m
E01b

Area Zoning
Auditorium / Stage

G1
Room
165 m²

Circulation
Plant / Services
Performer
Admin / Staff

1/2 PLANT ALLOWANCE TO
BE COVERED BY HOTEL

Crew/Offices
Crew/Offices
IT/Comms
Cleaners
Orchestra Pit/Seating Wagon
Trap Room
Instr. Store
General Store
AV Store
Electrics Store
Stage Drapes
M. Store
M. Workshop
Elec./AV Workshop
Piano Store
WC
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Conductor
Musician
Musician
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Sub-stage (Level -2)

E02

slab onLevel
grade

46.28 m²
26.33 m²
11.03 m²
12.06 m²
92.90 m²
46.06 m²
18.22 m²
49.20 m²
17.85 m²
25.38 m²
19.94 m²
12.32 m²
14.68 m²
28.59 m²
12.48 m²
41.70 m²
20.69 m²
15.02 m²
122.81 m²
26.80 m²
6.27 m²
16.58 m²
98.38 m²
14.72 m²
5.40 m²
13.28 m²
4.48 m²
0.96 m²
12.73 m²
19.45 m²
14.89 m²
15.24 m²
20.08 m²
30.20 m²
30.20 m²
1.76 m²
3.96 m²
3.95 m²
5.51 m²
165.15 m²
1143.51 m²

Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)

Department
Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Performer
Performer
Performer
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services

E03
Comflor 60, 200
thk,
B02
1.0mm deck B04
profile.
B05a
XD16's @ 200crs
e.w.
B05b
Allow XD16 B05d
fire steel every second trough
B05e
B05f
B05g
B05h
B05i
B05k
B06

Precast concrete bleachers on raking steel beams

External Deck.
Precast concrete floor & insitu concrete
topping on steel beams and columns,
supported on screw piles.

Fly Gallery Steel Framed Service Floor
Steel channels spaced @ 150c/c (for rigging to pass),
supported on steel framing.
Cross brace with rod bracing
Lightweight metal roofing on 300DHS purlins @
900crs with 2-fastbraces per purlin
Cross Brace with angle bracing typ
Allow for acoustic
separation
D15

EXTENT OF
PERMEABLE
DECK ABOVE

UP

PB2 - 610UBG1

PB3 - 900WB

Allow for underpinning
and localised shaping of
existing footings to suit

VICTORIA STREET

D16

Trimming/Edge Beams Shown indicatively

Musician
30 m²

B02

Existing Hotel

Trap Room
46 m²

B05d

B05f

AV Store
18 m²

B05i
Elec./AV Workshop
29 m²

B05b

B05a

B05k

B04

Stage Drapes
20 m²

General Store
49 m²

Auditorium Steel Roof Truss

D15

E02

Electrics Store
25 m²

Roof Steel Beams

Musician
30 m²

Orchestra Pit/Seating Wagon
93 m²

B05e

Seating Propped Beams

D17

IT/Comms
11 m²

Instr. Store
Piano Store
18 m²
12 m²

B05g

SB1 - 535Dpx90kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs
SB2 - 535Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs

E01a

SB3 - 510Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs

Crew/Offices
46 m²

B05h
M. Workshop
15 m²

Secondary Beams

Conductor
20 m²

E01b

Columns

Crew/Offices
26 m²

C1 - 350WC

M. Store
12 m²

C2 - 350WC
C3 - 310UC
C4 - Trimmer Posts

E03

Allowances:

UP

All secondary floor beams > 6m long to be
precambered Sp/300.
1-19x125lg studs @ 300crs.

C5 - Seating Prop Posts
C6 - 600sq concrete pilaster
Reinf: 150kg/m3

Cleaners
12 m²

Structural Walls

B06
WC
42 m²

W2 - 500thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

Make allowance for additional diaphragm
reinforcement and drag reinforcement into
walls - 500kg per wall per floor.

W3 - 400thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.
W4 - 250thk RC Wall
Reinf: 225kg/m3.

Allow for secondary framing for support of
cladding, theatre equipment

Allow for pile holes to be supported using
bentonite through soft soil, contractor to
confirm.

B1 - Braced Steel Frame - 400WC columns and braces

SSK - CD - 01 - 01
Piling Structural Plan - Concept Design

Foundations

SAPPER MOORE-JONES PLACE

PROJECT: Waikato Regional Theatre

N

WRT Concept Design
ISSUE DATE: 16/02/2018

(Dashed line indicates wall under)

W1 - 600thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

All primary floor beams allow 1-19x125lg studs
@ 125crs

Penetrations through walls not shown - refer
Arch.

Primary Beams
PB1 - 610UB

EXTENT OF B02 INDICATED
MATCHES CHARCOALBLUE
SOA ALLOWANCE

UP

D16
D17

JOB NO: 135713.00

DATE: 22/02/18

SSK: CD-01-01

REV: A

DRAWING Sub-stage (Level -2) Space Planning

P1 - 3-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P2 - 2-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P3 - 1200 dia RC pile
Embed to RL-22.00
Reinf: 400kg/m3
JOB
No.
216365.00
P4 - Palisade
retaining
wall
900 dia RC piles @ 1000c/c, 17m deep.
3
Reinf: 150kg/m
DRAWING
No. SK-110
REV. F

FOR INFORMATION
SCALE @ A1 1 : 200

Structural Legend
Flooring

EMBASSY PLAZA

Room Schedule - Floor Levels (Sub-stage)

ReinforcedNumber
concrete Area
raft
Name
1000mm thick,
E01a 3
Reinf: 150kg/m
E01b

Area Zoning
Auditorium / Stage

G1
Room
165 m²

Circulation
Plant / Services
Performer
Admin / Staff

1/2 PLANT ALLOWANCE TO
BE COVERED BY HOTEL

Crew/Offices
Crew/Offices
IT/Comms
Cleaners
Orchestra Pit/Seating Wagon
Trap Room
Instr. Store
General Store
AV Store
Electrics Store
Stage Drapes
M. Store
M. Workshop
Elec./AV Workshop
Piano Store
WC
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Conductor
Musician
Musician
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Sub-stage (Level -2)

E02

slab onLevel
grade

46.28 m²
26.33 m²
11.03 m²
12.06 m²
92.90 m²
46.06 m²
18.22 m²
49.20 m²
17.85 m²
25.38 m²
19.94 m²
12.32 m²
14.68 m²
28.59 m²
12.48 m²
41.70 m²
20.69 m²
15.02 m²
122.81 m²
26.80 m²
6.27 m²
16.58 m²
98.38 m²
14.72 m²
5.40 m²
13.28 m²
4.48 m²
0.96 m²
12.73 m²
19.45 m²
14.89 m²
15.24 m²
20.08 m²
30.20 m²
30.20 m²
1.76 m²
3.96 m²
3.95 m²
5.51 m²
165.15 m²
1143.51 m²

Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)
Sub-stage (Level -2)

Department
Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Auditorium / Stage
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Performer
Performer
Performer
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services

E03
Comflor 60, 200
thk,
B02
1.0mm deck B04
profile.
B05a
XD16's @ 200crs
e.w.
B05b
Allow XD16 B05d
fire steel every second trough
B05e
B05f
B05g
B05h
B05i
B05k
B06

Precast concrete bleachers on raking steel beams

External Deck.
Precast concrete floor & insitu concrete
topping on steel beams and columns,
supported on screw piles.

Fly Gallery Steel Framed Service Floor
Steel channels spaced @ 150c/c (for rigging to pass),
supported on steel framing.
Cross brace with rod bracing
Lightweight metal roofing on 300DHS purlins @
900crs with 2-fastbraces per purlin
Cross Brace with angle bracing typ
Allow for acoustic
separation
D15

EXTENT OF
PERMEABLE
DECK ABOVE

UP

PB2 - 610UBG1

PB3 - 900WB

Allow for underpinning and
localised shaping of
existing footings to suit

VICTORIA STREET

D16

Trimming/Edge Beams Shown indicatively

Musician
30 m²

Existing Hotel

B05e
B05d

B05f

AV Store
18 m²

B05i
Elec./AV Workshop
29 m²

B05b

Stage Drapes
20 m²

General Store
49 m²

Auditorium Steel Roof Truss

D15
B05a

B05k

Trap Room
46 m²

Electrics Store
25 m²

Roof Steel Beams

Musician
30 m²

E02

B04

Seating Propped Beams

D17

Moveable
B02
Orchestra Pit
Orchestra Pit/Seating Wagon
93 m²
IT/Comms
11 m²

Instr. Store
Piano Store
18 m²
12 m²

B05g

SB1 - 535Dpx90kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs
SB2 - 535Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs

E01a

SB3 - 510Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs

Crew/Offices
46 m²

B05h
M. Workshop
15 m²

Secondary Beams

Conductor
20 m²

E01b

Columns

Crew/Offices
26 m²

C1 - 350WC

M. Store
12 m²

C2 - 350WC
C3 - 310UC
C4 - Trimmer Posts

E03

Allowances:

UP

All secondary floor beams > 6m long to be
precambered Sp/300.
1-19x125lg studs @ 300crs.

C5 - Seating Prop Posts
C6 - 600sq concrete pilaster
Reinf: 150kg/m3

Cleaners
12 m²

Structural Walls

B06
WC
42 m²

W2 - 500thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

Make allowance for additional diaphragm
reinforcement and drag reinforcement into
walls - 500kg per wall per floor.

W3 - 400thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.
W4 - 250thk RC Wall
Reinf: 225kg/m3.

Allow for secondary framing for support of
cladding, theatre equipment

Allow for pile holes to be supported using
bentonite through soft soil, contractor to
confirm.

B1 - Braced Steel Frame - 400WC columns and braces

SSK - CD - 01 - 02
Level -2 Sub-Stage Structural Plan - Concept Design
SAPPER MOORE-JONES PLACE

PROJECT: Waikato Regional Theatre

N

(Dashed line indicates wall under)

W1 - 600thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

All primary floor beams allow 1-19x125lg studs
@ 125crs

Penetrations through walls not shown - refer
Arch.

Primary Beams
PB1 - 610UB

EXTENT OF B02 INDICATED
MATCHES CHARCOALBLUE
SOA ALLOWANCE

UP

D16
D17

WRT Concept Design
ISSUE DATE: 16/02/2018

JOB NO: 135713.00

DATE: 22/02/18

SSK: CD-01-02

REV: A

DRAWING Sub-stage (Level -2) Space Planning

Foundations
P1 - 3-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P2 - 2-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P3 - 1200 dia RC pile
Embed to RL-22.00
Reinf: 400kg/m3
JOB
No.
216365.00
P4 - Palisade
retaining
wall
900 dia RC piles @ 1000c/c, 17m deep.
3
Reinf: 150kg/m
DRAWING
No. SK-110
REV. F

FOR INFORMATION
SCALE @ A1 1 : 200

Structural Legend
Flooring

Room Schedule - Floor Levels (Stalls)

ReinforcedNumber
concrete Area
raft
Name
Stage Door
Waiting
Stalls

Area Zoning

A06
Stalls Bar & Store
30 m²

Public

F06
Auditorium / Stage

Education/Store
127 m²

Circulation

A03aM

A03aF

Stalls WC
111 m²

Stalls WC
83 m²
UP

Precast concrete
bleachers on raking
steel beams above
A02
Cloak/First Aid
10 m²

A11

A01a
Stalls Foyer
263 m²

Performer

RC Bleachers
Shared Hotel / Theatre

VOID
ABOVE

Admin / Staff

Central Bar Store
26 m²

Allow timber build up
for stalls seating.
Displacement air
conditioning below.

Plant / Services

F07
Rehearsal
150 m²

VICTORIA STREET

Moveable
Orchestra Pit

Existing Hotel

PUBLIC
ENTRY

Deck structure TBC.
Allow for precast concrete floor &
cast insitu topping on steel beams
and columns to screw piles below.
Allow for trimming structure
around trees

Scene Dock
92 m²

B03
Mainstage
429 m²

A03aM
A06
A09a
A09b
A10
A11

RL 35500

Auditorium Steel Roof Truss

Secondary Beams
SB1 - 535Dpx90kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs
SB2 - 535Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs
SB3 - 510Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs

Columns
Refer to
SSK-CD-02-02 for
TREE CANOPY TO
screen details
BE LOCALLY

RECEIVING

HOTEL B.O.H
SERVICE

Make allowance for additional diaphragm
reinforcement and drag reinforcement into
walls - 500kg per wall per floor.

Transformer

Switchroom

Hotel
B.O.H
Store

All primary floor beams allow 1-19x125lg studs
@ 125crs

D01

D05

DR2
22 m²

E04a

E04b

Stage Door
7 m²

Waiting
10 m²

Lounge
20 m²

D02
DR2
21 m²

LOADING

D04
DR2 (Acc.)
21 m²

D03
DR2
20 m²

TRIMMED

OUTDOOR
ELEVATED
COURTYARD
APPROX. 700m²

Penetrations through walls not shown - refer
Arch.
Allow for pile holes to be supported using
bentonite through soft soil, contractor to
confirm.

B07

Refuse
24 m²

C2 - 350WC
C3 - 310UC
C4 - Trimmer Posts

Structural Walls
RL 34500

(Dashed line indicates wall under)

W1 - 600thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.
W2 - 500thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

SD

Allow for trapdoor structure - steel beams
with moveable timber infill

W3 - 400thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.
W4 - 250thk RC Wall
Reinf: 225kg/m3.
B1 - Braced Steel Frame - 400WC columns and braces

SSK - CD - 01 - 03
Level -1 Stalls Structural Plan - Concept Design
SAPPER MOORE-JONES PLACE

PROJECT: Waikato Regional Theatre

WRT Concept Design

C1 - 350WC

C5 - Seating Prop Posts
C6 - 600sq concrete pilaster
Reinf: 150kg/m3

RAMP

Allow for secondary framing for support of
cladding, theatre equipment

ISSUE DATE: 16/02/2018

Lightweight metal roofing on 300DHS purlins @
900crs with 2-fastbraces per purlin
A01a
Cross BraceA02
with angle bracing typ
A03aF
Allow for acoustic
separation

Roof Steel Beams

B08

UP

N

Fly Gallery Steel Framed Service Floor
Steel channels spaced @ 150c/c (for rigging to pass),
supported on steel framing.
Cross brace with rod bracing

Seating Propped Beams

Cafe
79 m²

EDGE OF CIRCLE LEVEL
FLOORPLATE OVER

Bike
Parks

D01
D02
D03
D04
D05
D19

Trimming/Edge Beams Shown indicatively

F02
Loading/Empties/Refuse

All secondary floor beams > 6m long to be
precambered Sp/300.
1-19x125lg studs @ 300crs.

External Deck.
Precast concrete floor & insitu concrete
topping on steel beams and columns,
supported on screw piles.

Stalls
493 m²

A09a

Carpark

Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public

PB3 - 900WB

Kitchenette/WC
25 m²
Wine/Beer Store
40 m²

Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)

B01a

F08

A10

Admin / Staff
Admin / Staff
Auditorium / Stage

Precast concrete bleachers on raking steel beams

PB2 - 610UB

UP

UP

UP

Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)
Stalls (Level -1)

Department

Comflor 60, 200
thk,
B03
Stalls (Level -1)
Auditorium / Stage
1.0mm deckB07
profile.
Stalls (Level -1)
Auditorium / Stage
B08
Stalls
(Level
-1)
Auditorium
/ Stage
XD16's @ 200crs e.w.
Stalls (Level -1)
Circulation
Allow XD16 fire steel everyStalls
second
(Level -1) trough
Circulation

Mainstage
Refuse
Scene Dock
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
DR2
DR2
DR2
DR2 (Acc.)
Lounge
Acc. WC
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Stalls Foyer
Cloak/First Aid
Stalls WC
Stalls WC
Stalls Bar & Store
Cafe
Cafe
Wine/Beer Store
Central Bar Store
Stalls (Level -1)

PB1 - 610UB

Cafe
69 m²

Allowances:

B01a

7.34 m²
9.55 m²
Redundant
Room
922.59 m²
24.19 m²
91.82 m²
6.27 m²
26.73 m²
35.97 m²
12.45 m²
6.60 m²
6.60 m²
16.59 m²
67.73 m²
8.27 m²
187.60 m²
152.04 m²
19.46 m²
22.41 m²
21.29 m²
19.89 m²
20.87 m²
19.90 m²
3.04 m²
1.76 m²
5.37 m²
5.51 m²
5.51 m²
3.95 m²
262.78 m²
10.11 m²
83.26 m²
110.67 m²
29.58 m²
78.76 m²
69.32 m²
39.91 m²
25.92 m²
2441.62 m²

Primary Beams

A09b

Allow for underpinning and
localised shaping of existing
footings to suit

1000mm thick,
E04a 3
Reinf: 150kg/m
E04b

slab on
grade
Level

JOB NO: 135713.00

DATE: 22/02/18

SSK: CD-01-03

REV: A

DRAWING Stalls (Level -1) Space Planning

Foundations
P1 - 3-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P2 - 2-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P3 - 1200 dia RC pile
Embed to RL-22.00
Reinf: 400kg/m3
JOB
No.
216365.00
P4 - Palisade
retaining
wall
900 dia RC piles @ 1000c/c, 17m deep.
3
Reinf: 150kg/m
DRAWING
No. SK-111
REV. F

FOR INFORMATION
SCALE @ A1 1 : 200

Structural Legend
Flooring

EMBASSY PLAZA

Room Schedule - Floor Levels (Circle)

ReinforcedNumber
concrete Area
raft
Name
1000mm thick,
B01b
Reinf: 150kg/m3

SCREEN ABOVE
Area Zoning
Public

A01b

DN

RL 38500

Auditorium / Stage

Circle Foyer
451 m²

Circulation

RL 39500

RC Bleachers

C01
Control Room
43 m²

A12
Shop
9 m²

A04

DOUBLE-HEIGHT
SHARED SPACE

ATRIUM
ABOVE

Allow for reinforced
concrete bleachers on
raking steel beams

Plant / Services

A07b
Circle Bar & Store
A07a
9 m²
Circle Bar & Store
10 m²

Performer
Shared Hotel / Theatre

B01b

Box Office
26 m²

Technical

Circle
271 m²

Feature
Stair
STAIR

Allow for steel framed
feature stair with
precast treads

Circle
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
DR4
DR4
WC
Wardrobe
Laundry
Wigs
WC/Shower
Props Prep
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Circle Foyer
Box Office
Circle Bar & Store
Circle Bar & Store
Shop
Control Room
Circle (Level 1)

slab on
grade
Level

1007.17 m²
12.45 m²
26.73 m²
6.27 m²
26.73 m²
6.60 m²
43.96 m²
16.59 m²
6.60 m²
40.35 m²
277.99 m²
19.92 m²
20.35 m²
16.00 m²
30.48 m²
20.44 m²
21.50 m²
23.75 m²
17.39 m²
3.95 m²
5.51 m²
5.51 m²
5.37 m²
7.54 m²
1.76 m²
450.78 m²
25.92 m²
10.11 m²
9.30 m²
9.36 m²
42.93 m²
2219.32 m²

Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)
Circle (Level 1)

Department
Auditorium / Stage
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Technical

Comflor 60, 200 thk,
1.0mm deck profile.
XD16's @ 200crs e.w.
Allow XD16 fire steel every second trough

Precast concrete bleachers on raking steel beams
D07
D08
D18
D21
D22
D23
D24
D25a

External Deck.
Precast concrete floor & insitu concrete
topping on steel beams and columns,
supported on screw piles.

Fly Gallery Steel Framed Service Floor
Steel channels spaced @ 150c/c (for rigging to pass),
supported on steel framing.
Cross braceA01b
with rod bracing
A04
A07a
A07b
A12
C01

Lightweight metal roofing on 300DHS purlins @
900crs with 2-fastbraces per purlin
Cross Brace with angle bracing typ
Allow for acoustic separation

Primary Beams
PB1 - 610UB
PB2 - 610UB
PB3 - 900WB

VICTORIA STREET

Allow for underpinning and
localised shaping of existing
footings to suit

F&B

Trimming/Edge Beams Shown indicatively
Seating Propped Beams

F03b
F04b

---

Conference/Sponsors
77 m²

Roof Steel Beams
Auditorium Steel Roof Truss

Store
9 m²

Shared WC
109 m²

Existing Hotel

Secondary Beams
SB1 - 535Dpx90kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs
VOID
OVER
SCENE
BAY

STAGE / FLY TOWER

ATRIUM
ABOVE

SB2 - 535Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs
SB3 - 510Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs

Columns

HOTEL
F.O.H

C1 - 350WC

Seismic Gap to
Existing Building

C2 - 350WC
D25a

F01

Props Prep
17 m²

Catering Staff/Kitchen
72 m²

Allowances:

D18

D24

WC
16 m²

WC/Shower
24 m²

LOUNGE

All secondary floor beams > 6m long to be
precambered Sp/300.
1-19x125lg studs @ 300crs.

F&B

All primary floor beams allow 1-19x125lg studs
@ 125crs

D21
F04a

F03a

Store
36 m²

Conference/Sponsors
81 m²

Wardrobe
30 m²

D07

D08

DR4
20 m²

DR4
20 m²

D22

D23

Refer to
SSK-CD-02-02 for
screen details

COURTYARD
BELOW

VOID
OVER
TRUCK
DOCK

SCREEN

Laundry Wigs
20 m² 22 m²

CARPARK
ENTRY
BELOW

WRT Concept Design
ISSUE DATE: 16/02/2018

(Dashed line indicates wall under)

W3 - 400thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.
W4 - 250thk RC Wall
Reinf: 225kg/m3.
LEVEL PLAZA

B1 - Braced Steel Frame - 400WC columns and braces

SSK - CD - 01 - 04
Level 1 Circle Structural Plan - Concept Design
SAPPER MOORE-JONES PLACE

PROJECT: Waikato Regional Theatre

N

Structural Walls

W2 - 500thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

Allow for secondary framing for support of
cladding, theatre equipment

Allow for pile holes to be supported using
bentonite through soft soil, contractor to
confirm.

C5 - Seating Prop Posts
C6 - 600sq concrete pilaster
Reinf: 150kg/m3

W1 - 600thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

Make allowance for additional diaphragm
reinforcement and drag reinforcement into
walls - 500kg per wall per floor.

Penetrations through walls not shown - refer
Arch.

C3 - 310UC
C4 - Trimmer Posts

JOB NO: 135713.00

DATE: 22/02/18

SSK: CD-01-04

REV: A

DRAWING Circle (Level 1) Space Planning

Foundations
P1 - 3-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P2 - 2-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P3 - 1200 dia RC pile
Embed to RL-22.00
Reinf: 400kg/m3
JOB
No.
216365.00
P4 - Palisade
retaining
wall
900 dia RC piles @ 1000c/c, 17m deep.
3
Reinf: 150kg/m
DRAWING
No. SK-112
REV. F

FOR INFORMATION
SCALE @ A1 1 : 200

Structural Legend
Flooring

EMBASSY PLAZA

Room Schedule - Floor Levels (Front Balcony)

ReinforcedNumber
concrete Area
raft
Name
1000mm thick,
Reinf: 150kg/m3

Area Zoning

EXTERNAL
VOID

ART
GALLERY

Public
Circulation

?
Room
161 m²

Technical

A03c

Plant / Services

A01c

Front Balcony WC
119 m²

Front Balcony Foyer
216 m²

A08

LIGHTWELL
ABOVE

Balcony Bar
10 m²

UP

Performer

Feature
Stair
STAIR

Allow for underpinning
and localised shaping of
existing footings to suit

VICTORIA STREET

Allow for steel
framed feature
stair with precast
treads

UP

UP

Room
25 m²

Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Circulation
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Performer
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Plant / Services
Public
Public
Public
Public
Public
Technical

Comflor 60, 200 thk,
1.0mm deck profile.
XD16's @ 200crs e.w.
Allow XD16 fire steel every second trough

Precast concrete
bleachers on raking steel beams
D09
D10
D11
D12
D13
D14
D18
D20a
D20b
D25b
D26

External Deck.
Precast concrete floor & insitu concrete
topping on steel beams and columns,
supported on screw piles.

Fly Gallery Steel Framed Service Floor
Steel channels spaced @ 150c/c (for rigging to pass),
supported on steel framing.
Cross brace with rod bracing
A01c

HOTEL
B.O.H

A13a

PB2 - 610UB

Roof Steel Beams
Auditorium Steel Roof Truss

Secondary Beams

Dimmer
24 m²

Refer to
SSK-CD-02-02 for
screen details
STAGE / FLY TOWER

PB1 - 610UB

Seating Propped Beams

C02

ATRIUM
VOID

Primary Beams

Trimming/Edge Beams Shown indicatively

Manager/Ushers/Stores
44 m²

HOTEL
LOBBY

Existing Hotel

Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)
Front Balcony (Level 2)

PB3 - 900WB
A13b

Seismic Gap to
Existing Building

26.73 m²
6.60 m²
161.19 m²
6.60 m²
26.73 m²
16.59 m²
12.45 m²
6.27 m²
62.45 m²
25.92 m²
15.29 m²
28.05 m²
27.76 m²
35.69 m²
36.21 m²
37.80 m²
37.75 m²
43.92 m²
10.09 m²
9.76 m²
75.26 m²
19.52 m²
5.51 m²
3.95 m²
5.51 m²
1.76 m²
5.37 m²
216.18 m²
119.21 m²
10.11 m²
44.28 m²
25.44 m²
23.65 m²
1189.62 m²

Department

Lightweight A03c
metal roofing on 300DHS purlins @
A08
900crs with 2-fastbraces
per purlin
A13a
Cross BraceA13b
with angle bracing typ
C02
Allow for acoustic
separation

ATRIUM
VOID

Seismic Gap to
Existing Building

Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
DR6
DR6
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
Chorus DR
WC
Bath
Bath
Greenroom
Multi-use
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Front Balcony Foyer
Front Balcony WC
Balcony Bar
Manager/Ushers/Stores
Room
Dimmer
Front Balcony (Level 2)

slab on
grade
Level

SB1 - 535Dpx90kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs
SB2 - 535Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs
SB3 - 510Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs

D25b
Greenroom
75 m²

Columns
C1 - 350WC
SCREEN

D18

D26

WC
44 m²

Multi-use
20 m²

15x toilets
1x acc toilet

D20a

D20b

Bath
10 m²

Bath
10 m²

C3 - 310UC
C4 - Trimmer Posts

COURTYARD
BELOW

UP

C5 - Seating Prop Posts
C6 - 600sq concrete pilaster
Reinf: 150kg/m3

Allowances:
UP

All secondary floor beams > 6m long to be
precambered Sp/300.
1-19x125lg studs @ 300crs.

D09

D10

D11

D12

D13

D14

DR6
28 m²

DR6
28 m²

Chorus DR
36 m²

Chorus DR
36 m²

Chorus DR
38 m²

Chorus DR
38 m²

Structural Walls

W2 - 500thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

Make allowance for additional diaphragm
reinforcement and drag reinforcement into
walls - 500kg per wall per floor.

W3 - 400thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.
W4 - 250thk RC Wall
Reinf: 225kg/m3.

Allow for secondary framing for support of
cladding, theatre equipment

Allow for pile holes to be supported using
bentonite through soft soil, contractor to
confirm.

B1 - Braced Steel Frame - 400WC columns and braces

SSK - CD - 01 - 05
Level 2 Front Balcony Structural Plan - Concept Design
SAPPER MOORE-JONES PLACE

PROJECT: Waikato Regional Theatre

N

(Dashed line indicates wall under)

W1 - 600thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

All primary floor beams allow 1-19x125lg studs
@ 125crs

Penetrations through walls not shown - refer
Arch.

C2 - 350WC

WRT Concept Design
ISSUE DATE: 16/02/2018

JOB NO: 135713.00

DATE: 22/02/18

SSK: CD-01-05

REV: B

DRAWING Front Balcony (Level 2) Space Planning

Foundations
P1 - 3-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P2 - 2-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P3 - 1200 dia RC pile
Embed to RL-22.00
Reinf: 400kg/m3
JOB
No.
216365.00
P4 - Palisade
retaining
wall
900 dia RC piles @ 1000c/c, 17m deep.
3
Reinf: 150kg/m
DRAWING
No. SK-113
REV. F

FOR INFORMATION
SCALE @ A1 1 : 200

Structural Legend
EMBASSY PLAZA

Flooring

Room Schedule - Floor Levels (Rear Balcony)

External terrace - allow for
waterproofing and non-structural
screed to falls - refer Arch.

ReinforcedNumber
concrete Area
raft
Name
1000mm thick,
B01c
Reinf: 150kg/m3

Balcony (Front and Rear)
Room
Room
Room
Room
Rear Balcony (Level 3)

Area Zoning

EXTERNAL
VOID

SCULPTURE
TERRACE

Auditorium / Stage

ROOF

Circulation
Plant / Services

Lightwell rod bracing
each wall
B01c

LIGHTWELL
VOID

Balcony (Front and Rear)
353 m²

UP

Allow for secondary
structure associated with
fly-tower access lift

ATRIUM
VOID

slab onLevel
grade

353.26 m²
6.27 m²
12.45 m²
1.76 m²
52.63 m²
426.37 m²

Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)
Rear Balcony (Level 3)

Department
Auditorium / Stage
Circulation
Circulation
Plant / Services
Plant / Services

Comflor 60, 200 thk,
G2
1.0mm deck profile.
XD16's @ 200crs e.w.
Allow XD16 fire steel every second trough

Precast concrete bleachers on raking steel beams
External Deck.
Precast concrete floor & insitu concrete
topping on steel beams and columns,
supported on screw piles.
Fly Gallery Steel Framed Service Floor
Steel channels spaced @ 150c/c (for rigging to pass),
supported on steel framing.
Cross brace with rod bracing
Lightweight metal roofing on 300DHS purlins @
900crs with 2-fastbraces per purlin
Cross Brace with angle bracing typ
Allow for acoustic separation

Primary Beams
PB1 - 610UB
PB2 - 610UB

Trimming/Edge Beams Shown indicatively
Allow for secondary
structure associated with
fly-tower access lift

Seating Propped Beams
Allow for comflor concrete
floor roof to support wall
out of plane.

Seismic Gap to
Existing Building

HOTEL
ROOF

Braced Steel Truss - On Flat

Existing Hotel

VICTORIA STREET

PB3 - 900WB

ATRIUM
VOID

SB1 - 535Dpx90kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs
SB2 - 535Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs
FLY TOWER

Refer to
SSK-CD-02-02 for
screen details

Room
53 m²

COURTYARD
BELOW

Allowances:

Structural Walls
Allow secondary
structure for lift over-runs

W2 - 500thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.
W3 - 400thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.
Allow support structure for plant deck, with
acoustic separation to fly tower and acoustic
floating floor in structural build up

Allow for secondary framing for support of
cladding, theatre equipment

W4 - 250thk RC Wall
Reinf: 225kg/m3.
B1 - Braced Steel Frame - 400WC columns and braces

SSK - CD - 01 - 06
Level 3 Rear Balcony Structural Plan - Concept Design
SAPPER MOORE-JONES PLACE

PROJECT: Waikato Regional Theatre

N

(Dashed line indicates wall under)

W1 - 600thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

Make allowance for additional diaphragm
reinforcement and drag reinforcement into
walls - 500kg per wall per floor.

Allow for pile holes to be supported using
bentonite through soft soil, contractor to
confirm.

C2 - 350WC

C5 - Seating Prop Posts
C6 - 600sq concrete pilaster
Reinf: 150kg/m3

All secondary floor beams > 6m long to be
precambered Sp/300.
1-19x125lg studs @ 300crs.

Penetrations through walls not shown - refer
Arch.

Columns

C3 - 310UC
C4 - Trimmer Posts

OUTDOOR
PLANT

All primary floor beams allow 1-19x125lg studs
@ 125crs

SB3 - 510Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs

C1 - 350WC

G2
UP

Auditorium Steel Roof Truss

Secondary Beams

ROOF

SCREEN

Allow for braced steel
truss on flat under
counterweight deck

Roof Steel Beams

WRT Concept Design
ISSUE DATE: 16/02/2018

JOB NO: 135713.00

DATE: 22/02/18

SSK: CD-01-06

REV: A

DRAWING Rear Balcony (Level 3) Space Planning

Foundations
P1 - 3-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P2 - 2-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P3 - 1200 dia RC pile
Embed to RL-22.00
Reinf: 400kg/m3
JOB
No.
216365.00
P4 - Palisade
retaining
wall
900 dia RC piles @ 1000c/c, 17m deep.
3
Reinf: 150kg/m
DRAWING
No. SK-114
REV. F

FOR INFORMATION
SCALE @ A1 1 : 200

Structural Legend
Flooring

EMBASSY PLAZA

Room Schedule - Floor Levels (Bridge)

Reinforced Number
concrete Area
raft
Name
1000mm thick,
C03
Reinf: 150kg/m3

Followspot
Bridge (Level 4)

BUILDING OUTLINE BELOW
Area Zoning
Technical

ROOF

10.44 m²
10.44 m²

Bridge (Level 4)

Department
Technical

Comflor 60, 200 thk,
1.0mm deck profile.
XD16's @ 200crs e.w.
Allow XD16 fire steel every second trough
Precast concrete bleachers on raking steel beams
External Deck.
Precast concrete floor & insitu concrete
topping on steel beams and columns,
supported on screw piles.

ROOF

C03
Followspot
10 m²

Lightwell rod bracing
each wall

Truss Bottom Chord
LIGHTWELL
UP

slab onLevel
grade

Fly Gallery Steel Framed Service Floor
Steel channels spaced @ 150c/c (for rigging to pass),
supported on steel framing.
Cross brace with rod bracing

Truss Bottom Chord

Lightweight metal roofing on 300DHS purlins @
900crs with 2-fastbraces per purlin
Cross Brace with angle bracing typ
Allow for acoustic separation

Truss Bottom Chord

Primary Beams

ATRIUM

PB1 - 610UB

Allow for glazed roof
over atrium

BRIDGE ZONE

PB2 - 610UB

VICTORIA STREET

Truss Bottom Chord

PB3 - 900WB
Trimming/Edge Beams Shown indicatively
Seating Propped Beams

Truss Bottom Chord

Allow for secondary
structure associated with
fly-tower access lift

ROOF

Allow for secondary
structure associated with
fly-tower access lift

Braced Frame Over Proscenium

SB1 - 535Dpx90kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs

HOTEL
ROOF

Allow for glazed roof
over atrium

Auditorium Steel Roof Truss

Secondary Beams

Existing Hotel

Seismic Gap to
Existing Building

Roof Steel Beams

Allow for catwalks and
equipment support to be hung
off roof trusses

FLY TOWER

ATRIUM

SB2 - 535Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs
SB3 - 510Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs

Columns
C1 - 350WC
C2 - 350WC
C3 - 310UC
C4 - Trimmer Posts
UP

Allowances:

C5 - Seating Prop Posts
C6 - 600sq concrete pilaster
Reinf: 150kg/m3

ROOF

All secondary floor beams > 6m long to be
precambered Sp/300.
1-19x125lg studs @ 300crs.

Structural Walls
W1 - 600thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

All primary floor beams allow 1-19x125lg studs
@ 125crs
Make allowance for additional diaphragm
reinforcement and drag reinforcement into
walls - 500kg per wall per floor.

W2 - 500thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.
W3 - 400thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

BUILDING OUTLINE BELOW

W4 - 250thk RC Wall
Reinf: 225kg/m3.

Allow for secondary framing for support of
cladding, theatre equipment
Penetrations through walls not shown - refer
Arch.
Allow for pile holes to be supported using
bentonite through soft soil, contractor to
confirm.

B1 - Braced Steel Frame - 400WC columns and braces

SSK - CD - 01 - 07
Level 4 Bridge Structural Plan - Concept Design
SAPPER MOORE-JONES PLACE

PROJECT: Waikato Regional Theatre

N

WRT Concept Design
ISSUE DATE: 16/02/2018

(Dashed line indicates wall under)

JOB NO: 135713.00

DATE: 22/02/18

SSK: CD-01-07

REV: A

DRAWING Bridge (Level 4) Space Planning

Foundations
P1 - 3-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P2 - 2-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P3 - 1200 dia RC pile
Embed to RL-22.00
Reinf: 400kg/m3
JOB
No.
216365.00
P4 - Palisade
retaining
wall
900 dia RC piles @ 1000c/c, 17m deep.
3
Reinf: 150kg/m
DRAWING
No. SK-115
REV. D

FOR INFORMATION
SCALE @ A1 1 : 200

Structural Legend
Flooring

EMBASSY PLAZA

Room Schedule - Floor Levels (Bridge)

Reinforced Number
concrete Area
raft
Name
1000mm thick,
C03
Reinf: 150kg/m3

Followspot
Bridge (Level 4)

BUILDING OUTLINE BELOW
Area Zoning
Technical

ROOF

ROOF

Lightwell rod bracing
each wall

C03
Followspot

Truss Top Chord10 m²

Allow for glazed roof
structure over lightwell

LIGHTWELL
UP

Truss Top Chord

slab onLevel
grade

10.44 m²
10.44 m²

Bridge (Level 4)

Department
Technical

Comflor 60, 200 thk,
1.0mm deck profile.
XD16's @ 200crs e.w.
Allow XD16 fire steel every second trough
Precast concrete bleachers on raking steel beams
External Deck.
Precast concrete floor & insitu concrete
topping on steel beams and columns,
supported on screw piles.
Fly Gallery Steel Framed Service Floor
Steel channels spaced @ 150c/c (for rigging to pass),
supported on steel framing.
Cross brace with rod bracing
Lightweight metal roofing on 300DHS purlins @
900crs with 2-fastbraces per purlin
Cross Brace with angle bracing typ
Allow for acoustic separation

Primary Beams

Truss Top Chord
ATRIUM

PB1 - 610UB
BRIDGE ZONE

PB2 - 610UB

VICTORIA STREET

Truss Top Chord

PB3 - 900WB
Trimming/Edge Beams Shown indicatively
Seating Propped Beams

Truss Top Chord

Allow for secondary
structure associated with
fly-tower access lift

ROOF

Allow for secondary
structure associated with
fly-tower access lift

Braced Frame Over Proscenium

SB1 - 535Dpx90kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs
Allow for catwalks and
equipment support to be hung
off roof trusses

Fly Gallery Steel Framed Floor

HOTEL
ROOF

Allow for glazed roof
over atrium

Auditorium Steel Roof Truss

Secondary Beams

Existing Hotel

Seismic Gap to
Existing Building

Roof Steel Beams

FLY TOWER

ATRIUM

SB2 - 535Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs
SB3 - 510Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs

Columns
C1 - 350WC
C2 - 350WC
C3 - 310UC
C4 - Trimmer Posts
UP

Allowances:

C5 - Seating Prop Posts
C6 - 600sq concrete pilaster
Reinf: 150kg/m3

ROOF

All secondary floor beams > 6m long to be
precambered Sp/300.
1-19x125lg studs @ 300crs.

Structural Walls
W1 - 600thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

All primary floor beams allow 1-19x125lg studs
@ 125crs

W2 - 500thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

Make allowance for additional diaphragm
reinforcement and drag reinforcement into
walls - 500kg per wall per floor.

W3 - 400thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

BUILDING OUTLINE BELOW

W4 - 250thk RC Wall
Reinf: 225kg/m3.

Allow for secondary framing for support of
cladding, theatre equipment
Penetrations through walls not shown - refer
Arch.
Allow for pile holes to be supported using
bentonite through soft soil, contractor to
confirm.

B1 - Braced Steel Frame - 400WC columns and braces

SSK - CD - 01 - 08
Level 5 Auditorium Roof Structural Plan - Concept Design
SAPPER MOORE-JONES PLACE

PROJECT: Waikato Regional Theatre

N

(Dashed line indicates wall under)

WRT Concept Design
ISSUE DATE: 16/02/2018

JOB NO: 135713.00

DATE: 22/02/18

SSK: CD-01-08

REV: A

DRAWING Bridge (Level 4) Space Planning

Foundations
P1 - 3-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P2 - 2-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P3 - 1200 dia RC pile
Embed to RL-22.00
Reinf: 400kg/m3
JOB
No.
216365.00
P4 - Palisade
retaining
wall
900 dia RC piles @ 1000c/c, 17m deep.
3
Reinf: 150kg/m
DRAWING
No. SK-115
REV. D

FOR INFORMATION
SCALE @ A1 1 : 200

Structural Legend
Flooring

EMBASSY PLAZA

Room Schedule - Floor Levels (Bridge)

Reinforced Number
concrete Area
raft
Name
1000mm thick,
C03
Reinf: 150kg/m3

Followspot
Bridge (Level 4)

BUILDING OUTLINE BELOW
Area Zoning
Technical

ROOF

slab onLevel
grade

10.44 m²
10.44 m²

Bridge (Level 4)

Department
Technical

Comflor 60, 200 thk,
1.0mm deck profile.
XD16's @ 200crs e.w.
Allow XD16 fire steel every second trough
Precast concrete bleachers on raking steel beams
External Deck.
Precast concrete floor & insitu concrete
topping on steel beams and columns,
supported on screw piles.

ROOF

C03
Followspot
10 m²

Fly Gallery Steel Framed Service Floor
Steel channels spaced @ 150c/c (for rigging to pass),
supported on steel framing.
Cross brace with rod bracing

LIGHTWELL
UP

Lightweight metal roofing on 300DHS purlins @
900crs with 2-fastbraces per purlin
Cross Brace with angle bracing typ
Allow for acoustic separation

Primary Beams
ATRIUM

PB1 - 610UB
BRIDGE ZONE

PB2 - 610UB

Trimming/Edge Beams Shown indicatively
Seismic Gap to
Existing Building

Seating Propped Beams

Allow for secondary
steel for lift over-run

ROOF

Roof Steel Beams
Auditorium Steel Roof Truss

Secondary Beams

Existing Hotel

VICTORIA STREET

PB3 - 900WB

SB1 - 535Dpx90kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs
SB2 - 535Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs

HOTEL
ROOF

SB3 - 510Dpx60kg/m Cell Beam @ 3.2m crs

FLY TOWER

ATRIUM

Columns
C1 - 350WC
C2 - 350WC
C3 - 310UC
C4 - Trimmer Posts
UP

Allowances:

C5 - Seating Prop Posts
C6 - 600sq concrete pilaster
Reinf: 150kg/m3

ROOF

All secondary floor beams > 6m long to be
precambered Sp/300.
1-19x125lg studs @ 300crs.

Structural Walls
W1 - 600thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

All primary floor beams allow 1-19x125lg studs
@ 125crs

W2 - 500thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

Make allowance for additional diaphragm
reinforcement and drag reinforcement into
walls - 500kg per wall per floor.

W3 - 400thk RC Wall
Reinf: 150kg/m3.

BUILDING OUTLINE BELOW

W4 - 250thk RC Wall
Reinf: 225kg/m3.

Allow for secondary framing for support of
cladding, theatre equipment
Penetrations through walls not shown - refer
Arch.
Allow for pile holes to be supported using
bentonite through soft soil, contractor to
confirm.

B1 - Braced Steel Frame - 400WC columns and braces

SSK - CD - 01 - 09
Flytower & Hotel Roof Structural Plan - Concept Design
SAPPER MOORE-JONES PLACE

PROJECT: Waikato Regional Theatre

N

(Dashed line indicates wall under)

WRT Concept Design
ISSUE DATE: 16/02/2018

JOB NO: 135713.00

DATE: 22/02/18

SSK: CD-01-09

REV: A

DRAWING Bridge (Level 4) Space Planning

Foundations
P1 - 3-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P2 - 2-900 dia RC pile @ 2.7m spacing
Embed 12m below slab level
Reinf: 150kg/m3
P3 - 1200 dia RC pile
Embed to RL-22.00
Reinf: 400kg/m3
JOB
No.
216365.00
P4 - Palisade
retaining
wall
900 dia RC piles @ 1000c/c, 17m deep.
3
Reinf: 150kg/m
DRAWING
No. SK-115
REV. D

FOR INFORMATION
SCALE @ A1 1 : 200

175thkbclip on precast
concrete cladding panels

Lightweight flytower roof over
steel beams.
Allow for acoustic treatment.

Stair riser behind - secondary
steelwork not shown

Lightweight auditorium roof
over steel trusses.
Allow for acoustic treatment.

Indicative walk-through steel
roof truss locations.
Allow for trimming steel to
support catwalks, lighting
equipment etc

Fly Gallery Floor.
Allow for floor lightweight floor
and rigging gear support

175thkbclip on precast
concrete cladding panels

Truss

Truss

Truss

Truss

Truss

Roof Braced Frame

Lightweight Auditorium Roof Over

Flytower Braced Frames Over Stage

Flytower Braced Frames Over Stage

Lightweight Flytower Roof

Indicative gantry and fly gear
support - allow for secondary
steelwork

Make allowance for moveable
proscenium arch structure.

500thk FlyTower Wall

500thk Rear Wall

Precast concrete bleachers on raking
steel beam to suit seating layout

Typical balcony seating structure concrete floor on propped steel beams
supported off concrete walls.
As indicated by Arch will be a
proprietary moveable balcony

Precast concrete bleachers on raking
steel beam to suit seating layout

Make suitable allowance
for balustrades
Timber build up on flat concrete
floor raft slab to suit seating
arrangement

Floor and seating support - concrete
bleachers on steel frames

Stage concrete floor on steel frames

Raft Slab Under
Piles below primary columns typically

Raft Slab Under

Orchestra pit - arrangement TBC.
Simplifying shape and minimising depth suggested
to reduce waterproofing and retaining issues.
Allow for extended retaining around pit.

SSK - CD - 02 - 01
Typical Auditorium Structural Section Concept Design

PROJECT:
JOB NO:

Waikato Regional Theatre
135713.00

SSK: CD-02-01

DATE: 22/02/18
REV: A

G2

Room
53 m²

Props back to main structure
to align with building columns
at floor levels

Primary structural column
350x10SHS
Supported on pile cap and
screw piles

EXTERNAL
VOID

B01c

FLY TOWER

Balcony (Front and Rear)
353 m²

Props back to structural slab at L2 & L3
OUTDOOR
PLANT

Crossbracing and props
back to L2 & L3 theatre slab

Structural Legend

ATRIUM
VOID

ATRIUM
VOID

Crossbracing and props
back to L2 & L3 theatre slab

Horizontal Member
350x250x10RHS
Vertical Member
350x250x8RHS

ROOF
SCULPTURE
TERRACE

LIGHTWELL
VOID

COURTYARD
BELOW

Mid-Height Member
350x250x10RHS
Diagonal Member
350x250x8RHS

SCREEN

Mid-height member to
support glazing
channels out of plane

Screen Prop
350x10SHS

Screen Plan View L3

View From North Corner

Screen Brace
Stainless Steel Rod Bracing

Props arranged to suit
existing tree locations

Cross bracing behind
5m

10m

Allow for connection to
external deck/walkway

~12m

Deck Level
RC pile cap 1mx1mx1m,
reinf 150kg/m3

View From East Corner
Screen Isometric Views

Screw piles below.
Size and depth of screw pile TBC
by piling contractor.
Allow 750φ helix on 273CHS
shaft, assume 20m embedment

Notes:
All external structural steelwork to be hot dip
galvanised. Refer Arch for top coat finish.

Screen Elevation - Typical

Screen to be fabricated with welded connections
to all members. Allow for member splices to
erect on site.
Fixings for glazing channels by others

SSK - CD - 02 - 02
External Screen - Concept Design

PROJECT: Waikato Regional Theatre
JOB NO: 135713.00

DATE: 22/02/18

SSK: CD-02-02

REV: A

Refer Arch for dimensions, glazing channel
details and tree locations

Design Notes:
WWMH

1. All existing services information indicative only. To be
confirmed by contractor on site prior to construction

LL = 34.93
IL = 34.10 (out)

EMBASSY PLAZA

2. Wastewater and stormwater information obtained from
Harrison Grierson site survey 142930-SS02 rev 1

WWR21124

WWR21123

LL = 35.66

LL = 38.78
IL = 36.81 (out)

3. Water supply information obtained from HCC Three
Waters GIS

IL = 33. 55 (in)
IL = 33.55 (in)
IL 33.53 (out)
Area Zoning
Auditorium / Stage
UP

Store

Circulation

PLANT

Legend

F05
Family/Education WC
112 m²

F06
Education/Store
106 m²

M - 2x PANS
1X ACC
3x URINAL

Plant / Services

Existing wastewater

Performer

Existing stormwater
Existing water supply

Shared Hotel / Theatre

F - 2x PANS
1x ACC

Existing manhole

Admin / Staff

42 m²

D13
Chorus DR
70 m²

Store

Existing sump

UP

112 m²
UP

IT/Comms
14 m²

Chorus DR
70 m²

182 m²

D16

R
AF

Musician
30 m²

D94

WWR21127
LL = 33.79
IL = 31.98 (in)
IL = 31.94 (out)

D17

Room
5 m²

existing stormwater
detention tank will be
removed

EXTENT OF
PERMEABLE
DECK ABOVE

D14

E02

T

250 mm dia. trunk main

150 mm dia. clay main

VICTORIA STREET

450 mm dia. conc main

80 m²

Musician
30 m²

Area of archaeological
interest

D15

Conductor
20 m²

SUBSTAGE ROOM REFERENCES
YET TO BE ORGANISED:
- B02 Orchestra Pit/Seating Wagon
- B04 Trap Room
- B05 Stores and Workshops

E01a

Crew/Offices
41 m²

E01b

Crew/Offices
26 m²

D

E03

UP

G2

Plant
134 m²

Cleaners
13 m²

WC
142 m²

existing stormwater
detention tank will be
removed

WWR22080
LL = 33.68
IL = 31.91 (in)
IL = 31.88 (out)
Possible SW dropper pipe

6x SHOWER
5x PANS

WWR22081
LL = 33.61
IL = 31.34 (in)
IL = 31.71 (out)

SWR22061
LL = 28.72
IL A = 27.80 (in)
IL B = 28.15 (in)
IL = 27.62 (out)

150 mm dia. main

SAPPER MOORE-JONES PLACE

SWR22062
LL = 27.32

150 mm dia. clay main

IL A = 25.82 (in)
IL B = 26.12 (in)
IL = 25.56 (out)
WWR21032
LL = 39.15

Existing services plan
FOR INFORMATION

WWMH

IL = 35.99 (in)
IL = 35.95 (out)

LL = 38.99

WRT Concept Design
ISSUE DATE: 13/02/2018

IL = 38.12 (in)
IL = 38.09 (out)

WWR21033
LL = 36.44
IL = 34.09 (in)
IL = 34.28 (in)
IL = 34.09 (in)
IL = 34.03 (out)

SWR21121
LL = 35.26
IL = 34.61 (in)
IL = 33.54 (out)

WWR22082
LL = 35.27
manhole lid
stuck down
IL = 31.44 (off
HCC GIS, tbc)

DRAWING Sub-stage (Level -2) Space Planning

PROJECT: Waikato Regional Theatre

SWR22060

JOB No.

LL = 33.16
IL = 31.51 (in)
IL = 31.46 (out)

SCALE @ A1 1 : 200

216365.00

JOB NO: 135713.50

DRAWING No. SK-110
CSK: CD-01-01REV. E

DATE: 22/02/2018
REV: 1

Design Notes:

deep 1200 mm dia.
MH. IL approx. 5m
Specific design
required.

WWMH

1. All existing services information indicative only. To be
confirmed by contractor on site prior to construction

LL = 34.93
IL = 34.10 (out)

EMBASSY PLAZA

2. Wastewater and stormwater information obtained from
Harrison Grierson site survey 142930-SS02 rev 1

WWR21124

WWR21123

LL = 35.66

LL = 38.78
IL = 36.81 (out)

3. Water supply information obtained from HCC Three
Waters GIS

IL = 33. 55 (in)
WW

WW

WW

WW

IL = 33.55 (in)
IL 33.53 (out)

WW

WW

Area Zoning

WW

Auditorium / Stage
UP

Store

Circulation
WW

PLANT

F05
Family/Education WC
112 m²

FFL of plant room
31.00 m RL

WW

Plant / Services

F06
Education/Store
106 m²

M - 2x PANS
1X ACC
3x URINAL

Performer
Shared Hotel / Theatre

F - 2x PANS
1x ACC

Admin / Staff

WW

42 m²

D13
Chorus DR
70 m²

80 m²

UP

WW

D14

E02

T

WW

250 mm dia. trunk main

UP

IT/Comms
14 m²

Chorus DR
70 m²

EXTENT OF
PERMEABLE
DECK ABOVE

5. Building services engineer to provide wastewater ILs at
building line for civil to pick up.
6. Downpipe design & location to be provided by the
architect.
7. In the event that during earthworks on site, any
archaeological features , artifacts or human remains are
found, the Hamilton City Council’s Accidental Discovery
Protocol with the District Plan shall be complied with.
8. The proposed carpark for the hotel on sub-surface 1 will
require drainage connection. Connection to either
wastewater or stormwater dependant on requirements of
Council. If stormwater connection used, treatment of runoff
will be required. ie. proprietary device such as oil & grit
interceptor.

182 m²

D16

WW

R
AF

Musician
30 m²

D94

WW

Legend
Existing wastewater

D17

Room
5 m²

FFL of orchestra
pit 29.00 m RL

Musician
30 m²

WW

Proposed wastewater

WW

D15

Existing stormwater

Conductor
20 m²

WW

150 mm dia. clay main

450 mm dia. conc main

VICTORIA STREET

WW

Store

112 m²

4. Water reuse tanks to be sized and located by building
services engineer. Tanks will require overflow pipe.
Discharge point to be confirmed.

WW

SUBSTAGE ROOM REFERENCES
YET TO BE ORGANISED:
- B02 Orchestra Pit/Seating Wagon
- B04 Trap Room
- B05 Stores and Workshops

SW

SW

Proposed stormwater

E01a

Crew/Offices
41 m²

Existing water supply
Area of archaeological
interest

WS

Proposed water supply

WS

WW

E01b

WW

Crew/Offices
26 m²

Service to be removed
Existing manhole
Existing sump

D

WW

E03

UP

WC
142 m²

Plant
134 m²

6x SHOWER
5x PANS

WW

WW

Proposed manhole

Cleaners
13 m²

G2

WW

WW

WW

WW

WS

WW

WW

WW

WW

SW

SW
SW
SW

WW
WW

WW

150 mm dia. main

WW
WW

WW

WW
WW

SAPPER MOORE-JONES PLACE

SWR22061
LL = 28.72
IL A = 27.80 (in)
IL B = 28.15 (in)
IL = 27.62 (out)

WW

SWR22062
LL = 27.32

150 mm dia. clay main

IL A = 25.82 (in)
IL B = 26.12 (in)
IL = 25.56 (out)

WWR21032
LL = 39.15

WWMH

IL = 35.99 (in)
IL = 35.95 (out)

LL = 38.99

WRT Concept Design
ISSUE DATE: 13/02/2018

IL = 38.12 (in)
IL = 38.09 (out)

WWR21033
LL = 36.44
IL = 34.09 (in)
IL = 34.28 (in)
IL = 34.09 (in)
IL = 34.03 (out)

DRAWING

WWR22082
LL = 35.27
(tbc-HCC GIS
shows LL at
SWR21121
33.83.
LL = 35.26
Survey noted
IL = 34.61 (in)
manhole lid
IL = 33.54 (out)
stuck down
IL = 31.44 (off
Sub-stage (Level -2) Space
Planning
HCC GIS,
tbc)

SWR22060
LL = 33.16
IL = 31.51 (in)
IL = 31.46 (out)

CONCEPT DESIGN
SCALE @ A1 1 : 200

Proposed services plan
FOR INFORMATION
PROJECT: Waikato Regional Theatre

JOB No.

216365.00

JOB NO: 135713.50

DRAWING No. SK-110
CSK: CD-01-02REV. E

DATE: 22/02/2018
REV: 1

APPENDIX D - ECUBED DRAWINGS

LEGEND
MECHANICAL PLANT/EQUIPMENT
HYDRAULIC PLANT/EQUIPMENT
ELECTRICAL PLANT/EQUIPMENT
SERVICES RISER

DASHED LINE DENOTES REQUIRED
PLANTROOM EXTENSION TO
ACCOMODATE EQUIPMENT

SUPPLY AIR DUCTWORK

10
1

3

2

13
4

9

7

RETURN AIR/GENERAL EXTRACT
DUCTWORK

5

TOILET EXTRACT DUCTWORK
CARPARK EXHAUST DUCTWORK

6

KITCHEN EXHAUST DUCTWORK

8

DRAWING NOTES
11

14
12

1

ORCHESTRA PIT AHU

2

FOH & ART GALLERY AHU No. 1

3

BALCONY AHU No. 1

4

BALCONY AHU No. 2

5

FOH AHU No. 2

6

STAGE AHU No. 1

7

STAGE AHU No. 2

8

STALLS & CIRCLE AHU No. 1

9

STALLS & CIRCLE AHU No. 2

10 HEAT PUMP CHILLERS, PUMPS & BOILERS
11 THEATRE & HOTEL DOMESTIC HOT
WATER PLANT ROOM & GAS RIGS
12 LOW LEVEL SUPPLY AIR TO FRONT OF
STALLS
13 OUTDOOR AIR PLENUM BELOW SLAB
14 EXHAUST AIR PLENUM BELOW SLAB
15 IN-GROUND RAINWATER HARVESTING
TANKS & PUMPSET

15

WAIKATO REGIONAL THEATRE
COMBINED SERVICES
SUBSTAGE (LEVEL -2)
SPACE PLANNING

DRAWING No.

REVISION:

SK-M01

C

SCALE @ A1:

NTS

LEGEND
MECHANICAL PLANT/EQUIPMENT
HYDRAULIC PLANT/EQUIPMENT
ELECTRICAL PLANT/EQUIPMENT
SERVICES RISER
SUPPLY AIR DUCTWORK
RETURN AIR/GENERAL EXTRACT
DUCTWORK
TOILET EXTRACT DUCTWORK
CARPARK EXHAUST DUCTWORK
KITCHEN EXTRACT DUCTWORK

1

DRAWING NOTES

1

9

1

UNDERSEAT SUPPLY AIR TO SERVE
STALLS SEATING

2

SIDEWALL SUPPLY AIR TO SERVE BOXES

3

THEATRE RETURN AIR

4

CARPARK MAKE-UP AIR

5

WASTE COLLECTION, CARPARK &
LOADING BAY EXHAUST LOUVRE

6

MAIN SWITCHROOM

7

TRANSFORMER ROOM (xx*xx)

8

HOTEL SERVICES RISER

9

VOID REQUIRED IN WALL TO
ACCOMODATE SUPPLY AIR DUCTWORK
SERVING BOXES

9
2

3

2

3

10

LOADING BAY OUTDOOR AIR AND
EXHAUST LOUVRES

5

4
10

7

WAIKATO REGIONAL THEATRE
COMBINED SERVICES
STALLS (LEVEL -1)
SPACE PLANNING

DRAWING No.

REVISION:

SK-M02

B

SCALE @ A1:

NTS

LEGEND
MECHANICAL PLANT/EQUIPMENT
HYDRAULIC PLANT/EQUIPMENT
ELECTRICAL PLANT/EQUIPMENT
SERVICES RISER
SUPPLY AIR DUCTWORK
RETURN AIR/GENERAL EXTRACT
DUCTWORK
TOILET EXTRACT DUCTWORK
CARPARK EXHAUST DUCTWORK
KITCHEN EXTRACT DUCTWORK

4
1

DRAWING NOTES
1

5

5
2

3

2

1

UNDERSEAT SUPPLY AIR TO SERVE
CIRCLE SEATING

2

SIDEWALL SUPPLY AIR TO SERVE
BOXES

3

THEATRE RETURN AIR

4

HIGH LEVEL REAR SUPPLY TO
SERVE CIRCLE SEATING FED FROM
ABOVE

5

VOID REQUIRED IN WALL TO
ACCOMODATE SUPPLY AIR
DUCTWORK SERVING BOXES

3

WAIKATO REGIONAL THEATRE
COMBINED SERVICES
CIRCLE (LEVEL 1)
SPACE PLANNING

DRAWING No.

REVISION:

SK-M03

B

SCALE @ A1:

NTS

LEGEND
MECHANICAL PLANT/EQUIPMENT
HYDRAULIC PLANT/EQUIPMENT
ELECTRICAL PLANT/EQUIPMENT
SERVICES RISER
SUPPLY AIR DUCTWORK
RETURN AIR/GENERAL EXTRACT
DUCTWORK
TOILET EXTRACT DUCTWORK
CARPARK EXHAUST DUCTWORK

5

KITCHEN EXHAUST DUCTWORK

5

DRAWING NOTES

1

1

6

2

2

6

3

3

4

1

UNDERSEAT SUPPLY AIR TO SERVE
FRONT BALCONY SEATING

2

SIDEWALL SUPPLY AIR TO SERVE
BOXES

3

THEATRE RETURN AIR

4

HIGH LEVEL STAGE SUPPLY

5

HIGH LEVEL REAR SUPPLY TO SERVE
CIRCLE SEATING BELOW (RUN AT LL
BENEATH FRONT BALCONY SEATING)

6

VOID REQUIRED IN WALL TO
ACCOMODATE SUPPLY AIR
DUCTWORK SERVING BOXES

4

WAIKATO REGIONAL THEATRE
COMBINED SERVICES
FRONT BALCONY (LEVEL 2)
SPACE PLANNING

DRAWING No.

REVISION:

SK-M04

B

SCALE @ A1:

NTS

LEGEND
MECHANICAL PLANT/EQUIPMENT
HYDRAULIC PLANT/EQUIPMENT
ELECTRICAL PLANT/EQUIPMENT
SERVICES RISER
SUPPLY AIR DUCTWORK
RETURN AIR/GENERAL EXTRACT
DUCTWORK
TOILET EXTRACT DUCTWORK
CARPARK EXHAUST DUCTWORK

5

5

KITCHEN EXHAUST DUCTWORK

1

DRAWING NOTES

1

2

2

3

3

1

UNDERSEAT SUPPLY AIR TO SERVE
REAR BALCONY SEATING

2

SIDEWALL SUPPLY AIR TO SERVE
BOXES

3

THEATRE RETURN AIR

4

HIGH LEVEL REAR SUPPLY TO SERVE
REAR BALCONY SEATING

5

HIGH LEVEL REAR SUPPLY TO SERVE
REAR BALCONY SEATING

6

COOLING TOWER PLANT

7

THEATRE BOH AHU

8

THEATRE TOILET EXTRACT FAN

8
7

6

WAIKATO REGIONAL THEATRE
COMBINED SERVICES
REAR BALCONY (LEVEL 3)
SPACE PLANNING

DRAWING No.

REVISION:

SK-M05

B

SCALE @ A1:

NTS

LEGEND
MECHANICAL PLANT/EQUIPMENT
HYDRAULIC PLANT/EQUIPMENT
ELECTRICAL PLANT/EQUIPMENT
SERVICES RISER
SUPPLY AIR DUCTWORK
RETURN AIR/GENERAL EXTRACT
DUCTWORK
TOILET EXTRACT DUCTWORK
CARPARK EXHAUST DUCTWORK
KITCHEN EXHAUST DUCTWORK

5
5

DRAWING NOTES

6
1

HOTEL AHU No. 1

2

HOTEL AHU No. 2

3

HOTEL TOILET EXTRACT FAN

4

HOTEL KITCHEN EXTRACT FAN

5

THEATRE TOILET EXTRACT FAN

6

THEATRE KITCHEN EXTRACT FAN

6

2

1

3

4

WAIKATO REGIONAL THEATRE
COMBINED SERVICES
BRIDGE (LEVEL 4)
SPACE PLANNING

DRAWING No.

REVISION:

SK-M06

B

SCALE @ A1:

NTS

LEGEND
EMBASSY PLAZA

MECHANICAL PLANT/EQUIPMENT
HYDRAULIC PLANT/EQUIPMENT
ELECTRICAL PLANT/EQUIPMENT
SERVICES RISER

BUILDING OUTLINE BELOW

SUPPLY AIR DUCTWORK
RETURN AIR/GENERAL EXTRACT
DUCTWORK
TOILET EXTRACT DUCTWORK
CARPARK EXHAUST DUCTWORK
ROOF

KITCHEN EXHAUST DUCTWORK
LIGHTWELL
ROOF
RL 56000

DRAWING NOTES
SMOKE/EXHAUST/SPILL FANS

T

VICTORIA STREET

1

AF

ROOF

ROOF

1

1

FLY TOWER

D
R

ROOF

ROOF

BUILDING OUTLINE BELOW

WAIKATO REGIONAL THEATRE
SAPPER MOORE-JONES PLACE

COMBINED SERVICES
AUDITORIUM ROOF (LEVEL 5)
SPACE PLANNING

DRAWING No.

WRT Concept Design
ISSUE DATE: 13/02/2018

FOR INFORMATION
REVISION:

JOB
No.
SK-M07

DRAWING Auditorium Roof (Level 5) Space Planning

SCALE @ A1 1 : 200

B
216365.00

DRAWING No. SK-116

SCALE @ A1:

NTS
REV. C

APPENDIX E - ARBORICULTURAL REPORT

Waikato Regional Theatre

2�

The growing location of the trees is highlighted in the following overhead photograph (figure 1)�
Figure 1

76d Paul Matthews Drive, Albany� PO Box 35-589 Browns Bay, Auckland 0632, New Zealand
www�arborlab�co�nz office@arborlab�co�nz

ARBORICULTURAL MEMORANDUM
For

Charcoalblue – Eric Lawrence

Site

Waikato Regional Theatre

Prepared by:

Jon Redfern DipArb

Brief:

Assessment and reporting on significant trees and vegetation growing within
the proposed site of the Waikato Regional Theatre

Date

January 2017

Introduction
1�

Charcoalblue has requested an assessment of five notable trees growing within the site of the
proposed Waikato Regional Theatre – 170 Victoria Street (the site)� The trees are listed in the
Hamilton City Council (HCC) district plan, as outlined below in Table 1� The trees have been
attributed numbers within the HCC district plan 16�1 – 16�5� For purposes of this report these
attributed numbers will be used to identify the trees�
Table 1

ID# (as
per
planning
maps

Common Name

RNZIH
Score

Category

T16 Map
45B

Hamilton Hotel
Riverside Planting

Stand

Marlborough Place, Lot1 DPS
32477

16�1

Norfolk pine

Araucaria
heterophylla

Hamilton Hotel, 170 Victoria St

1728

1

16�2

Norfolk pine

Araucaria
heterophylla

Hamilton Hotel, 170 Victoria St

1728

1

16�3

Bunya bunya

Araucaria bidwillii

Hamilton Hotel, 170 Victoria St

6912

1

16�4

Southern
Magnolia

Magnolia grandiflora

Hamilton Hotel, 170 Victoria St

512

2

16�5

Southern
Magnolia

Magnolia grandiflora

Hamilton Hotel, 170 Victoria St

864

2

www�arborlab�co�nz

Botanical Name

Address/Legal Description

3�

This report provides an assessment of the significant trees, including their health, structural
integrity, suitability for retention and an outline of requirements if the trees are retained� Further
to the assessments of the significant trees, a brief outline of other trees growing within the vicinity
that could be affected by the proposed works of the site has been provided�

4�

Relevant Hamilton City Council rules regarding Significant Trees contained in Schedule 9 are
outlined below�
Table 2

Volume 2, Appendix 9, Schedule 9D: Significant Trees
h) Emergency works to, or removal of, a scheduled tree where:
i� There is an imminent threat to life, property or a network utility
ii� The scheduled tree carries a fatal disease

P

i) Minor pruning and maintenance of a scheduled tree

P

j) The following activities located within the root protection zone of any scheduled tree
i� Earthworks
ii� The laying or forming of any impervious surface
iii� Additions to, or the replacement of, any existing building or structure that is
proposed to exceed the envelope or footprint of the existing building(s) or structure(s)
iv� The placement and/or construction of any building or structure
v� Directional drilling or boring
vi� The storage of chemicals or other toxic substances

RD

k) Non-emergency works to, removal of, or transplanting of a scheduled tree

D

Note
1� For activities and buildings in the Electricity National Grid Corridor see Chapter 25�7: City-wide – Network
Utilities and the Electricity National Grid Corridor�
2� For any activity not identified above, see Section 1�1�8�1�
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5�

Significant trees included in the Hamilton City Council District Plan have been listed using the
Royal New Zealand Institute or Horticulture (RNZIH) Stand Method of Evaluation – published
1988� This system provides 13 categories to which the tree is assessed against� The categories
are given ratings of 1 to 4 and a description for each of the category parameters is provided to
assist with the assessments� The rating figures from each category (1-4) are multiplied for the
tree’s final score. Trees scored between 500 and 1000 points are afforded category 1 status
while trees scored in excess of 1000 points are afforded category 2 status� The original
evaluation sheets and scores relating to the trees in question are attached in the appendices of
this report� Further discussion on these evaluation scores is provided in this report�

6�

Appendices
• Appendix A – Assessment Criteria

Arboricultural Assessment
7�

Trees 16�1 to 16�4 are growing within an existing rear garden that has been unmanaged for a
period of time� The rear garden links with the Hamilton river and the river edge vegetation,
which includes a number of large, mature trees� The trees in question are considered to be part
of this larger group and contribute to the amenity of this area� Tree 16�5 is growing at the edge
of a carpark area and building� This tree is considered to be almost solitary in this position� All
trees are at the rear of an existing building that abuts the main street� A minor road links the
rear carpark to the main street and there are public paths that run along the embankment of the
river, all of which provides limited viewership of the trees�

Picture 1

Illustration on group crown class

12�

Limb structure is a general evaluation on the branch union formation, weight balance, growth
formation and foliage loss (that may affect branch weight and/or dampening)� This assessment
is derived on typical structure of the species and its typical branch formation�

13�

Trunk form assesses the flare at the base, taper, decay and cavities, formation of multi-stems
that develop near or at ground level, girdling roots and growing angles�

14�

Rootzone health visually assesses the general soil health, soil compaction and growth
impediments� For example, growing environments with a high percentage of impervious seal
or compaction are likely to be categorised as poor, notwithstanding the health of the tree�

8�

The following information outlines the parameters used to assess the trees in question� The
parameters relate to the tree assessment tables below�

15�

9�

Tree health and vitality is categorised through a visual determination using;
- leaf or needle size
- leaf and twig shape and colour
- seasonal growth rates
- reaction wood development
- foliage density
- foliage coverage throughout the crown
- branch-tip dieback
- typical branch senescence�

Amenity considers the appropriateness and value of the tree in the setting, any cultural and/or
heritage significance and general ornamental value� In a group setting, it assesses the tree's
value to the group and the adverse effects to the amenity of the group if the tree were to be
removed� For example, the removal of a small, suppressed tree from a group setting may have
a negligible adverse effect on the group's amenity value, therefore it is likely to be assessed as
'Little value' (Very Poor)�

16�

Structure ratings require a combination of two aspects, the size of the part associated with a
defect and the defect’s potential to fail under normal weather conditions. Using only the worstcase scenario, two values are selected from the criteria� From these two selections, the ‘best’
value is taking for the tree’s structure rating. For example; if the failure rating of the defective
part is assessed to be 'unlikely' (Average) and the associated mass of affected canopy is '60%80%' (Very Poor) then the ‘Average’ rating is considered to be overall rating for structure�
Another example; if the failure of the defective part is assessed to be 'Imminent' (Very Poor) and
the size of canopy effected is 'less than 10%' (Good) then the Good rating is used� This is a
structure rating only and does not consider risk using target evaluation� If the tree contained
multiple defects the worst-case scenario is only used�

17�

Function of the tree assesses the usefulness of the tree in its setting, for example; does the
tree contribute to soil retention on the side of a bank? The provision of stormwater attenuation?
The amenity of the site, the provisions of microclimates/cooling during summer months and
contribution to wildlife (roosting, perching and habitat)� This is weighed up against any negative
issues the trees may be causing, for example: conflict and damage to structures, the value of
the structure is considered, the tree’s growing location – is it the correct tree for the setting’s
use, etc�

18�

Impediments (rootzone and canopy) are structures that impede or supress normal tree
development and/or function� This can include hard impervious surfaces within the rootzone or
powerlines and other structures within or adjacent to the canopy�

For example, a tree assessed to have an average health rating would generally have irregular
[minor] leaf or needle shape and/or colour and/or size; and/or irregular [minor] foliage density,
distribution and/or average growth indicators and/or some tip dieback�
10�

11�

Tree form is an indication of crown shape� Crown shapes are influenced by their surroundings,
light availability and branch loss, which can have varying impacts on their symmetry� The trees
have generally been assessed on their individual crown shape, however, as the tree may be
growing within a group environment, this could lead to the individual shape being assessed
down� Although a poor rating may be attributed to the tree, the tree’s contribution to the setting
may be high through association within the group canopy� This can be generally recognised
through the Crown Class rating�
Crown class rating provides an indication on the tree’s relationship with the surrounding tree
environment� The categories used include Dominant, Codominant, Intermediate, Suppressed
and Open grown, as shown in the below diagram�
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Norfolk Island Pine (16.1)

TREE SPECIES:
DIMENSIONS:

Common Name: Norfolk Island Pine
Botanical Name: Araucaria heterophylla
Height:
17m
Girth:
4220mm single stem
Canopy Spread:
12m
Excellent

Form
Crown
Limb Structure
Trunk
Rootzone health
Structure
Amenity
Function

Rootzone impediments
Canopy impediments

Table 3

Good

Average*

DIMENSIONS:

Poor

Very Poor

Dead /
Compromised

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Excellent

Rootzone impediments
Canopy impediments

✓

Table 4

Common Name: Norfolk Island Pine
Botanical Name: Araucaria heterophylla
Height:
18m
Girth:
3630mm single stem
Canopy Spread:
10m

Form
Crown
Limb Structure
Trunk
Rootzone health
Structure
Amenity
Function

Good

Average*

Poor

Very Poor

Dead /
Compromised

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

*Start or default rating, using this Arboricultural Field Assessment, is average

The Norfolk Island Pine (N� Pine) tree is growing within a relativity flat plain between two
moderate slopes� There are two N� Pine trees approximately eight metres apart (trees 16�1 and
16�2)� This tree is growing in proximity to a number of mature, large dimension trees, however,
it is considered to be a codominant tree in association with the adjacent N� Pine, which
somewhat combines to form a single canopy crown spread�

21�

The tree displays good health and vitality indicated by the dense, well distributed foliage�

22�

The amenity value of the tree is assessed to be good, however, as it is growing amongst other
large dimension trees and is within the rear yard of a site its value is slightly lessened� Canopy
raising of the tree hasn’t adversely affected the tree’s amenity value� The pruning cuts indicate
correct arboricultural procedures�

23�

The tree is fairly symmetrical with a single stem from ground level and a typical excurrent form
of the Norfolk Island Pine species�

24�

Norfolk Island Pines originate from Norfolk Island and are populated across the pacific region�
Typically, they from a single upright trunk with a pyramidal canopy shape� The trees produce
cones that ripen on the tree, disintegrate and disperse while attached� Every so often the trees
produce an atypical number of cones which is referred to as a ‘mast’ year. During this time the
cones can cause branch failures through the extra weight of the cones� Also from time to time
the cones can abscise before they disintegrate which can cause damage to objects below�
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Norfolk Island Pine (16.2)

TREE SPECIES:

*Start or default rating, using this Arboricultural Field Assessment, is average
20�

25�
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26�

Similar to 16�1, this N� Pine tree is growing within the same general topography, that being a
relativity flat plain between two moderate slopes�

27�

The trunk of the tree has been damaged with a large area of bark removed� The removed bark
area extends around approximately 90% of the tree’s circumference, from ground level to
approximately 500mm above ground level� The remaining 10% is a column of bark that hasn’t
been affected� It is unknown what has caused this damaged to the trunk�

28�

The tree is fairly symmetrical with a single stem from ground level and a typical excurrent form
of the Norfolk Island Pine species� However, there are large areas of decline within the canopy
that is adversely affecting the tree’s crown shape.

29�

The crown foliage density is visibly thinning with areas of open canopy due to foliage dieback�
This indicates that the tree is in decline, which is a likely result of the cambium damage at the
area of bark loss� It is unlikely, given the damage to the trunk, which has essentially ring barked
the tree, and the existing decline, the tree will recover from its current condition� In addition,
there is little remediation measures that will improve the health and longevity of the tree� Overall,
it has been assessed that the tree is arboriculturally compromised due to declining health�
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Figure 2

DIMENSIONS:

Form
Crown
Limb Structure
Trunk
Rootzone health
Structure
Amenity
Function

Rootzone impediments
Canopy impediments

The Bunya bunya is growing as part of group of large mature trees on site and adjacent to the
reserve area� It is the dominant tree on the site, which is supressing tree 16�4 (Magnolia)� The
suppression has also, somewhat, supressed lateral branch development of the Bunya bunya in
this area�

34�

This Bunya Pine is listed in The New Zealand Tree Register (notable tree register for New
Zealand wide) in November 2000� The girth was recorded at 457cm, which provides an
indication on the tree’s growth in 17 years. The height recording is different by six metres
showing that land based height assessments can be inconsistent�

35�

Bunya bunya pines are a sub-tropical tree from Queensland, Australia, where they can achieve
heights of 50m with a distinctive dome shape� The trees have a scale leaf shape which can be
sharp to touch as they age� This species produces cones that can weigh in the vicinity of 10kg
and can be the size of footballs� Usually the cone matures while still attached to the tree,
disintegrate and the seed is dispersed by the wind, however, from time to time, similar to Norfolk
Island Pines, the tree can abscise a full mature cone� During this period measures should be
taken to eliminate targets from within the dripline of the tree�

36�

Magnolia Tree (16.4)

Table 5

Common Name: Bunya bunya.
Botanical Name: Araucaria bidwillii
Height:
20m
Girth:
5700mm single stem
Canopy Spread:
18m
Excellent

33�

DIMENSIONS:

Bunya bunya (Tree No.16.3)

TREE SPECIES:

The tree has been assessed to be of good health and vitality, indicated by the leaf colour, foliage
shape, coverage and density� The tree is growing on a moderate slope between two relatively
flat areas�

TREE SPECIES:

The above photograph illustrates the bark loss at the base of the Norfolk Island Pine

30�

32�

Good

Average*

Poor

Very Poor

Dead /
Compromised

✓
✓
✓
✓

Rootzone impediments
Canopy impediments

✓

Average*

Poor

Very Poor

Dead /
Compromised

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

The Bunya bunya displays a slight curve in the trunk from ground level which corrects towards
the top of the tree� Typically, Bunya bunya trees have straight trunks from ground level, similar
to N� Pines� The slight curve is likely to be a result of phototropism (growing towards light) or a
poor growing angle when juvenile� This has self-corrected as the tree has matured – hence the
straighten of the trunk towards to the top� Trees are self-optimising specimens that produce
response wood as a reaction to stress, therefore it is highly unlikely that the curve in the trunk
has adversely affected the tree’s stability.

www�arborlab�co�nz

Good

*Start or default rating, using this Arboricultural Field Assessment, is average

✓

37�

The Magnolia is growing in close proximity to the Bunya bunya pine� The proximity has caused
suppression of the Magnolia with little lateral growth to the east� Individually the tree would be
assessed to be of poor form, however, the combination with the adjacent Bunya bunya pine
contributes to the overall amenity value�

38�

The tree divides into two stems at approximately three metres above ground� The eastern stem
then divides into further stems� The main union of the two stems is poorly formed with some
bark inclusion present� Bark inclusions indicate a poorly structured union, though this does not
always associate with failure and there are no incantations that this union is unstable�

39�

The tree is assessed to be of average or fair health and vitality, however, there is some foliage
thinning within the upper canopy�

*Start or default rating, using this Arboricultural Field Assessment, is average
31�

Common Name: Southern Magnolia. Bull Bay Magnolia
Botanical Name: Magnolia grandiflora
Height:
13m
Girth:
3700mm
Canopy Spread:
15m
Excellent

Form
Crown
Limb Structure
Trunk
Rootzone health
Structure
Amenity
Function

Table 6
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Table 7

40�

Magnolia Tree (16.5)

TREE SPECIES:
DIMENSIONS:

Table 6

Common Name: Southern Magnolia. Bull Bay Magnolia
Botanical Name: Magnolia grandiflora
Height:
14m
Girth:
3900mm
Canopy Spread:
10m
Excellent

Good

Average*

Form
Crown
Limb Structure
Trunk
Rootzone health
Structure
Amenity
Function

Poor

Very Poor

Dead /
Compromised

✓
✓
✓
✓

Tree
no�

Botanical name

Height

Comment

2

Magnolia sp.

6

Medium and dominant tree of group which includes Trees 1
and 2� Fair health and contributes to the amenity as a group
tree�

3

Prunus serrulata

4

Small tree that is part of the above group – Trees 1 and 2� Minor
contribution to the group�

4

Washingtonia robusta

5

Stand-alone palm tree near the building� Health fair�

5

Vitex lucens

5

Young-mature tree growing near the Norfolk Island Pine trees�
Fair health� Also growing in proximity to the other young
mature Puriri tree (tree No�6)

6

Vitex lucens

5

Young-mature tree growing near the Norfolk Island Pine trees�
Fair health� Also growing in proximity to the other young
mature Puriri tree (tree No�5)

7

Phoenix canariensis

10

Tall palm growing near the eastern boundary line� Fair health�

8

Ulmus glabra

12

This Elm tree is growing next to the southern boundary fence,
near the eastern boundary line� It is part of a group of three
Elm trees, two of which are growing outside the boundary
fence� Health is fair� The trees are tall with slender canopies
that have grown in a manner that supports the adjacent tree�
The removal of one of these trees may adversely affect the
other two Elm trees� Elm tree biosecurity management will
need to be established if removal is taken place�

9

Podocarpus totara

5

The Totara is a young mature tree growing beneath the Elm
tree and is mostly supressed� The tree is of good health�

10

Liquidambar styraciflua

15

This tree could be growing outside the eastern boundary line
of the site� This a large tree growing within a steep portion of
the embankment, above the public footpath� The canopy and
predominant weight of the tree is towards the east� The tree is
of fair health�

✓
✓
✓
✓

Rootzone impediments
Canopy impediments

✓
✓

*Start or default rating, using this Arboricultural Field Assessment, is average
41�

This Magnolia is growing near the southern corner of the existing carpark area� The tree is
growing between a garage structure and a building, with a roof that adjoins the two together�
Walls associated with the boundary fence, the building and the garage are positioned within the
tree’s dripline, the tree is in contact with the building wall� A temporary plywood fence has been
erected along the edge of an adjacent deck and has been affixed to the tree – though any
damage to the tree is likely to be negligible�

42�

The tree divides into multiple stems above ground level� The attachment point of the main stem,
on the underside, has an uncharacteristic formation, which appears to be similar to a ‘socket’,
the attachment point on the opposite side of the stem is normal� This formation is a defect,
however, the likelihood of failing, due to the formation on the upper side of the attachment point,
is likely to be low�

43�

There are a number of decay pockets on the eastern side of the tree’s trunk� A number of
unidentified fruiting bodies were observed within these pockets� Further tests will need to be
carried out to ascertain the type of fungi present� The presence of fruiting bodies indicates decay
and rot within the tree� Further tests would be required, such as a Picus test, to determine the
extent of decay and whether the tree is compromised� A Picus test uses sound wave through
the tree to, allowing for a visual interpretation of a cross section of the tree�

44�

The tree is assessed to be of poor health and vitality� Although generally, the foliage density of
the tree is fair, there is a significant portion of dieback within the upper crown of the tree� This
could be linked to the decay within the trunk and interruption of the vascular tissue�

Arboricultural Assessment – Other Vegetation
45� Other trees of note growing within the site include:
Table 7

Tree
no�

Botanical name

Height

Comment

1

Pittosporum eugenioides

4

Small tree part of a group with Trees No�2 and 3� Contributes
as a group, poor shape individually� Health average�
www�arborlab�co�nz
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The following overhead photograph indicates the growing locations of the non-notable trees�

Considering the potential for development near the trees the following distances, outlined in
these standards, provide a guideline for design�

Figure 2

50�

Both the Australian and British Standards (AS4970-2009 and BS5837:2012) calculate (with a
small variation) the Tree Protection Zone (TPZ) as being the diameter of the tree at breast height
x 12 with the maximum radius being 15m� The TPZ is a minimum exclusion area around a tree
that allows for sufficient roots and rooting volume to maintain the tree’s viability and where the
protection of soil and roots is a priority� Both the Australian and British standards have a
minimum and maximum TPZ of 3-15 metres (radius)�

51�

The following measurements indicate the protection zone of the trees in question�
Tree No�

Tree Protection Zone (diameter)

-

16m
13�8m
21�8m
14m
14�9m

16�1
16�2
16�3
16�4
16�5

Discussion
52�

The growing locations of the other non-notable trees on site

Tree No�
-

Risk Assessment
47�

48�

A risk rating of the tree with the current targets has been compiled using the Tree Risk
Assessment Qualification (TRAQ) method� TRAQ is an accepted, international risk rating
system that has been produced by the International Society of Arboriculture (ISA)� This method
is a target based system based on the probability of harm occurring to the target� The method,
in brief, uses target occupancy, the likelihood of failure, the likelihood of the failure contacting
the target and consequence of contact� These parameters are assessed through a peer
reviewed matrix system which concludes with a level of risk – Low, Moderate, High and Extreme
Given the target occupation at the current time, the five trees have been assessed to be of low
risk of causing harm or damage – further tests and fungi identification to Tree No�16�5 would
need to confirm this�
Risk assessment for the trees growing within a landscaped or built area such as the Waikato
Regional Theatre is problematic without knowing how the target space will be used, however,
in general it is likely to introduce targets to the trees� The target occupancy would need to be
calculated to ascertain if there are any mitigation or exclusions zones required� Given the
propensity for branch drop of the N� Pines and the Bunya Pine and the potential for full mature
cone drop during certain seasons, measures to discourage occupancy within the driplines
should be practiced generally and during potential cone drop periods occupancy should be
eliminated� Other measures to minimise or eliminate contact from tree debris drop can be
incorporated into the designs such as above head cover (high strength shade cloth for example)�

Tree Protection Zone (for construction near the trees)
49�

Australia and the United Kingdom have produced national standards to provide
recommendations and guidance on the relationship between trees, design and construction�

www�arborlab�co�nz

The five trees are listed in the HCC district plan as significant as they met the points threshold
attributed to the RNZIH Standard Method of Evaluation� A review of the scoring has established
some variances as outlined below� The variances can be attributed to perception of the tree
values, height assessment (this may need to be rechecked), how common the tree is and life
expectancy�
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16�1
16�2
16�3
16�4
16�5

RNZIH Score

Arborlab Score

1728
1728
6912
512
864

1536
96
10368
144
216

53�

It has been assessed that tree 16�2 is of poor condition, health and is declining� It is unlikely
that this tree will recover even if remedial measures are implemented� Tree 16�5 has been
assessed to be of poor health with likely rot issues within the trunk – this will need further testing
to confirm� Given the compromised longevity of these trees and the potential risk to the
development of the theatre, their removal and replacement is considered appropriate�

54�

Replacement tree planting should be undertaken in consultation with Hamilton City Council,
however, replacement trees should consist of at least two large grade specimen trees (80 – 160
litre trees) planted in a position that allows their full development� A planting and aftercare
maintenance programme will ensure that the trees are maintained for at least 36 months� It
should be considered that the trees are designed into the landscape plan of the theatre�
Although there are no arboricultural reasons that warrant the removal of tree 16�4, the removal
of the tree should be considered if the retention of the tree compromises the design of the
theatre� This is due to the fact that the tree provides, in my opinion, minimal individual amenity
value and that its removal is likely to provide improved amenity value to the more desirable
Bunya bunya pine�

55�

The theatre will require a design which allows for the protection of retained trees during
construction, allow for future growth and maintenance, and provide a commensurate growing
environment for the tree’s current and potential size� Any construction works undertaken within
the Tree Protection Zone, as outlined above, will need to adhere to tree protection and mitigation

www�arborlab�co�nz
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measures to ensure continued health and safety� This includes implementing strict works
protocols, avoiding earth works within the TPZ, installing any services by directional drilling and
installing structures (if required) on pile foundations�
56�

Given the maturity of the five significant trees it is unlikely that there will be any significant further
lateral growth, though it is expected that the Norfolk Island Pines and the Bunya Pine will
continue to grow vertically�

57�

It is assessed that there are no other notable trees on the site� The retention of other trees will
be a planning decision� The Liquidambar tree may be growing within the adjacent reserve,
however, tree protection methodologies will also need to be applied to this tree if Council wishes
to retain it� The removal of the Elm tree growing within the site, if required, will need to consider
the remaining two Elm trees growing outside the site� This is due to the fact that the removal of
one of these trees is likely to adversely affect the stability and safety of the remaining trees� The
removal will also have to adhere to biosecurity controls to avoid the transference of Dutch Elm
Disease� The two Vitex lucens trees (Puriri) are worth considering for retention if they are not
interfering with the design of the theatre� These trees have the potential to grow into good
specimen trees� They are also of a size which could lend to relocation�

58�

The retention of the Norfolk Island Pines and the Bunya bunya pine will need to consider the
risk associated with retaining these trees which produce and have the potential to abscise large,
heavy cones� Further to this, both species can from time to time abscise mature branches� A
number of protection measures can be designed and implemented to minimise potential harm
from these occurrences, such as a netting/shade cloth below the dripline�

Recommendations
59�

Trees 16�2 and 16�5 are not considered to be worthy of retention within the proposed Waikato
Theatre design�

60�

Theatre design incorporates any retained tree to have a sustainable growing environment,
allowing for future needs of the tree�

61�

The removal of other non-notable trees needs to consider the potential adverse effects to trees
being retained – i�e� the Elm trees as discussed above�

62�

Ownership of the Liquidambar tree is identified and the design allows for its retention (if
required)�

63�

Design and construction works near the trees needs to have arboricultural input�

64�

Works being undertaken near the trees needs to adhere to a site specific tree protection
methodology� Measures to mitigate the construction activities should be identified and
emplaced prior to any construction activities commence�

Appendix A – Field Assessment Form
Form/Balance
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor
Very Poor
Compromised
Crown Health
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor
Very Poor
Compromised
Limb Structure
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor
Very Poor
Compromised
Trunk
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor
Very Poor
Compromised
Rootzone health
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor
Very Poor
Compromised
Structure (footnote 1)
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor
Very Poor
Compromised
Amenity (footnote 2)
Excellent
Good
Average
Poor
Very Poor
Compromised
Function
Excellent
Good
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Crown Shape
Guidelines
Symmetrical and balanced - exemplary specimen
100% symmetrical
Slight asymmetrical or unbalanced
90% asymmetrical
Minor asymmetrical and/or unbalanced or slight suppressed
89%-60% asymmetrical
Moderate asymmetrical and/or unbalanced or suppressed
59%-30% asymmetrical
Significant asymmetrical and/or unbalanced or suppressed
-30% asymmetrical
Compromises tree
Leaf/needle/twig shape, colour, size and form. Foliage/bud distribution and density
Outstanding
Slight irregular
Minor irregular and/or some tip dieback
Moderate irregular and/or tip dieback
Significant tip dieback and/or sparse foliage density and irregular distribution
No sign of life
Unions and balance - branch weight distribution and unions
Excellent
Above average for species
Typical
Poor
Defective/ Compromised
Compromise tree
Flare, tapper and/or growing angle
Excellent flare with no defects
Slight irregular and/or minor defects
Minor irregular and/or defects
Moderate irregular and/or defects
Significant irregular and/or defects
No Flare, compromised growing angle and/or defects
Rootzone health and safety
Unaltered, open and undisturbed in natural or managed setting
Minor modified and/or compacted in natural and/or managed setting
Up to 30% modified and/or compacted or fair management and maintenance
More than 30% modified and/or compacted or poor management and maintenance
Compromised by modification and/or compaction
Modification/circumstances compromising tree
Potential failure of defective part
Size of canopy effected
Uncompromised
None
Improbable
Less than 10%
Unlikely
10%-30%
Likely
30%-60%
Imminent
60%-90%
Compromised
90%-complete
Appropriateness in setting or tree group. Value to neighbourhood. Cultural and/or heritage
significance.
Integral
Highly valued
Valued
Some value
Little value
No value
Use of tree in setting - soil retention/stabilisation, stormwater attenuation, microclimate,
amenity, wildlife habitat. Weighed against poor function – damage to structures (consider
structure value) etc
Integral role or crop for purpose
Important role
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Average
Contributing role
Poor
Some role. Somewhat compromising adjacent immovable structures
Very Poor
No greater than amenity provided. Unsuitable due to compromising immovable structures
Compromised
Impedes the intended purpose of the land
Rootzone Impediments Root area growth restrictions, paved (impervious) or impediments
Excellent
Not applicable
Good
No impediments/open to minor or less than 10%
Average
10% to 30% of rootzone
Poor
30% to 60% of rootzone
Very Poor
60% or more of rootzone – Compromised rootzone
Compromised
Not applicable
Canopy Impediments
Actual or potential impediment/s that effect canopy shape; not tree health
Excellent
Not applicable
Good
No impediments/open to minor effect less than 10%
Average
10% - 30% effect on tree
Poor
30% - 60% effect on tree
Very Poor
60% or more effect on tree – Compromised tree
Compromised
Not applicable
1 The structure rating requires a combination of two aspects, the mass of the part associated with a defect and the
defect’s potential to fail under normal weather conditions. Using the worst-case scenario, select the two appropriate
values from the table. From these two values use ‘better’ value as the tree’s structure rating. For example; if the failure
rating of the defective part is assessed to be 'unlikely' (Average) and the size of affected canopy is '60%-80%' (Very Poor)
then use the rating 'Average' as the overall rating within the assessment. Or; if the failure of the defective part is
assessed to be 'Imminent' (Very Poor) and the size of canopy effected is 'less than 10%' (Good) then use the Good rating
within the assessment. This is a structure rating only and does not take into account risk using target evaluation. If the
tree contains multiple defects use the worst-case scenario only.
2 In a group setting assess the tree's value to the group and the adverse effects to the amenity of the group if the tree
were to be removed i.e. the removal of a small, suppressed tree from a group setting may have a negligible adverse
effect on the group's amenity value, therefore it is likely to be assessed as 'Little value' (Very Poor).
* Please be aware that these values may be amended from time to time.
* Default rating on all attributes should be Average (Average = typical or more or less expected).
Variation – 4.10.17
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Flow Transportation Specialists Ltd (Flow) has been commissioned by Charcoalblue to assist with the
design of the transportation aspects of the proposed Waikato Regional Theatre. This technical note
provides a summary of Flow’s review of the concept design and provides advice on parking provision,
access and parking design as well as the design of the loading and servicing area. Further details
regarding the site location, transport accessibility assessment, traffic generation and resulting effects
will be covered in the Integrated Transport Assessment (ITA) that will be provided for resource
consent. We report as follows

1 ONSITE PARKING PROVISION
1.1 Car Parking
It is understood that no parking for the general public is proposed at the theatre. It is instead
proposed to rely on the surrounding existing central city parking provisions for theatre patrons who
need to drive. This is supported by the Hamilton City Council Operative District Plan 2017 (District
Plan) which does not require any car parking spaces for developments in the Central City Zone. A
provision of around 11 car parking spaces is proposed on site, in a basement area for staff of the
theatre and hotel.
With no onsite parking for patrons, the theatre will be reliant on the existing public parking provision
within the Hamilton City Centre for those people who need to drive. Figure 1 overleaf shows the
location of a number of key off street public parking areas. Also shown in Figure 1 is the five minute
walking catchment in pink, and the ten minute walking catchment in blue.
Within a five minute walk of the theatre are the Museum Car Park, the Meteor Theatre Car Park, the
Knox Street Car Park, the Collingwood Street Car Park, and the Sky City Car Park. Based on information
provided online by the parking operators and aerial photographs, these parking areas are estimated to
have a collective capacity of at least 900 parking spaces. This does not include the Collingwood Street
Car Park for which information could not be found, but which is estimated to be in excess of 500
spaces. Between a five and ten minute walk are the Garden Place Car Park, the Centre Place Car Park,
and the Hamilton Central Car Park.

2
These public parking areas are all generally open late, and therefore suitable for theatre patrons. In
addition to this is the on-street parking supply within the city centre which is free for two hours
between 8am and 8pm, and free and unrestricted after 8pm and all day Sundays.
Figure 1: Parking Areas within Walking Distance

CENTRE PLACE
SKY CITY
GARDEN PLACE
HAMILTON CENTRAL
WAIKATO REGIONAL THEATRE
COLLINGWOOD STREET

MUSEUM

KNOX STREET
METEOR THEATRE

A more detailed assessment of parking availability and demand for the theatre will be undertaken as
part of the ITA. This will include a travel management plan, and a site visit where walking routes will
be assessed. However, based on this preliminary assessment which shows a high volume of parking
capacity within a five minute walk, it appears that existing parking provision within the Hamilton City
Centre is sufficient to provide convenient car parking for Waikato Regional Theatre patrons who need
to drive.

1.2 Bicycle Parking
The District Plan requires bicycle parking to be provided on the site at the following rates:



Retail Activities (food & beverage)

Minimum one visitor bicycle parking space per 125 m2 Gross Floor Area (GFA)

Minimum one staff bicycle parking space per 400 m2 GFA



Visitor Accommodation (hotels)

Minimum one visitor bicycle parking space per 30 rooms

Minimum one staff bicycle parking space per 15 FTE staff



Places of Assembly

Minimum one visitor bicycle parking space per 50 m2 GFA or one per every five persons the
facility is designed to accommodate (whichever is greater)
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A bicycle parking area is shown on the concept plans on the lower level of the hotel. This appears to
be sufficient for staff bicycle parking. Visitor bicycle parking however needs to be in a publically
accessible area. This is not yet shown in the design, and as such it is recommended that it be provided
in the theatre courtyard area, and with Hamilton City Council approval, in the Embassy Plaza. It is
proposed that the details of bicycle parking is dealt with in developed design, as part of the resource
consent.

2 TRAFFIC ASSESSMENT
A more detailed traffic assessment will be provided as part of the ITA. However in brief, the traffic
effects of the proposed Waikato Regional Theatre and the ancillary activities are anticipated to be
minimal.
As stated previously, no parking will be provided on site for theatre patrons, therefore traffic
movements at the site will be associated with loading and servicing, and pick up/drop offs. Loading
and servicing will generally not amount to more than a few vehicles per day which will generate an
unnoticeable effect. Pick up and drop off traffic is likely to be more significant, depending on events
being held and the occupancy of the hotel. Provided suitable provisions are made for pick ups/drop
offs (noting that there is an existing loading zone on Victoria Street in front of the site), this is unlikely
to cause noticeable traffic congestion as events/shows at the theatre are likely to occur outside of
peak traffic hours. Traffic associated with patrons driving to and from surrounding parking facilities is
also likely to occur outside of peak traffic hours, noting that the traffic effects of the parking areas are
already likely to have been assessed when these facilities were developed.

3 PARKING ACCESS AND LAYOUT
The concept plans show 11 car parking spaces in a basement area. These parking spaces are 2.5 m
wide, 5 m long, and have a manoeuvring aisle width of 6.5 m. These dimensions do not comply with
the District Plan parking design requirements, which requires 2.5 m wide 90 degree parking spaces to
be 5.1 m long if fronting a wall, and have a manoeuvring aisle width of 7.6 m. The space available for
parking is confined and a fully compliant design may not be able to be achieved. However, there is
space within the area provided to adjust the layout of the parking spaces to a more compliant,
accessible layout. As such, this is proposed to be dealt with in developed design, as part of the
resource consent.
Access to the parking area is proposed via a 10.6 m long ramp with a gradient of 1:6.5. The District
Plan does not appear to have any specific requirements in relation to gradients of ramps. While 1:6.5
is generally an acceptable grade, it is steep enough that it would require transitions at the top and
bottom of the ramp. To prevent a vehicle scraping or bottoming out, gradient changes shouldn’t
exceed 12.5% at a summit, or 15% at a sag. It is also noted that the ramp rises up to the footpath on
Sapper Moore Jones Place, which can create visibility issues between drivers and pedestrians, and
make it difficult for drivers to stop to give way to pedestrians. It is good practice to transition the ramp
to a less steep gradient prior to the footpath to ensure drivers have clear visibility to pedestrians and
can stop their vehicles more easily.
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Changes are required to the proposed ramp to ensure it operates safely and efficiently. However it
appears that a more suitable ramp long section can be achieved within the existing constraints of the
proposed building, and therefore it is suggested that this is also dealt with in developed design, as part
of the resource consent.

4 LOADING AND SERVING
The loading requirements of the theatre, hotel, and proposed food and beverage spaces are
understood to be as follows:



18.5m semi-trailers/coaches for events such as the New Zealand Symphony Orchestra and Ballet
(around 18 times per year)



Rubbish collection



Regular deliveries for the hotel and food and beverage spaces

The loading dock area and back of house is located off Sapper Moore Jones Place. This facility is
anticipated to accommodate the bulk of the loading and servicing activities including all the semitrailers and coaches. There currently appears to be an on-street loading zone on Victoria Street in
front of the site. Assuming this loading zone remains, it may accommodate some of the smaller
deliveries required by the hotel and food and beverage spaces, and possible drop offs for coaches.
The theatre design includes a pedestrian entry from Sapper Moore Jones Place to an open courtyard
with views overt the Waikato River. While the main pedestrian entry to the theatre is off the Embassy
Plaza, the connection through the courtyard is likely to result in pedestrians being drawn through
Sapper Moore Jones Place. The location of the loading docks adjacent to this pedestrian access is
therefore not ideal, but due to the constraints of the site, is difficult to avoid. Sapper Moore Jones
Place is also the only location where loading can take place.
There is currently no footpath on the southern side of Sapper Moore Jones Place. Pedestrians
travelling to and from the theatre courtyard entry are therefore required to walk past the loading bay.
If a large truck is in the loading bay extending onto the footpath, pedestrians may need to walk onto
the road to be able to get to or from Victoria Street. It is therefore recommended that upgrades to
Sapper Moore Jones Place are undertaken to improve pedestrian safety and amenity.
The possibility of a shared space has been put forward for Sapper Moore Jones Place. However due to
the presence of turning and reversing trucks, we do not consider this an ideal environment for a
shared street typology. Rather we consider that improvements to Sapper Moore Jones Place should
include a pedestrian footpath on the southern side of the road with a clear connection to the theatre
courtyard entry. Due to gradients the connection to the courtyard may need to be a boardwalk etc.
These improvements will provide pedestrians with a safe route off the road, away from the theatre
loading area. This will require the removal of at least three on-street parking spaces. It is noted that
servicing vehicles are likely to be relatively infrequent, and the large semi-trailers on average only 1.5
times per month, however it is considered important to provide safe and convenient pedestrian
facilities regardless. The indicative pedestrian bridge over the Waikato River leads to Sapper Moore
Jones Place as well, increasing the need to provide safe and convenient pedestrian facilities.
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Sheet 1 of the attached tracking plans show a medium rigid truck, which is typical of most rubbish and
delivery trucks, turning and reversing into the proposed loading dock. This manoeuvre can be
undertaken within the carriageway, and clear of a potential footpath on the southern side of the road.
However, it is noted that with the presence of a potential southern footpath, the tracking curves
conflicts with the three on-street parking spaces on the northern side of the road. These parking
spaces may therefore need to be removed.
Sheet two of the attached tracking plans shows a semi-trailer turning at the end of Sapper Moore
Jones Place, and then reversing back into the loading dock. This requires the truck to pull onto the
footpath/back of house area on the northern side of the road in order to make the turn. To enable this
manoeuvre, a mountable kerb is recommended along the edge of the carriageway as opposed to a
standard vehicle crossing ramp. This will ensure that general traffic doesn’t view the footpath as an
extension of the carriageway and drive onto it. The truck stopped in the loading bay will also extend
onto the footpath on the northern side of the road. It is therefore also recommended that the
operational procedures of the theatre ensure that when a semi-trailer truck arrives, staff are on hand
to direct pedestrians away from the manoeuvring vehicle and loading bay to ensure their safety.
It is understood that coaches may be required to pick up/drop off people on Sapper Moore Jones Place
as well. It is suggested this is managed by coaches pulling up to the kerb adjacent to the back of house
area, then turning at the end of the road via three point turn. This tracking is shown on sheet three of
the attached plans. This will required a coach to reverse towards the loading dock over the footpath,
so should be managed by staff as a theatre operational procedure to ensure pedestrian safety.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following design related recommendations for the developed design/resource consent phase are
proposed:



Bicycle parking should be provide for both staff and visitors. Visitor bicycle parking should be
provided in publically accessible areas such as the proposed courtyard, or Embassy Place, subject
to approval from Hamilton City Council.



The layout of the proposed onsite car parking should be adjusted to provide a more compliant,
accessible layout.



The long section of the basement ramp should be adjusted to provide a more level gradient prior
to the footpath.



Sapper Moore Jones Place should be upgraded to provide a safer environment for pedestrians
around the loading docks. This should include a footpath on the southern side of the road, with
a strong built connection to the courtyard entry.



The six on-street parking spaces at the end of sapper Moore Jones Place should be removed to
allow for street upgrades, and to allow sufficient space for smaller trucks to manoeuvre into the
load dock.



Consideration is given to where pick up/drop off activity for the hotel and theatre can occur.
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Overall, with the above recommendations, it is considered that from a transport perspective the
concept design for the Waikato Regional Theatre will operate safely and efficiently. However, it is
noted that the theatre will require operational procedures to ensure the arrival and loading of large
trucks will occur up to 18 times a year is managed safely.
Reference: P:\CHAR\001 Waikato Regional Theatre Concept Design\Reporting\T1B180322.docx - RussellBrandon
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A measured approach needs to be taken when choosing to use powered or
counterweight flying in a new theatre. Both systems have advantages over
the other, and these need to be considered against their installation and
ongoing maintenance and operational costs.
Powered flying speeds up show fit-ups and load outs, it also reduces
manual handling. Fewer crew are needed to operate the system during a
fit-up or load out. Shows can have multiple, complex fly cues, that are
exactly repeatable night after night, with only one or two operators.
Powered flying is however, expensive to install and maintain.
Counterweight flying is inexpensive to install and maintain. It is a purely
mechanical system, with few parts, that are relatively easy to maintain.
Most of a shows needs can be easily met with a counterweight system.
Shows with complex flying cues will need multiple skilled staff to realise,
with sufficient rehearsal time. More structural steelwork will be needed with
a counterweight system, for loading and operating galleries. Loading and
unloading cradles increases numbers of staff and time on fit-ups and load
outs as well as increases the amount of manual handling that is required
from those operatives.
It is possible to have hybrid system comprised of both counterweight and
powered flying. This can eliminate many of the disadvantages shown
below. The details of systems like this are bespoke to individual venues,
based on their specific requirements. Below we consider the possibilities of
such a system and the relevant strength and weaknesses
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ON-STAGE FLYING SYSTEM

Whether a powered flying or counterweight system is chosen the overstage
setting out of the equipment is often similar, if not exactly the same.

The flying system in the stage house will be made up of a number of
elements;

A series of pulleys divert the steel wire rope from the lifting mechanism at
the side of the stage and direct the lines over the grid at high level. Having
been directed across the stage a series of drop pulley are located to divert
the lift lines down and through wells in the gird floor to the bars below.

Cross-stage bars - 750kg bars at 180mm centres for a counterweight
system and 200mm centres for a powered flying system.
Up/Down-stage bars onstage of the galleries - two bars on each side of the
stage
Cohesive and efficient rigging system overstage to allow the rigging of
chain hoists or point hoists at any point over the stage.

Having the pulleys mounted above two back-to-back steel channels allows
easy maintenance access to the pulleys and provides a position for a series
of traveling beams to aid the rigging.

Before the flying systems can be developed a decision needs to be taken
on what technology should be used in this theatre. Whilst power flying
systems are becoming slightly more common in theatres in the UK the
costs involved are high and it is important that a well-informed decision is
made on the most appropriate technology to use.
CAD render of a typical grid floor and with pulley setting out

Photograph of an example pulley and structural setup
The steel wire rope running between the grid in wells allows users to brail
bars from above, and a rear cross over can allow equipment to be moved
between grid bays with relative ease.

Sketch of a typical counterweight flying system
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It is important to understand the impact bar setting will have on the use and
cost of the system. We are currently designing to 180mm bar centre-tocentres for the counterweight system, which is in line with Theatre practices
in New Zealand. Venues such as St James Theatre, Wellington and Isaac
Newton Theatre, Christchurch have bar centres between 150mm and
180mm. We have incorporated design provision for powered flying system
into the galleries at grid level in the stage house, this design however will
only provide sufficient space for a powered flying system at 200mm centres
as a result of typical motor sizes. Reducing the bar centre-to-centre for
powered flying system often sees a significant uptlift in cost, as it is
normally beyond the standard range of equipment supplied by powered
flying manufacturers. 180mm bar spacing is unusual within the UK and
Europe where 200mm is generally the norm and is why European based
suppliers have developed their systems to reflect this. A recent installation
by a prominent UK based powered flying supplier in Perth, Australia have
bar centres at 200mm.

Wide angled photograph of a grate style grid floor with typical pulley
arrangement.
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FLYING OPTIONS
MANUAL COUNTERWEIGHT FLYING
A manual counterweight flying system essentially comprises the following
elements: a bar running horizontally across stage is attached, via steel wire
ropes diverted through pulleys, to a captive counterweight cradle running
up and down one of the side walls. As the load on the bar increases, weight
is added to the cradle to counteract it. A rope is connected to t both ends of
the cradle via pulleys at the top and bottom of the space which allows the
cradle to be moved up and down, in turn moving the connected bar in the
opposite direction to the cradle.
Counterweight flying has a number of advantages; it is relatively cost
effective and consists of a simple mechanical concept which, properly
maintained, can operate successfully for many years. Whilst this type of
system has been successfully used within theatres, and essentially
unchanged for over the last 100 years, there are a number of pitfalls which
are being increasingly recognised. The onus with this type of system is on
manual handling and its nature requires repeated twisting movements
supporting loads. When operated by untrained or inexperienced operators,
there is a real potential for serious injury, damage or fatality.

POWERED FLYING - WINCHES

POINT HOISTS

A Powered Flying system comprises of much the same arrangement as
previously discussed, excepting that the counterweight frame and cradle on
each set is replaced with a motorised variable-speed winch. These winches
often sit at the same level as the grid floor or on a gallery at the side of the
stage but are usually contained within a specific room adjacent to the main
fly tower to reduce noise on stage and allow for simple access to the units.

Powered flying winches replicate the cross-stage counterweight bars, spot
lines can be replaces by chain hoists if there is no requirement for in show
movement. If in show movement is required point hoists offer a single line
winch that can be positioned in the grid as required and controlled by the
automation control system.

Example #1 - Typical power flying hoists

It should be noted that the inclusion of a counterweight system will require
the installation of a structural frame along the entire length of one of the
side walls of the stage. A flyfloor and loading gallery with associated access
and egress will also be required.

Example #1 - Typical power flying point hoist

Example #2 - Typical power flying hoists

A typical counterweight flying system
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Example #2 - Typical power flying point hoist
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FLYING SYSTEMS- CONTROL
An automation control system allows the pre-programming of flying cues
meaning that complex sequences involving multiple sets can be performed
at the touch of a button. This system also provides many of the integral
safety features required for the system.

Example #2 - Typical automation control desks

Automation control systems are very complex and require a significant level
of training for operators to ensure that they are able to operate the system
in a safe manner. The vast majority of power flying control consoles are PC
based, as are lighting consoles, however, beyond that there is little
similarity.
With a lighting control system, the control signals are primarily over DMX /
Ethernet running from the console to the dimmer or the lighting fixture,
occasionally there is feedback over RDM. If a lighting technician makes an
error when operating the console the wrong cue might be brought up or the
stage might be plunged into darkness, potentially ruining the show,
however there is little risk of harm to those on stage.

Anyone operating a counterweight system should be suitably trained,
however the skills are largely transferable between different counterweight
systems. As with any system moving loads overhead with people below,
there is an element of risk in operating counterweight systems. However,
an operator operating a counterweight is only moving a single bar at one
time so it is much easier to keep an eye on it and you would typically feel if
the set that you are operating hits an obstruction.
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There are a few options that are possible for hybrid solutions and they can
offer selected advantages of a powered fly system with a fraction of the
cost. Whilst they can offer increased flexibility these systems can add
complexity in set up and operation. and often require careful show
scheduling to maximise the efficiency of the venue.

With an automation control console the console is issuing instructions to the
drives controlling the equipment with the processing split between the
console and the drive. The drive and the console then receive feedback
from the system, this feedback includes position & speed of equipment,
status of safety systems along with and warning information. An automation
operator is frequently triggering cues that initiate the movement of multiple
scenic elements, if that operator makes a mistake, misinterprets information
on the screen or misses a warning message this could result in several tons
of equipment moving in an unexpected manner with performers below.
There is the real potential for serious, potentially fatal, injuries.
An automation control should only ever be operated by a suitably trained,
competent member of staff, failing to ensure that this is the case not only
increases the risk of an accident it is also likely to have an impact on your
insurance should an accident happen. It should be noted that there are
significant differences between automation control desks, it is critical that
your operators have had training on your specific control system.

Example #2 - Typical automation control desks

HYBRID FLYING

Photographs of counterweight assist winches installed temporarily on a
trimming gallery in a London West End theatre.
The hybrid options are best suited to venues where the cost of a full power
flying system is prohibitive but shows run for extended periods meaning
that the additional set up time required is less of an issue.

The cost for training staff should be included, along with capital &
maintenance costs, when comparing the financial implications choosing
between counterweights and power flying.
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PROS AND CONS FOR POWERED FLYING
ADVANTAGES
The provision of Powered Flying will provide many of the benefits of
Counterweight Flying but can remove some of the pitfalls. The specific
advantages of a generic powered flying system over a manual system can
be summarised as:
Manual handling risks - Elimination of manual handling risks - a general
theme in all industries: removal of risk by automating repetitive manual
handling processes - lifting weights and hauling ropes in this case. A
powered system does not rely on the physical capacity of an operator to
maintain control of the load. This would allow operators with physical
mobility issues into the workplace. Manual systems require operators to
have specific physical capabilities.
Load safety - A powered system includes many inherent safety features
and importantly, most now provide live monitoring of loads ensuring that
systems cannot be operated in an over-loaded state. There are directives
and standards which must be complied with by designers and
manufacturers. Manually operated machinery is not regulated to such a
comprehensive extent.
Safer suspension of people - Systems can be specifically rated for the flying
of performers or, technical staff. A standard manual system needs special
adaptation, and is never fully certifiable in this condition. With a powered
system, the theatre can supervise and operate certifiable performer
suspension and movement themselves.
Artistic capability - A power flying system is artistically better - many
synchronised moves can be achieved easily, quickly and are 100%
repeatable taking ‘theatrical magic’ to new levels. This can never be fully
achieved with a manual system where operation is dependent on the
physical skills of different operators and is often different every
performance. Additional rehearsal time may also be required by manual
operators for complex moves.
Operational manning levels - One or two experienced power flying
operators can service the most intense of fit-ups or run the most complex of
shows, releasing other staff for rigging, scenery construction or other tasks
requiring similar skills. It is important to note that this report does not
advocate that adoption of an automated flying system necessarily reduces
the staff overhead. A powered flying system requires less labour for
operation but more resources for maintenance and inspection. However,
16125 – Waikato Regional Theatre
Flying Workbook
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during fit-ups, when overall resources are traditionally stretched, a manual
counterweight system requires more labour to load and unload weights; in
performance one operator is generally required per moving element,
leading to limitation of designs due to manpower availability.
Faster Fit-ups - A powered system becomes an industrial crane: There are
no delays for loading and unloading weights; no safety worries about
securing loads and weight cradles whilst out of balance. Multiple items of
scenery can be lifted on demand. A powered system should reduce or
eliminate the need for temporary chain hoist rigging.
Improved Storage - Scenery can be moved between bars easily and quickly
- no need to re-weight - enabling speedier change-over between
productions and more comprehensive scene changing at resets and
intervals during performances.
Accuracy - All powered systems are specified to at least +/- 1mm accuracy
on a repeatable basis, this allows very tight tolerance moves and
integration of flown scenery with stage-based moving scenery in a safe but
thrilling way.
Variable load - Effects where load may change during a move for example,
tilting ceilings; can be achieved with a powered system. The ability of
counterweight systems to achieve such effects is limited by the need to
maintain the system in balance.
Flexibility - Bars and point hoists anywhere over the stage can be linked
electronically to share loads and maintain millimetre accuracy relative to
each other such that complex 3-D scenery can be lifted with complete
confidence.

DISADVANTAGES
There are, of course, disadvantages of powered systems however, and
these generally arise from poor equipment selection, lack of correct
management organisation and training issues rather than being inherent
problems:
Reliability - Some powered systems are sadly undermined by poor
mechanical or control system design. Some early designs for example, as
originally installed to the National’s Olivier Theatre, were limited by the fact
that they were ahead of their time not only in theatre terms but also in terms
of wider industrial technology and therefore required bespoke electronic
and computer systems. This inevitably led to problems in maintenance and
later life cycle support. Today, the best systems are using building blocks
and techniques developed for the wider automation industry which use
proven techniques and are developed compliant with common safety
standards. It is important to pay close attention to system provenance when
specifying and to obtain evidence of a proven track record - especially
evidence of successful integration of mechanics and control.
Maintenance - Reliability also depends on the management of the system.
It is essential that the day to day users take ‘ownership’ of the system and
are involved in planned maintenance and development issues. It is
important to have the organisation and procedures in place from the outset.
A system treated as a mystical ‘black box’ leads to compromised
performances and the expensive overhead of requiring out-of-hours/short
notice manufacturer support on a continuing basis.
Operational - It is often said that a counterweight operator can ‘feel’ when
the movement of the bar is obstructed. This is undoubtedly the case;
however, a powered flying operator - facing the stage - should have seen
the potential problem before it occurred. The combination of controls and
mechanics at their disposal will also stop the load rather quicker in an
emergency. Properly specified powered systems provide very accurate
loading information and individual loads can be profiled within the system
providing a high level of protection.
Cost – Costs are set out below but is should be noted that that all costs
relating to power flying systems are significantly greater than those for a
comparable counterweight system. Consideration should be given to the
whole lift costs not just the initial capital costs.
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COSTS
POWER FLYING

COUNTERWEIGHTS

COMPARISON

We have contacted four suppliers of power flying systems that we believe
would be suitable for this project, three of them have responded with a
rough order of magnitude price for the complete system, including control;

Based on the data that we hold on file from previous counterweight
installations we have been able to estimate the capital cost for a
counterweight system;

An estimate of the total cost for the two systems over the first 10 years of
use including capital cost and annual maintenance, but excluding any major
equipment replacement (or inflation) is as follows;

Capital cost – NZD 3.7m – NZD 4.4m
With a complex system such of this the maintenance costs are significant,
two of the contractors that offered equipment prices also gave us an
estimate of the annual maintenance cost which reflects the need to bring in
specialist staff from overseas;
Maintenance cost – NZD 70k – 100k NZD
The life cycle of the power flying system can be split into three different
elements. Whilst it is possible that elements may last longer with careful
use and regular maintenance we would recommend the following periods
should be used when budgeting for future capital expenditure;
Control
Electronic components
Mechanical components

16125 – Waikato Regional Theatre
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Capital cost – NZD 750k – NZD 950k
We do not have any detailed data for the maintenance costs for a
counterweight installation but as it is a simple mechanical system it should
be possible to get the system maintained by a company from New Zealand;

Power Flying NZD 4.4m – NZD 5.4m
Counterweights NZD 0.825 – 1.15m

Estimated maintenance cost – NZD 7.5k – NZD 20k
Again, the counterweight system benefits from its simplicity when it comes
to the life cycle of the equipment, assuming that it is used sensibly and
regularly maintained;
Life cycle - > 20 years

5-10 years
10-15 years
20 years
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SUMMARY
The table below sets out some of the differences between power flying and
counterweights, it may be that the final solution uses a combination of
technologies.

POWER FLYING

COUNTERWEIGHTS

Capital costs

High

Low

Maintenance costs

High

Low

Staffing level - Fit-up

1 person can operate multiple lines

1 person needed for each item moved simultaneously +
additional personnel loading weights

Staffing level - Shows

1 person can operate multiple lines if line of sight to flown
items is available

1 person needed for each item moved simultaneously

Manual handling

Manual handling of scenery / equipment only

Weight equivalent to load of scenery / equipment (or twice
load for double purchase) has to be loaded into
counterweight cradle

Staff training

Training will be required on operation and first-line
maintenance of the specific system installed

Training on one counterweight system is easily transferable
to another

Fit-up time

Mounting of scenery / equipment

Mounting of scenery / equipment + Loading of weights

Technical time

Getting cues & timings programmed can be slow. Additional
programming time required

Complexity of
operation

Very complex, precisely timed sequences can be
programmed & then repeated accurately day after day

16125 – Waikato Regional Theatre
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The ability to achieve complex cues is entirely dependent on
having a skilled fly crew, of a sufficient size, who work well
together and have sufficient rehearsal time
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VENUE COMPARISON
The following table compares similar venues across New Zealand, North America and the United Kingdom

Venues
New Zealand
TSB Theatre
Hawkes Bay Opera House
Napier Municipal Theatre
Civic Theatre
Founders
Isaac Theatre Royal
Regent on Broadway
Auckland Town Hall Great Hall
St James Theatre
Wellington Town Hall
Regent Theatre
ASB Theatre, Aotea Centre
The Opera House, Wellington
Michael Fowler Centre
UK
Savoy Theatre, London
Storyhouse Theatre, Chester
Welsh Millennium Centre, Cardiff
Grand Theatre, Leeds
Hull New Theatre, Hull
New Theatre, Oxford
Barbican Theatre
Marlow Theatre, Canterbury
USA
Kupferberg Centre for the Arts, NYC
Shubert Theatre, New Haven
Schuster Center - Victoria Theatre
Baum Walker Theater
Mary Stuart Rogers Theater
Sydney Harman Hall

Touring
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Capacity

✓
✓
✓
✓

925
965
990
2380
1250
1290
1395
1530
1550
Unavailable
1620
2140
1380
2210

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

1160
800
1900
1550
1160
1190
1155
1200

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

2085
1600
1,154
1600
1,248
1600

Counterweight

Powered

Hybrid*

No Fly
tower

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Specific notes
Third Stage Counter weight system - 45 Lines
Counterweight fly floor system
Counterweight system
Counterweight system
Counterweight system
Manually operated Single Purchase counterweight bars. - rebuilt 2014 and no fire curtain
Counterweight system
No Fly Tower
Counterweight system
No Fly Tower – chain hoists and truss
Counterweights 62 lines
Single purchase Counterweights 84 lines
Counterweight system
No Fly Tower – chain hoists and truss
Traditional counterweight with show specific powered counterweight assist
40 bar counterweight system. 30 Single purchase, 10 double purchase
93 bar single purchase counterweight system
62 bar fully automated power flying
48 bar single purchase counterweight
62 bar single and double purchase counterweight system
100 Bar fully automated power flying
48 bar double purchase counterweight system
46 bar fully automated power flying
48 bar counterweight system
74 bar counterweight system
47 bar counterweight system
49 bar counterweight system
57 bar counterweight system

*Hybrid system uses a combination of counterweight and powered flying
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COMPARISON WITHIN NEW ZEALAND
Most theatres in New Zealand still operate a manual counterweight flying
system. This may indicate touring companies are used to operating under
counterweight conditions, and therefore many companies may have
developed their shows to suit the restrictions of counterweight flying.
There are some venues that do not contain a fly system, but instead rely
upon high level rigging to provide suspension systems for the tour. From
the number of venues that have this arrangement it would indicate that a
full flying system offers a greater flexibility to the venue

compete with mainland Europe where some countries have legislation that
demand all theatres are powered flying. These Europe venues do not often
receive tours from the UK touring scene, particularly musicals, and often
have focus on Dance and Ballet.
In discussions with the Ambassadors Group, a major international theatre
owner and operator based in the UK, they have stated that they ‘feel
strongly that single purchase counterweights are the best choice for new
projects or indeed upgrades to stagehouses’. They are not finding any
benefit in having powered flying bars except in a few key locations, such as
LX1 and advance bars.

COMPARISON WITH THE USA

COMPARISON WITH MAINLAND EUROPE

From our research and extensive knowledge of our American colleagues
the USA have almost exclusively counterweight flying venues. The strong
Unions in the US are partly responsible for the continued use of
counterweight house. However, there are other factors which greatly
influence theatrical practices in slightly smaller cities and towns such as
geological location. Counterweight systems are easier to maintain and
therefore don’t require highly specialised technicians to fault find in the case
of an operational error. This makes a traditional counterweight house a
more attractive proposition if the flying system manufactures are not
geographically local to the theatre. This comparison should be considered
for this venue, as it is likely that any manufacture of a powered flying
system would have to be sourced from outside of New Zealand.

As mentioned above mainland Europe has a combination of both types of
fly system. The Netherlands enacted new legislation in 2007 as part of a
drive by the countries health and safety executive to demand uniformity
across all types of manual handling practices. This legislation was a result
of the very unusual touring model in the Netherlands. Denmark and
Germany may not have the level of legislation for complete conversation of
all venues, however the larger venues and state opera houses are almost
exclusively fitted with power flying systems.

COMPARISON WITH THE UNITED KINDOM
The UK has similarities to the USA, with a large percentage of touring
venues continuing with a counterweight system. In fact, Charcoalblue have
recently specified counterweight systems in two number one touring venues
in the UK. Both Hull New Theatre and Darlington Civic Theatre have been
installed with a comprehensive counterweight fly system allowing them to
continue to operate to professional touring level. Even though the UK is
relatively small there are still a limited number of powered flying touring
houses considering that a major manufacture of powered flying systems is
based in London and there is a comparative wealth of manufactures based
in nearby Belgium and Germany. This indicates that a counterweight
systems still have considerable traction as a business model.
The UK does have some touring venues that offer powered flying. Venues
such as the Barbican Centre and Sadler’s Wells Theatre are installed with
fully automated powered flying, however, these venues are often receiving
large European or international tours from further afield. They have to
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APPENDIX H - FIRE ENGINEERING DRAWINGS
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